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Outline

Monday, September 19, 2011

8:15
M1: Rosanna Degani Young Investigator Finals
10:00
S21: Modelling and Simulation
10:00
S22: Heart Sounds and Sleep Analysis
10:00
S23: QT/Repolarization
11:15
S31: Electrophysiologic Models
11:15
S32: Heart rate Variability Clinical Applications
11:15
S33: Computer Tomography
11:15
S34: ECG Signal Processing

Tuesday, September 20, 2011

8:00
S41: Hemodynamic Models
8:00
S42: Electrophysiology of Atrial Fibrillation
8:00
S43: HRV Physiologic Correlates
8:00
S44: Coronary Artery Imaging
10:00
S51: ECG Models and Simulations
10:00
S52: Mobile Cardiology
10:00
S53: Atrial Fibrillation
11:15
S61: Challenge I
11:15
S62: HRV: Methodologic Innovations
11:15
S63: Echocardiography
11:15
S64: Sleep Studies
14:00
S71: Challenge II
14:00
S72: MRI
14:00
S73: Medical Informatics
14:00
S74: ECG Clinical Studies
15:30
P81: Challenge Posters
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15:30
P82: Modelling and Simulation Posters
P83
15:30: Cardiac Mechanics Posters
15:30
P84: Electrophysiology Posters
15:30
P85: Heart Rate Analysis Posters
15:30
P86: Defibrillation Posters
15:30
P87: Cardiac Informatics Posters

Wednesday, September 21, 2011

8:00
S91: Integrating Data and Devices
8:00
S92: New Techniques
8:00
S93: ECG Signal Processing II
8:00
S94: ECG Clinical Studies II
10:00
SA1: Ion Channel Models
10:00
SA2: Photoplethysmography
10:00
SA3: Alternans/Arrhythmia
11:00
PB1: Systems Study Posters
11:00
PB2: PPG Posters
11:00
PB3: Cardiac Imaging Posters
11:00
PB4: ECG Analysis Posters
11:00
PB5: ECG Signal Processing Posters
11:00
PB6: Cardiac Devices Posters
13:00
MC: Closing Plenary Session

Schedule of Sessions

Monday, 19 September, 2011
08:15
M1
Rosanna Degani Young Investigator Finals
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Willem Dassen

Model-Based Analysis of the Ventricular Response during Atrial Fibrillation
Frida Sandberg*, Valentina D A Corino, Luca T Mainardi and Leif Sцrnmo
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Role of the Dual AV Nodal Pathway Physiology in the Ventricular Response during Atrial
Fibrillation
Andreu M Climent*, Youhua Zhang, Jose Millet, Todor N Mazgalev and Maria S Guillem

Large Speed Increase using Novel GPU Based Algorithms to Simulate Cardiac Excitation
Waves in a Rabbit Ventricle
Jonathan Higham*, Oleg Aslanidi and Henggui Zhang

A Feasibility Study on the Automatic Detection of Atrial Fibrillation using an Unobtrusive Bed-
Mounted Sensor
Christoph Brueser*, Matthias D H Zink, Stefan Winter, Patrick Schauerte and Steffen Leonhardt

Monday, 19 September, 2011
10:00
S21
Modelling and Simulation
Chairs: Hengqui Zhang and Leif Sörnmo

Application of an Efficient Coupled Electromechanical Solver to Investigate End-stage Human
Heart Failure
Nathan Kirk*, Alan Benson, Chris Goodyer and Matthew Hubbard

Simulation of the MCG Signal in a 2D Cardiac Tissue Sheet with Ischemia
Ling Dai*, Yunliang Zang, Guofa Shou and Ling Xia

Induction of Action Potential Propagation in Completely Isolated Viable Tissue Embedded in a
Myocardial Infarct Through the Mechanism of Action Potential Tunneling
Niels F Otani*

Effects of the Material Properties on Hemodynamic Parameters of the Coronary Arteries
Xiu qing Qian*, Yan Wang, Zhilun Zhou and Zhicheng Liu

Monday, 19 September, 2011
10:00
S22
Heart Sounds and Sleep Analysis
Chairs: Niels Wessel and Alan Murray

Evaluation of Breathing Dynamics using the Correlation of Acoustic and ECG Signals
Klaudia Czopek*

An Automatic Tool for Pediatric Heart Sound Segmentation
Arash Ghareh Baghi*, Thierry Dutoit, Amir Sepehri, Per Ask and Peter Hult

Quantification of Cardio-Respiratory Interactions in Patients with Mild Obstructive Sleep
Apnea Syndrome using Joint Symbolic Dynamics
Muammar Muhammad Kabir*, Hany Dimitri, Prashanthan Sanders, Ral Antic, Derek Abbott and Mathias
Baumert

An Improved ECG-Derived Respiration Method using Kernel Principal Component Analysis
Devy Widjaja*, Alexander Caicedo Dorado, Jenny Carolina Varon Perez and Sabine Van Huffel

Monday, 19 September, 2011
10:00
S23
QT/Repolarization
Chairs: Jean Phillipe Couderc and Juan Pablo Martinez
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Influence of Diabetes Mellitus on T wave and QRS Complex Alternans During Stress ECG
Testing
Ivaylo Christov*, Giovanni Bortolan, Iana Simova and Tzvetana Katova

Influence of simulated microgravity by Head-Down-Bed-Resting on QT/RR Dynamics
Juan Bolea, Esther Pueyo, Rute Almeida, Mariano Llamedo*, Miguel Sotaquirб, Juan Pablo Martнnez, Pablo
Laguna and Enrico G Caiani

Relation between QT Interval Variability and Cardiac Sympathetic Innervation in Patients with
Diabetes Mathias Baumert*, Julian Sacre and Bennett Franjic

Beat-to-beat QT Interval Variability in the 12 Lead ECG
Muhammad Asraful Hasan*, Derek Abbott and Mathias Baumert

Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S31
Electrophysiologic Models
Chairs: Linwei Wang and Chema Ferrero

Modeling Cardiac Electrical Dynamics with a Space-time Adaptive Algorithm
Wenjun Ying* and Craig Henriquez

One-dimensional Simulation of Transmural Heterogeneity of Cardiac Cellular Electromechanics
Yunliang Zang*, Ling Dai and Ling Xia

Effects of the Fibroblast-myocyte in Cardiac Electromechanical Coupling: A Preliminary
Simulation Study
Heqing Zhan* and Ling Xia

Spatial Sparseness Constraint in the Transmembrane Potential-Based ECG Inverse Problem
Guofa Shou*, Ling Xia, Ling Dai and Mingfeng Jiang

Ionic Modulators of Electrophysiology and Re-entry Properties in Human Atria
Carlos Sanchez*, Blanca Rodriguez and Esther Pueyo

Study of Simulation Technology for Myocardial Ion Channel on Pharmacological Effects
Jihong Liu*, Yue Cui, Yitian Tao and Henggui Zhang

Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S32
Heart rate Variability Clinical Applications
Chairs: Pablo Laguna and Kees Swenne

A Comparison of Heart Rate Variability Measures for Mental Stress Detection
Sansanee Boonnithi* and Sukanya Phongsuphap

Detection of Driver's Drowsiness by Means of HRV Analysis
Jose Vicente*, Pablo Laguna, Ariadna Bartra and Raquel Bailуn

Relationship between Heart Rate Turbulence and Local Physiological Variables in Heart Failure
Patients
Уscar Barquero-Pйrez, Rebeca Goya-Esteban, Estrella Everss, Carlos Figuera-Pozuelo, Josй
Luis Rojo-Бlvarez*, Domingo Pascual-Figal and Arcadi Garcнa-Alberola
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Personality Psychology using Heart Responses to Color Stimulus
Sadaf Moharreri, Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Saman Parvaneh, Ali M Nasrabadi and Gholamreza
Attarodi

Tilt Test Outcome Early Perdition using ECG, Pressure and Impedance Parameters using
Support Vector Machine Nonlinear Classifier
Francisco-Javier Gimeno-Blanes*, Josй-Luis Rojo-Бlvarez, Arcadi Garcia-Alberola, Juan-Ramon
Gimeno-Blanes, Alberto Rodriguez-Martinez, Andrea Mocci and Jose-Antonio Flores-Yepes

Usefulness of 7-day Holter Monitoring for Heart Rate Variability Nonlinear Dynamics
Evaluation
Rebeca Goya-Esteban, Уscar Barquero-Pйrez, Antonio Caamaсo-Fernбndez, Josй Luis Rojo-
Бlvarez*, Francisco J Pastor-Pйrez, Sergio Manzano-Fernбndez and Arcadi Garcнa-Alberola

Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S33
Computer Tomography
Chairs: Victor Mor-Avi and Yiping Du

Automatic Labeling of Coronary Artery Tree in CCTA Datasets
Guanyu Yang*, Alexander Broersen, Robert Petr, Pieter Kitslaar, Michiel de Graaf, Johan HC
Reiber and Jouke Dijkstra

Comparative Study on Pulmonary Artery of Complex Congenital Heart Disease by Dual-source
CT and Ou Shan-xing*, Zhang Li and Qian Min

Application of DSCT in The Assessment of The Pulmonary Arteries in Complex Congenital Heart
Disease with Diminished Pulmonary Blood Flow
Zhang Li*, Ou Shan-xing and Peng Guangming

Does Reduced Radiation Dose Adversely Affect the Ability to Detect Abnormal Myocardial
Perfusion on Computed Tomography during Vasodilator Stress?
Amit R Patel, Sonal Chandra, Nadjia Kachenoura, Joseph A Lodato, Homaa Ahmad, Benjamin H
Freed, Barbara Newby, Roberto M Lang and Victor Mor-Avi*

Application of DSCT in The Assessment of The Left Ventricular Function for Complex
Congenital Heart Disease with Diminished Pulmonary Blood Flow
Zhang Li*, Ou Shan-xing and Peng Guangming

Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S34
ECG Signal Processing
Chairs: John Wang and Cadathur Rajagopalan

On the Way to a Cable Free Operating Theater: An Operating Table with Integrated
Multimodal Monitoring
Tobias Wartzek*, Robert Elfring, Arne Janssen, Benjamin Eilebrecht, Marian Walter and
Steffen Leonhardt

Continuous Noise Estimation using Time-Frequency ECG Representation
Piotr Augustyniak*

Analysis of a Semiautomatic Algorithm for ECG Heartbeat Classification
Mariano Llamedo* and Juan Pablo Martнnez
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Electrocardiogram Compression by Linear Prediction and Wavelet Sub-Band Coding Techniques
Ramchandra Manthalkar, Shubhada Ardhapurkar* and Suhas Gajre

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Hemodynamic Models
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

The Performance of Neural Network in the Estimation of Cardiac Output using Arterial Blood
Pressure Waveforms
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Fatemeh Adaei and Ali Motie Nasrabadi

High Temporal Resolution Finite Element Simulations of the Aorta for Thoracic Impedance
Cardiography
Mark Ulbrich*, Piotr Paluchowski, Jens Muehlsteff and Steffen Leonhardt

Cardiovascular Model for Development and Test of Automated Hemodynamic Regulation with
Medication
Nicole Sprunk*, Alejandro Mendoza Garcia, Ulrich Schreiber and Alois Knoll

Hemodynamics of Stenosed and Virtually Stented Atherosclerotic Carotid Arteries
Kelvin KL Wong*, Jingliang Dong, Sherman C P Cheung, and J Y Tu

Mechano-Electrical Coupling Explains Worsening of Cardiac Function in the Asynchronous
Heart
Nico HL Kuijpers*, Evelien Hermeling and Frits W Prinzen

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Electrophysiology of Atrial Fibrillation
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

A New Method for ECG Tracking of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Termination during Stepwise
Ablation
Andrйa Buttu*, Jйrфme Van Zaen, Alain Viso, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M
Narayan, Etienne Pruvot and Jean- Marc Vesin

Morphological Study of Intracardiac Signals as a New Tool to Track the Efficiency of Stepwise
Ablation of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation
Andrйa Buttu*, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M Narayan, Etienne Pruvot and Jean-
Marc Vesin

Causality Relation Map: A Novel Methodology for the Identification of Hierarchical Fibrillatory
Processes
Miguel Rodrigo-Bort, Alejandro Liberos, Jose Millet, Maria S Guillem and Andreu M Climent*

Spatio-Temporal Wavefront Isolation: an Approach to Quantify Fibrillation Complexity
Xavier Ibaсez-Catala, Andreu M Climent, Eduard Roses, Francisco J Chorro, Isabel Trapero,
Francisca Pelechano, Luis Such- Miquel, Jose Millet and Maria S Guillem*

Comparison of EGM Organization and Synchronization Indices in Atrial Fibrillation: a
Simulation Study
Fernando Simуn, Бngel Arenal, Pablo Laguna and Juan Pablo Martнnez*

Atrial Fibrillation Dominant Frequency Changes during Ablation
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Marjan Bojarnejad*, James Blake, John Bourke, Alan Murray, Philip Langley

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S43
HRV Physiologic Correlates
Chairs: Alan Murray and Willem Dassen

Altered Sympatho-vagal Interaction during the Recovery Phase of Exercise
Suvi Tiinanen*, Mikko Tulppo, Antti Kiviniemi and Tapio Seppдnen

Heart Rate Variability Analysis during Hemodialysis and its Relation with Hypotension
David Hernando, Raquel Bailуn, Pablo Laguna* and Leif Sцrnmo

Point Process Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia Analysis during Deep Tissue Pain Stimulation
Sandun Kodituwakku, Jieun Kim, Vitaly Napadow, Marco L Loggia and Riccardo Barbieri*

Analysis of Heart Rate Variability during Meditation by a Pattern Recognition Method
Sukanya Phongsuphap* and Yongyuth Pongsupap

Dynamics of Autonomic Activity during Mueller and Valsalva Maneuvers Assessed by Time-
Frequency Analysis of Cardiovascular Variability
Salvador Carrasco-Sosa and Alejandra Guillйn-Mandujano*

Time-Frequency Analysis of Cardiovascular Variability during Two Types of Continuous and
Linearly Increasing Isometric Exercise
Alejandra Guillйn-Mandujano* and Salvador Carrasco-Sosa

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S44
Coronary Artery Imaging
Chairs: Nico Bruining and Victor Mor-Avi

Acoustic Coupler for the Acquisition of Coronary Artery Murmurs
Henrik Zimmermann*, Samuel Emil Schmidt, John Hansen, Dorte Hammershшi and Henrik
Mшller

System for the Acquisition of Weak Murmurs Related to Coronary Artery Diseases
John Hansen*, Henrik Zimmermann, Samuel Emil Schmidt, Dorte Hammershшi, Egon Toft and
Johannes Jan Struijk

3D Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) – the Application in Evaluation of a Therosclerosis
and Stent in Patients' Coronary Arteries
Jin Suo*, Michael McDaniel, Parham Eshtehardi, Saurabh Dhawan, Hanjoong Jo, Robert W
Taylor, Habib Samady and Don Giddens

New Ischemic Index based on Combined Parameters of Coronary Angiography and
Intracoronary Pressure Measurement Predicts the Severity of Ischemia on Myocardial
Perfusion Scintigraphy
Zsolt Kőszegi*, Bertalan Kracskу, Ildikу Garai, Jуzsef Varga, Istvбn Йdes, Lбszlу Tнmбr and
Zsuzsa Nagy

Automated Three-Dimensional Detection of Intracoronary Stent Struts in Optical Coherence
Tomography Nico Bruining*, Kenji Sihan, Jurgen Ligthart, Sebastiaan de Winter and Evelyn
Regar
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Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S51
ECG Models and Simulations
Chairs: Peter van Dam and Kuanquan Wang

A Coupled Heart-Torso Framework for Cardiac Electrocardiographic Simulation
Hongda Mao*, Linwei Wang, Ken Wong, Huafeng Liu and Pengcheng Shi

Interaction of Pacemakers as a Generating Mechanism of Atrial Fibrillation
Claudia Lenk*, Mario Einax, Gunnar Seemann and Philipp Maass

An Adaptive Step Size GPU ODE Solver for Simulating Electric Cardiac Activity
Victor M Garcia, Alejandro Liberos, Andreu M Climent*, Antonio Vidal, Jose Millet and Alberto
Gonzalez

Estimation Accuracy of a Reduced Lead System during Simulated Ischemia
Daniel Guldenring*, Dewar D Finlay, Chris D Nugent, Mark P Donnelly, Raymond R Bond and
Stefan P Nelwan

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S52
Mobile Cardiology
Chairs: Enno van der Velde and Paul Rubel

A Cardiac Telerehabilitation Application for Mobile Devices
Joanna Jaworek and Piotr Augustyniak*

Wireless Body Area Network System based on ECG and Accelerometer Pattern
Magdalena Smolen*, Eliasz Kantoch, Piotr Augustyniak and Pawel Kowalski

Mobile CTG – Fetal Heart Rate Assessment using Android Platform
Lukбš Zach, Vбclav Chudбček*, Jiřн Spilka, Michal Huptych, Miroslav Burša, Jakub Kužнlek,
Lenka Lhotskб and Petr Janků

Teleconsulting for Collaborative Diagnosis and Care of Heart Malformations
Alessandro Taddei*, Andrea Gori, Emiliano Rocca, Tiziano Carducci, Nadia Assanta, Bruno
Murzi and Giorgio Ricci

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S53
Atrial Fibrillation
Chairs: Philip Langley and Adriaan van Oosterom

P-wave Indices to Detect Susceptibility to Atrial Fibrillation
Aline Cabasson, Lam Dang, Jean-Marc Vesin, Andrйa Buttu*, Roger Abдcherli, Remo Leber and
Lukas Kappenberger

Catheter Ablation Outcome Prediction in Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Based on Spatio-
Temporal Complexity Measures of the Surface ECG
Marianna Meo*, Vicente Zarzoso, Olivier Meste, Latcu Decebal Gabriel and Nadir Saoudi

Comparative Study of Algorithms for Atrial Fibrillation Detection
Nekane Larburu, Txema Lopetegi and Iсaki Romero*
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Time-frequency analysis of atrial fibrillation comparing morphology-clustering based QRS-T
cancellation with blind source separation in multi-lead surface ECG recordings
Luigi Y Di Marco*, Susan King, John Bourke, Lorenzo Chiari, Alan Murray, Philip Langley

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Challenge I
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

Improving the Quality of ECGs Collected using Mobile Phones: The PhysioNet / Computing in
Cardiology Challenge 2011
George Moody*, Ikaro Silva, Leo Celi and Sidhant Jena

Incorporating a Priori Knowledge into Hidden Markov Models for Inadequate ECGs Detection
Yi-Yuan Chiang*, Wang-Hsin Hsu, So-Long Liu, Zun-Jhih Jiang, Ji Jia, Yi-Chen Li, Wan-Lin Li
and Jung-Shyr Wu

CinC Challenge – Assessing the Usability of ECG by Ensemble Decision Trees
Sebastian Zaunseder*, Robert Huhle and Hagen Malberg

An Algorithm for Assessment of ECG Quality Acquired Via Mobile Telephone
Philip Langley*, Luigi Di Marco, Susan King, Costanzo Di Maria, Wenfeng Duan, Marjan
Bojarnejad, Kun Wang, Dingchang Zheng, John Allen and Alan Murray

Signal Quality Indices and Data Fusion for Determining Acceptability of Electrocardiograms
Collected in Noisy Ambulatory Environments
Qiao Li, D Lopez and Gari Clifford*

Matrix Multiplication and Baseline Analysis Methods to Classify ECGs in the 2011
Physionet/CinC Challenge
Arie C Maan*, Erik W van Zwet, Suzanne M M Oliveira-Martens, Sumche Man, Martin J Schalij,
Ernst E van der Wall and Cees A Swenne

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S62
HRV: Methodologic Innovations
Chairs: Shen Luo and Dingchang Zheng

A Point Process Local Likelihood Algorithm for Robust and Automated Heart Beat Detection
and Correction
Luca Citi*, Emery N Brown and Riccardo Barbieri

Real-time Estimation of Heart Rate Variability Parameters from Passband Filtered Interbeat
Interval Series
Krzysztof Kudryński* and Paweł Strumiłło

Robust Time Series Decomposition for Heart Rate Variability Analysis in Daily Life
Lianying Ji*, Yuanjing Yang, Aiguang Li, Shaofeng Wang and Jiankang Wu

Evaluation Method for Heart Failure using RR Sequence Normalized Histogram
Chengyu Liu*, Peng Li, Lina Zhao, Jing Yang and Changchun Liu

Higher Order Spectra for Heart Rate Variability and QT Interval Variability Analysis: A
Comparison between Heart Failure and Normal Control Groups
Peng Li*, Chengyu Liu, Changchun Liu, Hsin Sun, Jing Yang and Guoqiang Ma
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Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S63
Echocardiography
Chairs: Enno van der Velde and Huafeng Liu

3D Echocardiographic Imaging and Modeling: Towards the Patient-Specific Virtual Mitral Valve
Emiliano Votta, Marco Stevanella, Laura Fusini, Federico Veronesi, Gloria Tamborini, Mauro
Pepi, Francesco Maffessanti, Francesco Alamanni, Alberto Redaelli and Enrico G Caiani*

Semi-automated Assessment of Left Ventricular Volume through 2D Echocardiographic Images
using a Tissue-mimicking Phantom
Kun Wang*, Alan Murray and Andrew Sims

The Relationship between the Occurrence of the U Wave and both the Electrical and
Mechanical Timing Sequence
Wenfeng Duan*, Dingchang Zheng, Philip Langley and Alan Murray

Function Analysis of Mitral Complex's Geometry using Support Vector Machines from 3D
Echocardiography
Wei Song*, Xin Yang, Jing Wang, Yi Yu and Kun Sun

Initial Experimental Study on the Emergency Injuries of Left Ventricular Function of Pig with
Myocardial Contusion
Zhang Li, Ou Shan-xing* and Qian Min

A Framework to Create Realistic IVUS Phantoms in Different Cardiac Phases
Fernando Cardoso*, Matheus Moraes and Sergio Furuie

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S64
Sleep Studies
Chairs: Thomas Penzel and Leif Sörnmo

ECG Analysis to Detect Sleep Disordered Breathing and Sleep Stages in Subjects with
Insomnia
Thomas Penzel*, Carmen Garcia, Martin Glos, Christoph Schoebel and Ingo Fietze

Automatic Arrhythmia Detection based on RR Series Recorded through Bed Sensor during
Sleep
Matteo Migliorini, Ramona Cabiddu, Juha M Kortelainen, Sergio Cerutti, Luca T Mainardi* and
Anna M Bianchi

Cardiovascular Regulation during Sleep Quantified By Symbolic Coupling Traces
Alexander Suhrbier, Maik Riedl, Hagen Malberg, Thomas Penzel, Georg Bretthauer, Jьrgen
Kurths and Niels Wessel*

Screening of sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome by ECG derived respiration of ambulatory
electrocardiogram
Guang-ming Tong, Fang Han*, Hai-cheng Zhang, Ji-hong Guo, Jing Li and Thomas Penzel

A Snoring Classifier Based on Heart Rate Variability Analysis
Chio In Ieong*, Cheng Dong, Wenya Nan, Agostinho Rosa, Mang I Vai, Peng Un Mak, Feng
Wan and Pui In Mak
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Cardiovascular Regulation in Different Sleep Stages in the Obstructive Sleep Apnoea
Syndrome
Jan F Kraemer*, Andrej Gapelyuk, Maik Riedl, Alexander Suhrbier, Georg Bretthauer, Hagen
Malberg, Jьrgen Kurths, Thomas Penzel and Niels Wessel

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S71
Challenge II
Chairs: Gari Clifford and Phil Langley

Real-time Visualization of Signal Quality during Mobile ECG Recording
Dieter Hayn*, Bernhard Jammerbund and Gьnter Schreier

Real-time Signal Quality Assessment and Improvement Methods for ECGs Collected using
Mobile Phones
Chengyu Liu*, Peng Li, Lina Zhao, Feifei Liu and Ruxiang Wang

A Rule-Based Method for ECG Quality Control
Benjamin E Moody*

ECG Quality Classification based on Robust Best Subsets Linear Prediction Error
Kai Noponen*, Mari Karsikas, Suvi Tiinanen, Jukka Kortelainen, Heikki Huikuri and Tapio
Seppдnen

A Multistage Computer Test Algorithm for Improving the Quality of ECGs
Henian Xia, Joseph McBride, Adam Sullivan, Thibaut De Bock, Jujhar Bains, Dale Wortham,
Xiaopeng Zhao* and Gabriel 
ECG Quality Rating for Mobile Devices
Benedikt Baumgartner, Alejandro Mendoza*, Nicole Sprunk and Alois Knoll

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S72
MRI
Chairs: Enrico Caiani and Cristiana Corsi

Evaluation of a Semi-Automatic Algorithm for Tracking Tricuspid Valve Annulus on Magnetic
Resonance Francesco Maffessanti, Paola Gripari, Gianluca Pontone, Daniele Andreini, Chiara
Carminati, Mauro Pepi and Enrico G 
Segmentation of Short-axis Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging using Radial Projection of
Optical Flow Velocities
Ahmed S Fahmy*

Fully-automated Quantification of Left and Right Ventricular Volumes Throughout the Cardiac
Cycle from MRI
Dario Turco, Cristiana Corsi* and Claudio Lamberti

Cardiac Fiber Tracking using Particle Filtering In MRI
Fanhui Kong*, Wanyu Liu, Isabelle E Magnin and Yuemin Zhu

Semi-Automated Border Detection for Right Ventricular Volume Estimation from MRI Images
Maria Chiara Carminati, Paola Gripari, Francesco Maffessanti, Cristiana Corsi, Gianluca
Pontone, Daniele Andreini, Mauro Pepi and Enrico G Caiani*

Comparative Study of Fast Quantitative Analysis Techniques of Tagged Magnetic Resonance
Images
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Ayman Khalifa*, Ahmed S Fahmy and Lamees Nasser

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S73
Medical Informatics
Chairs: Sheri Prucka and Alessandro Taddei

A Computational Model for Heart Failure Stratification
Xiao Fu*, Yinzi Ren, Guiqiu Yang, Qing Pan, Shijin Gong, Li Li, Jing Yan and Gangmin Ning

Usability Evaluation of a Body Surface Potential Map Visualization System
Raymond R Bond*, Dewar Finlay, Chris Nugent and George Moore

A Low Ccomplexity, High Capacity ECG Signal Watermark for the Wearable Sensor-net Health
Monitoring Ayman Ibaida*, Ibrahim Khalil and Ron van Schyndel

Knowledge Discovery from Lifestyle Profiles to support Self-management of Chronic Heart
Failure
Yan Huang*, Huiru Zheng, Chris Nugent, Paul McCullagh, Norman Black, Mark Hawley and Gail
Mountain

using of Commercial Interpretive Software as a Teacher's Reference Tool in Digital ECG
Laboratory
Piotr Augustyniak*

Automatic Quantification of Cardiac Scar Extent from Late Gadolinium Enhancement MRI
Cristiana Corsi*, Giacomo Tarroni, Alessandro Tornani, Stefano Severi and Claudio Lamberti

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S74
ECG Clinical Studies
Chairs: Paul Kligfield and Johan de Bie

Locating the Culprit Lesion in Myocardial Infarction by Calculation of the Injury Vector from
the ECG
Arie C Maan*, W Arnold Dijk, Niek HJJ van der Putten, Sumche Man, Chinar Rahmattulla, Erik
W van Zwet, Martin J Schalij, Ernst E van der Wall and Cees A Swenne

ECG-based Estimation of Area at Risk in Acute Myocardial Infarction
Ask Schou*, Ulrik Silvanus Lжrkevang Grove, Thomas Worbech, Mads Peter Andersen,
Christian Juhl Terkelsen, Hans-Erik Bшtker, Anne Kjer Kaltoft, Sшren Steen Nielsen and
Johannes Jan Struijk

Location of the Culprit Artery in Acute Myocardial Infarction using the ECG
Abdul Waduud, Elaine Clark*, Alexander Payne, Colin Berry, Maria Sejersten, Peter
Clemmensen and Peter Macfarlane

Classification of J point elevation in a healthy populaton
Sijie Heng, Elaine Clark and Peter Macfarlane*

Prediction of Arrhythmias in Primary Prevention ICD Patients: Resting versus Exercise ECG
Sumche Man*, Laura Burattini, Joep Thijssen, Roberto Burattini, Priscilla V De Winter,
Marianne Bootsma, Lieselot van Erven, Ernst E Van der Wall, Martin J Schalij, Arie C Maan and
Cees A Swenne
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Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P81
Challenge Posters

Recognition of Diagnostically Useful ECG Recordings: Alert for Corrupted or Interchanged
Leads
Irena Jekova, Vessela Krasteva, Ivan Dotsinsky, Ivaylo Christov* and Roger Abдcherli

Assessment of ECG Quality on an Android Platform
Lars Johannesen*

Multiscale Quality Control of Telemedicine ECG Signal Acquisition
Chen Kan* and Hui Yang

Classification of Quality for ECG Readings
Nir Kalkstein, Yaron Kinar*, Michael Na'aman, Nir Neumark and Pini Akiva

Electrocardiogram Artifact Detection via one-dimension to two-dimension Data Visualization
Marwa Taghouti, Marwa Adala*, Raja Ghozi, Mariem Jaidane, Sofien Kamoun and Taher
Mestiri

Physionet Challenge 2011: Improving the Quality of Electrocardiography Data Collected using
Real Time QRS-Complex and T-Wave Detection
Thomas Chee Tat Ho* and Xiang Chen

Could Determination of Equivalent Dipoles from 12 lead ECG Help in Detection of Misplaced
Electrodes
Vito Starc*

Simple Scoring System for ECG Signal Quality Assessment on Android Platform
Vбclav Chudбček*, Lukбš Zach, Jakub Kužнlek, Jiřн Spilka and Lenka Lhotskб

Data Driven Approach to ECG Signal Quality Assessment using Multistep SVM classification
Jakub Kužнlek*, Michal Huptych, Vбclav Chudбček, Jiřн Spilka and Lenka Lhotskб

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P82
Modelling and Simulation Posters

Influence of Different Acid-Base Concentration on Cardiac Pacemaking Behavior in the
Myocardium
Ma Wen-Yang, Cheng Chun-Lei, Wang Meng and Ji-Qian Zhang*

A Hybrid Model of Maximum Margin Clustering Method and Support Vector Regression for
Solving the Inverse ECG Problem
Mingfeng Jiang*, Jiafu Lv, Chengqun Wang, Wenqing Huang, Ling Xia and Guofa Shou

Simulation Study of the Electrophysiological Mechanisms for Heart Failure Phenotype
K Cardona, JF Gomez, JM Ferrero*, J Saiz, S Rajamani, L Belardinelli and B Trenor

The Application of Complex Research Simulation Models in Education; a Generic Approach
Willem Dassen*, Theo Arts, Peter M Van Dam, Nico HL Kuijpers, Evelien Hermeling, Eelco Van
Dam and Tammo Delhaas
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GPU-based High Performance Wave Propagation Simulation of Ischemia in Anatomically
Detailed Ventricle
Lei Zhang, Changqing Gai, Kuanquan Wang*, Weigang Lu and Wangmeng Zuo

Automatic Location of Phase Singularities in Cardiac Spiral-wave Reentry Simulation
Yinglan Gong*, Dongdong Deng and Ling Xia

Numerical Simulation of Saccular Aneurysmal Flow for the Analysis of Stent Porosity and Strut
Geometry
Jingliang Dong, Kelvin KL Wong*, Zhonghua Sun and Jiyuan Tu

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P83
Cardiac Mechanics Posters

Detection, Delineation and Unsupervised Classification of the Phonocardiogram Sounds in
Presence of Severe Valvular Anomalies
Hossein Naseri*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad, Ali Ghaffari, Ali Golmirzaei, Abbas Atyabi,
Amir Hosseini Sabzevari, Mohammad Aghaee, Sanaz Ghanipour, Abuzar Sekhavati, Emad
Naseri, Zahra Emkanjoo, Mehrdad Haghjoo, Reza Rahmani and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha

Coronary Artery Disease and Low Frequency Heart Sound Signatures
Samuel Emil Schmidt*, John Hansen, Henrik Zimmermann, Dorte Hammershшi, Egon Toft and
Johannes Jan Struijk

Illustrative Visualization of Segmented Human Cardiac Anatomy Based on Context-Preserving
Model
Kuanquan Wang, Lei Zhang, Changqing Gai and Wangmeng Zuo*

Fuzzy Classification of Children with Congenital Heart Disease using the PCG Signals
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Alireza Tareh, Amir Homayoun Jafari and Gholamreza Attarodi

Elongational Viscosity of Drag-reducing Polymers Solution at Physiological Shear Rates
Qingjia Chi* and Guixue Wang

Modelling of the Human Blood Circulation and Detection of Pathophysiological Symptoms of
Atherosclerosis in Dependence of the Arterial Blood Flow Volume and Blood Pressure
Yang Bai*, Benjamin Strathen, Eberhard Engelien, Okan Ecin, Reinhard Viga, Thomas Hilbel,
Rainer Kokozinski and Anton Grabmaier

Automatic Detection of Characteristic Points in Impedance Cardiogram
SMM Naidu*, Prem C Pandey and Vinod K Pandey

Wavelet Based Denoising for Suppression of Respiratory and Motion Artifacts in Impedance
Cardiography
Toney Sebastian, Prem C Pandey, Vinod K Pandey and SMM Naidu*

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P84
Electrophysiology Posters

Tracking of Stepwise Ablation of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation using Synchronization of nearby
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Electrograms
Andrйa Buttu*, Sarah Volorio, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M Narayan, Etienne
Pruvot and Jean-Marc Vesin

Are Dual-channel Methods as Accurate as Multi-channel Methods to Suppress the
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Artifact?
Unai Ayala*, Joar Eilevstjшnn, Unai Irusta, Trygve Eftestшl, Erik Alonso and Digna Gonzбlez

Evaluation of the Reduction in Time-to-defibrillation due to CPR Artifact Suppression in Long
Duration Out-of-hospital Cardiac Arrest Records
Erik Alonso*, Elisabete Aramendi, Unai Irusta, Unai Ayala and Digna Gonzбlez

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P85
Heart Rate Analysis Posters

Detecting and Quantifying Heart Rate Turbulence via False-Alarm Bounded Binary Neyman-
Pearson Test
Ali Ghaffari*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha

Identification of Cardiac Autonomic Neuropathy Patients using Cardioid Based Graph for ECG
Biometric
Khairul Sidek*, Herbert Jelinek and Ibrahim Khalil

Heart Rate Asymmetry and Emotional Response to Robot-assist Task Challenges in Post-
stroke Patients
Herbert Jelinek, Katherine August, Ahsan Habib Khandoker, Mohammad Hasan Imam*,
Alexander Koenig and Robert 
PD2i Heart Rate Complexity can Detect Cardiac Autonomic Neuropathy: an Alternative Test to
Ewing Battery
Ahsan Habib Khandoker*, Mohammad Hasan Imam, Daniel Weiss and Marimuthu Palaniswami

Early Detection of Vasovagal Syncope in Tilt-up Test with Hemodynamic and Autonomic Study
Chun-An Cheng*, Hsin Chu and Hung-Wen Chiu

Transform Based Approach for ECG Period Normalization
Hamza Baali, Rini Akmeliawati, Momoh J E Salami, Musa Aibinu* and Asan Gani

Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P86
Defibrillation Posters

Influence of Analysis Duration on the Accuracy of a Shock Advisory System
Vessela Krasteva, Irena Jekova, Sarah Mйnйtrй, Todor Stoyanov and Jean-Philippe Didon*

Within-Patient Correlation Influence on Defibrillation Outcome Prediction using a Bayesian
Classifier
Sarah Mйnйtrй, Jean-Philippe Didon*, Olivier Pietquin, Christian de Chillou and Jacques
Felblinger

Performance of VF Detection Parameters in an Algorithm Design Scenario and in a Real
Resuscitation Unai Ayala, Unai Irusta*, Erik Alonso and Digna Gonzбlez
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Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P87
Cardiac Informatics Posters

Endoscopy Video Frame Classification using Edge-Based Information Analysis
Nicharee Rangseekajee* and Sukanya Phongsuphap

Cardiac Risk Assessment Based on QTc Speculation and Trending from Past References
Thomas Chee Tat Ho* and Xiang Chen

HDPS: Heart Disease Prediction System
Austin H Chen*, Shu-Yi Huang, Pei-Shan Hong, Chieh-Hao Cheng and En-Ju Lin

A General Microsimulation Toolkit for Patient Specific Predictions, Treatment Efficiency and
Life Expectancy
RJ Barendse, LC Battes, I Kardys, JJM Takkenberg, NHJJ van der Putten* and E Boersma

Incorporation of Ontology-driven Biological Knowledge into Cardiovascular Genomics
Huiru Zheng*, Haiying Wang and Francisco Azuaje

Computer Vision for Human Stem Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes Classification: a Induced
Pluripotent VS Embryonic Stem Cell Case Study
Michelangelo Paci*, Loris Nanni, Anna Lahti, Stefano Severi, Katriina Aalto-Setдlд and Jari
Hyttinen

The Relation between Colors, Emotions and Heart using Triangle Phase Space Mapping (TPSM)
Sadaf Moharreri, Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Saman Parvaneh and Ali M Nasrabadi

Anesthesia Information Management System in Cardiac Surgery
Mario Cossu*, Pier Antonio Furfori, Alessandro Taddei, Maurizio Mangione and Paolo Del Sarto

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S91
Integrating Data and Devices
Chairs: Piotr Augustyniak and Dave Hampton

Integration of Remote Monitoring Data into the Hospital Electronic Health Record System:
Implementation Based on International Standards
Enno van der Velde*, Hylke Foeken, Tom Witteman, Lieselot van Erven and Martin Schalij

Multi-Parameter Databases Remote-access and Automatic Layout and Conjunct Analysis by
means of QT Cross-platform Application Framework
Wei Wu*

Integration of In-clinic and Internet Based Remote Cardiac Device Analysis Data in the
Electronic Medical Pieter Vandervoort*, Jan Vercammen, Koen Rondelez, Tom Agneessens and
Wilfried Mullens

Numerical Integration of Cardiac Device Parameters in the Electronic Patient Record
Pieter Vandervoort*, Marc Remels, Maximo Rivero, Tom Agneessens and Wilfried Mullens

iCARDEA: Practical Data Integration for the Follow-up of Cardiovascular Implantable
Electronic Device Patients in Cardiological Departments
Maohua Yang*, Catherine E Chronaki, Christian Lьpkes, Andreas Thiel, Manuela Ploessnig,
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Lynne Hinterbuchner, Elena Arbelo, Asuman Dogac, Marco Eichelberg and Andreas Hein

User-centered Integrated Clinical Decision Support System for Improving Medication Safety
Stefan P Nelwan, Teus van Dam*, Niek HJJ van der Putten, Maarten van Ettinger and Rogier
Barendse

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S92
New Techniques
Chairs: Joel Xue and Harold Ostrow

Fractal Dimension of Blood-Pressure and Heart-Rate Series from Ambulatory Blood Pressure
Monitoring Paolo Castiglioni*, Marco Di Rienzo, Gianfranco Parati and Andrea Faini

Cancellation of Ventricular Activity in Endocavitary Recordings during Atrial Fibrillation by
Particle Swarm Optimization
Luca T Mainardi*, Massimo Rivolta, Riccardo Scanziani, Valentina Corino and Roberto Sassi

Use of the Impedance Cardiogram in Public Access Defibrillators as an indicator of
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation effectiveness
Cesar Navarro*, Nicholas Cromie, Rebecca Di Maio and John Anderson

Three dimensional ballistocardiography: an old technique revived from research in
microgravity
Pierre-Franзois Migeotte*, Nathalie Pattyn, Kim Prisk and Xavier Neyt

A Novel Technique for Identifying Patients With ICU Needs using Hemodynamic Features
Ali Jalali*, Parham Ghorbanian, Ali Ghaffari and C Nataraj

Time-Recurrent HMM Decision Tree to Generate Alerts for Heart-Guard Wearable Computer
Swati Keskar* and Rahul Banerjee

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S93
ECG Signal Processing II
Chairs: Antoun Khawaja and Dewar Finlay

Assessment Of Different Methods To Estimate Electrocardiogram Signal Quality
Belйn Aldecoa Sбnchez del Rнo, Txema Lopetegi and Iсaki Romero*

PCA and ICA applied to Noise Reduction in Multi-lead ECG
Iсaki Romero*

Analyzing the Delineation Precision of the Hannover ECG System (HES®): A Validation Study
Antoun Khawaja*, Jeffrey Litwin, Thomas Devine, Thomas Auzinger, William O'Rourke, Amy
Furlong, Constanza Lehmann and Ronald Fischer

Average T-wave Alternans Activity in Ambulatory ECGs
Violeta Monasterio, Pablo Laguna, Iwona Cygankiewicz and Juan Pablo Martнnez*

Cepstral Based Approach for Online Quantification of ECG Quality in Freely Moving Subjects
Paolo Castiglioni*, Paolo Meriggi, Andrea Faini and Marco Di Rienzo

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
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S94
ECG Clinical Studies II
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Electrocardiographic and Scintigraphic Imaging of Myocardial Ischemia
John Wang*, Olle Pahlm, Galen Wagner, James Warren and Milan Horacek

Recognizing Bi-Ventricular Pacing From The 12-Lead ECG
Shen Luo*, Paul Johnston and Peter Macfarlane

Distinguishing Between Supply Ischaemic and Non-Supply Ischaemic ST Events using a
Relevance Vector Christina Busisiwe Vilakazi*, Gari D Clifford and Lionel Tarassenko

Fragmentation in Body Surface Potential Mapping Recordings from Patients with Brugada
Syndrome
Adolfo Fonseca-Guzman, Andreu M Climent, Jose Millet, Paola Berne, Josep Brugada, Rafael
Ramos, Ramon Brugada and Maria S Guillem*

Contrasting Investigation Between Magnetocardiography and Electrocardiogram for the Early
Diagnosis of Coronary Artery Disease in Patients Presenting with Acute Chest Pain
Le-jian Lin, Fa-kuan Tang*, Ning Hua and Hong Lu

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA1
Ion Channel Models
Chairs: Ling Xia and Paul Kligfield

Calcium Alternans Produced by Increased Sarcoplasmatic Reticulum Refractoriness
Inmaculada R Cantalapiedra*, Carlos Lugo, Angelina Peсaranda, Blas Echebarria

Functional Roles of the L-type Calcium Channel on Cardiac Pacemaking – Insights from
Bifurcation Analysis
Jihong Liu and Henggui Zhang*

Vulnerability to Re-entry Arising from LPC-induced Alternations of Cardiac Sodium Current
Kinetics: A Simulation Study
Yongfeng Yuan, Kuanquan Wang*, Sanjay Kharche and Henggui Zhang

Interactive Simulation of the Activation Sequence: replacing effect by cause
Peter M van Dam*, Thom F Oostendorp and Adriaan van Oosterom

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA2
Photoplethysmography
Chairs: Dingchang Zheng and Eduardo Gil

Estimation of the Respiratory Rate from Photoplethysmography by Cross Time-frequency
Analysis
Michele Orini, Maria Dolores Pelaez-Coca, Raquel Bailуn and Eduardo Gil*

Accurate Measurement of Systolic Blood Pressure by Photoplethysmography
Shaul Akiva, Ori Gleisner, Yehonatan Mordechai, Eran Shalom and Meir Nitzan*

Detection of Heart Rate Turbulence in Photoplethysmographic Signals
Eduardo Gil*, Leif Sцrnmo and Pablo Laguna
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Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA3
Alternans /Arrhythmia
Chairs: Yu Chen and Pablo Laguna

Time Course and Spatial Distribution of T Wave Alternans Induced by Artery Occlusion in Pigs
Juan Pablo Martнnez*, Alba Martнn-Yebra, Violeta Monasterio, Marina Demidova, Pyotr
Platonov and Pablo Laguna

A Cardiod Based Technique to Identify Premature Ventricular Contractions on Mobile
Platforms
Vu Mai and Ibrahim Khalil*

Identification of Repolarization-Alternans Time Occurrence Improves Discrimination of
Abnormal Cases
Laura Burattini* and Roberto Burattini

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB1
Systems Study Posters

Using Fuzzy Measure Entropy to Improve the Stability of Traditional Entropy Measures
Chengyu Liu* and Lina Zhao

Analysis of the Effects of Short-term Smoking Cessation by Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test and
Heart Rate Recovery
Jaesung Cho*, Yoonbae Oh, Dohyun Kim, Jongshill Lee, Sun I Kim, Inyoung Kim and
Youngjoon Chee

Telemedicine assisted Secondary Prevention with Individual Forecasting based on ECG
Monitoring
Nandor Balogh*, Sandor Khoor, Katalin Fugedi, Mate Khoor, Ildiko Simon, Gusztav Florian and
Pal Kern

Assessment of Cardiac Autonomic State Based on RR and QT Interval Series and Symbolic
Analysis
Jing Zhang* and Yi Peng

Effect of Window Lengths on the Analysis of Cardiorespiratory Synchronization
Lin Sen Pon*, Chih Hsiang Tsou, Jong Chih Chien, Jun Jih Liang and Tsair Kao

Time Course of the Occurrences of Acute Cardiovascular Events in the Italian City of Brindisi
Rita Balocchi*, Alberto Macerata, Emilio Antonio Luca Gianicolo, Cristina Mangia, Marco
Cervino and Clara Carpeggiani

A Mathematical Model For Artificial Generating Of HRV Based On Integral Pulse Frequency
Modulation With Chaotic Threshold
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Naser Safdarian, Gholamreza Attarodi and Yousef Jafarnia
Dabanloo

Time-Frequency Analysis of Heart Rate Variability in Neonatal Piglets Exposed to Hypoxia
Shiying Dong*, Mostefa Mesbah, Barbara E Lingwood, John M O’ Toole and Boualem Boashash
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Heartbeat Dynamics from a Microcanonical Multifractal Approach
Oriol Pont*, Michel Haissaguerre, Hussein Yahia, Nicolas Derval and Meleze Hocini

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB2
PPG Posters

Effect of Tracheal Intubation on the Morphology of Photoplethysmographic Pulse
Xuan Wang*, Xinzhong Chen, Shuming Ye, Ying Feng, Lingxiao Hou, Chao Huang and Hang
Chen

Deriving Respiration from the Pulse Photoplethysmographic Signal
Jesъs Lбzaro, Eduardo Gil*, Raquel Bailуn and Pablo Laguna

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB3
Cardiac Imaging Posters

Quantitative Assessment for Confluent Plaque Area Related to Diagnostic IVUS-VH Images
Klaudia Czopek* and Jacek Jąkała

Effects of Voltage-Sensitive Dye di-4-ANEPPS on Isolated Rat Heart Electrogram
Katerina Fialova*, Jana Kolarova, Ivo Provaznik and Marie Novakova

Feasibility Assessment of Atrial Septal Defect by 3D Echocardiographic Vritual Endoscopy
Haihong Xue*, Kun Sun, Jianguo Yu, and Binjin Chen

Calculation of the Translesional Pressure Gradients on Coronary Stenosis by Combining Three-
dimensional Coronary Angiography Parameters with Frame Count Data
Zsolt Kőszegi*, Balбzs Tar, Sбndor Ember, Pйter Lugosi, Zoltбn Bйres, Jбnos Sбnta, Mariann
Svбb, Sбndor Bakk and Pйter 
Segmentation of Nuclear Medicine tri-dimensional images using Anscombe transformation
Edward Flуrez Pacheco* and Sergio Furuie

Automatic Right Ventricle Segmentation from Magnetic Resonance Images using Shape-
Specific Statistical Mohammed S ElBaz*, Ahmed S Fahmy and Nael F Osman

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB4
ECG Analysis Posters

Z-score Transformation of T-wave Morphology Values to a Standardized Scale
Claus Graff, Jimmi Nielsen, Jшrgen K Kanters, Egon Toft, Johannes Jan Struijk and Samuel
Emil Schmidt*

A Unified Low Computational QRS Detection-Delineation Algorithm Designed for
Implementation on PDA and Mobile Phones
Ali Golmirzaei*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad, Hossein Naseri, Ali Ghaffari, Mohammad
Aghaee, Amir Hosseini Sabzevari and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha

Determination of Optimal Electrode Positions of a Wearable ECG Monitoring System for
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Detection of Myocardial Ischemia: A Simulation Study
Axel Loewe, Walther H W Schulze, Yuan Jiang*, Mathias Wilhelms and Olaf Dцssel

Performance Challenges in Current Multi-lead Electrocardiogram QRS Detection Systems
Maxim Dashouk, Zhe Zhang, Carolyn Lall and Yu Chen*

A Novel Multi-lead Method for Clustering Ventricular Ectopic Heartbeats
Constanza Lehmann* and Antoun Khawaja

Automobile Driver Recognition Under Different Physiological Conditions using
Electrocardiogram
Khairul Sidek* and Ibrahim Khalil

ECG amplitude Modulation in the Very-Low-Frequency Band in Patients with Angina Pectoris
Alejandro Alcaine Otin, Raquel Bailуn Luesma, Daniel Romero Pйrez, Esther Pueyo Paules and
Pablo Laguna* Lasaosa

Biometric Identification of Individuals Based on ECG. Which Conditions?
Fabienne Porйe*, Antoine Gallix and Guy Carrault

Vectorcardiographic Changes during Exercise Test - Correlates to Lactate and Anaerobic
Threshold
Jukka A Lipponen*, Valerie Gladwell, Hannu Kinnunen, Pasi A Karjalainen and Mika P
Tarvainen

Magnetohydrodynamic distortions of the ECG in different MR scanner configurations
Johannes Krug*, Georg Rose

A New Tool for the Heart Disease Prognosis in the Community
Rene Gonzalez-Fernandez*, Reynaldo Perez-Santos, Marisabel Lopez-Fernandez, Iris
Fernandez-Godoy, Jorge Luis Espinosa- Portieles, Livan Badias-Ibarra, Ariel Fernandez-
Cabanas, Gemma Rodriguez-Benitez and Yarisley Pena-Llerena

Comparison Between Man and Machine in the Case of ACS and AMI Detection in a Chest Pain
Cohort
Roger Abдcherli, Remo Leber, Ivaylo Christov*, Raphael Twerenbold, Philip Haaf, Tobias
Reichlin and Christian Mьller

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB5
ECG Signal Processing Posters

A Radial Basis Function Neural Network for the Detection of Abnormal Intra-QRS Potentials
Chun-Cheng Lin and Weichih Hu*

Implementation of the Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm to Optimize the Results of
Neural Classifiers for ECG Beat Recognition
Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad*, Ehsan Tavakkoli, Abbas Atyabi, Ali Ghaffari and Reza
Rahmani

Real-time Detection of Abnormal Beats in Electrocardiogram by Artificial Neural Networks
Hung-Wen Chiu* and Tsung-Chieh Lee

ECG Wavelet Analysis for the Detection of Gene Mutations in Patients with Brugada Syndrome
Velislav Batchvarov, Giovanni Bortolan*, Ivaylo Christov, Rachel Bastiaenen, Hariharan Raju,
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Abdulrahman Naseef and Elijah R Behr

Real-time System for High-Resolution ECG Diagnosis Based on 3D Late Potentials Fractal
Dimension Omar Escalona, Marianela Mendoza, Guillermo Villegas and Cesar Navarro*

Cardiac Syndrome X Electrocardiographic Profile using High-Resolution Signal-Averaged VCG
Mikhail Matveev, Vessela Krasteva, Svetlin Tsonev, Maria Milanova, Rada Prokopova and
Ivaylo Christov*

ECG Waveform data Extraction from Paper ECG Recordings by K-means Method
Guojie Shi*, Gang Zheng and Min Dai

An Implementation of Real-time and Parallel Processing ECG Features an Extraction Algorithm
in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
Weichih Hu*, Chun-Cheng Lin and Liang-Yu Shyu

Detection of QRS complex in ECG signal using Multiresolution Wavelet and Thresholding
Method
Soroor Behbahani* and Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo

Decreased Complex Correlation Measure of Poincarй Plot in Patients with Depression
Herbert Jelinek, Ahsan Habib Khandoker, D Quintana, Mohammad Hasan Imam* and Kemp AH

QRS Complex Analysis using Wavelet Transform and Two Layered Self-Organizing Map
Mutsuo Kaneko*, Fumiaki Iseri, Takafumi Gotho,Hidehiro Ohki and Naomichi Sueda

ECG Baseline Wander Elimination Based on Morphology Algorithm With Non-flat Structure
Element
Yuan Gu*, Gang Zheng and Min Dai

Detection of Power-Line Interferences in ECG signal using Frequency-Domain Analysis
Constanza Lehmann*, Antoun Khawaja and Juergen Reinstaedtler

Do the ECG Intervals Depend on the Heart Rate, on the Body Habitus or on the Amplitude?
Insights from a Large Study Group
Roger Abдcherli, Ivaylo Christov*, Richard Kobza, Franz Frey, Johann-Jakob Schmid and Paul
Erne

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB6
Cardiac Devices Posters

Embedded platform for automation of Medical Devices
Alejandro Mendoza Garcia*, Mario Huizar, Benedikt Baumgartner, Ulrich Schreiber and Alois
Knoll

TEMEO – a Novel Mobile Heart Rhythm Telemonitoring System
Hristo Mateev, Iana Simova, Tzvetana Katova, Nikolay Dimitrov and Ivaylo Christov*

Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
13:00
MC
Closing Plenary Session
Chairs: Ling Xia and Piotr Augustinyak
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Clinical Validation of an Automated Technique for MRI-Based Quantification of Myocardial
Perfusion
Giacomo Tarroni*, Cristiana Corsi, Patrick F Antkowiak, Federico Veronesi, Christopher M
Kramer, Frederick H Epstein, Claudio Lamberti, Amit R Patel and Victor Mor-Avi

Effect of Talking on Mean Arterial Blood Pressure: Agreement Between Manual Auscultatory
and Automatic Oscillometric Techniques
Dingchang Zheng*, Roberto Giovannini and Alan Murray

Increased Repolarization Heterogeneity is Associated with _Increased Mortality in
Hemodialysis Patients
JP Couderc*, D Gray, J Xia and W Zareba

Mapping the Transmural Scar and Activation for Patients with Ventricular Arrhythmia
Linwei Wang*, Fady Dawoud, Ken CL Wong, Heye Zhang, Huafeng Liu, John Sapp, Milan
Horacek and Pengcheng Shi

M1: Monday, 19 September, 2011
08:15
M1
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Willem Dassen

Model-Based Analysis of the Ventricular Response during Atrial Fibrillation
Frida Sandberg*, Valentina D A Corino, Luca T Mainardi and Leif Sörnmo
We study a statistical model of the atrioventricular node function duringatrial fibrillation (AF),
for which the model parameters can be estimated fromthe ECG. The proposed model is
defined by parameters which characterize thearrival rate of atrial impulses, the probability of
an impulse choosing eitherone of the two atrioventricular nodal pathways, the refractory
periods of thesepathways, and the prolongation of the refractory periods caused by
e.g.,concealed conduction. The parameters are estimated from the RR intervals
usingmaximum likelihood estimation, except for the shorter refractory period whichis
estimated from the RR interval Poincaré plot, and the mean arrival rate ofatrial impulses by
the AF frequency estimated from the ECG. The model wasevaluated on 30-min ECG segments
from 36 AF patients. The results showed that88% of the segments can be accurately modeled
when the estimated probabilitydensity function (PDF) and an empirical PDF were at least 80%
in agreement. Themodel parameters were estimated during head-up tilt test to assess
differencescaused by sympathetic stimulation. Both refractory periods decreased as aresult of
stimulation, and the likelihood of an impulse choosing the pathwaywith the shorter refractory
period increased. The model parameter estimates arepotentially useful for noninvasively
assessing the influence of antiarrhythmicdrugs on patients with AF.

M1: Monday, 19 September, 2011
08:15
M1
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Willem Dassen

Role of the Dual AV Nodal Pathway Physiology in the Ventricular Response during Atrial
Fibrillation
Andreu M Climent*, Youhua Zhang, Jose Millet, Todor N Mazgalev and Maria S Guillem
Dual AV nodal pathway physiology is described as two different wavefronts thatpropagate
from the atria to the His bundle: one with a longer effectiverefractory period (ERP) (fast
pathway, FP) and a second with a shorter ERP(slow pathway, SP). By using His electrogram
alternance (HEA), we havedeveloped a mathematical model of atrioventricular conduction that
incorporatesdual AV nodal pathway physiology. Experiments were performed on 5 rabbitatrial-
AV nodal preparations to develop and test the presented model. HEAs fromthe inferior margin
of the His bundle were used to identify fast and slowwavefront propagations. The ability to
predict AV conduction time and theinteraction between FP and SP wavefronts have been
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analyzed during regular andirregular atrial rhythms (e.g., atrial fibrillation, AF). In addition,
the roleof dual AV nodal pathway wavefronts in the generation of multimodal
ventricularresponse patterns during AF has been evaluated by generating AA interval
serieswith realistic statistical moments. The model accurately reproduced interactions
between FP and SP during regularand irregular atrial pacing protocols. In all experiments
specificity andsensitivity higher than 85% were obtained in the prediction of the
pathwayresponsible for conduction and the root mean square errors of the
calculatedconduction times via the FP and SP were 9±5ms and 14±9ms, respectively. Finally,
we have shown that a unimodal HH histogram does not necessarily implythe presence of a
single pathway since an intact node with two active pathwayscan produce this ventricular
response pattern. In added, our results demostratethat a multimodal ventricular response
pattern can be obtained when only one AVnodal pathway is active. The presented
mathematical model can help inunderstanding some of the intriguing AV node mechanisms
and should beconsidered as a step forward in the studies of AV nodal conduction.
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Large Speed Increase using Novel GPU Based Algorithms to Simulate Cardiac Excitation
Waves in a Rabbit Ventricle
Jonathan Higham*, Oleg Aslanidi and Henggui Zhang
Large-scale biophysically detailed computer models of the heart provide auseful tool to
understand dynamics of cardiac excitation and mechanismsunderlying lethal cardiac
arrhythmias. However, high demanding of intensivehigh performance computing environments
limits the practical application ofsuch models. This paper presents a novel method using a
desktop personalcomputer and the CUDA parallel computing architecture, for a highly
efficientmethod of parallel simulation of a 3D ventricular model. We show thatsubstantial
speed increases can be obtained using a desktop GraphicalProcessing Unit (GPU) compared to
a single desktop Central Processing Unit(CPU), and that a single GPU can be an effective
substitute to large numbers ofCPUs. Primarily, simulations of one cycle of excitation wave
propagation in the3D ventricular model took 20375 s on the CPU and only 298 s on the GPU,
givinga 68-fold speed increase. In addition, we vary the number of threads involvedin
computation and show that the GPU outperforms a CPU in simulations ofcardiac tissue
comprising greater than 10^3 cells. This study thereforedemonstrates that a current desktop
PC provides an efficient environment forcomplex biological simulations, and we suggest a
minimum problem size for theGPU to be a worthwhile processor.
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A Feasibility Study on the Automatic Detection of Atrial Fibrillation using an Unobtrusive Bed-
Mounted Sensor
Christoph Brueser*, Matthias D H Zink, Stefan Winter, Patrick Schauerte and Steffen
Leonhardt
We present a feasibility study on the automatic detection of atrialfibrillation (AF) from a
cardiac vibration signal (ballistocardiogram).Considering the prevalence of AF among the
elderly and the risk of silent andundetected AF, there is a need for screening this
population.One way to unobtrusively measure cardiopulmonary activity is the integration
ofsensors into bed frames or mattresses which then record the vibrations of thebody caused
by the mechanical activity of the heart. For this study, suchballistocardiograms (BCGs) were
recorded by means of an electromechanical foilattached to a bed's mattress.A clinical study
with 10 AF patients was conducted to assess whether BCG signals alone allow an automatic
distinction between atrial fibrillationsand normal sinus rhythms. The AF patients underwent a
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routine procedure calledsynchronized electrical cardioversion to return their heart rhythm to a
regularsinus rhythm. From each patient, BCG and reference ECG signals were acquiredbefore
(AF) and after (sinus rhythm) the procedure.For the automatic detection of AF, the entire BCG
recordings were split into856 non-overlapping, 30 s long, segments. Epochs containing motion
artefactswere manually labelled and excluded from further analysis. Each of theremaining 245
epochs was assigned a label (i.e. AF or sinus rhythm) based onmanual analysis of the
reference ECG by an expert. From each epoch, 2time-domain features and 7 features based on
an auto-regressive time-frequencyrepresentation of the signal were extracted. After
dimensionality reduction bymeans of principal component analysis, a radial basis function
support vectormachine classifier was trained to detect AF epochs. The classifier wasevaluated
by means of leave-one-out cross-validation. We could achieve asensitivity of 96.17 % and a
specificity of 91.94 %, which suggests that it isindeed feasible to use bed-mounted BCG
sensors to screen for atrialfibrillations.
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Application of an Efficient Coupled Electromechanical Solver to Investigate End-stage Human
Heart Failure
Nathan Kirk*, Alan Benson, Chris Goodyer and Matthew Hubbard
Computational simulation has become a vital tool in developing ourunderstanding of
pathological cardiac conditions such as arrhythmias. However,as the underlying models are
enhanced to include more realistic biologicalfeatures, the construction of efficient and
accurate softwarebecomes increasingly challenging. For example, mathematical models
whichinclude cardiac tissue mechanics are highly non-linear and dominate the systemsolve
time in coupled electromechanical systems.We have developed a computational model of
coupled electromechanical cardiacactivity which uses the finite element method to
approximate both electricaland mechanical systems on unstructured, deforming meshes.
Performance of thismodel has been improved by preconditioning the mechanical system and
byinvestigating the resolution required by the mechanical system, relative to theelectrical
system, to efficiently reproduce biological features to anappropriate level of detail.We have
then utilised this software to model re-entrant cardiac arrhythmias inend-stage failing tissue.
Heart failure was simulated in the tissue byintroducing changes to: (i) cellular
electrophysiological properties that result in an increased actionpotential duration and altered
intracellular calcium handling; (ii) tissue-level properties that simulate the gap junction
remodelling,fibrosis and increased tissue stiffness seen in heart failure. We then evaluated the
relative contributions of cell- and tissue-levelremodelling to arrhythmogenesis. In particular,
the results from thesesimulations were compared on fixed and moving domains, paying
specificattention to the effects of tissue deformation on the generation of spiral wavebreak-
up.
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Simulation of the MCG Signal in a 2D Cardiac Tissue Sheet with Ischemia
Ling Dai*, Yunliang Zang, Guofa Shou and Ling Xia
Cardiovascular disease is one of the leading causes of death in the world.Ventricular
tachycardia and fibrillation are usually induced by spiral waves,so it is very important to
understand the mechanisms of spiral waves underpathological conditions such as myocardial
ischemia. Magnetocardiogram (MCG) isa noninvasive and noncontact technology for measuring
weak magnetic signalsgenerated by cardiac electrical activities, which is possible to become
aroutine tool for clinical diagnosis of cardiac disease. The relationshipbetween spiral waves
and MCG signal has not been well investigated yet. In thispaper, the simulations were
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performed on a 2-D 2.5cm×2.5cm cardiac tissuesheet with and without of a 0.75cm×0.75cm
ischemic area. Ten Tusscher’shuman ventricular cell model was used as the basic unit, and
with somemodifications in order to get lower computation expense. The electricalproperties
caused by ischemia were realized by raising external potassiumconcentrations from 5.4 mM to
10 mM. After an electrical stimulus was applied,electrical activation was generated and
propagated, and then stable spiralwaves were successfully produced and sustained by an
effective second stimulus.The mono-domain equation was used to simulate the excitation
propagation, andthe MCG/ECG signals were calculated using the boundary element method.
Thesimulation results show that the MCG signal is more sensitive to identify thespiral waves
induced by myocardial ischemia than the ECG signal, and thussuggest that the MCG would be
a useful tool for cardiovascular diseaseresearch.
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Induction of Action Potential Propagation in Completely Isolated Viable Tissue Embedded in a
Myocardial Infarct Through the Mechanism of Action Potential Tunneling
Niels F Otani*
Engraftment of viable, electrically functional cells into a myocardial infarctas a method for
restoring functionality is currently a topic of active researchinterest. Cells implanted in this
way can form gap junction connectivity witheach other, but often do not connect well with
the surrounding tissue outsidethe infarct. [1] We have conducted a computer simulation study
using abidomain model of cardiac electrophysiological dynamics to study an idealizedversion
of this situation. Specifically, we find that a circularly-shapedregion of excitability
representing the engrafted cells can be depolarized andcan support action potential
propagation even when the region has absolutely nogap junction connectivity with the
surrounding region. This is possiblethrough "action potential tunneling," a mechanism
previously studied by Barrand Plonsey [2] in a two-fiber model. We show that action
potentials can crossboth line-shaped and ring-shaped barriers containing no gap junctions by
meansof this mechanism in fully 2D (and by trivial extension, 3D) systems. We findthat the
effectiveness of the mechanism is strongly dependent on the height ofthe firing threshold
above the resting state and action potential upstrokevelocity (i.e., dVm/dt max). The
mechanism is also found to be much moreeffective when the isolated region is circularly
shaped (as an infarcttypically is) than when the barrier is line-shaped, apparently due to
theformer's much more favorable source-sink balance.
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Effects of the Material Properties on Hemodynamic Parameters of the Coronary Arteries
Xiu qing Qian*, Yan Wang, Zhilun Zhou and Zhicheng Liu
Atherosclerosis is a kind of multifactorial disease in which conditions such ashigh cholesterol
level, high blood pressure. The purpose of this paper is toresearch the effect of materials
properties of vascular wall and blood on thehemodynamic parameters of the coronary artery.
Firstly, the three dimensionalmodel of coronary artery with geometry branches is
reconstructed based on theclinical detection of CT images of coronary angiography of a
healthy personusing the software Mimics. Then, the model is transferred to finite
elementsoftware. The mechanical property of vascular wall is simplified as the linearelasticity
and the flow of blood is taken as transient flow of incompressibleNewtonian fluid. Spring
elements connected the vascular wall are used tosimulate the effect of elasticity of the heart
muscle. Finally, a series ofsolid-fluid coupled analysis are performed to study the effects
induced byvariations of elastic modulus of the vascular wall and the viscosity of blood.Take
the solutions of the second cardiac cycle as the results by comparing theresults of different
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cardiac cycle. The results show that the velocity reachesthe maximum value during the cardiac
diastole. There are low velocity fields ofthe blood flow, the bigger value of the deformation
and equivalent stress ofthe vascular wall at the curve part of the blood vessel and
neighborhood of thebranches. The blood velocity decreases with the decrease of the elastic
modulusof the vascular wall and the blood velocity is highest when taking the vascularwall as
rigid body. Therefore the deformation effect of the vascular wallshould be considered. The low
velocity field of the blood flow will becomelarger with the increase of the viscosity of blood. It
can be deduced thatwhile the viscosity of blood increases, atherosclerosis is easily coming on.
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Evaluation of Breathing Dynamics using the Correlation of Acoustic and ECG Signals
Klaudia Czopek*
Sleep breathing disorders are estimated to be present in 2%–4% of middle-agedadults.
Serious adverse consequences such as hypertension, myocardialinfarction or cerebrovascular
disease may result from breathing disorders.Heart diseases have influence on insomnia or
sleep apnea. Moreover, the closureof airways can cause problems with breathing and
consequently have impact tothe circulatory system.Our research was aimed at finding a
correlation between sleep disordersrepresented by acoustic signals and heart activity
parameters. The measurementof breathing through simultaneously acquired acoustic and ECG
signals is usedto quantify the respiratory obstruction during sleep. It is believed that
thedynamic characteristics of this noninvasive technique allows for an inexpensiveand
accurate analysis of these events. Acoustic analysis provides informationabout the mechanism,
intensity and location of upper airway obstruction. Thequality of recorded sound is dependent
on many factors: the way of breathingduring sleep, sleep stage or body position. Acoustic
signal is highlysusceptible to external noise interference, therefore determining
breathingbased on breath rate can be very problematic. We determined the average rate ofan
epoch (30s) by using autocorrelation method. ECG recordings from number ofsubjects were
used to collect electrocardiogram-derived respiratory (EDR) andheart rate variability (HRV)
information. The respiratory signal was calculatedusing two methods: acoustic analysis and
EDR. Comparison of the resultsindicates that both methods are equivalent in the assessment
of breathingduring sleep. The information collected by simultaneous recording of acoustic
effects and theECG signal are partially overlapping, giving the opportunity to improveaccuracy
and partly complementary, allowing for extending of the sleep analysisaspects. Proposed data
collection scheme is more convenient and can beperformed in ambulatory conditions (at
home).
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An Automatic Tool for Pediatric Heart Sound Segmentation
Arash Ghareh Baghi*, Thierry Dutoit, Amir Sepehri, Per Ask and Peter Hult
A large number of children referred for echocardiography have normal hearts;this number
could be noticeably decreased by using a computer-assistedscreening system. A big obstacle
for development of such an auto-maticscreening system comes from the fact that children’s
heart murmurs aretypically more intensive than those of adults, which decreases the
robustnessof the heart sound segmentation step. In this paper, we present an original
segmentation tool, based on our pre-viouswork [Amir Sepehri et al, A Novel Method for
Pediatric Heart Sound Segmentationwithout Using the ECG, Computer Method and Programs
in Biomedicine, Elsevier,volume 99, July 2010]. The method works in two steps. We first
extract cardiaccycles using wavelet transform. Then we seg-ment first and second heart
soundswithin the cycle by taking their spectral properties into account. We enhancethe
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robustness of our original algorithm by coupling ECGs and PCGs. In order to assess the
method, we prepared 120 heart sound signals, eachcontaining 10 seconds of phonocardiogram
and electrocardiogram with variousabnormalities, recorded under the supervision of pediatric
cardiologists usingechocardiography and complementary tests in the Children Heart Center
ofTehran. The abnormalities include mild to severe systolic murmurs, ejectionclicks and third
heart sounds. Results showed that in more than 97% of thedata-bank, the system correctly
identifies first and second heart sounds whilein 100% of them, cardiac cycles are correctly
extracted. The algorithm, as wellas a subset of the data, are incorporated into a tutorial
software (with auser-friendly GUI), which could be demonstrated at the conference.
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Quantification of Cardio-Respiratory Interactions in Patients with Mild Obstructive Sleep
Apnea Syndrome using Joint Symbolic Dynamics
Muammar Muhammad Kabir*, Hany Dimitri, Prashanthan Sanders, Ral Antic, Derek Abbott and
Mathias Baumert
Quantification of Cardio-Respiratory Interactions in Patients with MildObstructive Sleep Apnea
Syndrome using Joint Symbolic DynamicsMuammar M Kabir*, Hany Dimitri, Prashanthan
Sanders, Ral Antic, Derek Abbott,Mathias BaumertThe University of Adelaide, Adelaide,
Australia Cardio-respiratory coordination is an aspect of the interaction betweenheart and
respiratory rhythm. Conventional signal processing techniques such aspower spectral density
and cross-correlation analysis often prove to beinadequate for characterizing the complex
characteristics of the biologicalsignals, which are inherently non-linear, non-stationary and
containsuperimposed noise. The concept of symbolic dynamics provides a simplifieddescription
of the dynamics of a system with the opportunity for an easyinterpretation of physiological
data. Accordingly, we developed a techniquebased on the joint symbolic dynamics of heart
rate and respiratory phase toquantify cardio-respiratory interaction. This approach was tested
in 123patients with mild obstructive sleep apnea syndrome during night-time sleep.The R-R
time series were extracted from electrocardiograms, and respiratoryphases were obtained
from abdominal displacement sensors using the Hilberttransform. Both series were
transformed into ternary symbol vectors based onthe changes between two successive R-R
intervals and the respective respiratoryphases. Subsequently, words of length ‘3’ were formed
and thecorrespondence between words of the two series was determined for each sleepstage
to quantify cardio-respiratory interaction. In accordance with previousstudies that were based
on the synchrogram technique, we found a significantlyhigher percentage of similarity in the
symbolic dynamics of R-R intervals andrespiratory phases during slow-wave sleep compared
to other sleep stages(slow-wave vs. stage 1, stage 2 and rapid-eye-movement sleep:
20.9±4.7 vs.15.5±4.2, 17.0±4.1 and 13.4±2.6, p<0.0001, respectively). The joint
symbolicdynamics approach also showed improved performance in detecting changes incardio-
respiratory interaction as compared to the synchrogram technique; thusproviding an efficient
tool for quantification of cardio-respiratorycoordination.
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An Improved ECG-Derived Respiration Method using Kernel Principal Component Analysis
Devy Widjaja*, Alexander Caicedo Dorado, Jenny Carolina Varon Perez and Sabine Van Huffel
Deriving a respiratory signal from single lead ECGs has challenged manyresearchers. Recent
studies showed that principal component analysis (PCA)generates better ECG-derived
respiratory signals (EDR) than many othertechniques. Assuming that respiration causes
variations in the QRS morphology,the direction of maximal variance using a linear
transformation is computedfrom a matrix that contains all QRS complexes. An EDR signal is
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generated bythe coefficients of the first principal component.This EDR technique is improved
by extending linear PCA to kernel PCA (kPCA).Kernel PCA has the advantage over PCA of also
taking nonlinearities of the datainto account when maximising the variance. As there is no
proof thatrespiration linearly varies the ECG recordings, a more accurate EDR signal
isexpected with kPCA. When applying kPCA, the data is first nonlinearly mapped into a
higherdimensional space, in which PCA is carried out. Reconstruction of the inputdata from
that higher dimensional space generates an improved EDR signal.To evaluate the performance
of kPCA as a tool for EDR, the freely availableFantasia database from PhysioNet was used.
From each recording (n=40), weselected 5 minutes and generated two EDR signals by
applying PCA and kPCA. Thecorrelation coefficients and magnitude squared coherence
coefficients atrespiratory frequency of the EDR signals compared to the reference
respiratorysignal were computed to quantify the performance of both methods.
Correlationvalues of (0.630±0.189, 0.675±0.163) and coherence values of
(0.819±0.229,0.894±0.139) were obtained for PCA and KPCA respectively.The Wilcoxon
signed rank test showed p-values of 0.0257 and 0.0030 forrespectively the correlation and
coherence coefficients, indicatingstatistically significantly higher coefficients for kPCA than for
PCA. To conclude, kPCA proves to outperform PCA in the extraction of a respiratorysignal from
single lead ECGs.
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Influence of Diabetes Mellitus on T wave and QRS Complex Alternans During Stress ECG
Testing
Ivaylo Christov*, Giovanni Bortolan, Iana Simova and Tzvetana Katova
Background: Microvolt T-wave and QRS-complex alternans (TWA&QRSA) is
anelectrophysiological phenomenon associated with change in T wave and QRScomplex
morphology, appearing in alternation on every other beat. Aim: To evaluate the influence of
diabetes mellitus (DM) on wave alternansduring stress ECG testing.Methods: Principal
component analysis, combined with wave amplitude computationon a combined lead, was
used for TWA&QRSA quantification. Global and localintervals (128 RR intervals), were used for
detection of TWA&QRSA. We included70 patients (64 ± 11 years, 44% male). DM was present
in 39% andangiographically significant coronary artery disease (AS_CAD) in 50%. Digital12-
lead ECGs were acquired during stress ECG veloergometry. Results: Patients with DM had
higher QRSA compared to non-diabetics (1.6 ± 1and 1.1 ± 0.8, respectively, p = 0.026); TWA
did not differ significantly.Patients with positive stress ECG tests had higher TWA&QRSA
compared to thosewith negative stress tests (2.3 ± 0.5 and 1.5 ± 0.6, p < 0.001 for TWA
and1.8 ± 0.9 and 1.1 ± 0.8, p = 0.001 for QRSA), independent of the presence orabsence of
DM. In the subgroup of patients with negative stress test,diabetics had higher TWA values (1.7
± 0.5 and 1.1 ± 0.5, p = 0.001). Withpositive stress test this difference was no longer
present; QRSA differedsignificantly between diabetics and non-diabetics, but only in patients
withAS_CAD (2.2 ± 0.9 and 1.5 ± 0.7, p = 0.04).Conclusions: DM influences wave alternans
during stress ECG testing. Patientswith DM had higher TWA&QRSA values (predominantly
QRSA) compared tonon-diabetics. With negative stress test diabetics demonstrated higher
TWAvalues, while in the presence of positive stress test and AS_CAD patients withDM had
higher QRSA values, compared to non-diabetics.
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Influence of simulated microgravity by Head-Down-Bed-Resting on QT/RR Dynamics
Juan Bolea, Esther Pueyo, Rute Almeida, Mariano Llamedo*, Miguel Sotaquirá, Juan Pablo
Martínez, Pablo Laguna and Enrico G Caiani
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There are evidences suggesting that spaceflight may be associated within-creased
susceptibility to ventricular dysrhythmias. Nevertheless, fewsyste-matic studies were
conducted and no causal relationship was established.Minus 6° head-down bed rest (HDBR) in
healthy volunteers is the preferredmodel to simulate the effects of prolonged exposure to
microgravity on Earth.Accordingly, we aimed at testing the changes in QT/RR dynamics
induced by HDBR.Methods. Electrocardiographic (ECG) recordings (1000 Hz, H12+,
MortaraInstrument,USA) were acquired in 10 males (age range: 26-42 y) during VO2max-
andtilt-tests performed before and after 5-days of HDBR (Euro-pean SpaceAgency).The ECG
signals were delineated using a wavelet trans-form-basedautomatic methodology and the
beat-to-beat series of RR and QT intervals wereextracted. The dynamics of QT interval
adaptation in response to heart rate(HR) changes was evaluated using a patient-specific
system, composed of a FIRfilter (modeling QT dependence on a history of previous RR
intervals) followedby nonlinear bi-parametric regression function (modeling the QT interval
seriesas output of the RR series compensated for the adaptation effects). Results. The
modeling showed that the optimum regression residuum (ropt) of theQT/RR dynamics was
typically smaller after HDBR than before its start, inparticular during the VO2max test
(pre:48±27 ms;post:38±13). The time for QTto reach 90% of adaptation to the RR changes
(t90) was larger after HDBR (seefigures), both for tilt (pre:65±33 ms;post:107±42) and
VO2max(pre:76±55;post:107±58 ms). In previous studies, these indexes were shown tobe
able to stratify patients according to their risk of dying from arrhythmiccauses, with lower
ropt or larger t90 being indicative of proarrhythmicity. Conclusions. The contemporaneous
decrease in ropt and increase in t90 foundafter HDBR suggest that these alterations in QT/RR
dynamics could reflectadverse ventricular dysrhythmic effects due to 5-days exposure
tomicrogravity-like conditions.
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Relation between QT Interval Variability and Cardiac Sympathetic Innervation in Patients with
Diabetes Mellitus
Mathias Baumert*, Julian Sacre and Bennett Franjic
Elevated QT interval variability (QTV) has been associated with increasedcardiac mortality, but
the underlying mechanisms are incompletely understood. Sympathetic activity is thought to be
a main contributor to QTV. The aim ofthis study was to investigate the relation between
cardiac sympatheticintegrity and QTV in 15 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus and
varyingdegrees of cardiac autonomic neuropathy. Cardiac sympathetic innervation
wasassessed by 123I-mIBG scintigraphy based on heart-to-mediastinum ratio of123I-mIBG
uptake 4 hours after infusion. To assess QTV high resolution ECGs(1000 Hz) were recorded in
the supine position and during standing.Beat-to-beat QT intervals were calculated over a
period of 5 minutes, using atemplate-stretching algorithm. QTV was quantified as the
logarithm ofbeat-to-beat QT interval variance. The group mean and standard deviation ofHMR
values were 1.84 ± 0.16. During standing QTV tended to be higher than inthe supine position
(1.07 ± 0.48 vs. 0.83 ± 0.37, p = 0.07). QTV duringstanding was significantly inversely
correlated with HMR (r = -0.79, p <0.001),but there was no significant correlation between
QTV in the supine position andHMR. In conclusion, the amount of QTV measured during a
period of sympatheticactivation, as induced by orthostatic challenge, is reflective of
cardiacsympathetic integrity in patients with diabetes mellitus. Progressive
cardiacsympathetic dysfunction is associated with increased QTV. This might partlyexplain the
association between QTV and cardiac mortality.
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Beat-to-beat QT Interval Variability in the 12 Lead ECG
Muhammad Asraful Hasan*, Derek Abbott and Mathias Baumert
Beat-to-beat QT interval variability (QTV) is a marker of lability inventricular repolarization.
Increased QTV is a danger constituent for heartarrhythmic events, including sudden cardiac
death (SCD) or sudden cardiacarrest (SCA). However, the systematic investigation and
analysis of QTV in the12-lead ECG with age effect is little known. The aim of this paper was
toinvestigate QTV in the 12-lead ECG and the potential effect of age. Short-termECGs (2 mins)
of 48 healthy males were studied. Beat-to-beat QTV was measuredin each lead by using
Berger’s template-stretching algorithm. We observedsignificant differences in QTV of different
leads (ANOVA test: p < 0.0001)). Inaddition, we investigated age effect by dichotomizing the
data set based on themedian age. Two-way ANOVA showed no significant differences in QTV
of oldermales compared to younger males (p > 0.05). In conclusion, the amount of
QTVmeasured depends on the lead selected for measurement. Finally, this researchwill open a
way for the other researchers to excel the related work for theassessment of beat-to-beat
QTV in physiological and clinical studies.
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Modeling Cardiac Electrical Dynamics with a Space-time Adaptive Algorithm
Wenjun Ying* and Craig Henriquez
Computer simulation of the cardiac electrical dynamics by solving monodomain orbidomain
equations have been limited to either small domains or to timedurations that are short. With
standard numerical methods on uniform grids,very small mesh parameters and very small
timesteps must be used to correctlyresolve the fine details of the sharp and rapidly changing
wave fronts. In thistalk, I will present a space and time adaptive mesh refinement algorithm
formodeling of the cardiac electrical dynamics. The adaptive algorithm solves thepartial
differential equations with coarse grids and large timesteps in thearea where the electric
potential is flat and changes slowly. It places finegrids only in the region where the sharp
electrical waves are located, and usessmall timesteps only in the phases where the action
potential changes veryrapidly. The number of grid nodes and timesteps used with the
adaptivealgorithm is to some extent minimized. A novel aspect of the method is that itcan be
used with non-rectangular elements on domains with complex geometries.Numerical
simulations will be presented in two space dimensions (2D) and threespace dimensions (3D)
demonstrating the performance of the algorithm.
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One-dimensional Simulation of Transmural Heterogeneity of Cardiac Cellular Electromechanics
Yunliang Zang*, Ling Dai and Ling Xia
Cardiac tissue exhibits transmural heterogeneous electromechanicalcharacteristics which are
responsible for normal activation, repolarization,contraction and relaxation in healthy hearts.
Under abnormal conditions such asmyocardial ischemia, the original heterogeneity will be
disrupted and may causethe heart out of function. In this paper, a transmural heterogeneous
cellularelectromechanics model has been developed based on the Greenstein’s
canineventricular M cell model and Rice’s myofilament model together with recentexperiment
data. We used the model to simulate and validate transmuralheterogeneity of the electrical
properties such as action potential duration,rate dependence, intracellular ionic
concentrations (especially Ca2+) andmechanical properties like latency to onset of
contraction, duration, the timeto peak and so on. In addition, the developed model was also
used to simulateventricular electrocardiograms under normal and ischemia conditions on
themulti-cellular 1-D fiber model which includes endocardial, M and epicardialcells like the
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ventricular tissues. Abnormal conditions of myocardial ischemia,hyperkalemia, acidosis and
hypoxia were simulated. The results show that ourmodel could reproduce many transmural
heterogeneous electromechanical featuresof the heart, and were in good accordance with
experimental observations. Theelectrocardiograms under normal and ischemia conditions were
compared todemonstrate the importance of the precise transmural heterogeneity. The
presentmodel could be integrated into 2-D and 3-D ventricular tissues for furtherresearches.
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Effects of the Fibroblast-myocyte in Cardiac Electromechanical Coupling: A Preliminary
Simulation Study
Heqing Zhan* and Ling Xia
The real heart consists of cardiac myocytes, vasculature cells and connectivetissue cells,
however, only the cardiac myocytes have been considered in theprevious studies of cardiac
electromechanical coupling. The electrophysiologyof fibroblasts has been investigated, while
the mechanics of the fibroblastshas rarely been studied so far. In this study, we present a
preliminarysimulation study about the effects of the fibroblasts on the cardiac mechamics.The
fibroblasts are integrated into the electromechanical coupling, and thepossible influences on
the cardiac electrophysiology and mechanics areinvestigated.The cardiac excitation
propagation model is coupled with the passive fibroblastmodel to elucidate the cardiac
electrical characteristics. On the cellularlevel, the ten Tusscher mathematical model of the
human ventricular myocyte andthe passive fibroblast model are combined for the
electrophysiology, and the J.Jeremy Rice model of the contraction is taken for the mechanics
model. On thetwo-dimensional tissue level, the excitation conduction is integrated with
theelastic mechanics. Numerically, the finite difference method and the finiteelement method
are used to solve the excitation propagation equations and thegoverning equations of tissue
mechanics, respectively. The simulation resultsshow that the fibroblasts decrease the cardiac
excitation conduction velocity,and increase the mechanic contraction and distortion of the
tissue around thefibroblasts. The preliminary study demonstrates that the fibroblasts are
veryimportant in the electromechanical coupling and should be further studied inthe future.
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Spatial Sparseness Constraint in the Transmembrane Potential-Based ECG Inverse Problem
Guofa Shou*, Ling Xia, Ling Dai and Mingfeng Jiang
The aim of the ECG inverse problem is to use the measured ECG signals on thebody surface to
noninvasively reconstruct the activity of the heart. Due to theill-posedness, the solution of the
ECG inverse problem needs include as manyconstraints as possible about the cardiac activities.
In this study, thespatial sparseness performance of the transmembrane potential (TMP)
wasinvestigated as a priori constraint to tackle the TMP based ECG inverse problemfor the
first time. The existence of the spatial sparseness is due tocharacteristics of the electric
excitation and the cellular action potential.There is a steep jump on the boundary of the
wavefront during the ventriculardepolarization. A novel spatial variation operator with L1
norm based on theconnection relationship of the boundary element meshes was proposed to
describethe spatial sparseness, and combined into the solution of the TMP based ECGinverse
problem. The iteratively reweighted norm (IRN) algo-rithm was used tosolve the L1 norm
based problem. With the simulated and realistic measured ECGsignals and volume conductor
model, the proposed method was compared to thecommon Tikhonov method to reconstruct
the TMP on the cardiac surface. Theresults demonstrated that the spatial sparse-ness
constraint is successfullycombined into the ECG inverse problem and more accurate TMP
distribution can beobtained.
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Ionic Modulators of Electrophysiology and Re-entry Properties in Human Atria
Carlos Sanchez*, Blanca Rodriguez and Esther Pueyo
Current drugs used to treat atrial fibrillation (AF) often target tissueexcit-ability (sodium
channels) and refractoriness (hERG channels), but theireffi-cacy is still modest. This study
focuses on investigating new approachesto manage AF by conducting a systematic computer
simulation study. TheMa-leckar action potential (AP) model was used to simulate human
atrialcellular and tissue electrophysiology in control and AF-related electricallyremodeled
(AFER) conditions. Steady-state cellular AP duration (APD) andresting po-tential (Vrest), as
well as tissue properties, such as refractoryperiod (ERP), conduction velocity (CV) and
reentrant dominant frequency (DF)were quan-tified for default conditions and following
changes in modelparameters. Re-sults are compared to experimental data from the literature
forvalidation.The systematic study unravels the great importance of INaK in human
atriaelectrophysiology and also confirms the key role played by IK1 and INa. Ingeneral, ionic
alterations result in similar, but smaller, effects in AFER thanin control (see Figure). As shown
in the figure, INaK block leads to APD shortening and Vresthyperpolarization , whereas its
upregulation lengthens APD but leaves Vrestpractically unaffected. 30% block of IK1 entails a
large APD prolongationdirectly related to notable Vrest elevation, whereas its upregulation
leads toAPD shortening and Vrest hyperpolarization (see Figure).Tissue simulations show that
ERP is shortened due to INaK block whereas it isprolonged by its upregulation. Changes in
IK1 have the opposite effect on ERPthan INaK alterations. As expected, CV is determined by
INa and is mostlyunaffected by alterations in INaK or IK1. DF is reduced from 4.22 Hz to
3.1,1.9 and 3.1 Hz when INaK, IK1 and INa are blocked, respectively.This study provides key
insights for the interpretation of drug effects onhuman atria and the identification of new
pharmacological treatments for AF.
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Study of Simulation Technology for Myocardial Ion Channel on Pharmacological Effects
Jihong Liu*, Yue Cui, Yitian Tao and Henggui Zhang
Cardiac modeling is an exploratory problem in the field of biomedicalengineering, which is
involved intensive theories, complex research fields anddifficult technologies. Computational
models of the myocyte have becomeimportant tools for understanding the biophysical basis of
the actionpotential, for relating changes in gene/protein expression and effects of
genemutations to alterations of AP and calcium transient morphology, and forinvestigating
mechanisms of arrhythmia. As the action potential equation isformed by the ion channel
current, it is closely related to the ionconcentration inside and outside the cell, the channel
conditions,neurotransmitter, and the influence of drugs. Therefore, the models could buildan
exact link between the cellular electrophysiology and the clinicalpathology. With the
development of computer technology, various types of cardiac cellelectrophysiology models
have been described in different programminglanguages, and widely used into packaged
commercial software.Propagation of electrical excitation in cardiac tissue can be described by
thenon-linear cable equation, a reaction-diffusion-type partial differentialequation. Families of
cardiac cell models have been developed to describe thevoltage- and time-dependent current
that reconstruct the action potential.These models can be applied hierarchically, with cell
models for AP properties.We simulated the electrophysiological effects on the action potential
of themain myocardial ion channel according to the action of class III antiarrhythmicdrugs by
reducing the conductances of specific membrane currents. We discuss the display method of
the action potential of the purkinje fiber,endocardial, midmyocardial and epicatdial cells under
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both the normal conditionand the effect of the medicine. The action potential duration,
diastolicintervaland maximal voltage change rate are calculated, as well. This work could be
used to study the effects of class III antiarrhythmic drugson transmural propagation and to
develop a simulation tools for developing thenew drugs for arrhythma.
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A Comparison of Heart Rate Variability Measures for Mental Stress Detection
Sansanee Boonnithi* and Sukanya Phongsuphap
Mental stress is one of the well known major risk factors for many diseasessuch as
hypertension, coronary artery disease, heart attack, etc.Conventionally, detecting mental
stress in an individual is performed byinterviews and/or questionnaires. A number of
researchers have studied heartrate variability (HRV) measures to establish quantitative
indices fromphysiological signals such as RR interval time series signal or heart ratesignal for
detecting mental stress in individuals. However, these assessmentshave not been widely
accepted since they have not been studied thoroughly. Inthis study, we have investigated
various promising heart rate variabilitymeasures for detecting mental stress by using ultra
short term HRV analysiswhich is useful for mobile applications. A number of HRV measures
wereinvestigated, for example, Mean of heart rates (mHR), Mean of RR intervals(mRR),
Standard deviation of heart rates (SDHR), Standard deviation of RRintervals (SDRR),
Coefficient variation of RR intervals (CV), Square root ofthe mean of the sum of the squares of
differences between adjacent RR intervals (RMSSD), Number of pairs of RR intervals with
differences more than 20 ms and50 ms in percentage to all RR intervals (pRR20, pRR50),
Power spectrum of verylow frequency (VLF), Power spectrum of low frequency (LF), Power
spectrum ofhigh frequency (HF), Symphathetic modulation index (SMI), Vagal
modulationindex (VMI), Symphatovagal balance index (SVI), etc. Experiments involved
60segments of RR interval time series signals during mental stress and non-mentalstress
states. Results revealed that the following HRV measures: mRR, mHR, SMI,VMI, normalized
LF, and difference between normalized LF and normalized HF wereeffective features for
mental stress state and non-mental stress stateclassification. These findings provide useful
information for furtherinvestigation to define an index for detecting mental stress from HRV
inindividuals.
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Detection of Driver's Drowsiness by Means of HRV Analysis
Jose Vicente*, Pablo Laguna, Ariadna Bartra and Raquel Bailón
It is estimated that 10-30% of road fatalities are related to drowsy driving ordriver fatigue.
Driver's drowsiness detection based on biological and vehiclesignals is being studied in
preventy car safety. Autonomous Nervous System(ANS) activity presents alterations during
stress, extrem fatigue anddrowsiness episodes. ANS activity can be measured non-invasively
from the HeartRate Variability (HRV) signal obtained from surface ECG. Power on the
highfrequency band (0.15-0.4 Hz) is considered to be a measure of parasympatheticactivity
mainly related to respiration while power in low frequency (LF) band(0.04-0.15Hz) is
considered a measure of sympathetic activity. Our hypothesisis that sympathetic and
parasympathetic activities are altered in drowsinesswith respect to wakefulness, and that
these alterations manisfest on HRV. Inthis work we develope an on-line detector of driver's
drowsiness based on HRVanalysis, which includes a signal qualifier to discard low quality
segments,ECG preprocessing, QRS detection, identification and correction of ectopicbeats,
estimation of HRV signal, time-frequency analysis of HRV, featureextraction and a linear
discriminant classifier. Two databases have beenanalyzed: one of driving simulation in which
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subjects were sleep deprivated,and the other of real situation with no sleep deprivation. An
external observerannotated each minute of the recordings of each database as drowsy or
awake,and constitutes our reference. The proposed detector classified drowsy minuteswith a
sensitivity of 0.85 and a predictive positive value of 0.93, using 25features, among them the
estimated breath frequency and power on LF are themost significants.
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Relationship between Heart Rate Turbulence and Local Physiological Variables in Heart Failure
Patients
Óscar Barquero-Pérez, Rebeca Goya-Esteban, Estrella Everss, Carlos Figuera-Pozuelo, José
Luis Rojo-Álvarez*, Domingo Pascual-Figal and Arcadi García-Alberola
Bakground. Heart Rate Turbulence (HRT) is a strong risk stratificationcriterion in patients with
cardiac disorders. Several physiological factorsaffect HRT, e.g, previous cardiac cycle (CC),
coupling interval (CI), andcompensatory pause (CP). However, current HRT measurements
imply an average ofthe available HRT individual tachograms that might blur this
influence.Objective. We propose to filter individual tachograms, using a support
vectormachines approach, to measure HRT local parameters and to relate them withtheir local
physiological conditions (CC, CI and CP).Materials and Methods. We used a filtering method
based in SVM regression. Wealso used a mirror technique for compensating border effects. For
each patientall tachograms were filtered individually. The HRT parameter, Turbulence
Slope(TS) was calculated on the filtered individual tachograms. From a databasewith 60 heart
failure patients, those with 4 or more HRT individualtachograms were selected (8 patients). In
order to quantify the relationshipbetween HRT parameter and the physiological variables we
computed thePearson’s correlation coefficient (r) between them (TSvsCC, TSvsCI andTSvsCP).
Whenever was r >= 0.5, we computed the slope of the regression line tocharacterize the
relationship.Results. TSvsCC: 4 patients had r >= 0.5. The mean slope was 0.05[TS_units/ms],
meaning that a change of 50 ms in the CC would lead to a changeof 2.5 units in TS parameter.
TSvsCI: 2 patients had r >= 0.5. The mean slopewas 0.3 [TS_units/ms], meaning that a
change of 50 ms in the CI would lead to achange of 15 units in TS parameter. TSvsCP: 3
patients had r >=0.5. The meanslope 0.04 [TS_units/ms], meaning that a change of 50 ms in
the CP will lead toa change of 2 units in TS parameter.Conclusions. SVM filtering procedure
might allow taking into account the localphysiological conditions, which modulate the HRT
response. This approach cancomplete the current HRT methods, and provide a more
physiologicalinterpretation of the HRT parameters.
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Personality Psychology using Heart Responses to Color Stimulus
Sadaf Moharreri, Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Saman Parvaneh, Ali M Nasrabadi and Gholamreza
Attarodi
Personality can be defined as a dynamic and organized set of characteristicspossessed by a
person that uniquely influences his cognitions, motivations, andbehaviors in various
situations. The body of the humans is in direct relationwith his personality and these are
inseparable that each of them has effects onthe other. So it is important to find the relation
between physiological andpsychological responses.Psychology includes social interaction, child
development, mental illness andinformation processing. Physiology considers the organization
of the brain,heart and body of mammals and humans, from the molecular level to the
organismas a whole.The Lüscher Color Psychology Test measures a person's psychophysical
state,his ability to withstand stress, perform, and communicate. It uncovers thecause of
psychological stress, which can lead to physical symptoms. This testis based on color selection
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in four levels of preference. In this paper, we try to use heart response and particularly time
domainfeatures of heart rate variability to find the colors preferences withoutasking the
subjects directly. For this purpose, we used four main colors inpsychology, blue, yellow, green,
and red, as a visual stimulus while the leadII of ECG was recorded from 16 girls as subjects
during the stimuli. Then weused time domain features of HRV’s to classify four different levels
ofperformances. Kruskal-Wallis test which is a nonparametric version of ANOVAanalysis
distribution was used to define the level of significance of eachfeature for different groups of
performances to demonstrate the usefulness ofthem. The results show that these features
such as NN50 and RMSSD are able todistinguish between different performances levels by
p<1E-3.This method cancels the possibility of making mistake in color selection bysubjects
and suggests the automatic system for personality psychology withouttheir consciousness.
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Tilt Test Outcome Early Perdition using ECG, Pressure and Impedance Parameters using
Support Vector Machine Nonlinear Classifier
Francisco-Javier Gimeno-Blanes*, José-Luis Rojo-Álvarez, Arcadi Garcia-Alberola, Juan-Ramon
Gimeno-Blanes, Alberto Rodriguez-Martinez, Andrea Mocci and Jose-Antonio Flores-Yepes
The tilt test is a valuable clinical tool for Vasovagal Syncope diagnostic.Given its relatively
long duration (up to 40 minutes), early prediction of thetilt test outcome has been extensively
analyzed in the literature, and the useof simple ECG and pressure based parameters have been
pointed to havesignificant predictive value. However, no practical system has ever
beencreated allowing to predict the tilt test outcome at the beginning in theclinical setting,
and moreover, some recent studies raised the question aboutthe actual predictive value of the
proposed parameters. Our objectives were:(1) To evaluate and benchmark, over a single large
database, the predictiveperformance of the proposed parameters in the literature. (2) To
evaluate theincremental predictive performance, if any, when applying machine learning.
(3)And additionally to evaluate when jointly and nonlinearly combined. We analyzeda
database of 727 consecutive cases of tilt test. Previously proposed featureswere measured
from heart rate and systolic/diastolic pressure, in severalrepresentative signal segments. A
nonlinear classifier (support vector machine)was used to predict the test outcome with the
available features. Also theinclusion of additional physiological signals (impedance) was
intended toimprove the performance. The predictive performance of the nonlinearly
combinedpreviously proposed features was limited (p-values > 0,03 and area under ROCcurve
0.57 +- 0.12), especially in the beginning of the test, which is the mostclinically relevant
period, and the improvement with additional availablephysiological information and SVM
classification was limited (area under ROCcurve 0,59+-0.22). In conclusion, the use of a
system for tilt test outcomeprediction with current knowledge should be considered with
caution.
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Usefulness of 7-day Holter Monitoring for Heart Rate Variability Nonlinear Dynamics
Evaluation
Rebeca Goya-Esteban, Óscar Barquero-Pérez, Antonio Caamaño-Fernández, José Luis Rojo-
Álvarez*, Francisco J Pastor-Pérez, Sergio Manzano-Fernández and Arcadi García-Alberola
Introduction. Though a number of studies have tried to prove the clinicalutility of HRV as a
marker of the autonomic activity, there are few studiesabout the clinical information provided
by HRV markers in recordings longerthan 1-Day Holter (1DH). Also, recently, concerns have
been raised over thelack of studies evaluating the short-term day-to-day reproducibility of
HRVindices.Methods. A database of 31 7-Day Holters (7DH) was used to assess theday-to-day
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reproducibility of nonlinear dynamics in a population with CHF. Wecompared the nonlinear
indices values obtained at 2 randomly selected days inall patients. The day and night periods
were also analyzed separately. Furthermore, the values obtained for each single day were
compared to thevalues obtained using the 7DH.Three nonlinear HRV indices were selected:
the scaling exponents alpha1 andalpha2 from detrended fluctuations analysis, which assess
the short-term andlong-term fractal correlation properties of a time series, respectively;
andthe sample entropy (SampEn), which quantifies the irregularity of a timeseries.Results.
Reproducibility of HRV nonlinear indices: significant differences werenot found for any index
between the two days. The three indices showed a strongcorrelation between day 1 and 2
(SampEn: 24 hours r=0.77, day r=0.73, nightr=0.81; Alpha1: 24 hours r=0.89, day r=0.85,
night r=0.92; Alpha2: 24 hoursr=0.89, day r=0.86, night r=0.86). The correlation was higher
for DFAparameters than for SampEn. For Alpha1 and SampEn correlation was
considerablyhigher in the nigth period than in the day period. 1DHvs7DH: alpha2 was
significantly different for every single day of the weekcompared to the 7DH (with a maximum
p=0.017) .Conclusion. Strong correlation was found between the indices at two randomdays,
specially in the night period, therefore these could be the moreappropriate period to perform
the calculations.7DH could yield to an improvement of the understanding of long-term
fractalcorrelation properties given by alpha2.
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Automatic Labeling of Coronary Artery Tree in CCTA Datasets
Guanyu Yang*, Alexander Broersen, Robert Petr, Pieter Kitslaar, Michiel de Graaf, Johan HC
Reiber and Jouke Dijkstra
Coronary computed tomographic angiography (CCTA) is a non-invasive imagingmodality for
the diagnosis of coronary artery disease. An automatic labelingalgorithm which assigns
coronary arteries with their anatomical namesfacilitates the diagnosis work-flow for
radiologists and cardiologists. It isalso a prerequisite step in a computer-aided diagnosis
system for CCTAdatasets. In this paper, an automatic coronary tree labeling algorithm
isdeveloped for annotating the extracted branches with their anatomical names forCCTA
datasets. A two-step matching algorithm is implemented by means of astatistical coronary
tree model. First, in order to identify the main branchesin the extracted coronary tree, the
three main branches in the model, i.e. LAD,LCx and RCA, are aligned with the extracted
coronary centerlines by a rigidregistration method. Second, all the segments including
proximal, middle anddistal parts of the main branches and all side-branches in the coronary
treemodel are matched with their candidates in the extracted coronary tree. Thematching cost
values are calculated for all the possible matching results andthe minimum cost determines
the optimal labeling. Some clinical criteria fromthe cardiology department are employed then
to generate the final result. Sincecurrently we only have a right-dominant coronary tree
model, 58 CCTA datasetswith right-dominant coronary trees were used in the evaluation. The
automaticlabeling results were corrected manually by an expert from the
cardiologydepartment first. Then, the differences between the automatic and correctedresults
were calculated. In total, 890 segments were labeled by the automaticlabeling algorithm.
Within these segments, the labels of 51 (5.73%) segmentswere edited by the expert. For the
other 839 segments, the average overlapbetween automatic and expert results was 92.8%. In
conclusion, we developed anautomatic labeling algorithm for CCTA datasets which had a high
labelingaccuracy.
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Comparative Study on Pulmonary Artery of Complex Congenital Heart Disease by Dual-source
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CT and Ultrasound
Ou Shan-xing*, Zhang Li and Qian Min
Objective To compare dual-source CT (DSCT) and ultrasound cardiography on theassessment
of pulmonary artery in patients with complex congenital heartdisease(CCHD). Materitals and
methods 49 patients with abnormal pulmonary arteries verifiedby surgery were collected,
including 27 males, 22 females, arranged from 16days to 29 years old (average 12.5 years).
DSCT and echocardiography wasperformed respectively before operation in patients with
CCHD. 7 items of DSCTand echocardiography were concerned, including pulmonary artery
trunk, left andright pulmonary arteries, the confluence of pulmonary, stenosis of
pulmonaryvalve, patent ductus arteriosus, and major aortopulmonary collateral arteriesin
comparison of DSCT findings and echocardiography’s.Results The pulmonary arteries could be
clearly observed on original imagesand multi-planar reconstruction images from different
angles view. Incomparison with echocardiography, DSCT is superior to assess pulmonary
artery(Statistic parameters of DSCT: sensitivity 93%, specificity 97%, PPV 99%,
NPV83%.Statistic parameters of echocardiography.sensitivity 79%, specificity 80%,PPV 92%,
NPV 57%). There has a good correlation between the results of DSCT andechocardiography
(coefficient of correlation: main pulmonary artery 0.96, leftpulmonary artery 0.97, right
pulmonary artery 0.92). Conclusion DSCT can clearly show the abnomality of pulmonary
artery, it issuperior to echocardiography the pulmonary artery in CCHD.
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Application of DSCT in The Assessment of The Pulmonary Arteries in Complex Congenital Heart
Disease with Diminished Pulmonary Blood Flow
Zhang Li*, Ou Shan-xing and Peng Guangming
Objective To investigate the clinical value of DSCT preoperation in the assessment of
thepulmonary arteries in complex congenital heart disease with diminishedpulmonary blood
flow and compared with echocardiologphy.Materials and methods 79 patients schedules for
operation because of suspected or definited complexcongenital heart disease with diminished
pulmonary blood flow were examined byDSCT, of which 43 men and 36 women, age 4m-
19y(average 7.35±5.95y), the HRwere 57-152bpm (average 115.59±34.72bpm), hight were
57cm-170cm (average113.59±34.98cm), and wight 6-59Kg(average 29.63±1.69Kg). The
symptom andphysical sign as follows: cyanoderma of lips and skin, acropachy or clubbing
oftoes, grade ?-?systolic murmur could be heard at cardiac auscultation area.A combination of
restruction with images of end-systole, including maximumintensify projection, multi-planar
reconstruction, volume rendering, and so on.8 aspects reflceting pulmonary artery’
developmental capacity were concerned,including the pulmonary artery trunk, left pulmonary
artery, right pulmonaryartery, ascending aorta, descending aorta at the diaphragma level,
McGoonindex, aorta-pulmonary ratio and Nakata index, whose results were subjected
tostatistical analysis using Pearson’s correlation and t-test analysis comparedwith that of
echocardiologphy.Results The pulmonary arteries could be clearly observed from original
images andreconstruction images. There were no significant difference between DSCT
andechocardiologphy for the noninvasive assessment of pulmonary arteryanatomy(P>0.05),
but significant difference for the diagnosis ofaortopulmonary collateral arteries(P<0.05). The
measurement parameters(including the McGoon index, aorta-pulmonary ratio and Nakata
index) correlatewell with each other by DSCT and echocardiologphy (Pearson’s coefficient
ofcorrelation: r=0.746/0.832/0.785).Conclusion Compared with echocardiologphy, DSCT is
superior to echocardiologphy forquantitative assessment of pulmonary artery’ developmental
capacity,therefore it would be help to evaluate the pulmonary development
conditionpreoperation of complex congenital heart disease with diminished pulmonaryblood
flow.
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Does Reduced Radiation Dose Adversely Affect the Ability to Detect Abnormal Myocardial
Perfusion on Computed Tomography during Vasodilator Stress?
Amit R Patel, Sonal Chandra, Nadjia Kachenoura, Joseph A Lodato, Homaa Ahmad, Benjamin H
Freed, Barbara Newby, Roberto M Lang and Victor Mor-Avi*
The ability of multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) to detectstress-induced myocardial
perfusion abnormalities is of great clinical interestas a potential tool for the combined
evaluation of coronary stenosis and itsphysiological significance. However stress testing
requires repeated scanningwhich is associated with additional radiation exposure and iodine
contrast. Ourgoal was to determine the effects of reduced tube voltage and contrast dose
onthe ability to detect perfusion abnormalities. We studied 40 patients referredfor CT
coronary angiography (CTCA) who agreed to undergo additional imagingwith A2A-agonist
(regadenoson 0.4mg, Astellas). Images were acquired at restand under regadenoson with
prospective gating (256-channel scanner, Philips)using 120kV tube voltage with 80-90 ml
contrast in 20 patients (Group 1) and100kV with 55-70 ml contrast in the remaining 20
patients (Group 2). Custom 3Danalysis software was used to define sixteen 3D myocardial
segments and measurex-ray attenuation in each segment. In each group of patients,
myocardialattenuation was averaged for segments supplied by coronary arteries withstenosis
causing >50% luminal narrowing on CTCA, and separately for segmentssupplied by arteries
without significant stenosis. CTCA detected stenosis >50%in 23/120 coronary arteries in
16/40 patients. In both groups of patientscombined, myocardial attenuation increased from
86±9 at rest to 110±17 HUwith stress, reflecting an increase in tissue blood flow, despite the
decreasein left ventricular cavity attenuation (347±72 to 281±55 HU), reflecting anincrease
in cardiac output. Importantly, in both groups, myocardial attenuationwas equally reduced in
segments supplied by diseased arteries (Table), despitethe 74% reduction in radiation and the
28% reduction in contrast dose (p<0.05).In conclusions, vasodilator stress MDCT imaging can
detect hypoperfusedmyocardium even when imaging settings are optimized to provide a
significantreduction in radiation and contrast doses.
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Application of DSCT in The Assessment of The Left Ventricular Function for Complex
Congenital Heart Disease with Diminished Pulmonary Blood Flow
Zhang Li*, Ou Shan-xing and Peng Guangming
Objective To investigate the diagnosis of DSCT preoperation about the left ventricularfunction
for complex congenital heart disease with diminished pulmonary bloodflow in comparison to
2D-echocardiologphy.Materials and methods50 patients schedules for operation because of
suspected or known complexcongenital heart disease with diminished pulmonary blood flow
were examined byDSCT, of which 24 men and 26 women, age 4m-19y(average 6.79±4.13y),
the HRwere 57-152bpm (average 112.55±23.34bpm), hight were 57cm-167cm
(average113.65±26.38cm), and wight 6-54Kg(average 25.54±2.09Kg). The symptom
andphysical sign as follows: cyanoderma of lips and skin, acropachy or clubbing oftoes, grade
?-?systolic murmur could be heard at cardiac auscultation area.Restruct the whole phase of
the cardiac cycle, including the maximum intensifyprojection, multi-planar reconstruction,
volume rendering. The DSCT images werereconstructed at 5 percent of the R-R interval and
were evaluated at the bestend-diastole and end-systole. The images were
quantitativelyassessed,end-systolic volumes (ESV), end-diastolic volumes(EDV), strokevolume
(SV), ejection fraction (EF), and the fraction shortening(FS) of leftventricular function were
obtained and statistically analyzed with that of2D-echocardiologphy using Parson’s correlation
and t-test analysis.ResultsDSCT revealed a strong correlation with 2D-echocardiologphy
regarding thequantification of ESV(r=0.916), EDV(r=0.957), SV(r=0.953), whereas
theagreement for EF and FS was only moderate: EF(r=0.825), FS(r=0.718).Statistical analysis
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revealed little systematic underestimation of EF and FS,and little overestimation of ESV, EDV
and SV determined by DSCT compared with2D-echocardiologphy.ConclusionDSCT allows for
accurate assessment of global functional parametersdisregarding heart rate, it could be a
reliable preoperation evaluation methodfor complex congenital heart disease with diminished
pulmonary blood flow.
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On the Way to a Cable Free Operating Theater: An Operating Table with Integrated
Multimodal Monitoring
Tobias Wartzek*, Robert Elfring, Arne Janssen, Benjamin Eilebrecht, Marian Walter and
Steffen Leonhardt
On the way to a cable free operating theater a new operating table is developedfeaturing into
the table integrated sensors for patient monitoring, which donot necessarily need a direct
contact to the naked skin, and a magnetictracking system. The integration of these modalities
reduces costs (disposablesare avoided) and preparation time and increases patient safety. The
monitoring sensors are new multimodal sensors, which combine a capacitiveelectric field
sensor with a reflective optical sensor and a temperaturemeasurement. This multimodal
measurement allows a reliable vital signmeasurement by use of redundancy and plausibility
checks. Preliminary testsshowed no influence of the magnetic tracking system on the
measurement of theelectrocardiogram (ECG).The capacitive electric field sensor offers the
opportunity to measure the ECGcontactless and even through clothes. However, it has the
large drawback of ahigh sensitivity to severe motion artifacts which are most probably
mainlycaused by triboelectricity. Existing methods which try to detect these motionartifacts
are only suboptimal as they do not measure all effects at theelectrode body interface. In this
paper, a novel artifact detection method forcapacitive ECG measurements is presented. This
method is based on an opticalmeasurement and does not suffer from the drawbacks of the
existing methods asit measures all motion at the electrode body interface. Together with
anadaptive threshold based algorithm of the optical signal, intervals withartifacts can reliably
be identified and discarded which results e.g. in arobust estimation of heart rate.

S34: Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S34
Chairs: John Wang and Cadathur Rajagopalan

Continuous Noise Estimation using Time-Frequency ECG Representation
Piotr Augustyniak*
Common use of telemedical recordings performed in the home care conditions andinterpreted
automatically justifies the need for a reliable signal-to-noiseestimate. Methods currently used
perform a single SNR measurement on the PQsegment and extrapolate the result to a whole
heart beat. Main drawback of thisapproach lies in irregular occurrence and short duration of
the baseline andalso in poor adaptation to fast noise variability.We propose new noise
estimation technique based on a time-frequency model ofnoise computed in a quasi-
continuous way. The proposed method is dedicated toECG and uses automatically recognized
cardiac components for temporaladaptation of the local bandwidth estimate. In time-
frequency representation,the part remaining above the local bandwidth, represents
background activitiesof extra-cardiac origin (muscle, mains interference etc.). This noise
estimateis available in each particular scale as non-uniformly sampled series and hasto be
interpolated to the regions where components of cardiac representationare expected. In lower
scales, the noise contribution is determined with use ofsquare polynomial extrapolation. Our
approach yields a quasi-continuous modelof the noise with maximum measured to calculated
datapoints ratio. Themeasurement of the noise level may be specified as temporal function
beinglocal ratio of energies from signal and from noise TF zones. The dynamicresponse of the
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model to rapid noise changes and thus the temporal precision ofthe SNR estimation is limited
only by the resolution of TF representation. The tests with CSE-originated and analytical
signals with controlledcontribution of noise patterns show similar measurement accuracy for
noisemodel-based and baseline-based methods (0.64dB and 0.69dB respectively) as longas
the noise level is stable. In case of dynamic noise, the proposed algorithmoutperforms the
baseline-based method (0.95dB and 2.90dB respectively) thanksto consideration of multiple
measurement points and accurate noise tracking.

S34: Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S34
Chairs: John Wang and Cadathur Rajagopalan

Analysis of a Semiautomatic Algorithm for ECG Heartbeat Classification
Mariano Llamedo* and Juan Pablo Martínez
In this work, we present a semiautomatic algorithm for ECG heartbeatclassification, based on
a previously developed automatic classifier and aclustering algorithm. The objective is to
develop and evaluate a semiautomaticalgorithm based on previously developed automatic
classifier, in order toincrease its performance with minimum expert assistance. Both classifier
andclustering algorithms include features from the RR interval series andmorphology
descriptors calculated from the wavelet transform. Integrating thedecisions of both
algorithms, the presented algorithm can work automatically orwith several degrees of
assistance, depending the user expertise. The algorithmwas evaluated in the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia database for comparison purposes. Inthe automatic mode, the algorithm obtained
performance figures slightly higherthan the original automatic algorithm; but with 5 manually
annotated heartbeatsin 22 recordings, an improvement of 5% in accuracy (A), global
sensitivity (S)and global positive predictive value (P^{+}) is achieved. For the full-
assistedmodes the algorithm achieved comparable performance with 55 times lessannotation
effort, and improved the performance with 42 times less effort.These results represent an
improvement in the field of ECG heartbeatsclassification, concluding that the reference
performance can be improved withan efficient use of the assistance provided to the algorithm.

S34: Monday, 19 September, 2011
11:15
S34
Chairs: John Wang and Cadathur Rajagopalan

Electrocardiogram Compression by Linear Prediction and Wavelet Sub-Band Coding Techniques
Ramchandra Manthalkar, Shubhada Ardhapurkar* and Suhas Gajre
Linear Predictive coding (LPC) is extensively used for speech signal whereasthe Discrete
Wavelet Transform is mostly preferred for electrocardiogram (ECG)compression. In this paper,
we present a LPC and wavelet based method to encodeECG signals. The compressor has
synthesis by analysis structure. In this present work, onestep forward linear predictor filter
(all zero FIR filter) is employed. Theerror signal, which is difference between original ECG and
predicted ECGsignal, is applied to wavelet filter for two level decomposition. At each
levelsignal samples are halved .Therefore, only approximate coefficients of onefourth length
transmitted as insignificant detail coefficients of first andsecond level are replaced by zero.
This technique provides substantial bitshrinkage as error signal has one tenth magnitude that
of original one andnumber of coefficients to be transmitted are also one fourth. To
reconstructthe signal at the receiver wavelet reconstruction filter followed by theinverse LPC
filter (all-pole) is used. The novelty of method lies inclassification before decompression. The
extracted features of received LPCcoefficients are applied to a back propagation neural
network. It is observed that, a combination of LPC and subband coding offers
fixedcompression of 83.33%. and provides classification accuracy is 97%. Thecompression
algorithm has been evaluated with the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database,MIT-BIH Compression
database and Glassgow noisy and normal database. The LPC oforder 4 is selected on the basis
of RMS error between noise free ECG andreconstructed signal. The performance is quantified
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by computing distortionmeasures. The percentage root mean square difference (PRD) is found
to be below8% and wavelet-based diagnostic measure (WWPRD) below 0.5. The upper
quartilevalue of Wavelet energy based diagnostic distortion (WEDD) is less than 0.3even for
noisy data. The compressor can be easily implemented on FPGA platform.

S41: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

The Performance of Neural Network in the Estimation of Cardiac Output using Arterial Blood
Pressure Waveforms
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Fatemeh Adaei and Ali Motie Nasrabadi
The ability of accurate measuring of cardiac output (CO) in clinical medicineis important as it
is provided for improved diagnosis of abnormalities, and canbe used to guide the appropriate
management. Estimation of cardiac output fromarterial blood pressure waveforms (ABP) has
received considerable attention inrecent years. So far, various estimation methods are used
for the measurementof CO from (ABP). However, these estimators have several limitations
andsometimes don’t have good performance. Neural network is usually useful forfunction
approximation and it can improve the performance of estimators.In thisstudy, we evaluate
and compare the performance of 3 CO estimation methods withneural network on a large set
of clinical data, using the simultaneouslyavailable thermodilution CO (TCO) measurements as
gold-standard. Clinical ABPwaveforms are provided from the Multi-Parameter Intelligent
Monitoring forIntensive Care II (MIMICII) database. A total of 80 records of ABP
waveformswith 954 TCO measurements are used. For estimation purposes, we applied
twoneural networks of Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and Radial Basis Function(RBF).
Proposed scheme modifies the coefficients of estimators which have beenapplied to the
previous CO estimation methods. The results, comparing withprevious methods, show
noticeable reduction in the absolute error between TCOand CO estimation.

S41: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

High Temporal Resolution Finite Element Simulations of the Aorta for Thoracic Impedance
Cardiography
Mark Ulbrich*, Piotr Paluchowski, Jens Muehlsteff and Steffen Leonhardt
High Temporal Resolution Finite Element Simulations of the Aorta forThoracic Impedance
CardiographyMark Ulbrich, Piotr Paluchowski, Jens Muehlsteff, Steffen LeonhardtImpedance
cardiography (ICG) is a simple and cheap method to acquirehemodynamic parameters non-
invasively but this technology is not considered tobe reliable. The task of this work was to
analyze where the electrical currentpaths run and which tissue contributes significantly to the
ICG measurementresult employing finite element computer simulations. For this purpose, a
model of the human thorax has been built based on theVisible Human dataset. It is composed
of static volumes of the Visible Humandataset and new dynamic volumes: aorta, heart, vena
cava, carotid vessels, ribcage and lung. The static volumes comprise the tissues fat, muscle
andabdominal organs. Simple geometries have been used to rebuild dynamicstructures to
obtain a reasonable calculation time. The aorta has been dividedinto 23 segments so that a
propagating pulse wave can be simulated. To changethe diameter of each segment, flow data
derived from a project in which thearterial system has been rebuild using silicone
representing an arterial modelhas been used to calculate each diameter and its temporal
behaviour. Forcurrent injection, standard ring electrode positions have been chosen.103
points in time during one heartbeat have been simulated using a lowfrequency
electroquasistatic solver. In addition, the absolute value of thethoracic impedance has been
calculated. The scaled simulated ICG signal shows agood correlation (r = 0.75) with a
measured ICG wave, which means that theaorta can be considered as major contributor to the
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ICG signal. In addition,the global minimum could be assigned to the closure of the aortic valve
bycomparing the curve to the temporal behaviour of the aortic pressure.

S41: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

Cardiovascular Model for Development and Test of Automated Hemodynamic Regulation with
Medication
Nicole Sprunk*, Alejandro Mendoza Garcia, Ulrich Schreiber and Alois Knoll
After cardiac surgery patients are moved to the intensive care unit forrecovery. Medical
doctors assess the patient's hemodynamic state everynow and then apply medication when
needed. This time consumingtask may be done by an automated hemodynamic regulation,
allowing amore continuous regulation reducing the time of recovery and enabling
doctorsattend more critical tasks. To develop such a controller, extensive tests andevaluation
of its performance in different situations is needed.In this paperwe describe a simulation
model that allows extensive evaluation of theautomatedregulation. This model is able to
simulate the human cardiovascular systemwith different common disorders. Also adequate
reactions to four differenttypesof drugs were implemented. The behaviour of the simulation
for the disordersand reactions upon medication infusion were configured to fit
physiologicaldata collected from previous animal experiments.

S41: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

Hemodynamics of Stenosed and Virtually Stented Atherosclerotic Carotid Arteries
Kelvin KL Wong*, Jingliang Dong, Sherman C P Cheung, and J Y Tu
Carotid stenting has emerged as the most feasible solution to reduce stenosis.However, it is
still accepted that the optimal approach to carotid arterystenosis lies in further developments
in stent design. We propose a techniqueto reverse engineer a normal carotid bifurcation from
an abnormal artery modelbased on B-Spline interpolation, and attempt to verify the
hypothesis bysimulating the blood flow pattern in a patient-specific artery for diseased
andstented conditions. This technique may be applied to develop and simulate avirtual stent
in artery for understanding its effect on hemodynamics. Variousinvestigations on
atherosclerotic arteries have indicated that wall shearstress (WSS) plays an important role in
the plaque aggravation at bifurcatedregions of the artery. With the analysis of hemodynamics
in the abnormal andvirtual stented artery, there is more reliability in confirming the role of
WSSin aggravation of atherosclerosis. For a normal artery, due to the lower degreeof
curvature and asymmetry for the carotid sinus and flow divider, distributionof the WSS is
more uniform. High WSS values at the bifurcation point wereextended to inner walls of the
ICA and ECA. The blood flow has a tendency toflow along the inner walls along its curvature.
With the analysis ofhemodynamics in the abnormal and stented arteries, we can examine WSS
in theaggravation of arterial stenosis and analyse the effectiveness of our
stentingconfiguration with quantitative flow parameters.

S41: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S41
Chairs: Gangmin Ning and Sheri Prucka

Mechano-Electrical Coupling Explains Worsening of Cardiac Function in the Asynchronous
Heart
Nico HL Kuijpers*, Evelien Hermeling and Frits W Prinzen
In experimental studies it was found that cardiac function deteriorates overtime in the
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asynchronous heart. The role of mechano-electrical coupling (MEC)in this process is unclear.
In a multi-scale model we tested the hypothesisthat deterioration of cardiac function in the
asynchronous heart can beexplained by remodeling of ionic membrane currents and calcium
handling. The model described hemodynamic interaction between the left and rightventricle as
well as mechanical interaction of three wall segments, i.e., leftand right ventricular free wall,
and ventricular septum (LVfw, RVfw, andSeptum, respectively). Electromechanical behavior of
each wall segment wasrepresented by a cardiac fiber composed of 150 segments that were
mechanicallyand electrically coupled in series. Ionic membrane currents and calciumhandling
were described for each fiber segment. Isometric contractile force wasrelated to intracellular
calcium concentration and sarcomere length.Physiological pressure-volume loops were
obtained by simulating the pulmonaryand systemic circulations, including atria, valves,
arteries, and veins. MECwas incorporated by local adaptation of L-type Ca2+ current to obtain
ahomogeneous distribution of work load throughout the ventricles. Normalactivation was
simulated by simultaneous electrical activation of the septumand the LVfw. Asynchronous
activation was simulated by delaying activation ofthe LVfw with 80 ms.With normal activation,
MEC improved cardiac function and led to prolongedaction potential duration (APD) in early-
activated regions and reduced APD inlater-activated regions. APD distribution was consistent
with experimentalobservations in the normal heart and explains T-wave concordance of the
ECG. Incontrast with normal activation, cardiac function deteriorated withasynchronous
activation due to MEC as indicated by a decrease in dP/dtmax andejection fraction and an
increase in end diastolic volume and diastolicpressure. We conclude that deterioration of
cardiac function in theasynchronous heart can be explained by MEC.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

A New Method for ECG Tracking of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Termination during Stepwise
Ablation
Andréa Buttu*, Jérôme Van Zaen, Alain Viso, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M
Narayan, Etienne Pruvot and Jean-Marc Vesin
Purpose: Stepwise radiofrequency catheter ablation (step-CA) has become thetreatment of
choice for the restoration of sinus rhythm (SR) in patients (pts)with long-standing persistent
atrial fibrillation (per-AF). Its success rateappears limited as the amount of ablation to achieve
long term SR is un-known.Multiple organization indices (OI) have been previously developed
to track theorganization of AF produced by step-CA, however, with limited success. Ourstudy
aims at tracking AF termination (AF-term) by step-CA using innovative OIbased on the
relationships between harmonic components of atrial activity fromthe surface ECG.Methods: 5
pts with per-AF (age 60±4, AF duration 16±10 months) successfullyunderwent step-CA
consisting of pulmonary veins isolation, ablation offragmented potentials and left atrial lines
until AF-term (i.e. restoration ofSR/conversion to atrial tachycardia). An adaptive algorithm
was developed forextracting the fundamental and harmonic components of atrial activity
fromchest lead V1 (after QRST cancellation). An adaptive OI (AOI) was computed asthe ratio
between the power of the extracted components and the total power ofthe signal to evaluate
the temporal evolution of AF oscillations. The varianceof the phase difference (PD) between
the fundamental and harmonic componentswas used for measuring AF regularity (lower
values corresponding to higherregularity).Results: Mean AOI and PD values were compared to
classical indices (AF dominantfrequency – DF – and spectrum-based OI). The table shows their
evolution in% during the last two steps preceding AF-term. The best results were
obtainedwith PD. AOI performed better than OI in 4 pts.Conclusions: Our preliminary results
suggest that PD and AOI perform betterthan classical indices to track the efficiency of step-CA
“en route” toAF-term. PD and AOI are promising parameters that might help to titrate
theamount of ablation required to restore long term SR.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
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S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

Morphological Study of Intracardiac Signals as a New Tool to Track the Efficiency of Stepwise
Ablation of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation
Andréa Buttu*, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M Narayan, Etienne Pruvot and Jean-
Marc Vesin
Purpose: Intracardiac organization indices such as atrial fibrillation (AF)cycle length (AFCL)
have been used to track the efficiency of stepwise catheterablation (step-CA) of long-standing
persistent AF (per-AF), however, withlimited success. The morphology of AF activation waves
(MAW) reflects theunderlying activation patterns. Our study aims at assessing AF
organizationduring step-CA using the temporal evolution of MAW based on recurrence
plots(RP).Methods: 5 patients with per-AF (age 60±4, duration 16±10 months)successfully
underwent step-CA consisting of pulmonary veins isolation (PVI),ablation of fragmented
potentials and left atrial lines until AF termination(i.e. restoration of sinus rhythm/conversion
to atrial tachycardia). Bipolarsignals from the right atrial appendage (RAA) were continuously
recorded andsplit into 10-sec epochs. Atrial activation times were estimated using
MAWbarycenter. The dissimilarity d(.,.) between two MAWs was defined as theircosine
distance. For each epoch with N MAWs, the RP was defined as the N×Nbinary symmetric
matrix with one at location (i,j) if d(AWi, AWj) = pi/7, andzero otherwise. Two parameters
were extracted: the proportion of recurrencepoints (REC) and the entropy (ENT) of line
lengths parallel to the maindiagonal.Results: ENT was significantly higher (rank test, p<0.05)
than that ofsurrogates (random locations of the AWs), indicating a deterministic structurein
MAW temporal evolution. The evolution (in %) of mean REC and ENT valuesduring PVI vs
baseline was compared to that of RAA AFCL. The table shows thatREC/ENT of MAW displayed
large variations during PVI while AFCL did not.Conclusions: Our preliminary results suggest
that the analysis of MAW issuperior to AFCL to track the effect of step-CA “en route” to
AFtermination. Interestingly, PVI as the first step of AF ablation may producesome
morphological variations whose clinical usefulness needs to be furtherinvestigated.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

Causality Relation Map: A Novel Methodology for the Identification of Hierarchical Fibrillatory
Processes
Miguel Rodrigo-Bort, Alejandro Liberos, Jose Millet, Maria S Guillem and Andreu M Climent*
Cardiac fibrillation is a complex arrhythmia whose mechanisms of onset,maintenance and
interruption are not completely understood. Fibrillatoryprocesses have usually been
considered as random phenomena without any apparentcoordinated pattern. However,
recently developed experimental and human studieshave demonstrated that a hierarchical
activation process may govern somefibrillatory processes. In this study a novel methodology
for the identification of hierarchicalactivation patterns is presented. Specifically, causal
relations betweenneighboring electrodes are used to identify predominant propagation
directions.By using the presented methodology the activity of a specific area during arecording
period (i.e. 4 seconds) is summarized into a single causalityrelation map (CRM) which
represents the hierarchical activation pattern. Inaddition, each CRM is characterized by an
organization index (OI) measured asthe percentage of causal relations detected with similar
propagationdirections. Two dimensional mathematical models with different activationpatterns
were used to test and validate the presented methodology. Simulationsincluded: 1) focal
organized tachycardia, 2) rotational activation with 1:1conduction, 3) rotational activation
with fibrillatory conduction and 4)chaotic activation. In addition, optical mapping recordings
were used toillustrate the performance of the method with real recordings. In all
threesimulations with a hierarchical activation (e.g. simulations 1, 2 and 3), CRMsindicated
the origin of the activation process as the center of the focus orrotor. OI for these three cases
were 0.98±0.01, 0.94±0.01, 0.80±0.03respectively. CRM corresponding to a chaotic activation
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(e.g. simulation 4),showed an uncoordinated propagation pattern with an OI of 0.12±0.04.
These results demonstrate the ability of CRM to automatically summarize anactivation process
and to quantify its organization degree. The presentedmethodology may be of useful to
identify regions of the myocardium that maysustain a fibrillatory process and consequently
are the target for arrhythmiatermination.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

Spatio-Temporal Wavefront Isolation: an Approach to Quantify Fibrillation Complexity
Xavier Ibañez-Catala, Andreu M Climent, Eduard Roses, Francisco J Chorro, Isabel Trapero,
Francisca Pelechano, Luis Such-Miquel, Jose Millet and Maria S Guillem*
Cardiac fibrillation is a complex arrhythmia whose mechanisms of onset,maintenance and
interruption are not completely understood. Quantification ofthe complexity of fibrillatory
processes is an important issue of study sinceit may help in the understanding of the
mechanisms of maintenance of thearrhythmia and for developing better therapies. However,
its evaluation isusually restricted to a subjective visual inspection. The purpose of this workis
to automate the classification of isochronal maps attending to theirorganization level. An
automatic classification method based on spatio-temporal isolation ofactivation wavefronts is
presented. After detection of activation times in eachchannel as time instants with the
maximum –dV/dT, activation volumes wereconstructed. Activation volumes were split into
sub-volumes connected at everytime instant. Activation periods, defined as time intervals with
a length equalto the dominant cycle length, were classified as type I, II or III based on
thequantification of connected sub-volumes. The method was tested on ventricularfibrillation
recordings obtained from 17 Langerdorff-perfused rabbit heartsusing a 121 multielectrode
with (N=9) and without (N=8) perfusion withpropranolol. Reproducibility was tested by
comparing the results obtained from consecutivetwo-second segments (5 segments), and
significant differences were not foundbetween. The proposed method allowed the detection of
changes in complexitycaused by propranolol, with an increase in type I activation periods in
controlvs. propranolol (21.2 vs. 49.9) and a decrease in type II (62.5 vs. 39.4) andtype III
(16.3 vs. 10.7) activation periods, p < 0.001. Therefore, the proposedmethod appears as a
valuable tool for determining the complexity ofmultichannel recordings obtained during
fibrillatory arrhythmias in a fast,automatic and reproducible way.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

Comparison of EGM Organization and Synchronization Indices in Atrial Fibrillation: a
Simulation Study
Fernando Simón, Ángel Arenal, Pablo Laguna and Juan Pablo Martínez*
Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is the most common arrhythmia and is due toelectrical re-entry or focal
automaticity in the atria. Intracardiacelectrogram signals, recorded at the atrial walls, provide
information aboutthelocal electrical activity.In this work, we have used simulated EGM signals
derived from real EGM tocompare different organization and synchronization indices, based on
spectral,cross-covariance, cross-information and wavefront analysis. To simulate EGMwith
different delays, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and activation variabilityin a realistic way, a good
quality EGM was selected, and simulated EGMs werederived by delaying the signal, adding
noise and adding a known amount ofvariability (sigma) to the original activations times.We
studied three organization indices: the dominant frequency (fD), theregularity index (IR) and
the organization index (IO), five synchronizationindices: the interquartile range and
consistency of activation delays (CIQR andCE), the averaged coherence (|G|), the maximum
normalized cross-covariance(?), the maximum normalized mutual information function (?I),
and three delayindices: the median activation delay error (mu), the lag of maximumcross-
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covariance (tau) and the lag of maximum mutual information (tau_I). Toillustrate results, we
present in the table (see PDF abstract) the averageresults in four different simulated
conditions (50 realizations for each one):SNR=15dB and sigma=0 ms (no additional
variability), SNR=15dB and sigma=20 ms,SNR=0dB and sigma=0 ms, SNR=0dB and sigma=20
ms. Results show that wavefrontanalysis is much more sensitive to noise than other
approaches to quantifysynchronization. As for delay estimates, tau_I was the estimate with
lowestbias and variance.

S42: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S42
Chairs: Adriaan van Oosterom and Cesar Navarro

Atrial Fibrillation Dominant Frequency Changes during Ablation
Marjan Bojarnejad*, James Blake, John Bourke, Alan Murray, Philip Langley
Atrial fibrillation (AF) dominant frequency (DF) is thought to reflect thedegree of organisation
of underlying atrial activity. Our aim was to assess thechanges in DF stage by stage
throughout AF ablation.64-lead body surface potential mapping was undertaken in 4 patients
during AFablation procedures. After QRST subtraction, DF was obtained from spectralanalysis
of the lead exhibiting the largest AF component. 26 recordings of 2minute duration obtained
between each lesion set were analysed for within andbetween recording changes in DF.Mean
(SD) within recording DF difference was 0.16 (0.21) Hz in pre-ablationrecordings, and 0.15
(0.12) Hz in post-ablation. Mean (SD) between recording DFdifference was 0.31 (0.36) Hz.
Within- and between- recording DF differencewere not significant (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA,
p>0.05).This study shows that the changes in DF due to ablation could not bedistinguished
from the natural variability of the DF as measured by the withinrecording variability.

S43: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S43
Chairs: Alan Murray and Willem Dassen

Altered Sympatho-vagal Interaction during the Recovery Phase of Exercise
Suvi Tiinanen*, Mikko Tulppo, Antti Kiviniemi and Tapio Seppänen
Autonomic nervous system (ANS) is usually characterized by reciprocalregulation of
sympathetic and parasympathetic branches. However, dual autonomicactivation is observed
during the cold face immersion in humans and during fewinterventions in animals. We lately
proposed that subjects with higherperipheral sympathetic outflow have more augmented
modulation of cardiac vagaltone during recovery phase of exercise. The result was obtained
usingtime-domain analysis. Beat-to-beat heart rate interval (RRi) oscillationsdefines the ANS
activity such that slow oscillations in low frequency range(LF, 0.04-0.15Hz) and fast
oscillations in high frequency range (HF,0.15-0.4Hz) are associated with sympathetic and
parasympathetic activity,respectively. The LF and HF powers of muscle sympathetic nerve
activity (MSNA)oscillation have been suggested to be related with sympathetic activation
andinhibition, respectively. In this study we applied time-frequency methods toquantify the
autonomic regulation during the recovery phase of exercise.ECG and muscle sympathetic
nerve activity (MSNA) signals were acquired fromhealthy male subjects during and after
incremental exercise (N = 15). Smoothedpseudo Wigner-Ville (SPWV) representation method
was applied when analyzing thedata. The time-evolutions of LF, HF, and LF/HF ratio and peak
frequencies weredefined. Preliminary analysis shows that during the exercise
reciprocaldiminished autonomic regulation exists while during the early recovery stagethe
dual autonomic activation exists.

S43: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
08:00
S43
Chairs: Alan Murray and Willem Dassen
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Heart Rate Variability Analysis during Hemodialysis and its Relation with Hypotension
David Hernando, Raquel Bailón, Pablo Laguna* and Leif Sörnmo
Dialysis-induced hypotension is an important problem of hemodialysis treatmentand about
30% of these sessions are complicated by cardiocirculatory collapse.Hypotension causes not
only premature termination of these sessions but mayalso increase mortality in these patients,
making early detection andprevention of these events an important challenge. One possible
cause tohypotension is impairment of the autonomic nervous system regulation on theheart,
which can be noninvasively assessed by heart rate variability (HRV)analysis. In this study HRV
was studied in 30 hemodialysis treatments from 16patients with end-stage renal failure.
Based on previous clinical history, thepatients were classified as being either hypotension
resistant or prone.Information on diabetic status was also available. Power of HRV in the very
lowfrequency (VLF) band (<0.04 Hz), low frequency (LF) band (0.04-0.15 Hz) andhigh
frequency (HF) band (0.15-0.4 Hz) were computed in 5 minute segmentsduring each
treatment. The number of ectopic beats in each segment was alsocomputed. The normalized
LF power as well as the LF/HF ratio were significantlylower in the prone group than in the
resistant group, as revealed by aKruskal-Wallis test (p<0.001) applied either to each segment
or to the medianvalue of all the segments in each treatment. If diabetic and non-
diabeticpatients are analyzed separately, the same results held, but in the case ofnon-diabetic
patients also the HF power and the number of ectopic beats werelarger in prone than in
resistant patients. Moreover, in 17 out of 19 pronesessions and 8 out of 11 resistant sessions
an oscillation of approximately0.02 Hz was observed intermittently in HRV, blood pressure
variability (BP) andan electrocardiogram-derived respiration signal, with spectral coherence
above0.7, which may be related to periodic breathing.
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Point Process Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia Analysis during Deep Tissue Pain Stimulation
Sandun Kodituwakku, Jieun Kim, Vitaly Napadow, Marco L Loggia and Riccardo Barbieri*
The autonomic nervous system (ANS) is modulated to provide an adaptive responseto the pain
experience. We present an analysis of ANS responses to deep tissuepain by using an
instantaneous point process assessment of Heart RateVariability (HRV) and Respiratory Sinus
Arrhythmia (RSA). Ten subjects receivedtwenty-one 14s pressure stimuli at 7 individually
calibrated intensities, overthree separate runs. The stimuli were delivered on the left calf
using apressure cuff connected to a rapid cuff inflator. After each stimulus, subjectsrated the
pain experienced in terms of intensity and unpleasantness. An inverseGaussian point process
framework modeled the RR-intervals by defining abivariate regression incorporating both past
RR and respiration values observedat the beats. Instantaneous indices of the sympatho-vagal
balance and RSA wereestimated combining a maximum-likelihood algorithm with standard
time-frequencyanalysis. The model was statistically validated using Kolmogorov-
Smirnovgoodness-of-fit analysis, as well as independence tests. Results show that,
incomparison to the resting period, all three pain runs elicited a significantdecrease in RSA by
over 21% (p=0.0547, 0.0234, 0.0547) indicating a reducedparasympathetic tone during pain.
Also, the RSA estimates negatively correlatedwith the calibrated stimulus intensity levels
(correlation = -0.4123,p=0.0633). In comparing the RSA quantification with the sympatho-
vagal balanceindices, we found that the LF/HF ratio expectedly increased during pain
runscompared to the rest, but that the increment was not statistically significant(p=0.7344,
0.0977, 0.4961). In addition, the LF/HF ratio did not showsignificant correlation with stimulus
level intensity (correlation = -0.0609,p=0.7932). These results suggest that our RSA
assessment may provide bettersignificance and sensitivity than other time-varying
instantaneous autonomicmeasures, and thus it may be able to better differentiate pain stages
and fasttransitions in protocols where pain is administered in short windows of time.

S43: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
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Analysis of Heart Rate Variability during Meditation by a Pattern Recognition Method
Sukanya Phongsuphap* and Yongyuth Pongsupap
The main objective of this study is to investigate patterns of heart ratevariability during
concentration meditation to understand its effects onhealth, especially, on Autonomic Nervous
System. Our method consisted of threemajor stages beginning with a stage of signal
acquisition, which was acollection of RR interval time series signals during meditation and
ordinaryquiet sitting. Then, the RR interval signals were passed through a stage offeature
extraction, yielding features in terms of heart rate variabilitymeasures from both time domain
and frequency domain analysis methods. The finalstage was a classification, which the K-mean
algorithm had been applied toclassify the RR interval time series signal into the appropriate
groups. Thesignals were collected from 105 subjects. There were totally 2,331 segments ofthe
signals. Experimental results revealed that the effective features for thesignal classification
were mean heart rate, autocorrelation, normalized powerspectra in very low frequency (VLF),
low frequency (LF), and high frequency(HF) ranges, width of the highest spectral peak, and
frequency of the highestspectral peak. By K-mean clustering method, the signals could be
classifiedinto 3 clusters corresponding to Samadhi state, intermediate state, and normalstate.
The clustering result was consistent with subjects’ self-report.Characteristics of heart rate
variability can be summarized as follows. DuringSamadhi state, the RR signal becomes more
regular, and the spectrum shiftstowards a specific frequency to form one single prominent
peak, while in thenormal state the RR signal is irregular, and there are many spectral
peaksspreading throughout the VLF and LF ranges. The results indicate thatmeditation and
ordinary quiet sitting have significantly different effects onhealth. In addition, it should be
noted that meditation may give differenteffects on health depending on frequency of resonant
peak that each meditatorcan achieve.
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Dynamics of Autonomic Activity during Mueller and Valsalva Maneuvers Assessed by Time-
Frequency Analysis of Cardiovascular Variability
Salvador Carrasco-Sosa and Alejandra Guillén-Mandujano*
Our aims were: to compare the instantaneous dynamics of spectral measures ofcardiovascular
variability, estimated by a time-frequency distribution, duringtwo opposite respiratory strains,
Mueller (MM) and Valsalva maneuvers (VM); andto evaluate the relationships among systolic
pressure (SP), RR intervals (RRi)and spectral indexes. ECG and arterial pressure were
recorded in 24 healthysubjects during the performance of VM and MM. Power spectra of RRi
and SPseries were estimated using the smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville transform tocompute
high-frequency power (HF), low-to-high-frequency ratio (LF/HF) andlow-frequency power of
SP (LFSP). During the strain of both maneuvers, HFdecreased while LF/HF and LFSP increased.
During the poststrain of bothmaneuvers, HF and LFSP rose and LF/HF returned to baseline. In
both strain andpoststrain, pooled means of spectral indexes were greater in VM than in
MM(p<0.01). In early phase II of VM and late phase II of MM, mean correlationsbetween SP
and HF and between HF and RRi ranged from 0.82 to 0.91 (p<0.001).During late phase II,
correlations between LFSP and SP ranged from 0.84 to 0.86(p<0.001) in both maneuvers.
Although Mueller and Valsalva are oppositerespiratory maneuvers, the instantaneous
dynamics of their spectral indexes aresimilar. In the strain, vagal activity decreases while both
cardiac andvasoconstrictor sympathetic outflows increase, being these changes greater inVM
than in MM. In the poststrain, vagal and vasoconstrictor sympatheticactivities increase and
cardiac sympathetic outflow decreases, with greaterchanges in VM. The strong correlations of
HF with both SP and RRi support animportant baroreflex participation in both maneuvers and
provide a more robustestimate of the baroreflex function than the SP-RRi relation. The
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strongcorrelations between LFSP and SP indicate that the vasoconstrictor sympatheticoutflow
contributes in generating the SP overshoot, greater in VM than in MM.
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Time-Frequency Analysis of Cardiovascular Variability during Two Types of Continuous and
Linearly Increasing Isometric Exercise
Alejandra Guillén-Mandujano* and Salvador Carrasco-Sosa
Protocols commonly used for the study of isometric exercise (IE) consist of 3to 4 bouts of
different sustained forces, yielding few values to evaluate therelationships between
physiological variables and the intensity of effort. Weaimed to assess the continuous
relationships between spectral indexes ofcardiovascular variability, estimated by a time-
frequency distribution (TFD),and the contraction intensity during two types of continuous and
linearlyincreasing IE, static handgrip (HG) and static leg extension (LE). ECG andarterial
pressure were recorded in 35 healthy subjects during the performanceof HG and LE. The
contraction force of both types of IE was linearly increasedat a rate of 0.2 kg•s-1 until fatigue
occurred, value taken as the maximalforce (MF). From the power spectra of RR intervals and
systolic pressure (SP)series, estimated by the smoothed pseudo Wigner-Ville distribution,high-
frequency power (HF), low-to-high-frequency ratio (LF/HF) andlow-frequency power of SP
(LFSP) were computed. Our main findings were: 1)correlations between lnHF and %MF were -
0.70±0.25 (p<0.001) for HG and-0.78±0.22 (p<0.001) for LE; 2) mean correlations between
LF/HF and %MF wereless than -0.32 (p<0.01); 3) in both types of IE, the LFSP-%MF
relationshipsremained fairly constant until 65 %MF, from which they increased linearly
withcorrelations of 0.74±0.25 (p<0.001) for HG and of 0.79±0.17 (p<0.001) for LE;and 4) the
slopes and intercepts of the lnHF-%MF and LFSP-%MF regressions weredifferent (p<0.01)
between HG and LE. The use of a linearly increasing IEprotocol and a TFD for spectral analysis
constitutes a suitable method toobtain continuous relationships between autonomic
estimators and the intensityof effort in the widest range. These relationships indicate that LE
producesgreater autonomic responses than HG, showing strong correlations with the
vagalwithdrawal and the vasoconstrictor sympathetic activity but weak correlationswith the
sympathovagal balance.
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Acoustic Coupler for the Acquisition of Coronary Artery Murmurs
Henrik Zimmermann*, Samuel Emil Schmidt, John Hansen, Dorte Hammershøi and Henrik
Møller
The weak murmurs originating from stenosis in the coronary arteries can onlybe acquired with
a dedicated coupler and system design. The aim of the studywas to design and evaluate such a
coupler.The suggested design is based on the use of a high quality microphone,coupled to the
chest through a small air cavity. The geometry, and therebythe volume of the cavity are
amongst others determining the high frequencyroll off. Since the exact frequency range of
interest related to murmurs ispart of the objects of the study, one of the goals of the design
was toachieve a high signal to noise ratio in a broad frequency range. The couplerwas
designed to have a high cut off frequency at 1.0 kHz, while the lowfrequency behavior was
determined by the properties of the microphone,electronic circuits and inadvertent leakages in
the acoustical coupling.The performance of the acoustical coupler and the microphone used
wasevaluated through a large study, where the coupler was used for recordingthe murmur
sound from 464 heart patients. The power spectrum of thediastolic heart sounds was analyzed
to determine the characteristics of thefrequency spectrum. The preliminary results show, that
it was possible to record heart sound inthe diastolic period with a sound pressure level
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approximately 30 dB abovethe noise floor of the microphone and recording system in the
frequencyrange from 200-700 Hz. The capability of the sensor to record diastolicheart sound
in the relevant frequency range indicates that the sensor issuitable for recording of coronary
murmurs.
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System for the Acquisition of Weak Murmurs Related to Coronary Artery Diseases
John Hansen*, Henrik Zimmermann, Samuel Emil Schmidt, Dorte Hammershøi, Egon Toft and
Johannes Jan Struijk
The aim of the present study is to describe the design of an acquisition systemfor the specific
purpose of recording heart murmurs originating from stenosisin the coronary arteries. The
design and development of a system for recordingof heart murmurs require knowledge in
many disciplines: acoustic couplers,microphones, skin adhesives, electronic hardware,
software and patient safety.Special design considerations are needed in order to record
murmurs originatingfrom stenotic coronary arteries. These murmurs have a 60 dB lower
sound level,than that of the closing heart valves. Handling noise is minimized by attachingthe
coupler to chest using double adhesive, which also insures an air tight fitof the coupler with
the low noise standard measuring microphone. The recordingsystem includes a custom made
circuit board that amplifies the signal beforethe signal is send to a high quality 24 bit sound
card for further analyses.Additionally the system also comprises battery module and power
supply thatensures patient safety by limiting leakage current according to the IEC 60601-
1standard. A LabVIEW program provides a PC user interface for easy handling ofrecordings as
well as keeping track of patients. The noise floor of the system proved to be 23 dB SPL, thus
below the expectedsound level of the murmur at approximately 30-40 dB SPL. Additionally
thedynamic range of more than 100 dB was sufficient to include both murmurs andthe sound
of the closing heart valves. The system was successfully used forcollection of heart sounds in
a clinical trial including 464 patients referredfor elective coronary angiography.
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3D Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) – the Application in Evaluation of a Therosclerosis
and Stent in Patients' Coronary Arteries
Jin Suo*, Michael McDaniel, Parham Eshtehardi, Saurabh Dhawan, Hanjoong Jo, Robert W
Taylor, Habib Samady and Don Giddens
Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and OCT are two clinical imaging techniquesboth can show
the inside of vessels of patients, however OCT has higherresolution than IVUS that offers the
evaluation of the plaques and stents inpatients’ coronary arteries with the best precise
nowadays to OCT. CurrentIVUS and OCT present a sequence of 2D slices of the lumen but the
individualslices are short of the quantitative of the spatial structure of plaque andstent. As
developing, 3D OCT as 3D IVUS helped by two X-ray angiographies canreconstruct the objects
and show them in the realistic space. A 3D OCT systemwas produced in our lab and it was
successfully used in the diagnosis ofpatients in Emory University Hospital. In the abstract, the
principle of the 3DOCT is introduced. Two examples, two patients, with comprehensive process
andsignificant results by the technique are presented. One patient has mildatherosclerosis in
the left anterior descending artery (LAD) to whom IVUS andOCT both scanning was
performed. The LAD has been reconstructed by the 3D OCTthen the flow filed was calculated
by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) thatthe inlet condition came from the Doppler velocity
measuring during thescanning. The result shows that the distribution of intima thickness
evaluatedby the OCT imaging inversely matched up with the distribution of wall shearstress
(WSS) in the segment. Another patient was implanted stent in theproximal LAD and OCT
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scanning was performed before the stent implantation andafter implantation. The 3D lumens
before implantation and after were comparedand reconstructed. The stent placement in the
lumen included the entire twistand deformation of the stent was shown. The local features of
the strutsapposition with the wall can be evaluated as the superior resolution of the 3DOCT.
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New Ischemic Index based on Combined Parameters of Coronary Angiography and
Intracoronary Pressure Measurement Predicts the Severity of Ischemia on Myocardial
Perfusion Scintigraphy
Zsolt Koszegi*, Bertalan Kracskó, Ildikó Garai, József Varga, István Édes, László Tímár and
Zsuzsa Nagy
Background: According to the current guidelines the indication of percutaneouscoronary
interventions on coronary lesions with intermediate severity is basedon the fractional flow
reserve (FFR), independently of the localization ofcoronary stenosis.Methods: The coronary
angiograms of 28 patients were analyzed by a computerprogram called Holistic Coronary Care.
The software registered 23 epicardialcoronary segments using the modified Syntax
segmentation system. The suppliedleft ventricular segments on the standard 17-segment
polar map were rendered toeach coronary branch. FFR measurements of 36 vessels were
compared with themyocardial perfusion SPECT studies performed before the invasive
procedure. Weintroduced a new ischemic index by combining the FFR with the number of
thecorresponding myocardial segments (N): left ventricular ischemic index (LVIi=Nx (1-FFR)).
This index was correlated with the regional myocardial perfusiondefects identified on the
scintigrams. Perfusion reversibility score of 2 orabove was considered as indicative of active
ischemia (regional DifferenceScore: rDSc).Results: Close linear relationship was found
between the LVIi and the rDSc(P<0.001) (y=-2.20+3.75x, r=0.88, p<0.001). Analyzing all the
FFR valuesindependently of the localization of the lesions, they also correlatedsignificantly
with the rDSc, but the relation was less tight (r=0.60). LVIipredicted active ischemia (>2
rDSc) on myocardial scintigraphy with 77.8%sensitivity and 94.4% specificity when the cut
off value was set to 0.96. FFRalone predicted the ischemia on the scintigraphy with 72%
sensitivity and 94%specificity at the best 0.8 cut off value. The area under the
ReceiverOperating Characteristic (ROC) curve was significantly higher for LVIi than FFR(0.92
vs. 0.78; p=0.03).Conclusion: Our results shows that the LVIi >0.96 indicates clinically
relevantstenotic lesion. In this concept the FFR value together with the number
ofcorresponding left ventricular segments rather than alone predicts the severityof myocardial
ischemia.
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Automated Three-Dimensional Detection of Intracoronary Stent Struts in Optical Coherence
Tomography Images
Nico Bruining*, Kenji Sihan, Jurgen Ligthart, Sebastiaan de Winter and Evelyn Regar
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a new intracoronary imaging tool that hasbeen
recently introduced and has become the method of choice to investigate newtreatment
methods for coronary artery disease. Due to the OCT’s high imageresolution, hundreds of stent
struts are visualized per patient and therefore acomputer-assisted stent strut detection
method could help to improve accuracyby reducing analysis time.OCT images are converted to
rows from which feature vectors are extracted. Themean, maximum and the sum of values
above the mean of each row were evaluatedby a K-nearest neighbor algorithm (mKNN) with
help of a-priori information(detected in 3 frames per patient) and tested in two populations:
1) Stentsacquired directly after implantation and 2) patients returning for a follow-upincluding
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tissue coverage on top of the stents. A user-interface was availablefor easy adjustments to
the results as generated by the algorithm.A total of 29 OCT datasets were analyzed containing
a total 4024 frames. In thepost-implant group (n=15), a total of 23608 struts were detected
of which 3626had to be removed, 115 moved and 1155 had to be added, resulting in a
successrate of 77% for the algorithm. In the follow-up group (n=14), a total of 21077struts
were detected of which 5749 struts had to be removed, 1008 moved and1915 added, resulting
in a success rate of 50%. The average analysis time(automated plus correction), was on
average 4.1 sec/frame for the post-implantand 6.3 sec/frame for the follow-up
population.Computer-assisted stent strut detection in OCT images is well feasible inpatients
directly after implantation. In patients who showed considerabletissue growth inside their
stents at follow-up it is more challenging. However,the current proposed method can save
considerable analysis time and helps toimprove the accuracy.
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A Coupled Heart-Torso Framework for Cardiac Electrocardiographic Simulation
Hongda Mao*, Linwei Wang, Ken Wong, Huafeng Liu and Pengcheng Shi
A physiological meaningful heart model is helpful for understanding the heart.The existing
works either adopt a static heart model or a so-called“one-way” electromechanical coupling
model that does not containmechanoelectrical feedback. However, electrophysiological and
mechanicalfunctions of the heart are inter-dependent, and realistic
electrocardiographicsimulations can only be achieved when such electromechanic relationship
isconsidered. In this paper, we propose an electromechanical-coupled heart modelwhich
contains both electromechanical coupling and mechanoelectrical feedback,and incorporate it
into a coupled heart-torso framework for cardiacelectrocardiographic simulation. Our
proposed heart model contains four components: cardiacelectrophysiological model which
describes the spatiotemporal dynamics ofelectrical activation of the heart; cardiac
electromechanical coupling whichdetermines the active contraction stresses generated in
response to theelectrical activation; cardiac mechanics which describes the heart
materialproperties and deformation related to the active contraction stresses;
cardiacmechanoelectrical feedback which describes the effect of heart motion
toelectrophysiology. To build the coupled heart-torso framework, we adopt ameshfree-BEM
(boundary element method) strategy. The heart’s transmembranepotentials (TMPs) along with
its motion are solved by meshfree method, whilethe body surface potentials maps (BSPs) are
calculated by BEM. Under this framework, a direct 3D TMPs-to-BSPs mapping can be achieved
wherethe body-surface electrographic simulation reflects the underlyingelectrophysiology as
well as motion of the heart. We first present a simulation of our realistic heart model, which
showsspatiotemporal evolution of 3D TMPs along with the heart motion. Second, wetest our
heart-torso framework with realistic heart and torso geometries. Thesimulation exhibits a
beating heart as well as spatiotemporalevolution of BSPs on the torso. At last, a comparison is
made between oursimulated ECG signals and that from a static heart model, through which
we findT wave shift is found in our simulated signals.
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Interaction of Pacemakers as a Generating Mechanism of Atrial Fibrillation
Claudia Lenk*, Mario Einax, Gunnar Seemann and Philipp Maass
Although known and studied since the last century the underlying mechanisms ofatrial
fibrillation (AF), the most common arrhythmia of the heart, are stillunder discussion.
Understanding the mechanisms responsible for the onset offibrillation periods is important for
the therapy of AF. We study theinteraction of wavefronts emanating from different
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pacemakers located inseparated regions as a new mechanism for the generation of AF. One
pacemakerrepresents the natural pacemaker of the atrium, the sinus node, and the secondone
is a self-excitatory perturbation pacemaker like an ectopic foci ormicroreentrant circuit, as is
often found in the left atrium of AF patients.The regions of the two pacemakers are connected
by a small bridge only. Ourcalculations are based on the model of Bueno-Orovio et al. with a
specificadaption of parameters to the electrophysiology of the atria. To check how farthe
mechanism is specific for the electrophysiological conditions in the atria,we compare our
findings also with corresponding results from the solution ofthe generic FitzHugh-Nagumo
equations. For certain frequency ratios of the twopacemakers irregular excitation patterns are
observed, characterized bywavebreaks and a broadened frequency distribution compared to
the undisturbedcase. The strength of the irregularity is quantified in terms of a
Shannonentropy of the frequency distribution and synchronization measures.Particularly
interesting is the fact that the strength of the irregularity isdetermined by the frequency of
the natural pacemaker, representing the sinusnode. This may be an explanation why AF is
typically intermittent at itsbeginning.
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An Adaptive Step Size GPU ODE Solver for Simulating Electric Cardiac Activity
Victor M Garcia, Alejandro Liberos, Andreu M Climent*, Antonio Vidal, Jose Millet and Alberto
Gonzalez
Simulation of electric cardiac activity requires the solution of a large systemof ordinary
differential equations (ODEs). Depending on the mathematical model,15 to 40 differential
equations must be solved for each node, and a realisticmodel may include millions of nodes.
Consequently, the computing power neededto simulate just a few seconds of cardiac activity
is huge. Graphic ProcessingUnits (GPU) have emerged as a powerful and economical option to
solve thesemathematical models. However, GPUs are relatively difficult to program,therefore
only fixed step ODE solvers have been developed. In this study, anadaptive step solver
implemented in CUDA language is presented. Specifically, asecond order explicit method has
been developed. The calculations were split intwo computing kernels, a large kernel to
compute the data for all cells and asmall kernel to compute the new time step. The
performance of the method wastested by using a mathematical model of 300 human atrial
cells. The presentedmethodology was compared with an Euler fixed step solution implemented
in a CPUand in the same GPU (e.g. GPU-NVIDIA-Fermi). Different implementations weretested
by simulating 10 second of the model; the execution time and the rootmean square error
introduced by the adaptive method were measured. The CPUsolution with a fixed step of
0.005ms needed 2077 seconds in a Dual-Core CPU3GHz with RAM 4GB. Fixed step and
adaptive step GPU solutions needed 118 and 92seconds respectively. The mean error
introduced by the adaptive method was0.2±1.3mV. Results presented in this study show that
a robust adaptive stepODE solver can be implemented in a GPU. As expected, GPU
implementationsachieved much better performance than CPU solutions. In added, the
presentedadaptive methodology achieved a computation time reduction up to a 20% versus
afix step implementation.
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Estimation Accuracy of a Reduced Lead System during Simulated Ischemia
Daniel Guldenring*, Dewar D Finlay, Chris D Nugent, Mark P Donnelly, Raymond R Bond and
Stefan P Nelwan
In this study we investigate the influence of ischemic events on the estimationaccuracy of a
reduced lead system that is based on leads I, II, V2 and V5. Thisassessment was carried out
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on a piecewise homogenous torso model. This modelwas used to simulate one normal (non-
ischemic) and 25 ischemic Mason Likar (ML)12-lead ECGs. The location and size of the 25
simulated ischemic events werechosen based on the coronary artery distribution. Precordial
leads V1, V3, V4and V6 were derived from leads I, II, V2 and V5 of the actual (simulated)
ML12–lead ECGs. Both patient specific and generalized transformationcoefficients were tested.
Differences between actual and derived leads wereassessed by root mean square error
(RMSE). RMSE values were calculated over theSTT segment.When ischemia was absent
patient specific derivation yielded RMSE values of4.7uV, 24.4uV, 4.4uV and 2.6uV for derived
leads V1, V3, V4 and V6respectively. It was found that RMSE values for patient specific
derived leadsincreased when ischemia was simulated. Median RMSE values calculated for
eachlead and across all simulated ischemic events were found to be 40.0uV, 126.7uV,38.2uV
and 35.1uV for derived leads V1, V3, V4 and V6 respectively. Thesevalues are comparable to
the median RMSE values obtained when generalized leadderivation was performed for all
ischemic events (52.7uV, 141.7uV, 46.9uV and20.3uV for respective leads). It was found that
acute anterior myocardialinfarction caused the largest differences between derived and actual
precordialleads.The findings presented in this study, raise questions about the superiority
ofthe patient specific lead derivation approach for continuous monitoring.Further research on
recorded 12-lead ECGs with ischemic episodes is required toconfirm the simulation based.
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A Cardiac Telerehabilitation Application for Mobile Devices
Joanna Jaworek and Piotr Augustyniak*
Cardiac rehabilitation is a new branch of medical rehabilitation and isdedicated for patients
after coronary events. The main purpose of therehabilitation is to help patients recover quickly
and improve their generalphysical, mental and social well-being. The goal is to stabilize and
reversethe progression of cardiovascular diseases which reduces the risk of anothercardiac
events. The aim of our research was to develop a telerehabilitation system thatintegrates the
wireless ECG signal recorder with a mobile device in aBluetooth-based body surface network.
The software detects the QRS complex andcalculates the heart rate as the main ECG exercise-
dependent parameteron-the-run. The monitoring system integrates the current heart rate of
thepatient with the GPS data. This gives us the opportunity to observe thedependence of heart
rate variability and speed. The application allows thephysician to build a cardiac rehabilitation
program which can be divided intoseveral levels. Each level let the physician to customize
parameters as:duration, speed, maximal and minimal heart rate.For the implementation of the
QRS complex detector the Pan and Tompkinsalgorithm has been selected. Tests of correct
implementation of the QRSdetection algorithm were carried on the records from the MIT-BIH
ArrhythmiaDatabase. The performance of the algorithm was affected by various artifacts ofthe
raw ECG signal such as noise or baseline wandering and by the QRS polarity.Using the 48
records from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database the algorithm failed toproperly detect less than
2% of the beats. For monitoring purpose the result issatisfying.In conclusion, achieved results
indicate that the application can be used bypatients for cardiac rehabilitation. This is an
opportunity for people thatlive in remote and rural areas outside the regional centre and are
faced withthe usual difficulties of attending urban health-care programs.
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Wireless Body Area Network System based on ECG and Accelerometer Pattern
Magdalena Smolen*, Eliasz Kantoch, Piotr Augustyniak and Pawel Kowalski
Health monitoring and body area network (BAN) applications require wirelessintelligent
monitoring devices and information system. The aim of our researchis to propose a prototype
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of wearable wireless monitoring device optimized tosupervising the patient and examine the
influence of movement on the heart rateduring normal daily activities. Main rule of the
proposed system consists in simultaneous acquisition andautomatic analysis of two bipolar
ECG and three-axis acceleration (ACC) signalsmeasured by means of wireless, battery-
operated prototype of Revitus ECGmodule. The patient’s data buffered in the internal memory
module aretransmitted to the PC via Bluetooth connection online – allowing for realtime
processing or offline – when data storage is completed. The processingof the ECG and ACC
data is performed by the custom-developed software installedon PC. Key functionalities of the
software include calculating and displaying thevalues of heart rate variability parameters and
the quantitative measure ofpatient movements. RR intervals were determined from the ECG
with use of thefiltering-thresholding technique, while the motion factor was calculated as
sumof ACC variations from all directions in 10s moving window. All recordedinformation are
also uploaded to a purposely-designed medical web server forthe storage and display as a web
page for authorized doctors or patient’sfamily.The system was tested on 10 healthy
volunteers (mean age: 35 years). Each ofthem was monitored during common daily activities
such as: working, resting,walking, physical exercising, etc. The proposed architecture and
algorithmsproved to be suitable for home-care patient surveillance. Presented system canalso
be used for computer-assisted physical rehabilitation and ambulatorymonitoring.

S52: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S52
Chairs: Enno van der Velde and Paul Rubel

Mobile CTG – Fetal Heart Rate Assessment using Android Platform
Lukáš Zach, Václav Chudácek*, Jirí Spilka, Michal Huptych, Miroslav Burša, Jakub Kužílek,
Lenka Lhotská and Petr Janku
Cardiotocography – measurement of fetal heart rate and uterine contractionsis the prominent
source of information about the fetal well-being in the latestages of pregnancy and during the
delivery. With the stable increase ofsystematic costs of western medical systems and with the
lack of trainedpersonnel especially in the rural areas of BRIIC countries, telemedicinesolutions
are destined for large range of users.In the paper we describe our proposed solution for
mobile fetal heart ratemonitoring and evaluation running on Android platform.During the last
weeks of pregnancy the frequency of periodic controls canincrease up to 5 per week creating
great burden on both – mother andobstetricians. Based on our previous research dealing with
automatic evaluationof the fetal heart rate recordings during the delivery we have developed
a toolfor monitoring and evaluation of the antepartum fetal heart rate based on theFIGO
guidelines.Any fHR recording device with bluetooth module and known data format can
beprospectively connected to the phone as a data source. Currently our systemworks with the
fHR recording module developed within the ENIAC-MAS projectfunded by the EU.After
recording of at least 20 minutes the system performs signalpreprocessing, including quality
assessment and then automatically assesses thesignal using among other features baseline of
the fHR, long term variabilityand number of acceleration and decelerations. Alarms are raised
if necessaryand data are sent via internet to the clinician’s database for more detailedanalysis
and confirmation. The clinician can remotely ask for additionalmeasurement, if the first
recording is inconclusive.Additionally the application on the mobile Android device contains
viewer ofthe signal that enables setting of customary thresholds levels for the analysisrules
and gives user full control over the settings of the recording device.

S52: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S52
Chairs: Enno van der Velde and Paul Rubel

Teleconsulting for Collaborative Diagnosis and Care of Heart Malformations
Alessandro Taddei*, Andrea Gori, Emiliano Rocca, Tiziano Carducci, Nadia Assanta, Bruno
Murzi and Giorgio Ricci
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Advances in information and communication technology make easier collaborativediagnosis
and care of complex and risky pathologies. In the frame of medicalcooperation of
“G.Pasquinucci” Heart Hospital with Balkan Countries indiagnosis and care of congenital heart
malformations, a tele-consultingnetwork was set up for multi-center collaborative medical
decision-making. Inaddition to neonate or infant patients great attention was dedicated to
thefetus in order to allow early detection and care planning. As alreadyannounced at CinC
2010, tele-echocardiography was initially implemented usingcommercial videoconference
equipment at Pediatric Clinical Centers in BanjaLuka (BIH) and Rijeka (KR) and at
Gynaecology Hospital in Tirana (AL). Laterit was extended to other BIH Clinical Centers
(Sarajevo, Tuzla and Mostar). Simultaneous videoconferencing among more locations allowed
to meet togethermore teams for clinical discussions or collaborative case evaluations. Livetele-
consulting is achieved uploading over the Internet sequences ofdiagnostic images acquired by
echo-cardiographer. Synchronous transmission iscrucial for guiding remote operator to scan
heart anatomy for assessing complexmalformations. On the other hand store-and-forward
approach is mandatoryincase of low network performances. Limitations of functionality,
scalabilityand cost-effectiveness suggested exploitation of Open-Source technology to setup
low-cost devices implementing both on-line and off-line tele-consulting inaddition to
videoconferencing and (DICOM or not) image storage/management. Using LAMP architecture
(Linux, Apache, Mysql, Php) VLC for image streamingand playing, DCM4CHE for DICOM
management and Ekiga for videoconferencing wereapplied. All resources were published on
web. A small-size workstation,embedding all functions, was designed and implemented. The
prototype hasbeenfirst successfully tested within the hospital and later in Mostar (BIH)
inconnection with the Heart Hospital in Massa. Tele-consulting systems, particularly as Open-
Source solutions, are likely topromote collaborative health-care in various medical fields, even
in countriesnot able to acquire expensive medical technology.

S53: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S53
Chairs: Philip Langley and Adriaan van Oosterom

P-wave Indices to Detect Susceptibility to Atrial Fibrillation
Aline Cabasson, Lam Dang, Jean-Marc Vesin, Andréa Buttu*, Roger Abächerli, Remo Leber and
Lukas Kappenberger
Improving detection of Atrial Fibrillation (AF) susceptibility in order toprevent complications
presents a significant clinical interest. The aim of thiswork is to present different markers
resulting from the analysis of a singleECG lead recorded during sinus rhythm. To this purpose,
the ECGs from threepopulations were compared: healthy subjects (30 in Group 1) and
patientssubject to paroxysmal AF selected for catheter ablation, under generalanesthesia (20
in Group 2), or not (8 in Group 3). In addition to standardP-wave indices such as P-wave
duration, PQ interval, an index of P-wavestability over time defined as the Euclidean distance
between beat-to-beat Pwaves was proposed. In parallel to these temporal P-wave
parameters,morphologic characteristics of biphasic P-wave were studied.
Significantdifferences between the groups 1 and 2 were obtained for the
consideredparameters (p<0.0001). Results are presented in table below. Using P-
waveduration and PQ interval parameters, the groups 1 and 2 were well classified at88%
using Fisher's linear discriminant. The variance of the beat-to-beatEuclidean distance (noted
VarED), a measure of P-wave time stability, washigher for the group 2 and 3 than for the
control group. This may be indicativeof intermittently disturbed conduction in atrial tissue. In
parallel, theanalysis revealed that there are not significantly differences on
parametersbetween the groups 2 and 3. We therefore concluded that the anesthesia does
notinfluence the investigated parameters. The study of the morphologiccharacteristics of
biphasic P-waves revealed significant difference between thegroups 1 and 2 considering the
P-wave initial force (1.4 +- 0.5 vs. 5.1 +- 1.8mVxms) and the terminal force (-1.1 +- 0.5 vs. -
2.3 +- 1.1 mVxms). Inconclusion, this study provides valuable markers for the early
recognition ofpatients at high risk for AF which may guide upstream therapy.
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S53: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S53
Chairs: Philip Langley and Adriaan van Oosterom

Catheter Ablation Outcome Prediction in Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Based on Spatio-
Temporal Complexity Measures of the Surface ECG
Marianna Meo*, Vicente Zarzoso, Olivier Meste, Latcu Decebal Gabriel and Nadir Saoudi
Background: Radiofrequency catheter ablation (CA) is increasinglyemployed to treat atrial
fibrillation (AF), yet selection of patients whowould actually benefit from this therapy still
remains an open issue.Methods: The present work introduces some non-invasive
quantitativeparameters to discriminate between successful and failing CA proceduresby
exploiting the spatial diversity of the 12-lead surface ECG. They arebased on the normalized
mean square error (NMSE) between consecutiveatrial activity (AA) ECG signal segments and
their rank-n approximationsdetermined by principal component analysis (PCA). As opposedto
the single-lead approach of previous works, we consider NMSE valuescomputed on more than
one lead. In particular, the NMSE weightedmean overline(µ_n) is obtained by weighing the
average NMSE values by theirstandarddeviations, whereas µ_n^(MINs) denotes the NMSE
value associatedto the lead characterized by the minimum standard deviation of NMSEvalues
of ECG segments’ projections.Table I: AF complexity characterization for CA outcome
predictionResults: The computation of the proposed parameters on an ECGdatabase composed
of 18 persistent AF patients (14 successful outcomes,4 failing procedures) confirms that lower
output values describe moreorganized AA waveforms and can be associated with procedural
AF termination(Table I). Subscripts START, PV, END concern distinct CAphases, namely, the
beginning, pulmonary vein isolation, and the endof the procedure, respectively. Their
predictive accuracy is assessed byROC analysis, yielding AUC = 0.77, p value = 1 · 10-2 for
overline(µ3)_PV,AUC = 0.86, p value= 1 · 10-5 for the other indices.Conclusions: This study
demonstrates that the proposed multileadparameters can effectively predict CA outcome and
potentially contributeto more accurate patient selection strategies for this AF therapy.

S53: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S53
Chairs: Philip Langley and Adriaan van Oosterom

Comparative Study of Algorithms for Atrial Fibrillation Detection
Nekane Larburu, Txema Lopetegi and Iñaki Romero*
Eight algorithms for detection of Atrial Fibrillation (AF) were evaluated usingthe same
protocol. These algorithms are based on the analysis of twocharacteristics observed in ECGs
with AF: irregularity of RR intervals (RRI)and a chaotic atrial activity (AA). This AA can be
analyzed in frequency (FAA)and/or in time domain (P wave absence, PWA). Five algorithms
based on RRI were considered: Markov Models (Moody et al),autoregressive modeling (Cerutti
et al), Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Tatento etal), and statistical frameworks (Logan et al and
Linker et al). Other algorithmwas based on PWA and FAA (Slocum et al), while two algo-
rithms combined bothanalysis of RRI with AA (Babaezaideh et al and Schmidt et al). MIT-
BIHArrhythmia database was used for training the algorithms and MIT-BIT AFdatabase was
used for evaluation. The optimal time window length that eachalgorithm needed for an
accurate detection was determined. In addition, theperformance of the algorithms under
different levels of motion artifacts wasstudied by using a simulated dataset with artificial
noise with different SNRvalues. Results showed that the highest Sensitivity (Se=97.64) was
achieved with amethod based on RRI analysis (Linker et al) while combining RRI, FAA and
PWA(Babaezaideh et al) gave the highest Specificity (Sp=95.47) and PositivePredictive,
(+P=96.54). The lowest error (Err=4.51) was obtained with themethod from Tatento et al. AF
detection based only on the analysis of AAobtained the lowest performance (Slocum et al,
Se=62.8, Sp=77.46).When the level of noise increased, the algorithms that had the
highestrobustness were the ones based on RRI (Cerutti et al, Se=82.52 and Sp=40.47
forSNR=-5dB). However, in these methods, the Sp decreased due to the higher numberof
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false positives in the beat detection.

S53: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
10:00
S53
Chairs: Philip Langley and Adriaan van Oosterom

Time-frequency analysis of atrial fibrillation comparing morphology-clustering based QRS-T
cancellation with blind source separation in multi-lead surface ECG recordings
Luigi Y Di Marco*, Susan King, John Bourke, Lorenzo Chiari, Alan Murray, Philip Langley
INTRODUCTION: To separate the atrial (AA) from the ventricular (VA) electricalactivity in
surface ECG recordings of atrial fibrillation (AF), various methodshave been proposed, such as
QRS-T cancellation by averaged complex subtraction,and blind source separation (BSS).
Although QRS-T cancellation iscomputationally more efficient than BSS, it is sensitive to
morphology changes,which produce large residuals in AA, biasing the frequency
analysis.OBJECTIVE: To present a morphology-clustering based approach to QRS-
Tcancellation, and to compare the time-frequency distribution of the obtained AAsignal (KM-
AA) with the one obtained from an established BSS method based onindependent component
analysis (ICA-AA).METHODS: Twelve AF recordings (2 minutes) of multi-lead surface ECG
(64thoracic: CL1,…,CL64, three bipolar limb leads) were considered. For eachthoracic ECG
channel individually, QRST morphologies were grouped by k-meansclustering. KM-AA was
obtained by subtracting for each beat the correspondingQRST morphology (cluster centroid)
from the ECG. ICA was computed from a subsetof 6 channels (3 bipolar limb leads, CL4, CL12,
CL20). ICA-AA was calculated asthe independent source with minimum kurtosis. Short-time
Fourier transform(STFT) time-frequency analysis was performed on ICA-AA and the 64 KM-
AAsignals. For each recording, the dominant AF frequency was computed in therange of
interest (5-10 Hz), for each time slot (4 s). Results were comparedfor KM-AA for CL20
(approximately corresponding to V1) and for ICA-AA.RESULTS: Effective VA suppression was
obtained by KM-AA: residual QRS-T segmentpeak-to-peak amplitude (84.0±27.1 microVolt)
was not significantly different(Kruskal-Wallis, alpha=0.01) from ECG TQ segment (98.6±18.1
microVolt).Inter-recording dominant AF frequency estimation difference (KM-AA vs. ICA-
AA)was not significant (Kruskal-Wallis, alpha=0.01) in 11 of 12 recordings.CONCLUSIONS:
The proposed QRS-T cancellation method effectively suppresses VAand accurately estimates
time-frequency distribution of AF, compared to anestablished BSS method.

S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

Improving the Quality of ECGs Collected using Mobile Phones: The PhysioNet / Computing in
Cardiology Challenge 2011
George Moody*, Ikaro Silva, Leo Celi and Sidhant Jena
The aim of the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011 is to developan efficient
algorithm able to run in near real-time within a mobile phone,that can provide useful
feedback to a layperson in the process of acquiring adiagnostically useful ECG recording. At a
minimum, the software should be ableto indicate within a few seconds, while the patient is
still present, if theECG is of adequate quality for interpretation, or if another recording
shouldbe made. PhysioNet has provided a large set of 12-lead ECGs for use in theChallenge,
together with an open-source sample application that can run on anAndroid phone, and can
classify ECGs as acceptable or unacceptable.The Challenge entails three events. In event 1,
participants must developsoftware that can classify each of 500 ECGs with respect to
quality;preliminary results suggest that this can be accomplished with 80-85% accuracyusing
a variety of methods (including the sample application, which achieveda preliminary result of
80.7% accuracy). In event 2, participants submit asoftware module to be used in the sample
application, and PhysioNet tests it ona reference Android phone using the same data set and
scoring method as inevent 1. Event 3 is similar to event 2, but is conducted using a set of
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ECGsnot available for study by the participants, and scoring is based on bothaccuracy and
speed. Events 2 and 3 begin in May, and all three events concludein August.

S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

Incorporating a Priori Knowledge into Hidden Markov Models for Inadequate ECGs Detection
Yi-Yuan Chiang*, Wang-Hsin Hsu, So-Long Liu, Zun-Jhih Jiang, Ji Jia, Yi-Chen Li, Wan-Lin Li
and Jung-Shyr Wu
In this paper, we propose a framework for integrating a priori knowledge (alsocalled
background human knowledge or expert knowledge) into hidden Markovmodels (HMMs) for
detecting inadequate ECGs in mobile devices. The ECG datainherently are time series, thus we
need a machine learning approach toclassify such sequential data. Since HMMs are known to
be useful to classifysequential data, we choose this method as a basis. However, HMMs are
also apure data-driven approach and they lack the flexibility to cope with highlydynamic and
uncertainty signals. This means that isolated HMMs cannot workperfectly in this application.
Thus, we need a framework to integrate the puredata-driven model and human knowledge.We
adopt fuzzy constraint networks as a framework to integrate heterogeneousinformation. Fuzzy
constraint networks have been proposed as a framework toincorporate heterogeneous
knowledge, mainly data-driven models and expertknowledge. Under this framework, we not
only can represent the HMMs as a set offuzzy constraints, but also can represent the
knowledge of experts asconstraints. Besides, fuzzy constraint networks also provide a
computationalmethodology for reasoning. We adopt the test data set B provided
byPhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011 for testing. The preliminarysimulation
results show our approach is effective. Adopt HMMs independently,the correctness is 80.7%.
After integrating a priori knowledge into HMMs, thecorrectness can achieve 88.1%.

S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

CinC Challenge – Assessing the Usability of ECG by Ensemble Decision Trees
Sebastian Zaunseder*, Robert Huhle and Hagen Malberg
The presented work faces the task of quantifying the usability of ECG fordiagnostic purposes
by using decision trees. To this end, the approach detailedhere relies on multiple,
computational simple parameters from time andfrequency domain. First of all, the creation of
tree-based classifiers without restrictions ontheir complexity, i.e. classifiers which are allowed
to rely on a wide varietyof parameters, is in the scope of our work. Thereto, single decision
trees arecombined to ensemble classifiers. The training of the single trees relies onBAGGING
(bootstrap aggregating). This procedure pursues three goals: at first,to reduce the influence of
outliers; secondly, to avoid over-fitting to thepresent training data; thirdly, to take account of
a high inter- andintra-observer variability. Beyond mere classifiers’ design, in order toobtain
easily interpretable decision trees, the possibilities of a reducedparameter space are
studied.With respect to the classification performance, the obtained Out-Of-Bagclassification
error is about 10 %, i.e. a classification accuracy of 90 % isreached. Considering the CinC
challenge, our first submission yielded apreliminary classification accuracy of 86.3 % on Test
Set B. Results untiltoday indicate that even simplified (i.e. using a reduced set of
parameters)classifiers, as targeted in the second part of our work, obtain results insimilar
regions. However, all results are strongly affected by a positiveperformance offset which
results from a significant number of trivial cases(i.e. ECG which exhibit exclusively a baseline
in at least one channel). Altogether, the proposed method offers a computational simple, real-
timecapable way to quantify the usability of ECG. From now, our work will focus onthe
improvement of our first intermediary result. However, the comparativestudies have to be
awaited for a meaningful appraisal regarding the globalefficiency of the proposed ensemble
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classifiers.

S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

An Algorithm for Assessment of ECG Quality Acquired Via Mobile Telephone
Philip Langley*, Luigi Di Marco, Susan King, Costanzo Di Maria, Wenfeng Duan, Marjan
Bojarnejad, Kun Wang, Dingchang Zheng, John Allen and Alan Murray
Widespread availability of mobile telephony offers the capability to acquireECG data away
from healthcare centres by novice users. To acquire ECGs ofdiagnostic quality requires skill
and is carried out by trained staff in theclinical setting. Adequate skin preparation, correct
positioning of electrodesand artefact reduction are fundamental requirements. For the
application ofacquiring ECGs from mobile telephones by unskilled users it would be beneficialif
the mobile device could assess ECG quality and inform the user if thequality was acceptable or
not and that was the aim of this study.Data, provided by the PhysioNet/Computing in
Cardiology Challenge 2011,comprised 1500 12-lead ECGs acquired on mobile telephones by
users with a rangeof skills in ECG acquisition. Recorded ECGs were categorised as‘acceptable’
or ‘unacceptable’ by expert annotators. 1000 ECGs andtheir categories constituted a training
set and the remaining ECGs, withoutcategories, constituted a test set. We identified by visual
inspection severalECG features that were commonly observed in the ‘unacceptable’ category
foralgorithmic development: flat baseline (FB), saturation (SD), baselinedrift(BD), low
amplitude (LA), high amplitude (HA) and steep slope (excludingpacemaker)(SS). ECGs with
any lead exhibiting these features were classed as‘unacceptable’.For the training set with each
feature detection applied separately thefollowing scores were achieved: FL 76.2%, SD 80.9%,
BD 61.3%, LA 75.6%, HA74.1% and SS 77.5%. With all features combined a score of 91.4%
was achieved.For test set B the algorithm classified 181 records as unacceptable and
319records as acceptable and the score was 85.7%.An algorithm which detected common
features of poor quality ECGs was able toclassify ECGs with good agreement to expert
annotators.

S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

Signal Quality Indices and Data Fusion for Determining Acceptability of Electrocardiograms
Collected in Noisy Ambulatory Environments
Qiao Li, D Lopez and Gari Clifford*
An algorithm is described to detect poor quality ECGs collected in low-resource environments
as part of the PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011'Improving the quality of
ECGs collected using mobile phones'. The algorithm is based on previously published signal
quality metrics designed for intensive care monitoring. The algorithms have been adapted for
use on short (10s) 12-lead ECGs. The metrics quantify spectral energy distribution, higher
order moments and inter-channel and inter-algorithm agreement. Thresholds were optimised
on the provided labeled data (Set-a) for the challenge. (Binary labels were available,
indicating whether the data were acceptable or unacceptable for clinical interpretation.) The
1000 subjects in Set-a data were split into two balanced sets (training data and test data)
with 480 subjects in the training set. The algorithm produced an accuracy of 87.71% on the
training data and 85.0% on the test data. The optimised algorithm was then applied to an
unlabeled data set (Set-b), and the binary classification results (acceptable or unacceptable)
were submitted as an entry into the PhysioNet Computing in Cardiology Competition
2011.  Errors in the classification algorithm were due to ambiguous labels in the training data,
single lead inversions carrying little weight, and the classification of arrhythmias as
unacceptable. Improved labels are being generated to address these issues.
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S61: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S61
Chairs: George Moody and Xiaopeng Zhao

Matrix Multiplication and Baseline Analysis Methods to Classify ECGs in the 2011
Physionet/CinC Challenge
Arie C Maan*, Erik W van Zwet, Suzanne M M Oliveira-Martens, Sumche Man, Martin J Schalij,
Ernst E van der Wall and Cees A Swenne
We present an algorithm for classifying ECGs, recorded in remote areas byinexperienced
persons, that may or may not be suited for expert reviewing aftertrans-telefonic transmission
of the signal. The work presented here wasinitiated by the 2011 Physionet/Computing in
Cardiology Challenge in order toimprove the quality of ECGs recorded in rural areas with
limited access to wellequipped hospitals, but, obviously, the algorithms should also be
applicablefor automated in-hospital quality control of the many clinically recorded ECGs.ECGs
should fulfill two criteria: 1) any noise (possible causes: baselinedrift, high-frequency noise,
low signal-to-noise ratio) present in the signalshould not interfere with important features
like morphology of P-QRS-T and 2)the electrodes should be placed correctly.The first criterium
was addressed by 1A) determining the residue afterhigh-pass filtering to assess the baseline
stability, 1B) determining theamount of high-frequency noise and 1C) by cross correlation of
the signal. Thesecond criterium was addressed by 2A) mathematically transforming the ECG
intoa vector cardiogram (VCG) using the Kors matrix followed by a backtransformation
(reconstruction) into a 12 lead ECG by using an optimized‘inverse’ matrix and determining, for
each lead, the correlation betweenthe original and the reconstructed ECG and 2B) calculating
the Singular ValueDecomposition (SVD) of the signal.A learning set of 1000 ECGs was
provided, of which 606 were acceptableaccording to a panel of 3 experts, and 394 were
not.Using these data we found a correct prediction of 86.3%, 74.1% and 77.6% for1A, 1B and
1C respectively, and of 85.4% and 75.8% for 2A and 2B, respectively.Preliminary results from
combinations of these methods yielded an 89.1% correctprediction for the learning set and a
correct prediction of 85.0% for the testset.

S62: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S62
Chairs: Shen Luo and Dingchang Zheng

A Point Process Local Likelihood Algorithm for Robust and Automated Heart Beat Detection
and Correction
Luca Citi*, Emery N Brown and Riccardo Barbieri
Robust and automated classification and correction of ECG-derived heart beatsare a necessary
prerequisite for a real-time accurate estimation of measures ofheart rate variability and
cardiovascular control. In particular, the lowquality of the signal, as well as the presence of
recurring arrhythmic events,may significantly affect estimation accuracy. We here present a
novel pointprocess based method for a real time R-R interval error detection andcorrection.
We first assume that given any R-wave event, the length of the nextR-R interval obeys a
time-varying history-dependent inverse Gaussian (IG)probability density, with the mean
defined as function of the past R-Rintervals and a set of time-varying parameters. A robust
local maximumlikelihood method is then used to estimate the unknown parameters, and
toassess whether the actual observation is in agreement with the resulting model.In addition,
when each R-wave is observed, it is possible to further assesswhether the second-next beat is
in agreement with the model by assuming thatthe previous is erroneous or arrhythmic and
then comparing it, in probabilisticterms, with alternative hypotheses. Results of detection
analysis over datafrom the benchmark MIT-BIH arrhythmia database demonstrate that the
proposedalgorithm achieves 99.98% accuracy (99.98% specificity and 96.40%
positivepredictive value), outperforming most of the current state-of-the-artalgorithms.
Further results on simulated data demonstrate the efficacy of thedetection and correction
method in reducing spectral distortions introduced byincorrect and/or irregular R-R intervals.
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In conclusion, the presentedalgorithm for beat detection and correction extends the previously
developedpoint process framework to provide, simultaneously and in an on-line fashion,both
arrhythmia classification markers and instantaneous indices of heart ratevariability and
cardiovascular control. The complete paradigm, once testedextensively on simulated and real
data, could be easily implemented in anon-line monitoring device.

S62: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S62
Chairs: Shen Luo and Dingchang Zheng

Real-time Estimation of Heart Rate Variability Parameters from Passband Filtered Interbeat
Interval Series
Krzysztof Kudrynski* and Pawel Strumillo
Introduction: Real-time heart rate variability (HRV) analysis provides means tomeasure neural
system responsiveness and has recently been found useful incardio-resynchronization therapy
optimization. Computationally effectivemethods for LF and HF power determination are
proposed. Methods: Interbeat interval (IBI) series is determined by QRS detection,
splineinterpolation, artifact correction and 4Hz resampling. Then the series is splitinto LF and
HF components with passband digital filters of cut off frequenciescorresponding to LF and HF
band limits. The filters are designed to optimizethe passband ripple versus filter order. The
instantaneous LF and HF powers ofIBI series are computed for time windows of adaptive
lengths corresponding toduration of LF (~10s) and HF (~3s) cycles respectively. The length of
the HFcycle is computed from the breathing signal. The respiration wave isestablished from
ECG amplitude modulation occurring due to distance changesbetween the heart and the V6
electrode during breathing. The algorithm wasprototyped in Matlab and its real-time version
was implemented in C++. Themethods were applied to ECG recordings of 10 patients at rest,
during bodyposition changes and deep breath tests. Comparison to spectral methods
wasconducted.Conclusion: The proposed approach allows to assess HRV parameters with a
delayequal to the sum of: LF and HF cycle durations, interpolation, filter orderlags (order of
seconds) and the computational delay (order of milliseconds).Correlation coefficients for the
mean LF and HF powers computed for theproposed algorithms and classical periodogram
estimation range from 94,1% (HFpower, breath enhanced method) to 99,3% (LF power,
adaptive LF cycle timewindow). However, the spectral methods need much longer analysis
periods for asufficient spectral resolution. The proposed methods outperform considerablythe
spectral methods in applications requiring fast tracking of HRV parameters.

S62: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S62
Chairs: Shen Luo and Dingchang Zheng

Robust Time Series Decomposition for Heart Rate Variability Analysis in Daily Life
Lianying Ji*, Yuanjing Yang, Aiguang Li, Shaofeng Wang and Jiankang Wu
Heart Rate Variability (HRV) analysis can be heavily affected by slow trendsand outliers in
inter beat interval data. When ECG recordings during exerciseare used, the outliers become
tremendous and accompanied by random changingtrends.In this paper, a trend and outlier
removal method is presented, by whichheart rate data are considered as a time series and
decomposed into trend,outlier and fluctuation components using an iterated algorithm.
Trendcomponents reflect heart rate variation due to activity or exercise and areestimated
based on Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD). Outlier componentsreflect noise and other
abrupt interference and are estimated usingnon-parameter method. The fluctuation
components are obtained by removing trendand outlier components from original heart rate
data, and thus have pure heartrate variation caused by autonomous nervous system function
and thus are usedfor HRV analysis.This iterative method can handle heart rate data
contaminatedby large percentage of outliers and slow trends simultaneously, which isusually
the case during exercise.The experimental study has been carried outwith 10 volunteers doing
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both static and middle-intensity running sessions.The results show the effectiveness of the
method in removing the trends andoutliers and getting rational HRV results such as smaller
standard deviation ofnormal-to-normal intervals (SDNN) and larger percentage of high
frequencyspectral power (pHF) values during exercise than the ones at rest, which
isconsistent with medical knowledge. Thus, the method is proved suitable for HRVanalysis in
daily life, especially during exercise.

S62: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
11:15
S62
Chairs: Shen Luo and Dingchang Zheng

Evaluation Method for Heart Failure using RR Sequence Normalized Histogram
Chengyu Liu*, Peng Li, Lina Zhao, Jing Yang and Changchun Liu
As an early noninvasive detection method of studying the potential risk ofcardiovascular
diseases, heart rate variability (HRV), has been widely appliedin clinical medicine. Histogram
and scatter plot are important graphicalindices for HRV. However, they are difficult to quantify
the complexity for HRVand have little specificity to some cardiovascular diseases. This
paperproposed a new graphical method for HRV analysis, which was named as RRsequence
normalized histogram. The general construction procedure fornormalized histogram is
summarized as follows. Given a RR sequence, the allelement RRi (i=1, 2, …, N) are separated
into seven kinds based on theelement value. Then the percentage pi of element distribution in
each kind iscalculated. Three quantitative indices are defined by analyzing the percentagepi:
center-edge ratio (CER), cumulative energy (CE) and range informationentropy (RIEn). CER
characterizes the fluctuation of the sequence element apartfrom the mean. CE indicates the
equilibrium of the percentage pi in all sevenkinds. RIEn reflects the distribution complexity of
the elements in thenormalized histogram. To verify the validity of the new method, a total of
120subjects (60 heart failure subjects and 60 healthy control subjects) wereenrolled. The test
results showed that: 1) the normalized histograms betweenheart failure and healthy control
subjects are significantly different; 2) themean values of CER and CE in heart failure group are
higher than that inhealthy control group; 3) A Wilcoxon rank sum test showed that CER (p =
0.232)and CE (p = 0.417) had no statistical differences between two groups while RIEn(p =
0.027) had. This indicated that the new method had a potential applicationin evaluating the
heart failure and the index RIEn had a better effectivenessthan the other two indices.
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Higher Order Spectra for Heart Rate Variability and QT Interval Variability Analysis: A
Comparison between Heart Failure and Normal Control Groups
Peng Li*, Chengyu Liu, Changchun Liu, Hsin Sun, Jing Yang and Guoqiang Ma
Recent studies on heart rate variability (HRV) and QT interval variability(QTV) have shown
that HRV and QTV might be related to some cardiac diseases.This study used higher order
spectra (HOS) method and constructed a normalizedbispectrum amplitude histogram, from
which two quantitative indices: bispectrumamplitude entropy (BAEn) and high-low amplitude
ratio (HLAr) were defined. Atotal of 49 subjects (29 heart failure subjects and 20 normal
control subjects)were enrolled and the results showed that the histogram distributed
differentlyin the two groups and both BAEn and HLAr for QTV in heart failure group
weresignificantly lower than that in normal control group (p<0.001 for both ofthem), while all
of them for HRV had no significant difference in the twogroups. These findings pointed out
that HOS analysis of QTV might give valuableinformation for the classification of heart failure
and normal control groups.
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3D Echocardiographic Imaging and Modeling: Towards the Patient-Specific Virtual Mitral Valve
Emiliano Votta, Marco Stevanella, Laura Fusini, Federico Veronesi, Gloria Tamborini, Mauro
Pepi, Francesco Maffessanti, Francesco Alamanni, Alberto Redaelli and Enrico G Caiani*
Finite element models (FEMs) represent an innovative approach for dynamiccardiac structures
biomechanical analysis. We recently proposed to obtain arealistic FEM of normal mitral valve
(MV), simulating closure from end-diastole(ED) to systolic pressure peak, by gathering
patient-specific information aboutthe mitral annulus (MA) and papillary muscles from
transthoracic (TTE)real-time 3D echocardiography (RT3DE). Our aims were to apply this
strategy to3 normals (NL) and 3 patients (MVP) with organic MV prolapse, to test
fordifferences in FEM quantitative parameters, and to validate FEM morphology inMVP by
comparison with transesophageal (TEE) RT3DE data. Methods. TTE RT3DE(iE33, Philips) in
full-volume mode was performed in all subjects, and also byTEE during surgery in MVP
patients. The MA ED position was defined in 3D spacefrom TTE data, and then tracked frame-
by-frame by custom software. The obtaineddynamic annular profile was integrated in the
patient-specific FEM, wheretime-dependent pressure up to 120 mmHg applied on the leaflets
simulatedclosure. TEE data were separately analyzed (QLab, Philips) to obtain 3D
MVreconstructions for comparison. Results. Compared to NL, at systolic peak, inMVP leaflets
maximum principal stresses showed an asymmetric distribution,larger in the anterior annular
region than posterior, and decreasing towardsthe free margin, with the most stress focused in
the fibrous trigones. Bothpapillary muscles tension and MA reaction forces at trigones
increased by 50%in MVP, consistent with abnormal anchorage associated to MV insufficiency.
FEMmorphology captured with reasonable approximation the position and extent ofregurgitant
areas, compared to TEE-derived 3D MV. Conclusions. The adopted FEMstrategy seemed
flexible enough to reproduce different pathological scenariosand inter-subject variability,
providing quantitative biomechanical parametersuseful to interpret the effects of organic MV
insufficiency. This approachrepresents the basis for the development of a patient-specific
virtualmodelling tool.
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Semi-automated Assessment of Left Ventricular Volume through 2D Echocardiographic Images
using a Tissue-mimicking Phantom
Kun Wang*, Alan Murray and Andrew Sims
Accurate quantification of left ventricular (LV) volumes and function is animportant issue for
clinical assessment and therapy selection of patients withcardiovascular disease.
Echocardiography is the most widely used imagingmodality in the clinical diagnosis of left
ventricular function abnormalities.A lot of efforts have been invested into developing efficient
and accuratesemi-automated or automated imaging analysis techniques for LV
volumequantification through 2D or 3D echo images. To investigate the accuracy of the LV
volume measurement in echo images,laboratory phantoms with known dimension and
volumes are frequently used asreferences, such as a water-filled latex balloon. However, the
ultrasoundpropagation speed varies in different materials. The default setting ofultrasound
speed in the clinical echocardiography is 1540 m/s. This is theaverage value of ultrasound
speed in the human soft tissue and blood.Therefore, if the ultrasound speed is different inside
the phantom, the imagesfrom echocardiography would present certain degree of geometry
distortion. Thisnormally leads to a systematic bias of the compassion between measured
volumeand known phantom volume. In this study, we aimed to develop a new tissue-
mimicking phantom. This phantomused a special-made material which provided the same
ultrasound property ashuman blood and soft tissue. The volume of the phantom was very
preciselycontrolled. Then it was used to assess the accuracy of a semi-automated
volumequantification technique through 2D echocardiographic images. The resultsshowed a
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significant underestimation of the phantom volume: bias betweensemi-automated
measurement and known volume: -2.77ml, P=0.03; bias betweensemi-automated and manual
measurement: -2.87m, P=0.03.
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The Relationship between the Occurrence of the U Wave and both the Electrical and
Mechanical Timing Sequence
Wenfeng Duan*, Dingchang Zheng, Philip Langley and Alan Murray
The U wave on the ECG was identified more than a hundred years ago, however,its genesis is
still in debate. Various hypotheses have been offered, but noneof them is universally accepted.
This work aimed to investigate therelationship between the occurrence of the U wave and
both the electrical andmechanical timing sequence during heart beats. The 12-lead ECG and
M-mode echocardiography were simultaneously recorded from 4healthy subjects aged from
22 to 45 years. In each subject, there were fourrepeat measurements, with the recording
length of 15s each. The ECG wasrecorded on all four and the mitral and aortic valves (AV and
MV) movementsfrom echocardiography were recorded alternately. The timings of QQ
interval,the peak and end of the T wave, the peak and end of the U wave, and the AV andMV
opening and closing were measured. Overall mean and SD of all the abovetimings were
calculated. Linear regression analysis was then performed toinvestigate the relationship
between the QQ interval and the other timingsequences. The peak of the U wave localized at
523 ± 44ms and the end of the U waveoccurred at 657 ± 60ms. The MV opening preceded the
end of the T wave (alsoconsidered as the start of the U wave for healthy subjects) by 9 ±
11ms, whilethe AV closed earlier than the start of U wave by 47 ± 15ms.When compared
withthe mechanical timings, the timing of the U wave had better correlation withthe QQ, with
the R square value changed from 0.95 to 0.76. Our findings suggestthat the characteristics of
the U wave may be more related to electricalactivity than the mechanical events.
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Function Analysis of Mitral Complex's Geometry using Support Vector Machines from 3D
Echocardiography
Wei Song*, Xin Yang, Jing Wang, Yi Yu and Kun Sun
In order to assist diagnosis and surgical repair of congenital mitral disease,quantitative
analysis of 3D geometry of the mitral complex during the cardiaccycle is necessary for better
understanding mechanism and dysfunction of themitral complex. From an anatomic point of
view, mitral complex consists ofmitral annulus, mitral leaflets, chorea tendineae and papillary
muscles, andtheir geometric features characterize the behavior of mitral valves. This
workaims to extract geometric parameters of mitral complex and utilize SupportVector
Machines (SVM) based classifier to support diagnosis of congenitalmitral regurgitation (MR).
Our work includes the following steps: (1) selecthinge points of mitral complex and
reconstruct its 3D geometric configura-tion;(2) establish its local coordinate reference plane
independent of global heartmotion as well as orientation and location of scanning probe; (3)
calcu-lategeometric parameters depicting geometry of mitral apparatus: effective annulararea,
papillary annular distance, inter-papillary distance, and papil-larymuscle angle; (4) normalize
these parameters by body surface area (BSA) as acompensation for difference of age, gender
and body habitus. With a controlgroup of 20 normal young children (11 boys, 9 girls, mean
age 5.96±3.12 years)with normal structure of mitral apparatus, 20 patients (9 boys, 11 girls,
meanage 5.59±3.30 years) suffering from severe congenital MR are recruited in thisstudy. The
results of parameter validation demonstrates that the measurementprecision is in the range of
inter-/intra-observer variability. SVM-basedclassifier achieves average classification accuracy
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at 85.0% in the presentpopulation, holding the potential to conduct preoperative planning
and toexplore quantitative association between the geometry of the mitral complex andthe
mechanism of the congenital MR.
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Initial Experimental Study on the Emergency Injuries of Left Ventricular Function of Pig with
Myocardial Contusion
Zhang Li, Ou Shan-xing* and Qian Min
Objective To investigate the changing regularity of left ventricular functionalinjuries after
emergency severe myocardial contusion(MC). Methods 16 smalltype pigs were selected and
then impacted to establish myocardial contusionmodel. Life signs of these pigs were
conventionally monitored at time points asbefore wounding, instantly post wounding, 2h, 4h
and 8h after wounding, andalso the dual-source computed tomography(DSCT) examination,
and the imageswere analysed after reconstruction. The index including Ejection Fraction
(EF),the wall thickness of left ventricle at the end of Syst and Diast phase, andalso the
difference of diameter of left ventricle. Results After severe MC, heart rate of pigs presented a
continuous decrease,mean arterial pressure (MAP) decrease distantly and obviously increased
at 4hand 8h. The function of left ventricle change reversely. The EF value has bigdescend, it is
18.8%, 21.3%, 16.74%, 5.3%, respectively. There have statisticdifference between the 2H,
4H and that before wounding(P<0.05), thedifference of diameter of left ventricle at 2H is
different from others.Conclusion The dual-source CT is very useful, It can be as a method of
choicewhen diagnosis the changing regularity of left ventricular functional injuriesafter
emergency severe myocardial contusion.
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A Framework to Create Realistic IVUS Phantoms in Different Cardiac Phases
Fernando Cardoso*, Matheus Moraes and Sergio Furuie
Intravascular Ultrasound (IVUS) phantoms allow users to have flexibility andfull control in the
variation of parameters, such as size, types, quantity andlocation of vessel wall and
atherosclerotic plaques. This control can be usefulto calibrate and test many different IVUS
imaging processing tasks, such assegmentation, filtering, and Elastography. Therefore, a
framework for creatingrepresentative IVUS phantoms in different cardiac phases, based on
FiniteElement method and Field II, is presented. First, an IVUS mask, which can beeasily
modified from a template, is selected by the user. Second, thedifferent regions of an IVUS
image are assigned for the echoic simulation andthe elasticity modulus. Third, the
corresponding plate using triangular elementis automatically generated. On the borders,
where more precision is required,there is a higher number of elements. Finally, the
deformation is computed,using the intraluminal arterial pressure as force, and the final image,
withSpeckle noise incorporated, is generated using Field II. The noisy images arerelated to
the number of transducer elements, where the images are simulatedfor a 64 and 256
transducers, respectively. The framework is corroborated bycreating phantoms with different
features, and comparing the obtained strainrates for each region, with deformations obtained
by recent studies using invivo images. Moreover, related modalities, such as Intravascular OCT
and MRIcan be included in this framework for future investigations.
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ECG Analysis to Detect Sleep Disordered Breathing and Sleep Stages in Subjects with
Insomnia
Thomas Penzel*, Carmen Garcia, Martin Glos, Christoph Schoebel and Ingo Fietze
Patients with severe and primary complaints of initiating and maintaining sleep(insomnia) are
sometimes investigated in a sleep laboratory in order to testfor other causes of their
complaints such as sleep disordered breathing orother sleep disorders. We investigated 64
patients with primary insomnia with cardiorespiratorypolysomnography. Sleep stages, arousal
and respiratory events were scoredaccording to AASM criteria. ECG was analyzed by a special
software within acollaboartion with Hypnocore which can provide a sleep evaluation and
arespiratory event score by a new automated analysis. All patients wereana-lyzed in two
steps. The second analysis was performed on 54 patients afterremoving those with bad signal
quality, arrhythmias and a total sleep timebelow 3 hours.The analysis of respiratory events
based on ECG in the group of 64 sub-jectsresulted in 52 subjects (48 true negative, 4 false
negative) with an RDI0<5/h.12 subjects (10 true positive, 2 false positive) were scored with
an RDI>5/h.Agreement was 0.91. For the second analysis agreement remained the same.
Sleepstages in the second analysis were scored surprisingly good: 48.9% (ECG) vs.48.7%
(PSG) for light sleep, 15.7% (ECG) vs. 15.8% (PSG) for slow wave sleep,14.0% (ECG) vs.
23.4% (PSG) for wake, and 19.9% (ECG) vs. 12.2% (PSG) for REMsleep.Not many respiratory
events occur in insomnia patients. These events aredetected with a sufficient accuracy using
the new ECG based algorithms. Sleepstage analysis based on ECG did show a good ability to
distinguish light sleep,slow wave sleep, and wake / REM sleep. To distinguish wake and REM
sleep by ECGalone has a lower accuracy due to high sympathetic activity in both states.
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Automatic Arrhythmia Detection based on RR Series Recorded through Bed Sensor during
Sleep
Matteo Migliorini, Ramona Cabiddu, Juha M Kortelainen, Sergio Cerutti, Luca T Mainardi* and
Anna M Bianchi
Arrhythmia is a widely recognized cardiovascular risk factor associated with anincrease of
overall mortality. In patients with cardiac rhythm disordersgrowing interest has been focused
in recent years on concomitantco-morbidities, including sleep disorders. A high frequency of
cardiacarrhythmias among patients with sleep disorders was reported. During sleepstudies
visual analysis of electrocardiographic (ECG) signals is commonlyperformed to diagnose
cardiac rhythm disorders, but it often results difficultbecause of the great amount of
information that examinations provides. Hence,there is the need for minimally-intrusive
recording of cardiac activity duringsleep and for the development of automatic, robust
methods for arrhythmiadetection, which could improve the recognition of patterns of clinical
interestand assist physicians in the diagnose of cardiac diseases. At this regard, we record an
ECG using a bed sensor consisting in Emfit sensorfoils placed into a bed mattress which
allowed for a noncontact and unobtrusiverecording. We present a method for automatic
arrhythmia detection based on theanalysis of a beat to beat interval (RR) series. The RR series
was obtainedfrom an ECG signal acquired from a subject during sleep. Threshold values were
obtained from ± the 95th percentile of the RR series.For each RR interval the signal trend was
added to the threshold value in orderto obtain an adaptive threshold. Peaks exceeding
thresholds were considered asarrhythmic.When compared to the results of arrhythmia
detection performed on the ECGsignal using Cardioline Cube HOLTER analysis software our
method achieved asensitivity of 72%.These results suggest that the bed sensor could
represent a reliable tool toassist the clinician in arrhythmia detection and diagnosis
formulation.
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Cardiovascular Regulation during Sleep Quantified By Symbolic Coupling Traces
Alexander Suhrbier, Maik Riedl, Hagen Malberg, Thomas Penzel, Georg Bretthauer, Jürgen
Kurths and Niels Wessel*
Sleep is a complex regulated process with short periods of wakefulness anddifferent sleep
stages. These sleep stages modulate autonomous functions suchas blood pressure, and heart
rate. The method of symbolic coupling traces (SCT)is used to analyze and quantify time-
delayed coupling of these measurementsduring different sleep stages. The symbolic coupling
traces, defined as thesymmetric and diametric traces of the bivariate word distribution matrix,
allowfor the quantification of time-delayed coupling (cf. Wessel et al. EPL 2009,87: 10004). In
this paper, the method is applied to heart rate and systolicblood pressure time series during
different sleep stages for 10 healthycontrols (44.8±6.7 years, BMI: 25.3±2.7 kg/m2) as well
as for 18 normo-(44.6±7.6 years, BMI: 30.2±2.9 kg/m2) and 10 hypertensive patients
(44.1±8.1years, BMI: 34.1±4.9 kg/m2) with sleep apneas. Using the SCT, significantdifferent
cardiovascular mechanisms not only between the deep sleep and theother sleep stages but
also between healthy subjects and patients can berevealed. For all groups and for all sleep
stages we obtain the samecharacteristic pattern of -2 for diametric coupling and 0 for
symmetriccoupling (p<0.05). Morover, there are significant differences in the strengthof the
detected lags 0 and -2 (p<0.05 Kruskal-Wallis test). Finally, the SCTmethod is applied to
model systems, compared with established methods, such ascross correlation, mutual
information and cross recurrence analysis. TherebySCT proves to be more specific in detecting
delays of directional interactionsthan standard coupling analysis methods and yields additional
information whichcan not be measured by standard parameters of heart rate- and blood
pressurevariability. The proposed method may help to indicate pathological changes
incardiovascular regulation and also effects of continuous positive airwaypressure therapy on
the cardiovascular system.
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Screening of sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome by ECG derived respiration of ambulatory
electrocardiogram
Guang-ming Tong, Fang Han*, Hai-cheng Zhang, Ji-hong Guo, Jing Li and Thomas Penzel
?Abstract?Objective To evaluate the feasibility of screening sleep apnea-hypopnea
syndrome(SAHS) by electrocardiogram derived respiration (EDR) ofambulatory
electrocardiogram (AECG) monitoring. Methods The overnight sleepinvestigation was
administered to 80 subjects by polysomnogram (PSG) and 24hours AECG monitoring
simultaneously during February through November, 2004.The electrocardiogram analyzers did
not know the PSG results at all,They wereboth asked to give the apnea hypopnea index (AHI)
by EDR and PSG respectively.The PSG result was considered as the gold standard so as to
evaluate thefeasibility of screening SAHS from EDR of AECG monitoring. Results The
averageage, male gender, body mass index, history of hypertension were higher in
theSAHS(+) patients than those of the SAHS(-) patients. Automatic analysis wasperformed
with software in a sensitivity of 75%,87.5% and 100% respectively.When software sensitivity
adjusted to 75%,the sensitivity of screening SAHSwith EDR was 26.7%, with the specificity of
80%, the positive predictive valueof 80%, the negative predictive value of 26.7%, the
diagnose accordance rate of40%. When software sensitivity was adjusted to 87.5%,the
sensitivity ofscreening SAHS with EDR was 55%,with the specificity of 45%, the
positivepredictive value of 75%, the negative predictive value of 25%, and the
diagnoseaccordance rate of 52.5%. When software sensitivity was adjusted to
100%,thesensitivity of screening SAHS with EDR was 88.3%,with the specificity of 35%,the
positive predictive value of 84.1%, the negative predictive value of 50%,and the diagnose
accordance rate of 75%. Conclusion: EDR technique of AECG wasuseful to screen the
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suspicious SAHS patients, sensitivity and the diagnosiscoincidence rate was higher when the
sensitivity of automatic analysis softwarewas adjusted to 100%.
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A Snoring Classifier Based on Heart Rate Variability Analysis
Chio In Ieong*, Cheng Dong, Wenya Nan, Agostinho Rosa, Mang I Vai, Peng Un Mak, Feng
Wan and Pui In Mak
The effects of snoring on the cardiovascular system is not well known, wepropose a suite of
linear and nonlinear analyses of the Heart Rate Variability(HRV) to classify snoring patients
and healthy normal controls. The analysis is performed on full whole night polysomnography
with ECG andaudio channels. The corresponding patient group and control group are
genderand age paired, both of which has 6 females and 6 males, totally 24 people. HRVindex
and the low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) parameters arecalculated using sliding
window. The nonlinear analysis including PoincarePlots and Detrended Fluctuation Analysis
(DFA) are employed. Ellipse fittingtechnique is used on Poincare Plots to obtain SD1 and SD2.
Due to the crossoverpattern of scaling exponent of DFA, two parameters a1 and a2
corresponding toshort-term and long-term time windows are extracted. The features
extractedfrom the HRV analysis are feed into a Hybrid Fuzzy Artificial Neural Networkclassifier
to perform classification of snoring and normal people.The result of the classifier is promising
and the analysis of the mostsignificant feature space could provide a deeper insight into the
physiologicalunderstanding of snoring.
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Cardiovascular Regulation in Different Sleep Stages in the Obstructive Sleep Apnoea
Syndrome
Jan F Kraemer*, Andrej Gapelyuk, Maik Riedl, Alexander Suhrbier, Georg Bretthauer, Hagen
Malberg, Jürgen Kurths, Thomas Penzel and Niels Wessel
Heart rate and blood pressure variability analysis as well as baroreflexsensitivity have been
proven to be powerful tools for the assessment of theautonomic control in clinical practice.
Their ability to detect systematicchanges caused by different states, diseases and treatments
should be shown forsleep disorders. Therefore, we consider 18 normotensive and 10
hypertensivepatients suffering from obstructive sleep apnoea syndrome (OSAS) before
andafter three-month continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy.Additionally, an age
and sex matched control group of 10 healthy subjects isexamined. Linear and nonlinear
parameters of heart rate and blood pressurefluctuation as well as the baroreflex sensitivity
are used to answer thequestion whether there are differences in cardiovascular regulation
between thedifferent sleep stages and the different groups. Moreover, the therapeuticeffect of
CPAP therapy in OSAS patients should be investigated.Kruskal-Wallis tests between the sleep
stages for each group show significantdifferences in the normalized very low spectral
component of heart rate (VLF/P:0.033-0.04 Hz, p<0.01) which indicates the different
metabolic activity duringthe night. Furthermore, the decrease of the nonlinear parameter
FWSHANNON ofsystolic blood pressure during non-REM sleep reflects the dominance of
thevagal system there (p<0.05). The increased sympathetic activation of thepatients leads to
clear differences of cardiovascular regulation in differentsleep stages between controls and
patients. We found a significant reduction ofthe baroreflex sensitivity in slow wave sleep in
the OSAS patients(Mann-Whitney test, p<0.05) which vanishes after three month of CPAP
therapy.Hence, our results demonstrate the ability of cardiovascular analyses toseparate
between healthy and pathological regulation as well as betweendifferent severities of OSAS in
this retrospective study.
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Real-time Visualization of Signal Quality during Mobile ECG Recording
Dieter Hayn*, Bernhard Jammerbund and Günter Schreier
Today, ECG recorders are a common diagnostic tool that is mostly used byspecially trained
personnel. However, mobile ECG recording sets are becomingmore and more common and in
many situations self-recording of ECGs by thepatients themselves is eligible. Unfortunately,
ECG recorders currentlyavailable lack a suitable graphical user interface that gives real-
timefeedback concerning the signal quality and, therefore, high-quality ECGs canhardly be
recorded by patients.We have developed a mobile phone based ECG recording system that
analyzes theincoming ECG in real-time and gives feedback on the current signal quality bythe
use of a graphical quality measure representation. The quality measure iscalculated based on
three parameters determined during QRS detection: a) Signalto noise ratio (amplitude of the
lowest QRS complex detected divided by thehighest amplitude of none-QRS-signal-portions),
b) maximum QRS amplitude, andc) regularity of the detected rhythm. For participating in the
Computers inCardiology Challenge 2011 we defined two threshold values for the
qualitymeasure: Signals with a quality measure greater than threshold one wereclassified as
“acceptable”, while signals with a quality measure smallerthan threshold two were classified
as “unacceptable”. Our algorithm was validated in a feasibility study that was performed at
theMedical University of Graz in autumn 2010. 21 patients were equipped withmobile ECG
recording sets for one week and were asked to record two ca. 30 sECGs per day. Self-
recording was feasible for 20 out of 21 patients. Each ECGwas validated by three independent
specialists. 12.3 % of 211 ECGs wereclassified as “atrial and ventricular rhythm can be
determined”, 55.4 % as“ventricular rhythm can be determined” and 44.6 % as
“unacceptable”.With our initial vote to the Computers in Cardiology Challenge 2011 we
receiveda score of 80.1 %.
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Real-time Signal Quality Assessment and Improvement Methods for ECGs Collected using
Mobile Phones
Chengyu Liu*, Peng Li, Lina Zhao, Feifei Liu and Ruxiang Wang
Considering that the uncertainty noise produced the decline in the quality ofECGs, this paper
proposed systematic quality assessment and improvement methodsfor real-time ECGs
collected using mobile phones. Firstly, a QRS wave detectionalgorithm based on template
matching was constructed. Simultaneously, theexisting algorithms based on digital filtering
and length transform were alsoused to identify QRS wave. After the accurate QRS wave was
located, anindividual ECG template signal was constructed, which only contained a
singlecardiac cycle ECG. Then we used the location information of QRS wave andindividual
ECG template to assess the signal quality for twelve-lead ECGs. Theformer could provide
quality information about the signal time axis and thelatter could provide quality information
about the modality of the signal. Theanalyzing method for quality assessment integrated five
algorithms: 1) theanalysis of a single lead ECG by comparing two type differences: one was
thelocation information of QRS wave using different method, another was thematching results
between ECG recording and individual ECG template; 2) theanalysis of twelve-lead ECGs as
well as by comparing the above two differences;3) based on the power spectrum distribution
of each ECG; 4) based on theentropy measure analysis of each ECG. The single signal quality
index (SSQI)for each ECG and the integrative signal quality index (ISQI) for twelve-leadECGs
were calculated after signal quality assessment. The range of ISQI wasbetween 0 and 1
inclusively. High value of ISQI means good quality of the ECGs.Each ECG record would be
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assigned to two groups according to ISQI, acceptableand unacceptable group. Finally, a
wavelet de-noising method was used toimprove the signal quality for acceptable ECG record
and an ECG templatede-noising method was used to improve the signal quality for
unacceptable ECGrecord.
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A Rule-Based Method for ECG Quality Control
Benjamin E Moody*
The ubiquity of smart phones and similar mobile computing devicesmakes it possible to collect
ECGs using portable and inexpensivehardware, even for users who lack the expertise to
interpret thesignals themselves. To aid in this process, it is helpful for themobile device to
analyze recordings as they are made, and providefeedback to the operator about their quality.
For this analysis to beas useful as possible, it needs to be performed in real time, whilethe
recording is being made, so that the operator can correct theproblem immediately.
Furthermore, it should provide guidance to aninexperienced operator by indicating the likely
causes of apoor-quality ECG.An algorithm is presented to assess ECG signal quality using a set
ofheuristic rules. These rules are intended to identify the problemsthat are commonly
encountered, and are designed to be fairly simple toevaluate, requiring a minimum amount of
computation on the mobiledevice. To ensure that the algorithm is fast enough to run in
realtime on a wide variety of mobile devices, it is designed to avoidfloating-point arithmetic
and minimize memory usage, withoutcompromising its accuracy. In addition, the tests are
designed toprovide useful feedback to the operator about the most likely causesof a poor-
quality recording. This algorithm received a preliminary scoreof 0.850 in the 2011
PhysioNet/CinC Challenge.
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ECG Quality Classification based on Robust Best Subsets Linear Prediction Error
Kai Noponen*, Mari Karsikas, Suvi Tiinanen, Jukka Kortelainen, Heikki Huikuri and Tapio
Seppänen
A computationally efficient ECG quality classifier is developed forPhysioNet/CinC Challenge
2011. To impose a model on the data, the dichotomybetween acceptable and unacceptable
recordings is based on the properties ofthe residual between the best subset linear prediction
without the constantterm and the actual observed data. Misconnected leads are also
detected.The prediction of each lead is derived only from the information present inthree
other leads at the same time instant. The prediction coefficients aredetermined from
acceptable data using a robust method, and the best leadcombinations are found using an
exhaustive search.According to preliminary results, the method achieves at least 92.3 %
accuracy,95.4 % sensitivity, 87.6 % specificity, 92.2 % positive predictive value, and92.5 %
negative predictive value on the Set-A (positive = acceptable; negative= unacceptable). Our
initial entry to Event-1 has a preliminary score of 84.4 %on the Set-B.To develop a
consistently performing set of criteria based on training data, weargue that the Set-A
reference classifications should be made more consistentin the amounts of baseline
fluctuations, signal artifacts, and noise that areconsidered acceptable. Currently, there are
numerous examples of recordingswith similar characteristics but disagreeing classifications.
The criteriashould be especially consistent with whether the record as a whole or only
asufficiently long partition of it should be of an acceptable quality. Inaddition, the reference
should show consistency in the requirement of thenumber and locations of leads with an
acceptable quality in the highlyredundant 12-lead set. Actually, 90 % of the Set-A is explained
by a lead thatis either disconnected or too weak or too highly varying. Other than that, itlacks
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consistency. The performance of our method is most likely improved withmore consistent
data.
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A Multistage Computer Test Algorithm for Improving the Quality of ECGs
Henian Xia, Joseph McBride, Adam Sullivan, Thibaut De Bock, Jujhar Bains, Dale Wortham,
Xiaopeng Zhao* and Gabriel Garcia
Electrocardiograph (ECG) is a body-surface measurement of the dynamicpropagation of
electrical waves generated in the heart. ECG is the goldstandard for diagnosis of various
cardiovascular diseases. The 2011 Physionetchallenge visions mobile phones that can be used
to collect and deliver ECGrecords. Such devices are particularly useful in underdeveloped
regions such assome rural areas in India and China, which have a large population size butlack
adequate primary care capacity. The goal of the challenge is to develop anefficient computer
algorithm to evaluate the quality of ECGs collected usingmobile phones. The algorithm can be
used to provide guidance to acquirediagnostically useful ECG recordings. In response to this
challenge, we developa computer-based multistage test algorithm. The algorithm utilizes
various ECGanalysis methods, including time domain analysis, frequency domain analysis,joint
time-frequency analysis, and entropy analysis. The algorithm collectsoutputs from multiple
analyses to collectively make decision about the qualityof an ECG recording. A final score will
be computed based on these analysis toindicate whether the recording is acceptable,
indeterminable, or unacceptable.The algorithm will be tested using training data from the
Physionet website.
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ECG Quality Rating for Mobile Devices
Benedikt Baumgartner, Alejandro Mendoza*, Nicole Sprunk and Alois Knoll
For the Physionet Challenge 2011 we propose an algorithm that assesses thequality of a 12-
lead ECG record. Since the algorithm is supposed to run on amobile device with limited
memory and processing power only simple mathematicaloperations are used. To derive the
quality of a record the number of beats foreach lead is extracted. The beat detection is based
on three operations: firsta mean filter is applied, segments of sharp changes in the signal are
extractedand finally a threshold filter is applied. Parameters such as the filter sizewere
obtained by visual validation. We count the number of beats per lead andcalculate their
average value and standard deviation. Those two parameters arethe core features for quality
assessment. Given the provided test data set andthe two calculated features, a decision tree
based on the statistical C4.5classifier is generated. A 10-fold cross validation was used for a
robustclassification. If the number of beats is below or above a certain threshold,the record is
classified as bad (‘no beats’ and ‘too many beats’respectively). If the number of beats is
within an acceptable range, the secondfeature, the standard deviation, is considered. If its
value is below a giventhreshold, the record is classified as ‘good’ and ‘bad’
otherwise.Calculating the number of peaks for each lead separately slows down thealgorithm
on single-core processors, however the overall computationalcomplexity of our algorithm is
linear (O(n)). We achieve preliminary scores of0.776 on the training data (Set A) and 0.832 on
the provided test data (Set B).
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Evaluation of a Semi-Automatic Algorithm for Tracking Tricuspid Valve Annulus on Magnetic
Resonance Images
Francesco Maffessanti, Paola Gripari, Gianluca Pontone, Daniele Andreini, Chiara Carminati,
Mauro Pepi and Enrico G Caiani*
Despite cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is the reference imaging technique forthe
evaluation of ventricular function, its use for the assessment of valvemorphology is still
minimal. We recently proposed a method for the quantitativeevaluation of tricuspid (TA)
annulus morphology, based on manual selection ofreference points on multiple long-axis
images followed by 3D reconstruction.Our aim was to test the accuracy of semi-automated
tracking of TA points, inorder to reduce their cumbersome manual identification frame-by-
frame.CMR imaging (1.5 T) of 18 long-axis planes, evenly rotated of 10° along thelong-axis
ideally passing through the center of TA , was performed in 10healthy volunteers using SSFP
sequences (20 frames per cardiac cycle, spatialresolution 0.74 mm).TA points, initialized in
each plane at end-systole and end-diastole by anexperienced cardiologist, were automatically
tracked throughout the cardiaccycle using a recursive algorithm: 1) a region of interest (ROI)
centered ineach initialized point was considered; 2) a region of search (ROS) was definedin
adjacent frame; 3) TA points location was estimated as the maximum of thenormalized cross-
correlation between ROI and ROS. Tracking was performedforward and backward, and the
final position of TA points was estimated byweighted averaging the resulting points.Tracking
was performed using widths for ROI and ROS of 10 and 20 pixels,respectively. An expert
reader visually inspected each frame and judged asappropriate or not the TA points position.
Analysis was feasible in alldatasets, and took about 3 minutes for each subject. Tracked TA
pointspositioning were visually judged as accurate in 3122 out of 3600 images (87%).The
proposed algorithm, based on minimal manual interaction, showed goodtracking accuracy,
demonstrating its applicability to obtain the dynamic 3Dmorphology of TA, with potential
benefits in patient evaluation and surgicalplanning.
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Segmentation of Short-axis Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging using Radial Projection of
Optical Flow Velocities
Ahmed S Fahmy*
Recent advances of cardiovascular imaging techniques enable quantitativeassessment of the
cardiac function from a sequence of time frames acquiredthroughout the cardiac cycle. The
process always involves delineating the inner(endo) and outer (epi) contours of the left
ventricle from short-axis (SA)views of the heart. In short-axis views, the left ventricle appears
as adoughnut-shape structure that contracts in the radial direction with a slightrotational
motion. In this work, we propose a fast and reliable technique forsegmenting the myocardium
in sequences of cardiac SA images. The method isbased on tracking myocardial contour points
(placed manually on the initialtime frame) using a novel optical flow formulation. In the
proposedformulation, the motion field of the contour points is constrained to theradial
direction only; i.e. the circumferential motion is ignored. This meansthat the dimensionality of
the optical flow problem is reduced from 2D to 1D,which has several advantages. First, the
computational complexity, and thus thecomputational time, is reduced because no matrix
inversion is required. Second,given the same window size, used to estimate the motion field,
the constrainedformulation is less sensitivity to the image noise (has a higher degree
offreedom).The proposed method is applied to a numerical phantom of the heart and to
realmagnetic resonance datasets of 10 human subjects (normal volunteers andpatients). The
datasets include image sequences acquired by cine and tagging MRimaging techniques. The
results are compared to manual segmentation and theconventional optical flow method. The
results show that the proposed methodprovides robust and accurate segmentation of the
myocardium.
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Fully-automated Quantification of Left and Right Ventricular Volumes Throughout the Cardiac
Cycle from MRI
Dario Turco, Cristiana Corsi* and Claudio Lamberti
Quantitative information about ventricle performances are really important inheart disease
assessment. Left ventricle (LV) has been widely studied and manysegmentation methods have
been proposed allowing accurate volume estimation.Asymmetry and anatomical complexity of
the right ventricle (RV) have madeaccurate determination of RV shape and volume difficult. In
this work wepropose a fast and fully automated method for dynamic RV and LV
segmentationfrom cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI). Methods. Five patients
referredfor CMRI to assess LV function were studied (GE, 1.5T). In every slice, RV andLV
endocardial contours were manually traced at end-diastole (ED) andend-systole (ES), by an
experienced investigator. The CMRI datasets were thenblindly analyzed using custom
software, which allows automated endocardialcontours detection of both ventricles. Heart
chambers position wasautomatically detected by studying pixel intensity variations
throughout thecardac cycle. The dataset was first cropped to include only the ventricles
andpre-processed by contrast-stretching operations. A region-based level set
modelconsidering the intensity of the gray levels was then applied to obtain thefinal
boundaries followed by a regularization motion. For both techniques,disk-area summation
method was applied to compute volumes throughout thecardiac cycle. Volumes at ED and ES
were used to compute ejection fraction (EF)and compared by linear regression and Bland-
Altman analyses. Results. LV and RVvolumes and EF resulted in high level of agreement (LV
volumes: r=.99,y=0.98x+3.6; RV volumes: r=.99, y=0.96x+4.3; EF: r=.97, y=0.94x) with no
biasand narrow limits of agreement (bias: -0.3ml; -0.3ml; -3%; SD: 8ml; 4.9ml;3.7%,
respectively). Conclusion. The results of this initial study showed thatthe proposed technique
allows fast automated detection of LV and RV boundaries,which provide the basis for accurate
quantification of LV and RV size, functionand volume change throughout the cardiac cycle.
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Cardiac Fiber Tracking using Particle Filtering In MRI
Fanhui Kong*, Wanyu Liu, Isabelle E Magnin and Yuemin Zhu
Cardiovascular disease has becomes the 21st century threat to human life andhealth more
than cancer. Cardiac fibers constitute the main body of the Cardiacmuscle, in varying degrees
of myocardial damage and fibrosis is triggered allkinds of pathological cardiovascular disease.
Therefore, the study ofmyocardial fiber structure has great scientific significance and clinical
valueto explain the causes of various cardiovascular diseases and early diagnosis.Diffusion
Tensor Image is the first non-destructive fiber reconstruction invivo, such as the white matter
or cardiac muscle. Based on it, we present anovel approach for cardiac fiber tracking using
particle filtering. Traditionalfiber tracking methods focus on the fiber orientation determined
by theprincipal eigenvector defined by the diffusion tensor matrix. It appears togive excellent
results if the principal eigenvector field is smooth and thefibers are strongly oriented along a
certain direction. However, the noise ofDT-MRI data and the partial volume effects (fiber
crossing, branching, ormerging), that leading to an unstable tracking of fibers through the
primaryeigenvector field, have not been taken into account. To overcome theseshortcomings,
we formulate the uncertainty of fiber path using a non-linearstate space model. Fiber tracking
is then posed as a problem of particlefiltering, modeling all possible fiber orientations
originating from a startingpoint as a distribution, a probability can be assigned for each
orientationaccording to its fitness to the measured diffusion tensor. The fiberorientation can
be derived from these weighted samples. To model the posteriordistribution, the importance
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density function is modeled using the VonMises-Fisher distribution on a unit sphere. Fast and
efficient sampling isachieved. Given a seed point, this method is able to rapidly locate
theglobally optimal fiber orientation. Experiment shows that this method isvalidated both on
synthetic data with different level noise and real-worldcardiac MRI datasets.
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Semi-Automated Border Detection for Right Ventricular Volume Estimation from MRI Images
Maria Chiara Carminati, Paola Gripari, Francesco Maffessanti, Cristiana Corsi, Gianluca
Pontone, Daniele Andreini, Mauro Pepi and Enrico G Caiani*
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) represents the gold standard for ventricularvolumes and
mass analysis. However, volumetric measurements are based onmultiple contours tracing that
makes the analysis cumbersome and subjective. While several semi-automated approaches
exist to obtain left ventricularcontours, very few have been tested and applied for right
ventricular (RV)volume estimation. The RV cavity morphology appears characterized
byconcavities and convexities, as well as the appearance of structures (chordaeand papillary
muscles) that could affect the contour detection performance. Ouraim was to develop and
validate a technique for semi-automated RV endocardialborder detection from MRI images.
Methods. Dynamic, ECG-gated, steady-statefree precession short-axis images were obtained
(GE Healthcare, 1.5T) in 8–12slices in 21 consecutive patients. An expert cardiologist provided
the “goldstandard” for RV dimensions, by manually tracing the endocardial contours.Custom
software requiring the initialization of one single point in the RVcavity for each slice, and
based on image noise distribution followed bylevel-set, was applied to obtain RV end-diastolic
(EDV) and end-systolicvolumes (ESV), as well as stroke volume (SV) and ejection fraction
(EF).Comparison with “gold standard” was performed by linear regression andBland-Altman
analyses. Results: The analysis was feasible in 19/21 (90%)patients and resulted in high
correlations (r, EDV: 0.96; ESV: 0.95; SV: 0.93EF: 0.86), and small biases and narrow limits of
agreement (bias ? 2SD, EDV:8.8?21.2 ml; ESV: 4.6?15.4 ml; EF: -0.1?7 %; SV: 4.3?17.8 ml)
with the“gold standard” values. However, in about 50% of patients multipletrial-and-test
initializations were needed to obtain visually acceptablecontours. Conclusion. The proposed
semi-automated endocardial border detectionapplied to RV from MRI images provided reliable
measurements of RV dimensions,hence dependent on the position of the initialized pixel due
to inhomogeneityof the RV cavity videointensity.
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Comparative Study of Fast Quantitative Analysis Techniques of Tagged Magnetic Resonance
Images
Ayman Khalifa*, Ahmed S Fahmy and Lamees Nasser
Tagged Magnetic Resonance Imaging (tMRI) is a powerful non-invasive method usedto study
the regional function of the heart. In tMRI, a pattern of varyingmagnetization is induced in the
myocardium to act as tissue landmarks that canbe tracked throughout the cardiac cycle. The
myocardial deformation andfunction can then be quantified by analyzing the tracked points.
Manualtracking of the tagging pattern is the gold standard analysis technique but itis a very
tedious and time consuming process. Two major techniques have beenproposed in literature
to provide fast analysis, namely HARP and optical flow.Although much work has been devoted
to each technique alone, literature lacksany comparative study that evaluates the performance
of these two techniques.This work presents a comparative study of the major two tracking
techniquesi.e. optical flow and HARP using a test database. To do that, a manually-
drawnmyocardial mesh is drawn on the initial timeframe defining the endocardium
andepicardium. The points of this mesh are then tracked for all timeframes usingthe two
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techniques. The tracking error is measured as the Euclidean distancebetween the tracked
points and its correct location determined by an expertgrader. The myocardial rotation and
strain for each point on the mesh are alsocalculated and the results of the two methods are
compared together. Thecomputation speed is recorded for each method and the failure cases
areanalyzed. Our conclusion is that although HARP technique is faster, it fails near theedges
of the myocardium and also when the tags fade out. On the other hand,optical flow method is
relatively slower but is more reliable especially nearthe edges. This finding means that optical
flow can reliably track themyocardial borders and thus be used to estimate the global cardiac
functionfrom tMRI.
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A Computational Model for Heart Failure Stratification
Xiao Fu*, Yinzi Ren, Guiqiu Yang, Qing Pan, Shijin Gong, Li Li, Jing Yan and Gangmin Ning
Heart failure (HF) is a kind of serious cardiovascular diseases, which leads toan increasing
burden imposed on public healthcare. The early diagnosis andproper treatment of HF are
essential to reduce its morbidity and mortality. Inspite of the implementation of clinical
guidelines for HF, the earlyrecognition and stratification of HF risk remain unsolved. The
diagnosisaccuracy of HF in practice was reported as lower than 50%. In this work,
wesupposed a computational model to classify HF stages. To determine the propermodel
methods, Monte Carlo simulation was applied. And Naïve BayesianClassifier (NBC), Support
Vector Machine (SVM) and Radial Basis FunctionNetwork (RBF) etc. models were therefore
investigated. On the basis of the models assessment, an optimum classification
modelconstitutive of SVM was derived. The model was tested on 389 subjects. Theresults
show that totally 81.06% cases are consistent with the outcomes byAHA/ACC staging system.
And the recognition accuracy of stage A, B and C in HFare 83.82%, 82.80%, and 77.67%,
respectively. This work may facilitate an earlydiagnosis for HF and its proper stratification, and
therefore improve theprevention as well as the treatment of HF.
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Usability Evaluation of a Body Surface Potential Map Visualization System
Raymond R Bond*, Dewar Finlay, Chris Nugent and George Moore
Although the Body Surface Potential Map (BSPM) is more sensitive for detectingcardiac
abnormalities when compared to the 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), ithas not been adopted
partly due to a lack of clinician-friendly tools forvisualizing BSPM data. To address this
problem, a BSPM viewer has been enhancedand its usability evaluated. Usability is important
because badly designedinterfaces can result in fatal medical errors.Given the specialized
nature of the BSPM, the viewer was evaluated at the 2010International Conference on
Computing in Cardiology. Seven delegates (7 males,mean age: 39±11) were recruited, each
completing a pre-test questionnaire,seven representative tasks whilst ‘thinking-aloud’ and a
post-testquestionnaire. Screen recording software and a microphone was used to recordthe
participant’s feedback and interactions. The think-aloud protocol wasused to gain insight into
the user’s working memory.From 3.5 hours of audio and video recordings, 41 use errors were
found andgiven a severity rating, i.e. 1 (Cosmetic), 2 (Medium), 3 (Serious) and 4(Critical).
The average rating was 2.24 (±1.09). Efficiency was measured usingtask completion rates and
times derived from time-stamps. All participantswithout assistance completed all four
elaborate tasks. Participants rated theresponsiveness of the viewer (mode: 4/5, mean: 4.28)
on a five-point scale (1=low, 5= high). They rated how useful the viewer would be in the
clinical domain(mode: 4, mean: 4). All participants said the viewer will help further
researchand six participants said it would be useful for education. They rated thelearnability
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of the viewer (mode:3/4, mean:3.7) and five participants said theycould learn all features
within a period of hours. Finally, participants ratedits ‘look and feel’ (mode:5, mean:3.85) and
six participants said theinterface was intuitive.In conclusion, a usability test was successfully
carried out in a conferencesetting to evaluate and improve the interface of a BSPM viewer. A
usable viewermay help streamline the BSPM into clinical practice.
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A Low Ccomplexity, High Capacity ECG Signal Watermark for the Wearable Sensor-net Health
Monitoring System
Ayman Ibaida*, Ibrahim Khalil and Ron van Schyndel
In Wireless tele-cardiology applications, an ECG signal is often transmittedwithout any patient
details which are often supplied separately as clear text. This allows the possibility of
confusion of link between signal and identity(for example, with wireless signal collision
attacks). ECG data transmissioncan be more robustly tied to either patient identity or other
patient meta-dataif this meta-data is embedded within the ECG signal itself when sent.In this
paper, ECG signals are watermarked with patient biomedicalinformation in order to confirm
patient/ECG linkage integrity. Several caseshave been tested with different degrees of signal
modification due towatermarking. These show its effect on the diagnostic value of the signal
(forexample, the PRD as an error measure). It is found that a marginal amount ofsignal
distortion that is sufficient to hold the patient information, will notaffect the overall quality of
the ECG. The proposed system will not increasethe size of host signals, nor change its scaling
nor bandwidth. In addition,its low complexity makes it suitable for power-limited wearable
computing andsensor-network applications. The embedding algorithm starts by scaling and
shifting ECG signal to convert itinto integers. Next, LSB watermarking technique is applied on
the new ECGsignal. Finally, correction shift and rescaling is applied to the signal toreturn it
into its original scale and level.In this paper, we have tested with several types of ECG signal
such as normalECG, Ventricular Tachycardia, Ventricular fibrillation and PrematureVentricular
Contraction with different levels (i.e. between 1 and 9 bits) ofwatermarking. The average
error percentage was very low when we used fewerbits per sample.
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Knowledge Discovery from Lifestyle Profiles to support Self-management of Chronic Heart
Failure
Yan Huang*, Huiru Zheng, Chris Nugent, Paul McCullagh, Norman Black, Mark Hawley and Gail
Mountain
During recent years, significant effort has been directed towards thedevelopment of tele-
monitoring systems in smart home environments to supportindependent living. Nevertheless,
limited research has been conducted inrelation to the analysis of a users’ lifestyle profile in
conjunction withlong term chronic health conditions. In this paper, we present the details ofan
investigation into the analysis of the lifestyle of persons suffering fromchronic heart failure
(CHF) monitored by a set of home based sensors inconjunction with health status. The aim of
the analysis was to extractknowledge from a user’s lifestyle profile to provide guidance for the
selfmanagement of their condition. The lifestyle dataset was collected from 5subjects living in
single occupancy environments over a period of twelvemonths. The data included (1) activity
based data recorded by sensorsinstalled in the rooms, furniture and domestic appliances; (2)
vital sign dataincluding information such as weight and blood pressure; (3) health status
dataincluding self reporting on breathlessness and tiredness. In the firstinstance, analysis was
directed towards the trend analysis of vital signs.Secondly, user activity profiles based on
sleeping patterns were analysed,along with patterns of inactivity (for example watching TV)
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and appliance usage(for example kettle, fridge). Key information such as total sleep time,
sleepepisodes, total inactivity time, inactivity time period, number of applianceusages and
time length of each usage were computed and extracted over theentire time period for all 5
subjects. During these instances the relatedhealth status was compared to investigate the
possible cause of the abnormalbehaviours. The results demonstrated that the lifestyle profile
can be a usefulindicator to assist sufferers of CHF managing their condition and can be usedas
an objective reference for behaviour change.
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using of Commercial Interpretive Software as a Teacher's Reference Tool in Digital ECG
Laboratory
Piotr Augustyniak*
Education of numerical methods and algorithms specific for automaticinterpretation of
biosignals belongs to principles of biomedical engineering orapplied computer sciences
curricula. Besides its practical importance, thistopic has serious advantages with regard to
teaching aims including the pursuitfor innovations and thorough procedure-based verification,
both being essentialin bioengineers practice. If correctly managed, the laboratory or projects
inbiosignal processing may become a students' favorite, despite of intrinsiccomplexity and
required mathematical background. The electrocardiogram is particularly useful in student's
laboratory. Studentsget used to non-invasively recording this clearly structured signal
fromthemselves using inexpensive devices and considering the role of the vascularsystem
raise their involvement and understanding of physiological backgroundsand necessary human
or computerized interpretation principles. In ourlaboratory teachers are rather engineers than
cardiologists and therefore theyneed a reliable tool providing accurate interpretation results
as reference forstudents' projects. Students are working in pairs in simulated software
manufacturing conditions.The estimated workload is 60 hours per person (three months).
Each team isexpected to study, develop, implement and test a particular piece of
ECGinterpretative software. Each individual project is concluded by a writtenreport, a public
conference-like presentation and finally several teams compiletheir code together to yield a
complete independent application. The commercialinterpretive software is provided in debug
mode allowing for disclosure ofintermediate results of a given ECG record after each
interpretation step: beatdetection, classification, typification, waves' delineation, HRV and
arrhythmiaanalysis, ST and QT segment assessment etc. These results are used by theteacher
as references for corresponding students-developed procedures and bystudents as input for
subsequent procedure projects. This organization put into practice since three years helps
with simultaneityof development works and with unbiased quantitative validation of
studentsoutcomes based on both: custom- and database-originating ECGs.
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Automatic Quantification of Cardiac Scar Extent from Late Gadolinium Enhancement MRI
Cristiana Corsi*, Giacomo Tarroni, Alessandro Tornani, Stefano Severi and Claudio Lamberti
Late gadolinium enhancement cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (LGE-CMRI) canbe used
for quantification of ischemia and viability assessment. In particular,the presence and
transmurality of scar can be quantified and viable myocardiumdefined as dysfunctional but
nonscared tissue. In clinical practice scarassessment is performed qualitatively via a 5-point
scale or based ontime-consuming manual tracing of the area of the enhanced area in each
acquiredslice. The purpose of this study was to test and validate a technique forautomated
endo and epicardial border detection and quantification of scarextent. Methods. ECG-gated,
steady-state free precession (SSFP) and LGE imageswere obtained (Siemens, Avanto, 1.5T) in
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5 patients with previous myocardialinfarction. An expert cardiologist provided the “gold
standard” for scarlocation and extent on each acquired slice. Custom software based on
imagenoise distribution (for endocardial detection) and image gradient (forepicardial
detection) was applied, from which myocadium was automaticallyidentified from SSFP images
and registered on LGE-CMRI data. Scar tissue wasdefined as myocardium with signal
intensity=80% of its maximum and quantifiedon each slice. Scar location was assessed
according to the standardsegmentation model and compared with expert analysis; comparison
of scar extentwith “gold standard” was performed by linear regression and Bland-
Altmananalyses. Results: Cardiologist detected 7 scars (4 mid antero-septal; 2 midand apical
lateral, 1 apical posterior) for a total of 73 slices. Automatedanalysis evidenced 7 scars and
located them in the correct position. A verygood correlation (r=.96, y=x+0.06), non significant
bias (0.07cm2, 2.5% of themean reference value) and narrow limits of agreement (0.61cm2)
were foundbetween scar area extent manually and automatically quantified.
Conclusion:Automatic localization and quantification of scar from CMRI is feasible.Preliminary
validation results show the detection is accurate and reliable.
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Locating the Culprit Lesion in Myocardial Infarction by Calculation of the Injury Vector from
the ECG
Arie C Maan*, W Arnold Dijk, Niek HJJ van der Putten, Sumche Man, Chinar Rahmattulla, Erik
W van Zwet, Martin J Schalij, Ernst E van der Wall and Cees A Swenne
Knowledge of the culprit artery in acute myocardial infarction may be helpfulin triage and PCI
(Percutaneous Coronary Intervention) procedures. In thispaper we present a
vectorcardiographically based algorithm to determine, fromthe ECG, the culprit artery in
patients who underwent PCI and had a TIMI(Thrombolysis In Myocardial Infarction) flow 0.
The location of the occlusionwas determined according to the American Heart Association’s 16
segmentmodel.We collected over 800 ECGs, both from STEMI (ST Elevation
MyocardialInfarction) and NSTEMI (Non STEMI) patients, taken less than 1 hour prior tothe
intervention, and calculated the injury vector at J+40 ms, using our ECGanalysis program
LEADS. We included all ECGs with injury vectors of more than50 µV, regardless whether the
STEMI criteria were met or not. The ECGs weredivided into a learning set and a test set, with
matching numbers of ECGs ineach segment. For each of the 17 segments the average injury
vector spatial orientation wascalculated from the learning set. ECGs from the test set were
compared to thesevectors by any of the 3 following methods: 1) determination of the
smallestvectorial angle, 2) dividing this angle by the number of ECGs in each segment(a-priori
chance) or 3) by dividing the angle by the square root of thea-priori chance. Using the IM
(index of merit = sensitivity + specificity -100) to grade performance, method 3 performed
best overall. Using this method,the exact segment could be predicted in 30% of all cases.
Predicting theocclusion to within one segment adjacent to the culprit segment was 60%,
andpredicting the culprit artery was over 70% successful.. Most of the ECGs of NSTEMI
patients corresponded to culprit lesion segments11-15, i.e. the RCx, possibly due to ST
depressions in V2.

S74: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S74
Chairs: Paul Kligfield and Johan de Bie

ECG-based Estimation of Area at Risk in Acute Myocardial Infarction
Ask Schou*, Ulrik Silvanus Lærkevang Grove, Thomas Worbech, Mads Peter Andersen,
Christian Juhl Terkelsen, Hans-Erik Bøtker, Anne Kjer Kaltoft, Søren Steen Nielsen and
Johannes Jan Struijk
Introduction: Knowledge of the myocardial Area at Risk (AAR) in AcuteMyocardial Infarction
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(AMI) may affect risk stratification and early triage.Ischemic myocardium is associated with
an injury current resulting inST-segment deviations in the ECG. We hypothesized that, apart
from theloca-tion, also the extent of the AAR could be estimated from the spatialdistribu-tion
of the ST-segment deviations. Methods: Standard 12-lead ECGs were obtained from 75 AMI
patients (30 LAD, 17LCX, 28 RCA) together with SPECT images (injection prior to
coronaryintervention). ST-segment deviations were measured at J + 40 ms in theprecordial
leads and were organized spatially according to the Dower leadvectors. By inclusion of
hypothetical inverted leads, a semi-circle ofST-deviations, centered on the direction of the ST-
injury vector, was obtained:the ST-profile. Subsequently, the spatial width, flatness, and
amplitudefea-tures of the ST profile were calculated. A linear regression model betweenthe
AAR and the ST-profile features was calculated. Results: Correlations between AAR and the
ST-profile features were asfollows. Width: r = -0.14 (p=0.22); flatness: r = 0.03 (p=0.77);
sum ofampli-tudes: r = 0.57 (p<0.01); max. amplitude: r = 0.55 (p<0.01). Thecorrelation
between the AAR and the R-vector magnitude was r = -0.41 (p<0.01). An optimal
combination of the parameters: sum of amplitudes, R-vectoramplitude and automatic division
of the estimates into LAD versus non-LAD asthe culprit artery, yielded r = 0.64 (p<0.01).
Conclusion: The extent of the AAR can be estimated by the amplitude(s) of theST deviations
and R-peak, whereas the spatial distribution of the ST deviationsis indicative only of the
location of the AAR, not of its size.

S74: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S74
Chairs: Paul Kligfield and Johan de Bie

Location of the Culprit Artery in Acute Myocardial Infarction using the ECG
Abdul Waduud, Elaine Clark*, Alexander Payne, Colin Berry, Maria Sejersten, Peter
Clemmensen and Peter Macfarlane
Aims: This study aimed to assess the accuracy of current ECG criteria forlocating the coronary
artery principally involved in an acute myocardialinfarction (AMI), namely the left anterior
descending coronary artery (LAD),the right coronary artery (RCA) and the left circumflex
coronary artery (LCx),in order to assess the merits of implementing current
AHA/ACC/ESC/HRSrecommendations to determine and state the culprit artery on an
ECGinterpretation.Methods: 12 lead ECGs taken by paramedics in two regions – one
aroundCopenhagen, Denmark and one around Glasgow, UK - were retrospectively
analysedalong with corresponding coronary angiograms. Men and women of all ages
wereincluded if they had an occlusion greater than 75%, observed duringangiography, in only
one coronary vessel. Patients who had a coronary arterybypass graft (CABG) or insufficient
data available were excluded. All eligiblepatients were suspected of having an acute coronary
event. ST amplitude at theJ-point, as measured by computer techniques, was used to test ECG
criteria,identified from the literature, in order to assess their sensitivity (SE),specificity (SP),
positive predictive value (PPV) and negative predictive value(NPV) with respect to locating
the culprit artery.Results: Of the 379 patients included in this study, 147 had an LAD
occlusion,170 an RCA occlusion, 31 an LCx occlusion and 31 another occlusion. 51 criteriawere
identified and tested, of which 4 distinguished LAD occlusions and theremainder aimed to
detect LCx and RCA occlusions. The best criterion forpredicting LAD occlusion had SE 74.1%,
SP 96.1%, PPV 92.4%, NPV 85.4% . For RCAand LCx, the best results were SE 74.1%. SP
90.9%, PPV 86.9%, NPV 81.2% and SE35.5%, SP 94.8%, PPV 37.9%, NPV 94.3%
respectively.Conclusion: ECG criteria exist which predict the culprit artery in AMI with
amodest degree of accuracy, making it meaningful to implement currentrecommendations.

S74: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S74
Chairs: Paul Kligfield and Johan de Bie

Classification of J point elevation in a healthy populaton
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Sijie Heng, Elaine Clark and Peter Macfarlane*
IntroductionThe controversial term “early repolarisation” (ER), has generally beenconsidered
benign until recently when it has been associated with lifethreatening arrhythmias. There has
been much confusion around defining J pointelevation in relation to ER. This study aims to
explore different definitionsof J-point elevation, and hence ER, and determine their prevalence
in anapparently-healthy Caucasian population.MethodsECGs were recorded from 1,496
apparently healthy Caucasian adults and analysedby the Glasgow Program. Average beats
were reviewed manually together withautomated measurements. Five types of J point
elevation were defined. Type 1was the peak of a terminal QRS notch pkQRSn = 0.1mV and STj
(QRS end) =0.1mV. Type 2 was pkQRSn = 0.1mV and STj < 0.1mV. Type 3 was the onset of
aterminal QRS slur onQRSs = 0.1mV and STj = 0.1mV while type 4 was onQRSs= 0.1mV and
STj < 0.1mV. Type 5 was STj = 0.1mV only, with no QRS slurringor notching.Results 859
males and 637 females (aged 18-82 years) were studied. Type 1 was presentin two
contiguous leads other than V1-V3 in 16 (1.1%). Similarly, Type 2 waspresent in 101 (6.8%).
Types 3 and 4 were present in 6 (0.4%) and 235 (15.7%).71 (4.7%) had a mixture of both
Type 1 and Type 2 in at least 2 contiguousleads. Type 5 was present in 9 (0.6%). Across all
age groups, all types of Jpoint elevation were more prevalent in males than females (p
<0.0001). ConclusionThis is the first report, in an apparently healthy population, of the
widelyvarying prevalence of so called J point elevation on the basis of differentdefinitions.
This finding has important implications for studies consideringthe prognostic value of what is
currently termed “early repolarisation”.

S74: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
14:00
S74
Chairs: Paul Kligfield and Johan de Bie

Prediction of Arrhythmias in Primary Prevention ICD Patients: Resting versus Exercise ECG
Sumche Man*, Laura Burattini, Joep Thijssen, Roberto Burattini, Priscilla V De Winter,
Marianne Bootsma, Lieselot van Erven, Ernst E Van der Wall, Martin J Schalij, Arie C Maan and
Cees A Swenne
Introduction. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) lacks specificity toselect patients for
primary prevention implantable cardioverter-defibrillator(ICD) therapy. T-wave alternans
(TWA), often measured in an exercise ECG(xECG), and depolarization/repolarization variables
in the resting ECG (rECG)are promising additional noninvasive risk estimators.Methods. We
compared the predictive value of xECGs and the immedi-atelypreceding rECG in 58 primary
prevention ICD patients. During follow-up(4.2±1.8 years) 29 patients (cases) had, and 29
patients (controls) had noventricular arrhythmia. The depolarization/repolarization
characteristics inthe rECGs were determined by the vectorcardiographically-oriented program
LEADS(Leiden, NL), while TWA in the xECGs was computed in all leads by using theadaptive-
matched-filter method (Ancona, IT). Statistical analysis was done withunpaired t- and chi-
square tests and by discriminant analysis. Mean±SDCases(N=29) Mean
±SDControls(N=29)QRS (ms) 131±26 104±22QTc (ms) 449±44 419±41TV1 (µV) 238±202
91±155TV2 (µV) 432±409 233±294TV3 (µV) 393±375 207±286TV4 (µV) 311±307 115±281?
T( mV•ms) 78±42 57±26?QRS-T (°) 139±26 114±41TWAV1 (µV) 21±15 13±6TWAV2 (µV)
25±14 17±10TWAV3 (µV) 32±27 20±10TWAV4 (µV) 26±16 18±9TWAX (µV) 16±11
11±5TWAY (µV) 22±9 17±9TWAZ (µV) 20±12 12±5Only variables shown with P<0.05Results.
Patient characteristics (sex, age, BMI, etiology, NYHA, LVEF,medication) differed not
significantly between cases and controls. In the rECG,QRS and QTc duration, T amplitude in
V1-V4, T integral and spatial QRS-T angle,and in the xECG TWA in leads V1-V4, X, Y and Z
differed significantly (P<0.05)between cases and controls (Table). Discriminant analysis
yielded an index ofmerit of 71% for rECG, with equations: case=0.12*?QRS-T+0.22*QRS-
23.46 control=0.09*?QRS-T+0.18*QRS-15.32For xECG this index was 66%, with equations:
case=0.25*TWAZ-3.23 control=0.15*TWAZ-1.56Combined analysis did not improve the
results.Conclusion: This pilot comparison of the predictive value of rECG and xECGvariables
suggests that the rECG may contain even more information than thexECG for the prediction of
life threatening arrhythmias in heart failurepatients who meet the current ICD implantation
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criteria for primary prevention.Further research is required to corroborate these findings.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P81

Recognition of Diagnostically Useful ECG Recordings: Alert for Corrupted or Interchanged
Leads
Irena Jekova, Vessela Krasteva, Ivan Dotsinsky, Ivaylo Christov* and Roger Abächerli
The upgrade of mobile phones with applications for acquisition, pre-processingand
transmitting the patient’s electrocardiogram (ECG) to a hospi-tal unitwould be of great benefit
for prevention against the most frequent mortalitycaused by heart failure. This idea is
promoted by the Computing in CardiologyChallenge 2011, which encourages the development
of algo-rithms for analysis ofthe ECG quality within a few seconds, aiming to warn about
diagnosticallyunacceptable recordings with common problems during ECG acquisition, such
asmisplaced electrodes, poor skin-electrode contact, external electricalinterference, and
artifact resulting from patient motion. The algorithm presented in this study is participating in
the Challenge Event 1(closed source, open data). The software is developed in Matlab en-
vironment,analyzing the standard 12-lead ECG of 10 seconds. After QRS onset/offsetdetection,
the following procedures for ECG quality estimation are applied:• Detection of power line
interference by estimation of the outputs oftwo band-pass filters around 50 Hz and 60 Hz;•
Detection of saturation in the leads’ dynamics;• Detection of steep and high-amplitude
artifacts;• Detection of baseline wander by estimating the output of 1 Hzlow-passfilter;•
Detection of electromyographic (EMG) artifacts and otherhigh-frequencynoises by analysis of
the output of 35 Hz high-pass filter;• Detection of low amplitude lead (<150?Vp-p); •
Detection of misplaced electrodes by analysis of the QRS-Twave-formsdistributions in all leads
using two independent tests – one for chest leadsand the second for peripheral leads.Positive
detection in any of the above procedures is considered as a warn-ingfor unacceptable quality
of the ECG recording. The training of the algorithm is performed using the Challenge Learning
Set“A”, including 1000 ECG recordings with full diagnostic bandwidth (0.05 -100) Hz, sampled
at 500 Hz, 5 ?V/LSB resolution. Considering the referenceannotations of the training
database, specificity of 92.4 % (correctlyrecognized 560 out of 606 acceptable ECGs) and
sensitivity of 90.1 %(cor-rectly recognized 355 out of 394 unacceptable ECGs) are obtained.
Usingthe Testing Set “B” with 500 ECGs, a preliminary score of 0.832 is givenfor the first entry
of the algorithm in Event 1 challenge.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P81

Assessment of ECG Quality on an Android Platform
Lars Johannesen*
Cardiovascular diseases are one of the major causes of death in the world.According to the
WHO about 17 million deaths a year can be attributed tocardiovascular diseases. More than
80% of these deaths take place in low andmiddle-income countries lacking trained physicians.
With the recent progress ofmobile-platforms, and the increasing number of mobile phones, a
solution to theproblem is the recording of the surface electrocardiograms (ECGs) by
untrainedprofessionals, and subsequently transmitting them to a physician. However,
thisrequires software to guide untrained professional in recording clinicallyvaluable surface
ECGs and means of transmitting them to a physician. We proposea simple set of ECG markers
capable of quantifying the quality of the ECGlooking at leads individually and combined, which
can be implemented on amobile-platform. ECGs with lead failure, QRS detection problems in
one or moreleads or having an average lead signal-to-noise ratio below a preset thresholdare
classified as being of low quality. To evaluate the method we acquired atraining and test set
from Physionet. Both datasets were recorded by untrainedprofessionals at 500 Hz with a 16-
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bit amplitude resolution and containedmetadata such as age and gender. The recordings were
subsequently labeled ashaving adequate or inadequate quality by physicians. On the training
datasetthe proposed method resulted in 80% and 86% sensitivity and specificityrespectively.
The following evaluation on the test set resulted in a score of0.8. We have shown that it is
possible with simple measures to quantify thequality of the surface ECGs. We expect that
methods like this, combined withthe efforts of Sana to develop software for transmitting
surface ECGs, canresult in an earlier diagnosis of patients in low and middle-income
countriespossibly reducing the number of cardiovascular related deaths.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
P81

Multiscale Quality Control of Telemedicine ECG Signal Acquisition
Chen Kan* and Hui Yang
The Quality of electrocardiogram (ECG) recordings is critical to ensure thediagnosis of
cardiovascular ailments. However, for telemedicine ECG recordings,especially those gathered
by people with minimal training, it is difficult tocontrol the ECG signal quality due to human
errors, noises, artifacts and otherextraneous factors. Few, if any, previous investigations have
developed themobile phone based algorithms for assessing the diagnostic quality
oftelemedicine ECG signals. This paper is aimed at designing classificationalgorithms to
predict and estimate the quality of ECG signals in the Androidsmart phone based telemedicine
system. We have developed a procedure based onmultiscale ECG signal analysis and ensemble
classification models. We usedwavelet approaches to characterize the quality of ECG signals in
variousfrequency bands. The proposed ensemble classification models implement amajority
voting mechanism among base classifiers for quality decision making.In addition, we have
also considered the balance between model performance andcomputational complexity in the
Android smart phone based telemedicine system.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
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Classification of Quality for ECG Readings
Nir Kalkstein, Yaron Kinar*, Michael Na'aman, Nir Neumark and Pini Akiva
The Medial team uses empirical, data-driven approach as its algo-medicalresearch and
prediction platform. This approach is also used for ECG analysisin the Physionet/CinC 2011
challenge. Medial's ap-proach is not model based andwe use minimal "medical" knowledge,
physical assumptions andelectro-physiological heuristics. The core of the method lies in
identifying the proper features-space for theclassification in question. Thus, the first step of
the process is intransforming the collection of leads of each patient into a smaller, yet
moreinformative set of features. Such derived features may in-clude lead-specificinformation
(such as regularity, amplitude, etc.) inter-leads information(correlation, amplitude ratio, etc.)
and even information relating to otherpatients in the training set (ratio to mean, etc.). The
smaller set of derived features is then used for learning a clas-sifier ofsignal-acceptability
(using the training set) and classifying fur-ther signals(from the testing set). The classifier is
selected from a wide variety offamilies of applicable classifiers and their parameters. The
choice is done asto optimize the accuracy of the classification, where over-fitting is avoidedby
using proper cross-validation to esti-mate the performance. The classifiermay be values-based
(using some – possibly complex - formula on the featuresof the specific read) or proximity
based (classifying according to neighboringreads, where the metric which defines
neighborhood is to be optimized) or evena blend of several classifiers. Finally, the selected
classifier with the optimal parameters is ap-plied on thetest reads and they are classified as
acceptable/un-acceptable according to theclassifier’s outcome. Initial results using only a
correlation based classifier were submit-ted andreceived a score of 0.801, Additional and
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much improved classifiers will beadded by 1 Aug 2011.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
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Electrocardiogram Artifact Detection via one-dimension to two-dimension Data Visualization
Marwa Taghouti, Marwa Adala*, Raja Ghozi, Mariem Jaidane, Sofien Kamoun and Taher
Mestiri
To ensure the proper diagnosis of cardiac activity based on remotely sentelectrocardiograms
(ECGs) collected by inexperienced people, via mo-bilephones, it is fundamental to prescreen
for artifacts due to erroneousre-cording of a given ECG.Our participation in the
PhysioNet/CinC challenge deals with the first eventand it is based on a 1-D to 2-D data
visualization and analysis approach. Infact, the visualization of pseudo-repetitive textured 1-D
signals, such as ECGdata, produces a well-structured image, with clear foreground and
backgroundareas. This offers two immediate advantages:On the perceptual level: ECG data
visualization gives an instanta-neouspictorial display of the 12 ECG leads, while any 1-D
analysis of the originalECG signals has to take into account the temporal/sequential nature of
the rawdata.On the computational level: the class of obtained images are of spe-cial
andsimple structures, given the 1-D textured signals behind, making them wellsuited for low-
complexity image processing.Our visualization method is based on Rastogram generation. It is
a Matlab codethat guides to a better interpretation since it helps to detect changes inpeaks
that are not visible to the eye by the classic representation of an ECG.In fact, it detects QRS
complex in each curve and then decom-pose it into equalcycles. It superposes all cycles and
rotates them vertically. We get finally animage which width is equal to the cycle length using
raster visualization asshown in the next figure Rastrogram of a smooth ECG.Preliminary
results of the proposed rastogram-based approach show that we areable not only to detect a
large number of artifacts, but also to identify thecauses in some cases.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
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Physionet Challenge 2011: Improving the Quality of Electrocardiography Data Collected using
Real Time QRS-Complex and T-Wave Detection
Thomas Chee Tat Ho* and Xiang Chen
A method to determine the quality of electrocardiography (ECG) data and itsusability is
proposed in this paper. Using an adaptation of the Tompkins et alreal time QRS detection
algorithm with modifications, our method is able todifferentiate with accuracy the usability of
the ECG data in training data setA.Following Tompkins et al, the band-pass filters are first
applied. Thereafter asimplistic first order derivative filter of 10 microseconds is applied.
Takingthe absolute values after the derivation, method for peak detection in the
samealgorithm is applied. Tompkins required at least 32 R-peaks before the firstR-peak can
be identified. In our implementation, the threshold values weremodified and re-adjusted such
that only 4 R-peaks are required before the firstR-peak can be detected. After the R-peak is
detected, our implementation willbegin to search for the T-Offset. The detection of the T-
offset is for signalsthat have the right arm and right leg electrodes swapped. Our method
comparesthe ratio of the distance of the T-Offset from the R-peak preceding theT-Offset and
the distance of the T-Offset from the R-peak after the T-Offset.If the ratio is found to be
greater than 1, then the right arm and right legelectrodes are deemed to be swapped and
hence would render the data of notusable quality. If the ratio is smaller than 1, then the
electrodes areproperly placed. Our method also considered the amount of falsely detectedR-
Peaks to determine the quality of the data. Other rules in place are to weedout any other
abnormal ECG data. Currently, only the usability of the data canbe determined. Our best
current results are 75.1% on test data set B. Currentlythe results are still being improved
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upon.
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Could Determination of Equivalent Dipoles from 12 lead ECG Help in Detection of Misplaced
Electrodes
Vito Starc*
The purpose to participate in the PhysioNet 2011 Challenge was to test ourrecent
computational techniques, such as determination of the ECG templatewaves from which we
derived equivalent dipole parameters that might help inassessing of the misplaced ECG
electrodes. Recordings from the challenge data sets were analyzed in three steps.
First,general characteristics of the recorded signals were determined (baseline andrms voltage
in different band pass regions) to detect poor skin electrodecontact or artifacts. Second,
individual beats were identified and templatesfor QRS, P and T waves were constructed to
determine the wave norm, a parametermeasuring similarity of each particular wave to the
corresponding templatewave. Third, template beats were divided into small intervals of 20 ms,
eachdisplaced by 5 ms in the region of the QRS and T wave and then decomposed
intoprincipal signals (PC). Assuming a standard position of lead locations on themodel torso,
the two biggest PC signals from each small interval were then usedto construct a set of
equivalent dipoles (Starc V, Computing in Cardiology2010). Thus, the templates of measured
surface potentials were represented by asequence of equivalent dipoles, which were used to
reconstruct the templatesignal. The difference between the original and reconstructed signals
thenrepresented the rms error. Since this error also depends on the torso leadlocations, we
speculated that by varying the locations to minimize error(optimization) the actual surface
position of the lead could be detected. Wefound that this method can identify either single
interchanged precordial leadsor swapped extremity leads with the exception of the right
leg.For the PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2011 we obtained a preliminary score of 0.788.

P81: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
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Simple Scoring System for ECG Signal Quality Assessment on Android Platform
Václav Chudácek*, Lukáš Zach, Jakub Kužílek, Jirí Spilka and Lenka Lhotská
Quality assessment of recorded signal is of great importance in any biomedicalapplication and
even more so when dealing with telemedicine solutions. Thanksto the PhysioNet/CinC
Challenge 2011: Improving the quality of ECGs collectedusing mobile phones we have got the
opportunity to evaluate our approach basedon simple rule-based assessment of the data on
real-life data set. Apart from as good as possible accuracy we aim with our approach at
twoseparate goals. First, we want our algorithm to be fast on the Androidplatform; therefore
we try to refrain from using any computationally demandingprocedures. Second, we want to
use the results of the algorithm to show whatkind and how severe the problem encountered
is. Certainly to show whichelectrode is the source of problematic signal or what kind of
electrodedisplacement occurred would be of value for the user in the field.Our algorithm used
to obtain preliminary results was based on set of five ruleswhose thresholds were set
according to the performance on the training data setA. The rules were designed to detect:
Missing lead; Heavy isoline drift;Permanent lost of contact on an electrode; Temporary lost of
contact on anelectrode; Simple noise assessment.Based on the above described rules we have
obtained preliminary score of 0.832on the test set B. For the final paper we plan to add rules
for electrode displacement andimproved noise detection. Additionally we are reworking our
scoring algorithmto take into account length of the erroneous part of the signal in order to
beable to relate better to the records with indeterminate scores.
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Data Driven Approach to ECG Signal Quality Assessment using Multistep SVM classification
Jakub Kužílek*, Michal Huptych, Václav Chudácek, Jirí Spilka and Lenka Lhotská
In response to the PhysioNet/CinC Challenge 2011: Improving the quality of ECGscollected
using mobile phones we have develop an algorithm based on arti?cialdecision system. It
combines couple of simple rules – in order to discardrecordings of obviously low quality (i.e.
high-amplitude noise, detachedelectrodes) with more sophisticated support vector machine
(SVM) classificationthat deals with more difficult cases where simple rules are inefficient. SVM
classifier is a linear classifier, easily implementable to mobileapplication. Nevertheless in our
case we are using set of quite complexfeatures in order to obtain classifier that is efficient as
well as robust andthus speed of the algorithm will not be our priority. Feature vector used by
SVM classifier contains cross-correlation, waveletentropy, eigen values, number of principal
components, statisticalcharacteristics of independent components, number of detected QRS
complexes oneach lead and heart rate variability. It also contains features calculated
onorthogonal leads calculated from 12-lead ECG since it was observed thatfeatures from
orthogonal leads are sufficient to describe noisy ECG recordingthus enabling robust
classification. The initial score obtained on the Challenge’s test set B in task 1 was 0.701.For
the final paper we will focus on identification of the problematic signalsby adding ensemble
classification and on enhancement of the feature selectionalgorithm.

P82: Tuesday, 20 September, 2011
15:30
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Influence of Different Acid-Base Concentration on Cardiac Pacemaking Behavior in the
Myocardium
Ma Wen-Yang, Cheng Chun-Lei, Wang Meng and Ji-Qian Zhang*
Objective: To investigate the effect of acid-alkali balance disorder onpacemaking of sinoatrial
node in the myocardium.Methods: by using a 2D anatomical model of the intact SA node and
surroundingatrial muscle of the rabbit heart, which proposed by Zhang et al, the effect ofthe
acid-base balance disorder on the pacemaking of SA node is investigated bycomputer
simulation.Results: The results show, on one hand, once the body showed acidosis oralkalosis
and to a certain extent, it can be found, the pacemaking active blockof sinoatrial node-atrium,
verify the acid-base balance disorder can causedysfunction of the cardiovascular system just
like the clinical mentioned; Onthe other hand, using the model, found the different effect of
pacemaking ofsinoatrial node for different extent of acid- alkali balance disorder.Conclusion:
These results may contribute to the understanding about the effectof acid-base balance
disorder on the complex cardiac system, and provide atheoretical guidance on the clinical
diagnosis of angiocardiopathy.
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A Hybrid Model of Maximum Margin Clustering Method and Support Vector Regression for
Solving the Inverse ECG Problem
Mingfeng Jiang*, Jiafu Lv, Chengqun Wang, Wenqing Huang, Ling Xia and Guofa Shou
Abstract: Compared to body surface potentials (BSPs) recordings, myocardial
transmembranepotentials (TMPs) can provide more detailed and
complicatedelectrophysiological information. Noninvasively reconstructing the TMPs fromBSPs
constitutes one form of the inverse problem of ECG. In this study, theinverse ECG problem is
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treated as a regression problem with multi-inputs (BSPs)and multi-outputs (TMPs), which will
be solved by the support vector regression(SVR) method. Maximum margin clustering (MMC)
is a recent large margin unsupervised learningapproach that has often outperformed
conventional clustering methods, which canbe implemented by the iterative SVR method. In
this paper, the MMC approach isadopted to cluster the training samples (different time instant
BSPs), and theindividual SVR model for each cluster is then constructed. For each
testingsample, find the cluster to which it belongs, and then use the correspondingSVR model
to reconstruct the TMPs. To build an effective SVR model, thehyper-parameters of SVR are set
carefully by using the genetic algorithm (GA)method. Based on our previously developed
realistic heart-torso model, the EDLsource model method is applied to generate the dataset
(358 different BSPs andTMPs) for training and testing the SVR model. When reconstructing
the TMPs over the testing samples, the experiment resultsshow that SVR method combined
with maximum margin clustering method can performbetter than the single SVR method in
solving the inverse ECG problem, leadingto a more accurate reconstruction of the TMPs.
According to the evaluationindexes Relative Error (RE) and Correlation Coefficient (CC), the
performancesof the reconstructed TMPs by using the proposed method can always converge to
asmaller RE and a higher CC on the testing samples than that by the single
SVRmethod.Keywords: inverse ECG problem; Maximum Margin Clustering; support
vectorregression; transmembrane potentials
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Simulation Study of the Electrophysiological Mechanisms for Heart Failure Phenotype
K Cardona, JF Gomez, JM Ferrero*, J Saiz, S Rajamani, L Belardinelli and B Trenor
Prolongation of action potential duration (APD) and altered calcium (Ca2+)handling in
ventricular myocytes are commonly observed in heart failure (HF).Abnormalities in
repolarization can predispose to dispersion of repolarization,leading to nonexcitable gap
reentry. Moreover action potential (AP)prolongation also favors the development of early
afterdepolarizations (EADs),which can induce triggered arrhythmias. So, patients with
congestive HF areprone to develop complex ventricular tachyarrhythmias and some die
suddenly.The main goal of this study is to build a mathematical model of human HF,
usingGrandi et al. model for human ventricular AP, and perform a sensitivityanalysis to
investigate how the reported variability in HF remodeling mightmodulate the main
electrophysiological (EP) characteristic in HF. To reproducethe experimentally observed HF EP
phenotype, the late Na+ current (INaL) wasincluded, Ca2+ handling was modified and the
transient outward K+ current (Ito)and the inward rectifier K+ current (IK1) were reduced.
Our simulations showed that the APD90 was increased in 24% in failing myocytesversus
normal ones, diastolic [Ca2+]i was slightly increased, whereas peaksystolic [Ca2+]i was
reduced to 41% of its normal value. These values arewithin the physiological ranges observed
in HF. From the sensitivity analysisit could be extracted that APD is particularly sensitive to
INaL and INaK.Furthermore, IK1, INCX and INaK have an important effect on AP shape. The
mostimpactful parameters on Ca2+ handling are the SERCA function, INaL , INaK,Ileak, ICa,b
and INCX, which condition diastolic [Ca2+]i and systolic [Ca2+]idecay. Finally, peak systolic
[Ca2+]i was mainly influenced by INaL, INaK,Ileak, ICa,b and INCX. In conclusion, this
simulation study provides new insights into the ionic basisof the EP changes occurring during
HF. The sensitivity analysis is an usefultool to improve the understanding of the HF phenotype
observed in experimentalstudies.
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The Application of Complex Research Simulation Models in Education; a Generic Approach
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Willem Dassen*, Theo Arts, Peter M Van Dam, Nico HL Kuijpers, Evelien Hermeling, Eelco Van
Dam and Tammo Delhaas
Computer models for complex systems such as the cardiac circulation, althoughdesigned to
conduct scientific research, can theoretically be used foreducation. However, refinements and
additional features introduced to enablehighly complex simulations, make user-friendly
teaching unfeasible. If stillattempted, often ad hoc solutions are created. The final product
does notentirely fulfils the intentions of the teacher, and sometimes the potential ofthe model
and the skills of those involved are not fully utilized. AtMaastricht University the Department
of Biomedical Engineering is conductingresearch on the cardiac circulation using the
computational model CircAdapt. In order to transfer this sophisticated research model of the
human circulationinto a user-friendly educational tool, an approach was chosen in which
thevarious steps were explicitly defined. The definition of the simulation to beperformed
consists of five elements. (1) The description of the educationconcept, to be supported by this
simulation, including learning objectives. (2) Input variables allowing the teacher to describe
the problem. Variablesthat are used only internally to define (3) input and (4) output, and (5)
theoutput variables that allows the teacher to visualize the results. The creationof a
simulation package consists of a series of separate modules eachidentified by these five
elements. It is not necessary for the builder of theteaching module to master all these five
steps, the educational knowledge canbe completely separated from the computational aspects
if the model. Thisapproach is unique in a sense that independent of the domain chosen,
complexsimulation models can be made accessible for teaching purposes. It can beutilized not
only in physiological models in cardiology but also in otherdisciplines in medicine. By
consequently using the same standard graphicaluser interface throughout the curriculum, the
students get used and comfortablewith computer simulation.
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GPU-based High Performance Wave Propagation Simulation of Ischemia in Anatomically
Detailed Ventricle
Lei Zhang, Changqing Gai, Kuanquan Wang*, Weigang Lu and Wangmeng Zuo
Action potential propagation simulation of ischemia in 3D anatomically detailedventricle is
valuable in studying the mechanisms and dynamics ofischemia-induced re-entry and
arrhythmia. However, such simulations arecomputationally intensive, which make efficient
numerical solution urgentlynecessary. In this work, using Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) based
high performancecomputing, we study the action potential propagation simulation of
ischemiafrom three aspects: anatomically detailed electrophysiology modeling, GPU
basedefficient simulation, and rendering of simulation results, which are furtherexplained as
follows:(1) We adopt Ten Tusscher (2006)'s electrophysiologically detailed cellmodel for
human ventricular cells, and refer to the recent electrophysiologicaldata to determine the
influence of mild or severe ischemia. Based on the cellmodel, we present an integrative model
of the anatomically detail humanventricle, where the data are provided by the Visible Human
Project.(2) Using NVIDIA Tesla C1060 and CUDA (Compute Unified DeviceArchitecture), we
explore GPU computing system to accelerate the cardiacelectrophysiology simulation. Owing
to the spatial locality of cardiac tissue,we take advantage of texture memory which can
improve performance and reducememory traffic. To deal with the no-flux boundary conditions
automatically, wechoose the phase-field method by introducing an auxiliary field. (3) We
adopt the GPU ray casting algorithm to simultaneously render thesimulation results from GPU,
and thus avoid the GPU-CPU data transfer inconventional CPU based simulation. Simulation
results show that hyperkalaemia has significant effect on thespatial heterogeneities of the
action potential propagation, and the moresevere of the ischemia, the more instability of spiral
waves. Moreover, thesimulation speed of our GPU based method can be over 20 times faster
than thatof conventional CPU based method. At last, by directly using GPU, the
proposedmethod has the advantage of showing the simulation results on the fly.
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Automatic Location of Phase Singularities in Cardiac Spiral-wave Reentry Simulation
Yinglan Gong*, Dongdong Deng and Ling Xia
Cardiac fibrillation is one of the leading causes of death in theindustrialized world. Cardiac
arrhythmias can be sustained by a number ofreentry or spiral waves of electrical activity, and
thus tachycardia or evencardiac fibrillation may be produced. Spiral waves continuously
propagate intorecovered tissue and rotate around a central core. Spiral-wave reentry could
beunstable, and spiral waves can break up to multiple spiral waves, which aresimilar to wave
fronts observed during cardiac fibrillation.The identification of phase singularities (PSs) is
essential in defining spiralwaves and analyzing the mechanisms underlying cardiac fibrillation
both inexperimental and in mathematical models.In this paper, we propose an automatic
method based on Iyer and Gray toidentify the PS in two-dimensional cardiac tissue. The
monodomain model wasused to study the propagation of action potential, and two cell models
wereselected to test the method for PSs location, one is the human atrial appendagecell
model and the other is atrial fibrillation-induced electrical remodelingcell model. The proposed
method is compared with the methods used by Fenton aswell as by Karma in performances of
efficiency, accuracy and parametersensitivity. The results showed that our method is more
time-saving and lessparameter sensitive than the previous methods. Furthermore, the
detectingprogress of the proposed method is automatic and can accurately detect the
PSswithout changing any parameters for different heart cell models, which isespecially
important for 3D whole heart simulation. The proposed method wouldbe useful for
understanding of the initiation, termination and interaction ofspiral waves in atrial and
ventricular fibrillations.
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Numerical Simulation of Saccular Aneurysmal Flow for the Analysis of Stent Porosity and Strut
Geometry
Jingliang Dong, Kelvin KL Wong*, Zhonghua Sun and Jiyuan Tu
We use computational fluid dynamics to simulate the evolution of aneurysmalflow for different
stent designs. This work can assist us in designing theoptimal stent configuration in an
aneurysm sac such that its growth can beminimized to avoid rupture. Flow patterns in
aneurysm sacs with different stentstrut shapes were investigated in this paper. It was shown
that the vortex ishighly reduced in the rectangular strut shape case compared to other
circularand triangular shape cases. The rectangular strut stent shape seems to be aneffective
model prevents the aneurysm rupture, given the aneurysm flowreduction caused by this
shape. Reduced vorticity in the aneurysmal sac alsocorresponds to a lower fluid shear stress
and shear strain rate. Note that highshear stress is necessary for preventing platelet-
dependent thrombosis.Therefore, the triangular stent shape is more suitable for the stent
design onthis aspect. Also, by comparing the shear strain rate results of variable
stentporosities, fewer struts configuration will minimize platelet aggregation.However, our
research shows that this comes at the expense of higher sacpressure, which can accelerate its
rupture. Therefore, adjusting stent porosityand strut geometry (as free parameters) can
reduce the vortex and pressure andmaintain a high shear strain rate in the sac optimally (as
key performanceobjectives).
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Detection, Delineation and Unsupervised Classification of the Phonocardiogram Sounds in
Presence of Severe Valvular Anomalies
Hossein Naseri*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad, Ali Ghaffari, Ali Golmirzaei, Abbas Atyabi,
Amir Hosseini Sabzevari, Mohammad Aghaee, Sanaz Ghanipour, Abuzar Sekhavati, Emad
Naseri, Zahra Emkanjoo, Mehrdad Haghjoo, Reza Rahmani and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha
This paper presents a new method for detection, delineation and unsupervisedclassification of
PCG sounds. First, the PCG signal was preprocessed and thenfor detection and delineation of
the PCG genuine sounds incidence locations, awindow was slid on the pre-processed PCG
signal. In each slid of the analysiswindow, the value of mid-sample of window was replaced
by the Gaussianfirst-order moment of the signal excerpted by the window. By
thesecalculations, not only the signal is denoised, but also a peak representinglocation of the
sound incidence appears that can be delineated by variousmethods such as application of a
minimum slope forward-backward local searchstarting from the sound location. Afterwards, in
order to extract efficientfeatures aimed for unsupervised classification of the segmented heart
sounds,some frequency-based techniques such as cosine Fourier integral (CFI), fastFourier
transform, short time Fourier transform (Wigner-Ville spectrum) andpacket wavelet transform
were assessed. For clustering of delineated PCG signalsounds, curve-length values of the
segmented sounds CFI were calculated in thefrequency between 5-400Hz. Then, histogram of
the calculated features wasestimated using Parzen approximation method. The estimated
histogram wassmoothed via an adaptive smoothing algorithm aimed for making an
oscillatoryand noisy trend differentiable. Afterwards, local maximums of modifiedhistogram
were determined and assigned as the center of clusters. Also, foreach detected local
maximum, the corresponding encompassing local minimums weredetermined and assigned as
cluster boundary. The proposed algorithm was appliedto fifty 4-min PCG signals gathered
from patients with different types of valvediseases from their 2R (aortic), 2L (pulmonic), 4R
(apex) and 4L (tricuspid)positions by an electronic stethoscope (3M™ Littmann® 3200, 4 KHz
samplingfrequency). The operating characteristics of the proposed method is the
averageaccuracy Acc=98.91% and 93.50% for sound detection and unsupervisedclassification,
respectively.
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Coronary Artery Disease and Low Frequency Heart Sound Signatures
Samuel Emil Schmidt*, John Hansen, Henrik Zimmermann, Dorte Hammershøi, Egon Toft and
Johannes Jan Struijk
A recent study by the current group showed that coronary artery disease (CAD)alters the
frequency distribution of diastolic heart sound at lower frequencies(20-125 Hz) by shifting the
energy toward lower frequencies. The aim of thecurrent study was to further study this
phenomenon in a new dataset. Heart sound recordings were made from the 4th intercostal
space using a newlydeveloped acoustic sensor and a dedicated acquisition system in 42
patientswithout prior diagnosis of CAD referred for elective coronary angiography.
CADpatients were defined as subjects with at least one stenosis with a diameterreduction of
at least 50% identified with quantitative coronary angiography. The sample rate of the
acquisition system was 48 KHz, but the recordings werelater down sampled to 16 KHz.
Diastolic periods of heart sounds were identified by an automated segmentationmethod. The
diastolic heart sounds were band pass filtered to emphasize the lowfrequency part (20-100
Hz) of the signal and an 20th order autoregressive model(AR) was applied. Based on the AR-
models the diastolic frequency spectrums wereestimated. The AR spectrums of the filtered
diastolic heart sound showed that thefrequency distribution shifted towards lower frequencies
in the case of CAD. Inpatients with CAD (N=22) the magnitude of the first AR-poles
locatedapproximately at 20 Hz was increased and the magnitude of third pole
locatedapproximately at 100 Hz was decreased. When the pole magnitudes were used
toseparate non-CAD and CAD subjects the area under receiver operatingcharacteristic curve
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was 0.82 for the magnitude of the 1st AR pole and 0.79 forthe magnitude of the 3rd AR pole.
The finding confirms the prior findings about changes in the low frequency partof the
spectrum. The cause of these changes might be due to variations inventricular filing patterns.
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Illustrative Visualization of Segmented Human Cardiac Anatomy Based on Context-Preserving
Model
Kuanquan Wang, Lei Zhang, Changqing Gai and Wangmeng Zuo*
Background:Heart is one of the most important organs of human beings. Due tothe complexity
of the cardiac anatomical structure, good visualization would bebeneficial to no-invasive
clinical approach, pathology research, pre-surgicalplanning, and medical training. Method: The
layered structure of human heart is a challenging task forvisualization. In this work we adopt
the context-preserving volume renderingmodel which has been widely applied to layered
medical data sets. We design anovel lighting model and an interactive tuning transfer function
to enhance thetissue silhouettes. In this work, we focus our research on the following parts:1.
A Graphic Processing Units (GPU) based ray casting algorithm isimplemented;2. A transfer
function is designed to map the gray scale in 3D cardiacdata to the corresponding optical
attribute according to the anatomicalstructure;3. A context-preserving volume rendering
model is adopted to visualizetheinterior and exterior structures of cardiac volumetric data with
preserving thewhole heart silhouette;4. A gradient magnitude based opacity computing
method is proposed toenhance the boundary among different components of cardiac
anatomical model;5. An interactive method for tuning transfer function parameters
isdesigned.Results:Our method can very clearly reveal the interior structure of heart
whilepreserving the silhouette of the whole heart. By means of proposed interactivemethod
for tuning transfer function parameters, one can focus his attention toan interested part and
observe the detailed structures without losing globalinformation. In addition, our approach
has been implemented in a systemequipped with an NVidia GeForce 9600 GPU. The rendering
performance is 25frames per second and meets the requirement of a real time system. The
resultsshow that the proposed method is well-suited for the layered 3D cardiacanatomical
data.
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Fuzzy Classification of Children with Congenital Heart Disease using the PCG Signals
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Alireza Tareh, Amir Homayoun Jafari and Gholamreza Attarodi
Congenital heart disease in children under 2 years are with no signs ofcyanosis in most of
them and represents a lack of timely diagnosis of them willcause many problems in the future.
Hence, researchers in recent decades forproviding noninvasive and cost- effective methods to
determine these conditionsusing the heart sound signals. In this study, five categories of
children with normal heart sounds andabnormal heart sounds ASD, VSD, AS, PS has been
studied. Due murmur illnesses ranging from the first heart sound isolating the sounds(S1)
from the whole sounds is essential. So first using Hidden Markov Model HMM and Mel
Frequency Capstral CoefficientsMFCC we isolated the first sound, then using the wavelet
coefficientscharacteristics and patterns of each group of sounds associated with thesediseases
are extracted and then we presented the optimal fuzzy cluster forclassification of diseases. We
attained to a better classification incomparison with non-Fuzzy methods up to 20% in
performance. We believe if weimprove this method using different features and different fuzzy
rules, betterresults will be gained.
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Elongational Viscosity of Drag-reducing Polymers Solution at Physiological Shear Rates
Qingjia Chi* and Guixue Wang
Drag-reducing polymers (DRP) are a special class of soluble polymers which maysignificantly
decrease the resistance to turbulent flow in a pipe when they areadded in minute
concentrations. These observations have been attributed to alarge resistance to a stretching
motion caused by elongational viscosity. DRP,including polyethylene oxide (PEO) and
polyacrylamide (PAM), have been found tosignificantly improve the microcirculation in
diabetic rats and reduce thedevelopment of atherosclerosis. These physiological effects may
be based onhydrodynamic principles rooted in elongational viscosity. There have
beennumerous experimental measurements of elongational viscosity at low shearrates.
However, the elongational viscosity at physiological shear rates whichcan be larger than
10000 s-1 remains largely unknown. Here mean field theory(MFT) is used to calculate the
elongational viscosity. We focus on red bloodcell (RBC)-poor layer near the wall of blood
vessel which can be approximatedas a Newtonian fluid. The layer with PEO added into is
represented as asuspension of flexible polymer coils in Newtonian solvent. The
elongationalviscosity of PEO solutions with different concentrations obtained
fromexperimental measurements was reported by Lindner et al. (Physica A 319, 125,2003)
before. The theoretical data match the experimental data well, making thevalidity of MFT
confirmed. Subsequently we can use the theory to predict theelongational viscosity of PEO
solution at a wide range of shear rates and chainlengths. We find that there are two plateaus
separated around a critical shearrate 300 s-1 in the evolving of elongational viscosity and a
steep increasecrossing about four orders at the threshold. Our findings complement
theunderstanding of DRP dynamics at physiological shear rates and may help to gaininsight
into physiological effects of DRP in blood flow.
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Modelling of the Human Blood Circulation and Detection of Pathophysiological Symptoms of
Atherosclerosis in Dependence of the Arterial Blood Flow Volume and Blood Pressure
Yang Bai*, Benjamin Strathen, Eberhard Engelien, Okan Ecin, Reinhard Viga, Thomas Hilbel,
Rainer Kokozinski and Anton Grabmaier
IntroductionBy virtue of excessive nutrition and changes in the lifestyle, like the workingand
living conditions, more pathophysiological symptoms occur with people inthe western
industrialized countries. Slowly progressive diseases which emergewithout symptoms for
years, for example arteriosclerosis, are the reason for anincreasing rate of mortality. The blood
circulation is simplified and simulatedidealised by a generated arterial model to study virtual
pathophysiologicalsymptoms.Methods The human circulatory system is simulated by the aorta
and major arteries in ageometry model of glass tubes and rubber hoses. The arterioles and
capillariesare not modelled because of their fine and complex structure. According to
therespective geometrically idealized cross sections of the simulated artery, thevolume flow of
the human body is divided into various areas. Due to thespecific problems of blood in technical
structures water is used instead ofblood and is adjusted to a constant volume flow. By
discrete variation ofindividual cross sections of flow in the vessel segments
pathophysiologicalsymptoms are generated. The changes of volume flow and pressure of the
arteryin the left leg are measured and analysed using generated symptoms in theartery
model.ResultsIn the left leg of the arterial model different volume flow rates are analysedby
varying the cross section in different areas of the vascular model. Thepressure remains
constant because of the constant volume flow.ConclusionThe pathophysiological symptoms
can be generated simply by varying the volumecross section in the geometric vascular models.
With this method the effect ofpathophysiological symptoms, like stenosis, can be simulated
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and analysedeasily and without any risks for the human body.
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Automatic Detection of Characteristic Points in Impedance Cardiogram
SMM Naidu*, Prem C Pandey and Vinod K Pandey
Estimation of stroke volume and several other cardiovascular indices usingimpedance
cardiography requires error-free detection of the characteristicpoints in the impedance
cardiogram. A technique for automatic detection ofpoints B, C, and X is presented. It is a time-
domain technique and it uses Rpeaks in the simultaneously recorded ECG as reference points.
It does notrequire estimation of the baseline and run-time selection of the
processingparameters. Use of the technique on pre-exercise and post-exercise recordingsfrom
healthy subjects and cardiac patients showed that the points were detectedwith a high
sensitivity and a low detection error.
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Wavelet Based Denoising for Suppression of Respiratory and Motion Artifacts in Impedance
Cardiography
Toney Sebastian, Prem C Pandey, Vinod K Pandey and SMM Naidu*
Impedance cardiography is based on sensing the variation in the thoracicimpedance caused
by variation in the blood volume in the thorax. Therespiratory and motion artifacts in the
sensed signal introduce errors in theestimation of the stroke volume and other cardiovascular
indices. Awavelet-based denoising technique, using discrete Meyer and symlet-26 wavelets,for
suppressing these artifacts is presented. It uses scale-dependentthresholding for suppressing
the respiratory artifact and clipping of thewavelet coefficients for suppressing the motion
artifact. The technique isfound to be effective in reducing the artifacts without introducing
any visiblesignal distortion, and hence it may be used for beat-to-beat estimation
ofcardiovascular indices without placing restrictions on respiration and motion.
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Tracking of Stepwise Ablation of Persistent Atrial Fibrillation using Synchronization of nearby
Electrograms
Andréa Buttu*, Sarah Volorio, Andrei Forclaz, Patrizio Pascale, Sanjiv M Narayan, Etienne
Pruvot and Jean-Marc Vesin
Purpose: The timing of bipolar intracardiac electrograms (EGMs) during atrialfibrillation (AF)
reflects the dynamics of AF wavelets. The extent ofsynchronization between EGMs is an
indirect measure of AF spatial organization.Our study intends to determine whether the
synchronization of nearby electrodescan track the gradual organization produced by stepwise
catheter ablation(step-CA) “en route” to AF termination (AF-term, i.e. restoration of
sinusrhythm (SR)/conversion to atrial tachycardia).Methods: 5 patients (mean age 60±4) with
long-standing persistent AF (per-AF)(mean duration 16±10 months) successfully underwent
AF step-CA consisting ofpulmonary veins isolation, ablation of fragmented potentials and left
atriallines until AF-term. Bipolar EGMs from a quadripolar catheter placed into theright atrial
appendage were continuously recorded and split into 10-sec epochs.Windows (whose size
corresponded to the mean AF cycle length – AFCL) centeredon each maximum positive
activation potential of the source (distal electrode)were computed on the target (proximal
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electrode). These windows were summed toform a vector, the sparseness (SPAR) of which
quantified the synchronizationbetween proximal and distal dipoles. Differences in SPAR and
AFCL values (in %)were compared during the last two steps preceding AF-term.Results:
Before AF-term, SPAR and AFCL both increased. However, SPAR increasedby 31% while AFCL
by 3%. SPAR performed considerably better than AFCL.Conclusion: Our preliminary results
suggest that our index based on thesynchronization of nearby electrodes was able to track
the evolution oforganization before AF-term. SPAR is a promising parameter that might help
totitrate the amount of ablation required to restore long term SR.
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Are Dual-channel Methods as Accurate as Multi-channel Methods to Suppress the
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Artifact?
Unai Ayala*, Joar Eilevstjønn, Unai Irusta, Trygve Eftestøl, Erik Alonso and Digna González
In the last decade, several adaptive filters have been proposed to suppress
thecardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) artefact for a reliable diagnosis byautomated external
defibrillators (AED). Initially, a multi-channel MC-RAMPfilter based on four reference channels
was proposed. Later, dual-channel LMSand Kalman filters based on the chest compression
frequency were proposed toease the implementation. However, these studies used different
ECG data and AEDalgorithms. The aim of this work is to compare the performance of these
filtersusing the same ECG data and AED algorithm.We used a database originally compiled to
optimize and test the MC-RAMP filter.The database is composed of 184 shockable and 348
non-shockable out-of-hospitalrecords, split in two equal sets for development and testing.
Each recordconsisted of an initial 10s corrupted by a CPR artefact, followed by 10s ofclean
ECG. Sensitivities and specificities, before and after filtering, wereevaluated using an offline
version of a commercial AED algorithm.The sensitivity and specificity before filtering for the
whole dataset were85.8% and 71.8% for the corrupt side and 98.9% and 99.4% for the clean
side.The optimal working point of the dual-channel filters was determined using thetraining
set. For the test set, the sensitivity and specificity of the corruptside increased to 94.6% and
81.6% for both the LMS and the Kalman filters, foran accuracy of 86.1%. The sensitivity and
specificity after filtering reportedfor the optimal working point of the MC-RAMP filter were
96.7% and 79.9%, foran accuracy of 85.7%.This is the first unbiased comparison between
dual and multi-channel CPRartefact suppression filters. The accuracy of the tested multi-
channel anddual-channel filters is similar, but the dual-channel filters need fewerreference
channels and a lower computational burden.
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Evaluation of the Reduction in Time-to-defibrillation due to CPR Artifact Suppression in Long
Duration Out-of-hospital Cardiac Arrest Records
Erik Alonso*, Elisabete Aramendi, Unai Irusta, Unai Ayala and Digna González
Chest compressions artefacts during cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) makerhythm
diagnosis by automated external defibrillators (AED) unreliable.Adaptive filters that suppress
the CPR artefact have been tested on shortduration corrupted signals. The aim of this study is
to evaluate the accuracyof an adaptive filter with long duration OHCA records and to quantify
howfiltering reduces time-to-defibrillation. We analysed two groups of OHCA records,
corresponding to intervals between twoconsecutive defibrillation attempts. The first group
contained 127 ventricularfibrillation (VF) records with corrupt and clean subintervals and a
meanduration of 152±111 seconds. The second group contained 64 records with threeclear
intervals: first an interval of non-shockable asystole with clean andcorrupt subintervals,
followed by a transition interval from asystole to VFduring chest compressions and finishing in
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a VF interval with clean and corruptsubintervals. The mean duration of these records was
212±211 seconds.We filtered the ECG with an adaptive dual-channel CPR suppression filter
basedon the chest compression depth. The filtered ECG was continuously diagnosed in9.6
second nonoverlapping segments using a commercial AED algorithm.For the first group, the
sensitivity in the last clean interval precedingdefibrillation was 97.6%. After filtering,
continuous shock was diagnosed in93/127 records and during 95.8% of the time of all
records. For the secondgroup, the specificity in the initial clean interval was 98.4% and
thesensitivity in the final clean interval was 95.3%. After filtering the changein diagnosis from
non-shockable to continuously shockable occurred in thetransition interval in 55/64 records.
The first shock diagnosis occurred 7times in the non-shockable interval and 57 times in the
transition interval.The mean reduction in time-to-shock was 94±73 seconds. This is the first
timethat real time to shock reductions due to diagnosis during CPR are reported.
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Detecting and Quantifying Heart Rate Turbulence via False-Alarm Bounded Binary Neyman-
Pearson Test
Ali Ghaffari*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha
Generally, after occurrence of a premature ventricular contraction (PVC), fastfluctuations can
be seen in the RR-tachogram sequence called heart rateturbulence (HRT). In this situation,
heart rate first increases thenspontaneously decreases after incidence of a PVC. Then, the next
beat occurswith a faster (HR acceleration) or slower (HR deceleration) relative to meannormal
HR. HR acceleration is supposed to be consequence of sudden bloodpressure drop sensed by
baroreflex system to restore the blood pressure tonormal level. The aim of this study is to
address a comprehensive methodologybased on a multi-lead extracted metric with simple
mathematical origin todetect and quantify the parameters of the HRT phenomenon. To meet
this end,first three-lead high resolution 24 hour holter data were extracted and
thenpreprocessed using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT). Next, for the
preprocessedsequence, the curve length in sample by sample sliding window was multiplied
bythe area under the absolute value of the curve called Area-Curve Length (ACL)quantity. The
ACL metric was then used to detect and delineate ECG events.Afterwards, based on the binary
Neyman-Pearson radius (two-dimensional) test, anew method to discriminate PVC and
(premature atrial contractionPAC) PAC+normalbeats was proposed. to determine HRT
parameters, after detection of a PVCincidence using the proposed PVC detection method, its
envelope consisting of 4normal successive beats before and similar 15 beats after the
detected PVC wasexcerpted from R-peaks time series and then the HRT parameters i.e.,
turbulenceoffset (TO), compensatory pause (CP), turbulence slope (TS) and turbulence
jump(TJ) were calculated. The classification method was applied to DAY generalhospital high
resolution holter (medset, cardiolight system, sampling frequency1000 Hz) data and average
sensitivity Se=99.94% and positive predictivityP+=99.85% were obtained.
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Identification of Cardiac Autonomic Neuropathy Patients using Cardioid Based Graph for ECG
Biometric
Khairul Sidek*, Herbert Jelinek and Ibrahim Khalil
In this paper, the application of data mining applied to Cardioid based personidentification
mechanism using electrocardiogram (ECG) is presented. Previousstudies in Cardioid based ECG
biometric excites a new era of efficient patientauthentication which places new hope in faster
patient care. A total of 51subjects with Cardiac Autonomic Neuropathy (CAN) were obtained
from the CharlesStuart Diabetes Complication Screening Initiative (DiScRi). The subjects
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werecategorized into two types of CAN which are early CAN and definite/severe CAN.Euclidean
distances obtained as a result of the Cardioid based graph formationwere used as extracted
features. These distances were then applied inMultilayer Perceptron to confirm the identity of
individuals. Ourexperimentation results suggest that person identification is possible
byobtaining 98% classification accuracy. This indicates that ECG biometric ispossible and not
severely affected by CAN with the ability to identify anddifferentiate individuals in cardiac
abnormalities.
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Heart Rate Asymmetry and Emotional Response to Robot-assist Task Challenges in Post-
stroke Patients
Herbert Jelinek, Katherine August, Ahsan Habib Khandoker, Mohammad Hasan Imam*,
Alexander Koenig and Robert Riener
Learning the use of a robot-assist device for walking is influenced by thelevel of motivation or
stress experienced by patients that if over-challengedwithdraw and have difficulty learning
the task. It is therefore important inneurological rehabilitation to set tasks at an appropriate
level ofmotivation/stress. Psychological tests cannot be conducted whilst patients arestrapped
into the robot-assist devices. However the regulation of heart rate bythe autonomic nervous
system is characterized by reciprocal connections to thecortex and deeper cerebral
hemisphere structures and thus measures of heartrate variability (HRV) can be used as an
indicator of cognitive involvement.Heart rate asymmetry (HRA) is a measure indicates the
level of parasympatheticinvolvement in heart rate regulation by the autonomic nervous
system. Theasymmetry index is based on the ratio of positive entropy divided by totalentropy
where the positive and negative entropy changes indicate either moreautonomic nervous
system acceleration or inhibition respectively. Values above0.5 indicate an increased
acceleration probability, whereas values below 0.5indicate an increased inhibition probability.
Patients were part of a groupthat was using robot-assist devices for a walking task under
different levelsof motivation (under-challenged, challenged and over-challenged). During
thetraining task patients showed an increase in the level of stress and motivation(0.524± 0.02
) compared to healthy participants (0.485±0.03). The latterindicates a parasympathetic
predominance. As the task complexity increased fromwalking without any additional
challenges to under-challenged, challenged andover-challenged conditions, the patient group
showed an atypical response(HRA<0.5) compared to control, which had values above 0.5 in
accordance withthe requirement of increased cognitive involvement and a higher probability
ofaccelerations in heart rate variability. Our results indicate an interestingphenomenon in that
the asymmetry index in stroke patients (n=3) were oppositeto the control group (N=10)
suggesting that the pathology (stroke) has affectedthe response to the task challenges. In
conclusion, cognitive response toincreasing mental and physical challenge leads to an
inversion of heart ratesymmetry in stroke patients compared to controls.
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PD2i Heart Rate Complexity can Detect Cardiac Autonomic Neuropathy: an Alternative Test to
Ewing Battery
Ahsan Habib Khandoker*, Mohammad Hasan Imam, Daniel Weiss and Marimuthu Palaniswami
Cardiac autonomic neuropathy (CAN) in diabetes has been called a "silentkiller", because so
few patients realize that they suffer from it, and yet itseffect can be lethal. Early sub clinical
detection of CAN and intervention areof prime importance for risk stratification in preventing
sudden death due tosilent myocardial infarction. This study evaluates the usefulness of a
newheart rate variability (HRV) complexity measure, the Point CorrelationDimension (PD2i),
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derived from short term ECG recordings, as a screening toolfor CAN. The PD2i was developed
to measure complexity in nonstationary datawith some tolerance for background noise. As a
complexity measure it determinesthe degrees of freedom, or a number of independent
variables operating at eachpoint in time to produce the data, and will track those changes
with only asmall (4%) error (Skinner et al., 1994). A total of 33 sets of ECG recordingsduring
supine rest were acquired from diabetic subjects with CAN (CAN+) [10subjects] and without
CAN (CAN-) [23 subjects] and analyzed. Participants inthe study were identified as CAN+ by
the use of the lying to standing tests forheart rate and blood pressure changes, as suggested
by Ewing to be useful as anindicator of autonomic dysfunction in clinical testing. PD2i indices
(mean,standard deviation, minimum and maximum) were used for analyzing HRV signals ofall
subjects. Significantly reduced (p < 0.01) PD2i indexes were found in CAN+group [Table],
which could be a practical diagnostic and prognostic marker. Therelative importance of PD2i
features was determined by receiver-operating curve(ROC) analysis for CAN+/-
discrimination. The areas under the ROC curves werefound to be 0.72, 0.79, 0.80 and 0.70 for
minimum, maximum, mean and standarddeviation of PD2i respectively. Our results
demonstrate the potential utilityof PD2i (a complexity based estimator) of HRV in identifying
CAN.
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Early Detection of Vasovagal Syncope in Tilt-up Test with Hemodynamic and Autonomic Study
Chun-An Cheng*, Hsin Chu and Hung-Wen Chiu
Syncope is a common disorder. The diagnosis of vasovagal syncope is accordingto history, tilt
table test and blood pressure change with postural stress. Thedoctor use pharmacy to slow
time of study has high sensitivity and falsepositive. We collected 30 patients below 55 years-
old, received tilt table testwithout pharmacy challenge in Tri-service general hospital from
2005 to 2010.We selected 30 negative exam patients as compared group.Due to this disorder
is the heterogeneity, multiple factor. Thepathophysological pathway was not fully understood.
The our compared studyshowed lower weight, body mass index, baseline mean blood
pressure, presyncopalrapid heart rate, higher low frequency/high frequency ratio, lower
baroreflexsensitivity and total peripheral resistance, then lower mean blood pressure andheart
rate in syncopal period. We used logistic regression and neural network to evaluate age,
gender, height,weight, body mass index, and mean blood pressure, heart rate, heart
ratevariability ratio, blood pressure variability ratio, baroreflex sensitivity,stroke volume index,
cardiac index, total peripheral resistance index, leftventricular work index, end-diastolic index,
left ventricular ejection timeduring baseline and first 3 minutes,5 minutes tilt table test to
early detectvasovagal syncope with tilt table test. We found using parameters of baselineheart
rate, body mass index and mean blood pressure, cardiac index, leftventricular work index
during 3minutes of tilt up for neural network model, themodel revealed good train and test
performance (accuracy:95.5%) and goodsensitivity and specificity
(sensitivity:93%;specificity:96%; AUROC:0.979).
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Transform Based Approach for ECG Period Normalization
Hamza Baali, Rini Akmeliawati, Momoh J E Salami, Musa Aibinu* and Asan Gani
Transform Based Approach for ECG Period NormalizationH.Baali, M.J.E Salami,R.Akmeliawati,
M.Aibinu, Asan Gani International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) The irregularity in the
ECG heartbeats durations and application of twodimensional ECG compression algorithms has
undoubtedly been a challenge in thisfield. In this paper, an efficient alternative solution for
ECG periodnormalization is proposed.Each ECG heartbeat is transformed into the SVD domain
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formed from the LPCfilter impulse response matrix, where only a few components contain
most of theenergy of the signal. The transformed signal is zero padded or truncated tomatch
the desired length then, multiplied by a basis of higher or lowerdimension, respectively, to
form a normalized ECG heartbeat. Reverse steps are applied to recover the heartbeat with
original length. Itis proven that a perfect recovering of the original signal is achieved whenit
is stretched. On the other hand , the limit in shrinking the signal without producing significant
distortion is also analysed using objective measure of distortion. In addition, it is shown that
the singular vectors are orthogonal sinusoids whichlead to a reduction of the computational
complexity of the algorithm.
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Influence of Analysis Duration on the Accuracy of a Shock Advisory System
Vessela Krasteva, Irena Jekova, Sarah Ménétré, Todor Stoyanov and Jean-Philippe Didon*
Minimizing the duration of the pre-shock pauses without chest compressions isreported to be
beneficial for the survival rate after defibrillation. In thisrespect 2010 AHA Guidelines for
resuscitation recommend limiting interruptionsto <10 seconds which constrains the time for
analysis of artifact-freeelectrocardiogram (ECG) in automatic external defibrillators (AEDs).
Theobjective of this study is to evaluate the influence of analysis duration (2 to10 seconds) on
the accuracy of AED shock advisory system (SAS) using MIT-vfdbdatabase.SAS of a
commercial AED (Fred Easy, Schiller Médical SAS, France) was adaptedto provide shock
advisory decision in real time at every second from 2 to 10second by training on AHA
database (8001-8010). Independent evaluation of theSAS accuracy was performed on PC with
MIT-vfdb (Malignant VentricularArrhythmia Database). The AHA rhythm classification scheme
was adopted,including the shockable categories – coarse ventricular fibrillation (VF),rapid
ventricular tachycardia (VThi); and the non-shockable categories –normal sinus rhythm (NSR),
other non-shockable arrhythmias (ONS). The number ofextracted strips for testing of each
rhythm category was above the minimalsample size, defined for the AHA performance goal
(Table 1). Asystoles couldnot be tested because of their absence in the MIT-vfdb database.The
sensitivities (Se) for the shockable rhythm categories and thespecificities (Sp) for the non-
shockable categories are calculated according tothe SAS decision at every second from 2 to 10
second (Table 1). Results showthat analysis duration as low as 2 seconds can meet current
requirements fordefibrillators using the MIT-vfdb database. The best
duration/performancebalance is achieved after 5 seconds. Shorter analyses are however
associatedwith Sp > Se, which allows earlier triggering of shock preparation in case
ashockable rhythm is detected after 2 seconds of analysis.
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Within-Patient Correlation Influence on Defibrillation Outcome Prediction using a Bayesian
Classifier
Sarah Ménétré, Jean-Philippe Didon*, Olivier Pietquin, Christian de Chillou and Jacques
Felblinger
In Out of Hospital Cardiac Arrest (OHCA), information is needed regarding theduration of the
untreated Ventricular Fibrillation (VF). The non-invasivemeasurement of VF parameters allows
prediction of a successful defibrillationin order to prioritize interventions: chest compression
or defibrillationfirst. In this study, we evaluate the ability of a given outcome predictonmodel
to discriminate “Success” versus “No success” at 5 s after shock.To build this model,
predictors are extracted from Detrended FluctuationAnalysis (DFA) and a Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) based Bayesian classifier isapplied. We examine whether it is reliable to use all
successive shocks fromone patient for the development of this model. As already reported by
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otherresearch teams, successive shocks in one patient should be considered asdependent
events. A cross-validation analysis was performed independently on 136 first shocks(Group1)
and 382 second and later shocks (Group2). At 5 s post-shock, anorganised rhythm (OR) was
considered as “Success” and VF was defined as“No success”. A 4.1 s interval of pre-shock VF
signal was analyzed using aset "v" of features from time and non-linear dynamics (DFA)
domains. AGMM-based Bayesian classifier, with probability density estimated by
theExpectation Maximization (EM) algorithm was applied in order to detect shockswith
“Success” according to the probability "P_Success(v)".A decrease in performance of
discrimination of OR vs VF at 5 s post-shockbetween Group1 and Group2 is observed with an
Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) of0.74 (95% CI=0.71-0.78) and 0.70 (95% CI=0.69-0.72),
respectively. As a conclusion this defibrillation outcome prediction model should not bederived
from all successive shocks of patients from the database. Thiscorroborates the current
hypothesis that within-patient correlation affectsdefibrillation outcome prediction accuracy.
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Performance of VF Detection Parameters in an Algorithm Design Scenario and in a Real
Resuscitation Scenario
Unai Ayala, Unai Irusta*, Erik Alonso and Digna González
Early detection of ventricular fibrillation (VF) is essential to increase theprobability of survival
from cardiac arrest. VF detection algorithms are testedwithin the framework established by
the American Heart Association (AHA).Spectral parameters have been shown to be more
robust than time-domain orcomplexity parameters, particularly when adult and paediatric
rhythms areconsidered. The aim of this study is to compare the performance of fourwell-
known VF detection parameters for rhythms mentioned in the AHA frameworkand real out-of-
hospital cardiac arrest (OHCA) rhythms.We created a database of testing rhythms from public
databases, including theCU-DB, AHA database and various MIT-BIH databases. The database
contains 135VF, 400 normal sinus rhythms, and 521 other non-shockable rhythms:
bradycardia,blocks, supraventricular tachycardia, premature ventricular contractions andatrial
fibrillation. The OHCA rhythms used in this study comprise 83 VF and204 non-shockable
rhythms, including pulseless electrical activity andpulse-giving rhythms.We analysed four
well-know VF detection parameters using 8 seconds per rhythm.Two are related to the
spectral concentration of the rhythm, A2 and the VFleakage (VFleak), another is a measure of
the complexity of the signal (CM),and finally the threshold crossing interval (TCI), a time-
domain estimate ofthe heart rate. The discrimination power of the parameters was evaluated
usingthe area under curve (AUC) obtained from the standard ROC curve analysis.For the
database of testing rhythms, the AUC values for A2, VFleak, CM and TCIwere 0.97, 0.90, 0.78,
0.74 respectively. When evaluated on the OHCA database,the AUC values decreased to 0.81
for A2 and VFleak, but increased to 0.91 forCM and 0.89 for TCI. Although the spectral
parameters are very robust whentested within the AHA framework, their performance
degrades substantially in areal application scenario.
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Endoscopy Video Frame Classification using Edge-Based Information Analysis
Nicharee Rangseekajee* and Sukanya Phongsuphap
Nowadays, medical imaging technology is valuable in diagnosis and treatment.The endoscopic
procedures are much less traumatic than open surgical proceduresand result in less pain and
in shorter recovery periods. In spite of technologyof endoscopy showing a marked
improvement in diagnosis and treatment, endoscopyvideo still contains some frames that have
no any useful information fordiagnosis. In this paper, we call such a frame that contains
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useless content asnon-informative frame, and the one that contains some useful information
asinformative frame. We need to distinguish the informative frames from thenon-informative
frames in order to utilize information from both of them forfurther operations for developing
automatic or semi-automatic Computer AidedDiagnosis systems. This classification also is
benefit in reducing the numberof images to be viewed by a physician. To distinguish
informative frames andnon-informative frames, we propose a method based on edge
information analysis.The proposed method consists of three main processes:
Preprocessing,Edge-based region description, and Frame classification. In
preprocessingprocess, an adaptive thresholding technique was applied to eliminate
reflectioneffects and noises. In edge-based region description process, various edgedetection
techniques were applied to extract edge information in each frame.Then, the Isolated Pixel
Ratio Value (IPRV) was calculated from such edge imageframe. In classification process, each
frame was classified as informativeframe, non-informative frame, or ambiguous frame by
utilizing the IPRV.Experiments were performed on thoracic endoscopy videos consisting of
387frames. The accuracy of the proposed method was about 93% which was
remarkablyhigher than that of the other edge-based technique. Results indicate that
theproposed method is an effective method for informative and non-informativethoracic
endoscopy frame classification, and can be applied to other kinds ofendoscopy such as cardiac
endoscopy, cardiothoracic endoscopy, andgastrointestinal endoscopy.
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Cardiac Risk Assessment Based on QTc Speculation and Trending from Past References
Thomas Chee Tat Ho* and Xiang Chen
A method to construct a predictive time series index based on QTc-intervals isproposed in this
paper. The research that surmounted to the formalization andcreation of this method is based
on previous papers accepted in this conferencein 2007, titled “Smart Phone-Based Automatic
QT Interval Measurement” and2010, titled “An Augmentative and Portable QTc-Observer(QTO-
Q2) to FacilitateMore Purposeful Outpatient Monitoring”. Following the latter paper, the
monitored ECG is converted into a RMSSDtrend-line. In this method, the converted trend-line
is used to extrapolateitself. The method extrapolates the next unknown RMSSD using a
modifiedimplementation of the Pearson’s Correlation. The last (m-1)th amount of RMSSDin the
priori is the 1st of the 2 time-series being compared in Pearson’sCorrelation; the second time-
series is a running window of mth number of RMSSDfrom the 1st RMSSD to the (n-m-1)th
RMSSD. The mth RMSSD of the 1st time-seriesis substituted by the mth RMSSD of the 2nd
time-series before the comparison.During each comparison, the correlation computed between
the 2 time series ismaximized to 1. The last RMSSD of the 1st time series that has the
maximumcorrelation after the comparisons is the predicted RMSSD. The method isreapplied
together with the predicted RMSSD to obtain the next RMSSD. QTO-Q2 isthen applied to the
extrapolate trend-line to obtained a predictive riskoutcome.The method was tested against
the MIT-Arrhythmia Database. For record in thedatabase, the first 15 minutes is the priori and
the last 15 minutes is theground truth. The task was to re-construct, based on the priori, the
last 15minutes. The re-constructed data is matched against the ground truth
usingMahalanobis distance to validate the reconstruction’s accuracy. Using ourmethod, the
average Mahalanobis distance for all the records in theMIT-Arrhythmia Database is 0.1899.
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HDPS: Heart Disease Prediction System
Austin H Chen*, Shu-Yi Huang, Pei-Shan Hong, Chieh-Hao Cheng and En-Ju Lin
The diagnosis of heart disease in most cases depends on a complex com-binationof clinical
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and pathological data. Because of this complexity, there exists asignificant amount of interest
among clinical professionals and re-searchersregarding the efficient and accurate prediction of
heart disease. In this paper, we develop a heart disease predict system that can assistmedical
professionals in predicting heart disease status based on the clinicaldata of patients. Our
approaches include three steps. Firstly, we select 13important clinical features, i.e., age, sex,
chest pain type, trestbps,cholesterol, fasting blood sugar, resting ecg, max heart rate, exercise
inducedangina, old peak, slope, number of vessels colored, and thal. Secondly, wedevelop an
artificial neural network algorithm for classifying heart diseasebased on these clinical
features. The accuracy of prediction is near 94%.Finally, we develop a user-friendly heart
disease predict system (HDPS), asshown in the following figure. The HDPS system will be
consisted of multiple features, including inputclini-cal data section, ROC curve display section,
and prediction per-formancedisplay section (execute time, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
and pre-dictresult).Our approaches are effective in predicting the heart disease of a patient.
TheHDPS system developed in this study is a novel approach that can be used in
theclassification of heart disease.
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A General Microsimulation Toolkit for Patient Specific Predictions, Treatment Efficiency and
Life Expectancy
RJ Barendse, LC Battes, I Kardys, JJM Takkenberg, NHJJ van der Putten* and E Boersma
The use of microsimulation is a widely accepted and useful strategy to helpclinicians decide on
treatment of patients with aortic valve replacement (AVR).Microsimulation simulates the
probability of operative mortality and AVRrelated events for an individual patient based on his
clinical characteristicsand the type of AVR. Specifically, it creates a virtual population of
patientswith identical baseline characteristics to predict the event free period aftersurgery,
reoperations and life expectancy for each type of AVR. We hypothesize that the
microsimulation technique can be applied to otherclinical patient populations. We rewrote the
specific tailored microsimulationsoftware for AVR patients (that was developed in our center)
into a generalmicrosimulation toolkit. This toolkit can process an array of patient /
diseasespecific baseline parameters, event prediction / survival functions, treatmentefficiency
/ treatment related events. We developed a webbased toolkit in C# .NET and the
mathematical toolkitJEP.NET. The system can handle a variety of statistical methods such
as:(logistic) regression models, (log) normal, 2-period, Weibull, Pareto, andGompertz. It has a
user-friendly interface to incorporate these statisticalmethods into a patient-event-treatment
microsimulation model. It calculates thetime-to-event, event-free period, life expectancy,
treatment efficiency andtreatment related events. It facilitates the comparison of the
outcomes of eachsimulation (statistical and graphical in a survival curve) for
differenttreatment choices.We have evaluated the AVR model in this newly developed toolkit
and comparedthe results of both programs. We ran 100000 simulations for 4 types
AVRoperations and we found excellent similarity in the results that were obtainedwith the
two microsimulation tools. We found < 0.08 risk difference foroperative mortality and < 0.44
years for life expectancy. In near future we will develop microsimulation models for a range of
cardiacpatients with this new toolkit.
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Incorporation of Ontology-driven Biological Knowledge into Cardiovascular Genomics
Huiru Zheng*, Haiying Wang and Francisco Azuaje
The integration of multiple biological sources is becoming prevalent inpost-genomic research.
An important task toward that goal is the quantitativeassessment of relationships between
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relevant predictive resources. Based on theexploitation of the Cardiovascular Gene Ontology
(CGO), this study presents asystem that enables the incorporation of (CGO) similarity
knowledge intocardiovascular research. The implementation of the system is based on
thecombination of biological function annotations provided by the CGO for morethan 4000
genes associated with cardiovascular processes and topologicalfeatures encoded in the Gene
Ontology (GO). As a first step, the number ofcardiovascular-related genes associated with
each GO term and its child termswas computed. By calculating the probability of finding a
child of a GO term inthe CGO database, the information content associated with each GO term
was thenestablished. In the context of cardiovascular-related annotations, term-termsimilarity
within each of the GO hierarchies, i.e., molecular function,biological process and cellular
component, is computed using three GO-drivensimilarity measures (Resnik’s, Lin’s and Jiang’s
metrics). These providethe foundation for the estimation of semantic similarity
betweencardiovascular-associated genes. The system allows users to retrievebetween-gene
similarity using a single query or batch query mode. This studycontributes to the development
of automated methods for supporting annotationtasks, such as the generation of new
annotations for partially-characterizedgenes associated with cardiovascular disease. The
system can also be used tosupport functional prediction tasks in cardiovascular genomics,
such as thevalidation of gene expression analyses and the identification of falsepositives in
protein interaction networks. As a case study, this paperinvestigated the relationship between
gene expression correlation andfunctional similarity for a list of 247 priority cardiovascular
genes. Thesystem is freely available for non-profit use on request from the authors.
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Computer Vision for Human Stem Cell Derived Cardiomyocytes Classification: a Induced
Pluripotent VS Embryonic Stem Cell Case Study
Michelangelo Paci*, Loris Nanni, Anna Lahti, Stefano Severi, Katriina Aalto-Setälä and Jari
Hyttinen
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hIPSCs) represent a promising tool forcell therapies
such as autologous implantation, and for drug testing sincegenetic mutation affecting the
patient are reflected by the differentiatedhIPSCs. Experiments on hIPSC-derived
cardiomyocytes (hIPSC-CMs) showedexpression of the majority of ion channels identified in
human embryonic stemcell-derived cardiomyocytes (hESC-CMs). Moreover, no significant
differences inresponse to cardioactive drugs between hIPSC-CMs and hESC-CMs were reported
inliterature. Anyway defining whether hESCs and hIPSCs are equivalent remains apressing
issue.Aim of our work is assessing if differences between hIPSC-CMs and hESC-CMsemerge
from texture analysis of contrast phase microscopy images reflectingpossible structural
differences.Dataset includes 17 hESC and 83 hIPSC movies of beating
cardiomyocytesdifferentiated from human embryos or healthy patients; from each movie
100frames were grabbed (whole dataset: 10000 images). To compensate the smalldimension
of dataset, i.e. to avoid the overfitting problem, we chose a wellassessed texture feature set
from literature: uniform rotation invariant localbinary patterns (LBP), Haralick statistics (HAR)
and threshold adjacencystatistics (TAS).Classification was performed using a single support
vector machine (SVM) and arandom subspaces of SVMs (RSSVM) according two protocols: i)
movieleave-one-out on the whole dataset (test set: 100 frames of a single cell;training set:
9900 frames) and ii) testing of 62 hIPSC-CMs after training theclassifiers with the remaining
21 hIPSC-CMs and the 17 hESC-CMs.Results show that texture information have a good
discriminant power betweenhESC-CMs and hIPS-CMs: protocol i) showed area under roc curve
(AUC) to be0.9429 for single SVM and 0.9468 for RSSVM; protocol ii) led to
correctlyclassification 69.35% of the test set with SVM and 70.97% with RSSVM. Furtherstudy
is needed to identify the possible technical or biological origin of thegood classification result.
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The Relation between Colors, Emotions and Heart using Triangle Phase Space Mapping (TPSM)
Sadaf Moharreri, Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Saman Parvaneh and Ali M Nasrabadi
Emotion is the complex psychophysiological experience of an individual’sstate of mind as
interacting with environmental influences. Researches showthat there is an association
between colors, emotions and physiologicalresponse. Although the exact nature of the
association is not well understoodand there isn’t any useful method for measuring
emotions.In this paper, we try to find the relation between colors, emotions and
heartresponse using Triangular Phase Space Mapping (TPSM), a novel method
forrepresentation of heart rate. TPSM is obtaining by using RR interval timeseries signal to
plot the Triangle mapping consist of all the ordered pairs:(RR(i), abs(mean(RR)-RR(i))), i=1,
…,N. We used four colors as a visualstimulus while the lead II of ECG was recorded from 16
girls as subjects duringthe stimuli. For relating colors to the emotions, Self-Assessment
Manikin Testand 2D emotion model were used. By analyzing the answers obtaining by
thesubjects in the experience, the results show that colors blue, yellow, red andgreen induced
emotions pleasure, sadness, anger and joy respectively. Foranalyzing the heart responses to
this stimulation and induced emotions, we usedeight features obtained from TPSM. Kruskal-
Wallis test was used to define thelevel of significance of each feature to demonstrate the
usefulness of them indistinguishing responses to different colors and induced emotions. The
resultsshow that these features discriminate anger from sadness by p<1E-3; anger fromjoy by
p<1E-5; anger from pleasure by p<2E-4; sadness from joy by p<2E-3;sadness from pleasure
by p<1E-2; and pleasure from joy by p<1E-2. The results proved the hypotheses of relation
between colors and emotions andeffects of them on heart function without awareness of
subjects. So it seemsthat TPSM is useful method for measuring emotions using heart
response.
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Anesthesia Information Management System in Cardiac Surgery
Mario Cossu*, Pier Antonio Furfori, Alessandro Taddei, Maurizio Mangione and Paolo Del Sarto
A new Anesthesia Information Management System has been developed at HeartHospital of
G.Monasterio CNR – Tuscany Region Foundation in Massa. It isspecialized in recording
anesthesia-related perioperative patient data duringcardiac surgery on either adult or
pediatric patients. The system wasaimed atintegrating patient data (clinical, instrumental and
administrative) partlyfilled in by operator (anesthetist or anesthesia technician) through
theGraphical User Interface, partly SQL-retrieved from Hospital Information System(Oracle),
repository of patient electronic medical records, and partlygathered, by HL7, from Operating
Room instrumentation (monitors, anestheticmachine and blood gas analyzer). Software was
developed in Java, achievingreliability and cross-platform capability. First, it was crucial to
definerequirements by interaction with anesthetists and later by cycles of test,revising and
correction. GUI, designed to better ergonomics, was divided intomodules, each one
corresponding to a task or phase of anesthesia procedures.Specific formsare provided for
documentation of induction phase, for recording staff, drugadministrations (bolus or drip),
fluid or blood administrations or losses, andany event of interest, for displaying physiological
parameters, forechocardiography reporting. List of anesthesia-related information,
fluidbalance, lists or trends of physiologic, blood, ventilation, coagulation ormonitoring
parameters are represented. Counters for timing of main phases (e.g.anesthesia, surgery, ECC)
are provided. Operation reports for surgeon’sconvenience are automatically created in the HIS
medical record at start ofsurgery. HTML reports are created, retrieving data from anesthesia
database(Oracle), and printed out: “the anesthesia report”, i.e. the medical andlegal
document, and the “ICU report” addressed to personnel taking care ofoperated patient. AIMS
was introduced in ORs since March 2011, usingmedical-grade computers close to patient bed.
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This system, adopting advancedIT solutions (Java, HL7, database relational), could be
potentially deployedto other institutions, not limiting to cardiac interventions.
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Integration of Remote Monitoring Data into the Hospital Electronic Health Record System:
Implementation Based on International Standards
Enno van der Velde*, Hylke Foeken, Tom Witteman, Lieselot van Erven and Martin Schalij
Remote follow-up of implanted pacemakers or ICD’s offers a solution to theproblem of
overcrowded clinics, and brings considerable convenience to thepatients. All major device
companies have developed a remote follow-upsolution. Data from the remote follow-up are
stored in a central databasesystem, operated by the device company. The physician can log
into a securewebsite and check the data from the remote follow-up for each patient.
However,the problem now arises that part of the patient’s clinical information isstored in the
local electronic health record (EHR) system in the hospital,while another part is only available
in the remote monitoring database of thedevice company.IHE (Integrating the Healthcare
Enterprise) is an initiative by healthcareprofessionals and industry to improve the way
computer systems in healthcareshare information. Systems that support IHE Integration
Profiles work togetherbetter, are easier to implement, and help care providers use information
moreeffectively. The goal is efficient delivery of optimal patient care. To addressthe
requirement of integrating remote monitoring data in the local EHR, the IHEImplantable
Device – Cardiac – Observation (IDCO) Profile defines astandards based transfer of device
interrogation information from theinterrogation system to the information management
system. Strong device vendorparticipation in the IDCO profile development is an
acknowledgement of thisimportance.In our hospital, we have implemented the IHE-IDCO
profile to import data fromthe remote databases from two device vendors into our self-
developed CardiologyInformation System (EPD-Vision). Data is exchanged via a HL7/XML
communicationprotocol, as defined in the IHE-IDCO profile. Variables from the remote
dbswere mapped to the corresponding values in the EPD-Vision database. Remotefollow-up
data is visible in EPD-Vision in the same manner as the data from thein-house follow-up.
Combined data from in-house and remote follow-up can alsobe viewed as a graph, where blue
dots represent the in-house FU and red dotsthe remote FU (see picture).
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Multi-Parameter Databases Remote-access and Automatic Layout and Conjunct Analysis by
means of QT Cross-platform Application Framework
Wei Wu*
Some databases such as PhysioNet databases include the record with uncertainnumber of
parameters, and are published though web. Visiting those databasesfrom a local desktop
requires software which can access database remotely anddisplay records in a multi-frame
layout to hold multi-parameter (signals). Thispaper proposes developing software by QT
graphical C++ toolkit can meetrequirements described above and realize other functions in
less developingtime and higher efficiency. Because the database names are presented by
aportal-page of web where each database name is linked to a record-page throughhyperlink,
we developed two search algorithms for gathering database accessinformation. The first
algorithm scans the portal-page and analyzes with keywords and hyperlinks, and collects
possible database names into adatabase-list. The second algorithm analyzes each listed
database by tracingits hyperlink; If a records-page is finally reached, the records name
areincluded in a records-list, otherwise the name of traced database will beremoved from the
database-list. After that, clicking a database-name then arelative record-name will trigger
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software to read record from remote database.The layout mechanism of Qt framework will
automatically setup and manage amulti-frame layout to hold the multi-parameter and display
it properly in agraphical user interface (GUI). Qt’s multi-frame layout mechanism togetherwith
Qt’s SIGNAL/SLOT mechanism also gives a flexible way for a conjunctanalysis in this software.
For example, the wavelet transform coefficientmatrix of a signal is shown by image at the
middle frame where the SIGNAL isdefined, while its relative parameters are displayed by
curve at other frameswhere the SLOT are defined. By SIGNA/SLOT link mechanism, zooming
at the imageframe can zoom the curve frames synchronously; and moving cursor at
imageframe, the frequency-variation-curve relating to cursor position will bedisplayed at
another frame. The time axes of relative frames are changeddynamically and synchronously,
well indicating the time synchronization amongthe signal and its relative parameters. Due to
QT’s cross-platform character,the developed software is easily deployed on Windows, Mac OS
X, and UNIX and onembedded devices by simply recompiling codes.
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Integration of In-clinic and Internet Based Remote Cardiac Device Analysis Data in the
Electronic Medical Record
Pieter Vandervoort*, Jan Vercammen, Koen Rondelez, Tom Agneessens and Wilfried Mullens
Background:PM/ICD/CRT devices are among the most sophisticated therapeutic strategies
incurrent cardiac practice. However analysis data from these devices are capturedand stored
in the patient’s medical record in a very primitive and fragmentedway, most often on a single
paper print-out. We present the first automated and complete integration of all PM, ICD and
CRTanalysis data obtained during implant, outpatient visits as well as remotemonitoring data,
in the patient’s electronic medical record using I.P.A.D.2(Implantable Pulse Generator and
Defibrillator Dataplace, SJM) and HL7 filecommunication. Methods:We have modified the
existing software platform IPAD2 to capture all analysisdata from the device analyzer, check
the patient’s administrative data withthe central hospital administrative system (HL7
communication) and send thedata in .pdf format to the electronic patient record (EPR)
(MediWeb/MedAr,Agfa). Analysis data (unscheduled alerts and remote regular checks)
capturedthrough Merlin@home, the remote monitoring website for SJ ICD and CRT devices,are
also transferred into the patients electronic medical record. Results:We have transferred
successfully in-hospital and out-patient clinic deviceanalysis data from more the 300 patients
in the central electronic medicalrecord. Similarly, more than 250 device analysis data sets
from 53 patientscurrently in remote follow up via Merlin@home, are transferred
electronicallyinto the EPR and combined with in-clinic follow-up data. Conclusion: We present
a fully automated integration into the patient’s electronicmedical record of all cardiac rhythm
device analysis data, obtained at implant,during outpatient visits as well as internet based
remote monitoring data. Thisset-up has improved significantly the quality of care delivered to
patientswith cardiac device implants and facilitates dramatically communication withreferring
cardiologists and family practitioners.
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Numerical Integration of Cardiac Device Parameters in the Electronic Patient Record
Pieter Vandervoort*, Marc Remels, Maximo Rivero, Tom Agneessens and Wilfried Mullens
Background:PM/ICD/CRT devices are among the most sophisticated therapeutic strategies
incurrent cardiac practice. However analysis data from these devices are capturedand stored
in the patient’s medical record in a very primitive and fragmentedway, most often on a single
paper print-out. Occasionally device analysis dataare available electronically in plain text or
.pdf formats. Unfortunately thesetext formats do not allow further manipulation and analysis
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of the data easily.We realized the first integration of cardiac device parameters into
theelectronic patient record in a numerical ouput format. Methods:We have modified the
existing software platform I.P.A.D.2 (Implantable PulseGenerator and Defibrillator Dataplace,
SJM) to capture all analysis data fromthe device analyzer and check the patient’s
administrative data with thecentral hospital administrative system (HL7 communication). A
predefinedselection of twenty-five most clinically relevant device parameters are send ina
numerical data format (HL7-ORU) to the electronic patient record (EPR)(MediWeb/MedAr,
Agfa). Numerical device data transfer into the EPR has beenrealized for both in-clinic patient
visits as well as for internet based remotedevice analysis. Results:We have transferred
successfully numerical cardiac device data into thenumerical data viewer (lab result viewer) of
the EPR from more the 300 patientsduring clinic visits and 53 patients currently in remote
follow up viaMerlin@home. The numerical data format allows for easier viewing andintegration
of multiple datasets obtained over time including graphicalrepresentation. Conclusion: We
have realized the first numerical integration of the most clinicallyrelevant cardiac device
parameters in the EPR. This format allows for easierand more efficient viewing and
interpretation by the clinician, not possiblewith traditional .txt or .pdf file formats.
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iCARDEA: Practical Data Integration for the Follow-up of Cardiovascular Implantable
Electronic Device Patients in Cardiological Departments
Maohua Yang*, Catherine E Chronaki, Christian Lüpkes, Andreas Thiel, Manuela Ploessnig,
Lynne Hinterbuchner, Elena Arbelo, Asuman Dogac, Marco Eichelberg and Andreas Hein
Introduction:In cardiology departments supporting implantation and follow-up
ofCardiovascular Implantable Electronic Device (CIED) patients, patient datareside in
autonomous healthcare information systems that support differentstandards and proprietary
formats, and it is up to each organization to chooseElectronic Health Records (EHR)
integration solutions, underlying technologies,and standards based on their own needs,
experience, and budget.Moreover, the effective use of remote CIED tele-monitoring and
Personal HealthRecords (PHR) can trigger alerts and contribute background information
onactivity and lifestyle.However, without efficient data integration, significant gaps in the
workflowwill continue to hinder immediate availability of the disease and devicerelated data
needed by healthcare professionals and their patients, and thusoptimal use of clinical
information and human resources. Methods:This paper presents the iCARDEA healthcare
integration platform from the viewpoint of CIED patient follow-up in a cardiology department,
driven by the storyof fictitious Mr. Schmidt, who is using the latest remote
monitoringtechnology, manages his own PHR, and hopes to live a long active life,supported by
the latest developments in eHealth technology. A revised workflowfor the efficient and
effective follow-up of CIED patients based on adaptivepersonalized care plans is
presented.Results & Conclusions:Clinical guidelines are used in a practical and incremental
approach based ondata integration and workflow reengineering to effectively support in-
personand remote follow-up of CIED patients, an evidence-based approach that needs tobe
embraced by professional societies in healthcare.
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User-centered Integrated Clinical Decision Support System for Improving Medication Safety
Stefan P Nelwan, Teus van Dam*, Niek HJJ van der Putten, Maarten van Ettinger and Rogier
Barendse
Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) have become increasingly available incommercial
patient data management systems (PDMS). CDSSs make it possible toperiodically or at certain
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events carry out predefined decision rules based ondata that is available in the PDMS. Clinical
studies have shown that CDSSsincrease patient safety and compliance.However, CDSSs are
still underused and often disabled in clinical practice fortwo important reasons. First, a CDSS
usually provides a way of designingdecision rules by an end user, but in clinical situations this
is oftencumbersome for physicians and nurses who do not have the time or the
equivalentcomputer training. Second, decision rules are limited to the snapshot dataavailable
to the PDMS. PDMSs may not always contain information from thehospital information
system, physician order entry and laboratory informationsystems. To address these issues, we
have designed and implemented a medication safetysystem for use at the intensive coronary
care unit of the Erasmus MedicalCenter using a commercial PDMS (Draeger Innovian Critical
Care) and with auser-centered decision support tool. Data integration from our PDMS and
otherinformation systems is based on XML and a history of data samples is kept forquerying
temporal data. The physicians are able to upload and test decisionrules online by using Excel
instead of a dedicated decision rule editor. Preliminary results show that simplifying the CDSS
for the clinicians mayaddress the underuse of CDSS in clinical practice. Results of a
clinicalevaluation of thesystem will be reported.
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Fractal Dimension of Blood-Pressure and Heart-Rate Series from Ambulatory Blood Pressure
Monitoring Devices
Paolo Castiglioni*, Marco Di Rienzo, Gianfranco Parati and Andrea Faini
Ambulatory blood pressure monitoring devices provide 24-hour profiles of meanarterial
pressure (MAP) and heart rate (HR) by inflating an arm-cuff every 15minutes during daytime
and every 20 minutes during night-time. These 24-hourprofiles are usually described only by
means and standard deviations during day(10AM-10PM) and night (0AM-6AM) sub-periods,
because the recorded series arevery short (48 and 18 measures respectively). Our aim is to
evaluate whethermore complex details of MAP and HR long-term dynamics, in particular
thefractal dimension (FD) during day and night sub-periods, can be derived fromthese short
sequences of data.We applied a recently proposed FD estimator based on the correction of
afundamental flaw in the Katz’s method (Castiglioni, Comput.Biol.Med., 2010).First we
evaluated its performances on simulated fractional Brownian motionswith 1<2 and data
length N equal to 48 or 18 samples. Then we compared itsresults with those of Higuchi’s
algorithm. Finally our FD estimator wasapplied on 24-hour recordings obtained in two
normotensive healthy subjects.Our FD estimator showed good performances with simulated
data, being theabsolute error on average equal to 2.0% (when N=48) or 2.6% (when N=18).
Incomparison, Higuchi’s method provided greater errors (2.7% and 4.4%respectively) and
underestimated appreciably FD larger than 1.8. On average, our volunteers had higher
daytime than night-time values for meanHR (73 vs. 62 bpm) and MAP (90 vs. 74 mmHg), and
for standard deviation of HR(11.2 vs. 5.5 bpm) and MAP (10.8 vs. 7.6 mmHg). Also FD
estimates were higherduring the day for HR (daytime: 1.63 ±0.10; night-time: 1.48 ±0.23, M
±SD)and MAP (daytime: 1.84 ±0.06; night-time: 1.59 ±0.27). In particular, FD ofdaytime MAP
was substantially higher than 1.5, suggesting that anticorrelationmechanisms may influence
the diurnal long-term regulation of blood pressure.
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Cancellation of Ventricular Activity in Endocavitary Recordings during Atrial Fibrillation by
Particle Swarm Optimization
Luca T Mainardi*, Massimo Rivolta, Riccardo Scanziani, Valentina Corino and Roberto Sassi
The analysis of intracavitary atrial electrograms (AEG) is important tocharacterize atrial
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fibrillation (AF) events. Before processing AEG,ventricular activity (VA) should be removed. At
this purpose, we present a newmethod based on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).The
cancellation of VA is commonly performed by means of template matching andsubtraction
(TMS): basically, a running template is built by adaptive averagingof AEG segments taken in
correspondence of QRS on ECG and then subtracted fromAEG. In our approach the template is
modulated by a set of coefficients andthen subtracted to uncover the underneath atrial
activity (AA). Thecoefficients are estimated via PSO through the maximization of afigure-of-
merit including: 1) the similarity between template and its modulatedversion; 2) the energy of
the estimated AA, which should match the energy ofthe AEG when VA is absent; 3) the
similarity between the mean absolute firstderivative of estimated and measured AA.To
validate the method, a dataset of 500 synthetic AEG was built. Each signalincluded three
components: a background AA, a localized AA and the VA. Thebackground AA was generated
by an autoregressive model having a pole at thedominant atrial frequency; the other two
were obtained by computing thepotential measured by a atrial bipolar lead and generated by
moving dipoles inatria and ventricles. Different VA/AA amplitude ratios were considered. We
computed a similarity index between simulated and estimated AA. We observedthat PSO
provided better performances then TMS when the ratio VA/AA is large(PSO vs. TMS: 0.8507+-
0.0197 vs. 0.8191+-0.0245, p<0.0001; VA/AA=4), whilethe performances tends to get closer
when VA/AA decreases (0.9037+-0.0132 vs.0.9056+-0.0148,p<0.001;VA/AA=2.5).
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Use of the Impedance Cardiogram in Public Access Defibrillators as an indicator of
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation effectiveness
Cesar Navarro*, Nicholas Cromie, Rebecca Di Maio and John Anderson
The ERC guidelines place a greater emphasis on the importance of externalcardiac massage
and advocate the prompt initiation of effective bystandercardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
to significantly reduce mortality due toout-of-hospital cardiac arrest. An algorithm has been
developed for a PublicAccess Defibrillator (PAD) which utilizes distinctive features from
theimpedance cardiogram (ICG) signal recorded from defibrillator pads to ensureeffective
chest compressions are administered by the operator. A retrospective analysis of
simultaneously recorded ECG and ICG signals whichincluded episodes of CPR was carried out.
Data were collected following ethicalapproval, marked and documented by physicians at the
Royal Victoria Hospital inBelfast, UK. CPR was administered by trained personnel. A total of
211 patientswere recruited and the random training set included 106 cases. The rate
ofcompression (speed) can be calculated by counting the outstanding waves in theICG signal
during CPR: every time an absolute maximum in a window is reached awave is counted. Local
maxima can interfere in this process. Additionally thebase-to-peak amplitude of the ICG signal
was analyzed. If it is greater than aminimum threshold, it was classified as adequate CPR.
Furthermore additionalcut-offs were employed to further sub-categorize the amplitudes into
levels ofCPR force. Sensitivities and specificities for detecting adequate speed for CPR at
everysecond recorded were 95.38% and 93.11% in the training set (82377s analyzed)and
91.45% and 96.27% in the validation set (79826s). Sensitivities andspecificities for detecting
adequate force for CPR at every second were 99.96%and 98.47% in the training set
(108728s) and 99.94% and 97.91% for thevalidation set (91973s). Both CPR speed and CPR
force can be continuously monitored and consequently thePAD can advise (using audio and
visual messages) both lay users and minimallytrained bystanders to ensure CPR effectiveness.
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Three dimensional ballistocardiography: an old technique revived from research in
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microgravity
Pierre-François Migeotte*, Nathalie Pattyn, Kim Prisk and Xavier Neyt
Ballistocardiography (BCG) is a technique that had a large interest incardiology between the
fifties and eighties. Typically BCG consisted in therecording of mechanical acceleration (Acc),
caused by cardiac activity, on asubject lying on a table. As Acc was recorded only in the 2-
dimensions (2D) ofthe horizontal plane, the antero-posterior (Z-axis) component was
oftenneglected. We analyzed a unique data set of 3-D BCG which was recorded
inweightlessness on a crew member of the Spacelab-D2 mission (1993). We showedpreviously
that the Z-axis Acc was of comparable magnitude as the 2 others [1],and was thus not
negligible. This could be one of the reasons that 2D-BCG,lacking crucially important
information, never reached routine use. Morerecently we demonstrated a new technique [2]
for the analysis of the 3D curvedescribed by the displacement vector (DV) of the centre of
mass of blood in thearterial tree (see fig). In the present paper we demonstrate further
thistechnique. We show that DV presents unique features in the cardiac cycle thatcan be
extracted through the analysis of its curvature torsion, and totaldisplacement. Moreover,
Fourier spectral analysis was applied to respiration,RRI and the beat-by-beat total
displacement to show that DV share importantvariability with RRI and respiration which could
be linked to stroke volumevariability. These data suggest that the 3D-BCG, and our analysis of
thedisplacement curve, could provide new physiological information on themechanical heart
function which was lacking in the former 2D-BCG. [1] Prisk GK., et al. Three-Dimensional
Ballistocardiography andrespiratory motion in sustained microgravity, Aviat. Space. Environ.
Med.,2001; 72: 1067-1074.[2] Migeotte P-F., et al. Three dimensional
ballistocardiography:methodology and results from microgravity and dry immersion,
Submitted toIEEE-EMBC – Boston – August 30-September 3, 2011.
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A Novel Technique for Identifying Patients With ICU Needs using Hemodynamic Features
Ali Jalali*, Parham Ghorbanian, Ali Ghaffari and C Nataraj
Identification of patients requiring intensive care is a critical issue inclinical treatment. Special
care is usually only offered to those whosecondition is potentially reversible and who have a
good chance of survivingwith extra care support. The objective of this study is to develop a
novelmethodology using hemodynamic features for distinguishing patients requiringintensive
care from a group of healthy subjects. In this study, based on the hemodynamic features,
subjects are divided intothree groups: healthy, risky and patient. For each of the healthy and
patientsubjects, the evaluated features are based on the analysis of existingdifferences
between hemodynamic variables: Blood Pressure and Heart Rate.Further, four criteria from
the hemodynamic variables are introduced: circlecriterion, estimation error criterion, Poincare
plot deviation, and autonomicresponse delay criterion. For each of these criteria, three fuzzy
membershipfunctions are defined to distinguish patients from healthy subjects.Furthermore,
based on the evaluated criteria, a scoring method is developed. Inthis scoring method
membership degree of each subject is evaluated for thethree classifying groups. Then, for each
subject, the cumulative sum ofmembership degree of all four criteria is calculated. Finally, a
given subjectis classified with the group which has the largest cumulative sum.The proposed
method was applied to 45 cases from Physionet database, containing12 healthy subjects and
33 patients. From all cases, 37 cases were accuratelydetected, while there was one false
detection. Furthermore, in five cases, onepatient subject was classified as risky and in two
cases, a healthy subject wasclassified as risky. From a clinical point of view, and in order to
beconservative about patient cases, those five cases of risky detection would beconsidered as
patient cases. In summary, the scoring method resulted in 97.6%sensitivity, 95.5% positive
predictive accuracy, and 93.3% total accuracy.
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Time-Recurrent HMM Decision Tree to Generate Alerts for Heart-Guard Wearable Computer
Swati Keskar* and Rahul Banerjee
In this paper we propose a time-recurrent decision tree which picks up mostlikely state
sequence based on trained HMM models and acquired real-timesignal. As of now we present
simulation results on Physikalisch-TechnischeBundesanstalt Database (PTBDB), available on
physionet.org as it containsECG/VCG data records from 294 subjects (healthy as well as
various heartdisease). We are in a process of building PSoC (Programmable System on
Chip)based wearable computer. Use of wearable computers in physiological/ecg monitoring is
not new.There are many wearable monitoring systems or portable ambulatory
systemsavailable designed by researchers and in industry. Most of them work on heartrate
variability/arrhythmia. In some cases RR interval is within normal limitsbut other parameters
show abnormality in the functioning of the heart which gounnoticed. For early detection of
signs we need to monitor the entire activityof the heart i.e. polarization/depolarization of
atria/ventricles. Keeping inmind the constraints of computing power of wearable computing,
we have to relyon temporal parameters and amplitude parameters. Hence the importance
ofmodeling and decision making. ECG is a non-stationary signal. We modeled ECGusing HMM-
Hidden Markov Model which is suitable for such signals. VCG leads Vx,Vy, Vz are used for
modeling, which provide the same information as 12-leadsECG. Before constructing the tree,
labeling of data needs to be done. ThePTBDB data is not labeled; we have to follow Viterbi
labeling. For that purposewe divided the data available in each category into two parts, test
data andtraining data. Eight learning curves are obtained representing eight classes
ofdiseases including normal one. These curves are stored as look up table. Themost probable
state sequence can then be obtained which gives maximumlikelihood. Depending on the state
sequence and correlation with otherparameters three intensity level alerts are generated
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Assessment Of Different Methods To Estimate Electrocardiogram Signal Quality
Belén Aldecoa Sánchez del Río, Txema Lopetegi and Iñaki Romero*
Estimating signal quality in Electrocardiograms (ECG) is an open challenge.Eleven different
methods existing in literature for estimating signal qualitywere studied.A simulated database
was created by adding different kind of noise to clean12-lead ECG signals. Five additive noises
were considered: 50Hz power-lineinterference, motion artifact, respiration interference,
electro-surgical noiseand electromyogram (EMG). Noise was scaled in order to obtain different
levelsof SNR.Five methods were based on factor parameters (Activity, Mobility,
Complexity,Turns counts (TC) or Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR)). Other methods tried to
estimatethe noise signal within the ECG and calculated the SNR level (Averaged
templatesubtraction (ATS), Karhunen-Louve transform (KLT), or adaptive filtering).
Inaddition, other methods such as the ratio between the power within the T-P andQRS
intervals (TP/QRS), the first difference histogram of R-R intervals and therise of cumulative
histogram of R-R intervals mismatch were considered. In terms of absolute error (e) between
estimated and real SNR, ATS presentede <3dB independently of the kind of noise for SNR
values down to -5dB. KLTgave e<5dB and for SNR down to 5dB while for SNR<0dB the
performance was notequal for different kind of noises (higher errors for Power-Line
interferenceand EMG). TP/QRS had a short working range, classifying as low quality,
signalswith SNR below -5 dB and with high quality those with SNR higher than 5dB.
Alsoactivity measurement, classified a signal as high quality when SNR is higherthan 10 dB.
Except for TP/QRS and adaptive filter, all methods have a differentoutcome under different
kind of noises. As a limitation, some methods requirean accurate beat detection in order to
work which under high levels of noisemight not be possible.
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PCA and ICA applied to Noise Reduction in Multi-lead ECG
Iñaki Romero*
The performance of PCA and ICA in the context of cleaning noisy ECGs inambulatory
conditions was investigated. With this aim, ECG with artificialmotion artifacts were generated
by combining clean 8-channel ECG with 8-channelnoise signals at SNR values ranging from 10
down to -10 dB. For each SNR, 600different simulated ECGs of 10-second length were
selected. 8-channel PCA andICA were applied and then inverted after selecting a subset
ofprincipal/independent components (PC/IC). Initially, the optimal componentsubset was
considered. In order to evaluate the performance of PCA and ICAalgorithm, the output of a
beat detection algorithm was used. The beat detectorwas applied to both the output signal
after PCA and ICA filtering and to thesignal before filtering. The detections were compared
with the annotationsobtained before adding the noise in order to calculate the Sensitivity (Se)
andPositive Predictivity (+P). In terms of Se, the beat detector had a good performance with
Se=100% down to-6dB. Applying both PCA and ICA yielded to a Se of 100% for all SNR
valuesstudied. When +P was considered, +P was 100% down to 6dB. Below that value,
itdropped down to 83.09% at 0dB and 48.81% with SNR=-10dB. Applying PCA, yieldedto an
improvement for all SNR values (+P=95.45% for SNR=0dB; +P=56.87% forSNR=-10dB).
However, ICA filtering gave a higher improvement in +P for all SNRvalues (+P=100.00% for
SNR=0dB; +P=61.38% for SNR=-10dB). An automatic methodfor selecting the components
was implemented using half of the dataset (300signals per SNR) and evaluated in the second
half. Both PCA and ICA gave animprovement as compared to no filtering, over all SNR values.
ICA had a betterperformance (SNR=-10dB, improvement in +P of 2.32% for PCA and 7.28%
for ICA).
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Analyzing the Delineation Precision of the Hannover ECG System (HES®): A Validation Study
Antoun Khawaja*, Jeffrey Litwin, Thomas Devine, Thomas Auzinger, William O'Rourke, Amy
Furlong, Constanza Lehmann and Ronald Fischer
The measurement of QT/QTc interval prolongation is considered as the standardsurrogate
biomarker for cardiac drug safety to the ICH clinical evaluationguideline E14. Manual, semi-
automatic and automatic techniques are currentlyimplemented in localizing ECG fiducial points
and in measuring theircorresponding ECG wave intervals including QT and RR intervals. The
manual andsemi-automatic methods have been employed so far to ensure reliable and
precisedetection and measurement of these ECG points and intervals respectively.Accordingly,
many efforts have been done to validate the automatic methodsagainst the manual and semi-
automatic ones. One of the well-reputed ECGanalysis and interpretation programs worldwide
is Hannover ECG System HES®. Inorder to establish trust and acceptance of the drug safety
authorities,validating automated ECG algorithms on individual basis is mandatory. In thiswork,
the performance and behavior of HES® has been investigated using restingECG data from real
clinical studies. The validation process was based oncomparing the output of HES and the
manual detection and measurements on thoseECG data under study. Over 42 thousand ECG
signals manually measured were fedinto HES® algorithm. Thereafter, the golden heart beat in
each of them wasautomatically delineated. During the whole process, no de-noising method
wascarried out on the data. Choosing the golden beat in a given signal is based onthe specific
criteria of the sponsor of the corresponding clinical study.Finally, the output of HES® was
compared with the corresponding output of themanual delineation. The result shows that, the
mean differences in QT intervaland RR interval are -0.96 [ms] and 0 [ms], respectively.
Whereas, the mediandifferences are observed to be -2 [ms] and 0 [ms], respectively.
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Average T-wave Alternans Activity in Ambulatory ECGs
Violeta Monasterio, Pablo Laguna, Iwona Cygankiewicz and Juan Pablo Martínez*
T-wave alternans (TWA) is an index of susceptibility of sudden cardiac death(SCD). A common
approach for ambulatory TWA testing is to quantify the maximumTWA amplitude in an ECG,
which requires visual verification to discarderroneous measurements caused by noise.This
work presents a fully-automated method to analyze TWA in ambulatory ECGs. It consists of
three stages: 1) selection of signal segments which are suitablefor automatic analysis, 2)
estimation of TWA amplitude in those segments, usinga multilead scheme that combines the
technique of periodic component analysiswith the Laplacian likelihood ratio method for TWA
analysis, and 3) computationof indices reflecting the average TWA activity through the record.
A total of 650 24-hour Holter recordings from chronic heart failure (CHF)patients with sinus
rhythm were analyzed. Different indices were computed: theAverage Alternans Indices
(AAIx), which reflected the average TWA activity inthose ECG segments with an average heart
rate (HR) between X-10 beats perminute (bpm) and X bpm, and the Maximum Alternans
Indices (MAIx), whichreflected the maximum TWA amplitude in segments with an average HR
between X-10bpm and X bpm.Mean values of AAIx consistently increased with HR: AAI70 =
2.8 +/- 1.9 uV,AAI80=3.3+/-2.3 uV, AAI90 = 3.9 +/- 2.4 uV, AAI100 = 5.0 +/-3.1 uV and
AAI110 =6.1 +/- 5.5 uV. The AAIx increase between consecutive HR bins was significantin all
cases. On the contrary, mean values of MAIx did not consistentlyincrease. Cox proportional
hazards analyses showed that average TWA activitypredicted SCD when measured between
80 and 90 bpm (AAI90), with a hazard ratioof 1.07 (1.01-1.15) per uV, whereas MAIx indices
did not predict SCD. These results indicate that the average TWA activity over a 24-hour
periodprovides important prognostic information in patients with CHF.

S93: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S93
Chairs: Antoun Khawaja and Dewar Finlay

Cepstral Based Approach for Online Quantification of ECG Quality in Freely Moving Subjects
Paolo Castiglioni*, Paolo Meriggi, Andrea Faini and Marco Di Rienzo
ECG tracings recorded during spontaneous behaviour may include periods ofsignal loss or
artefacts. Thus, it is advisable that during online ECGmonitorings, data segments of poor
quality are automatically detected anddiscarded to avoid analysing meaningless data. To
address this issue, we developed an algorithm for online quantification ofECG quality designed
for running on microprocessors with low computationalpower, and able to work with any ECG
derivation, independently from the shapeof ECG waves. The algorithm measures the ECG
quality by calculating the“relative weight” of periodic patterns with period in the
physiologicalrange of cardiac intervals.The method is based on the calculation of the ECG
power cepstrum on a runningwindow of 10 s. The cepstrum is the Fourier spectrum of the
logarithm of thepower spectrum. Typically, the ECG spectrum shows peaks at multiples of
thefundamental harmonic (equal to the mean heart rate in the running window). Inthis case,
the log-spectrum appears as a more regular oscillation. Thus, thespectrum of the log-spectrum
(i.e., the ECG Cepstrum) shows a large peak in thephysiological band of the mean cardiac
interval (from 0.25 to 2.0 s). If ECGwaves are absent or largely corrupted by noise, a cepstral
peak should notappear in this band. We defined the ECG quality index (QI) as the ratio
betweenthe cepstral power in the physiological band, and in a noise band selectedbetween 0.1
and 0.25 s. The method was applied on two overnight ECG recordings of different
quality.When QI<1, the algorithm discarded the ECG running window because of its toopoor
quality. The algorithm classification of ECG signal of acceptable quality(99.8% and 60%
respectively of the whole recording) was very similar to thevisual classification performed by a
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human operator (100% and 67%).

S94: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Electrocardiographic and Scintigraphic Imaging of Myocardial Ischemia
John Wang*, Olle Pahlm, Galen Wagner, James Warren and Milan Horacek
The purpose of this study was to further validate the electrocardiographicimaging method we
introduced previously—involving inverse calculation ofheart-surface potential distributions
from the 12-lead ECG—by means ofcomparison with ECG-independent evidence provided by a
single photon emissioncomputed tomography (SPECT). To perform the electrocardiographic
inversesolution (using Tikhonov regularization with 2nd order regularizing operator) atorso
model with 352 body-surface and 202 heart-surface nodes was used. Coefficients for deriving
352 body-surface potentials from 8 independent leadsof 12-lead ECG were derived from
Dalhousie Superset (n = 892) of 120-leadbody-surface potential maps (BSPMs). The test set
consisted of 12-lead ECGs of31 patients from STAFF3 database (Duke University Medical
Center; LundUniversity) who underwent percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty
(PTCA)of either the LAD (n = 8), RCA (n = 18), or the LCx (n = 5) coronary artery andhad
their ischemic state investigated by SPECT. BSPMs at J point of eachpatient were predicted
from the 12-lead ECG and used to calculate bull’s-eyedisplays of heart-surface potentials. The
latter displays were found to havethe area of positive potentials that corresponded in all but 2
cases with theunderperfused territory. For the LAD and LCx groups all ECG-derivedbull’s-eye
images indicated the expected territory and were consistent withSPECT images; for the RCA
group only 13/18 ECG-derived bull’s-eye imagesindicated the expected territory, but 3/5 of
these “misclassified” caseswere consistent with SPECT images. In conclusion, our findings
suggest thatnoninvasive electrocardiographic imaging based on just the 12-lead ECG
mightprovide useful estimates of the regions of myocardial ischemia that agree withthose
provided by scintigraphic techniques.

S94: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S94
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Recognizing Bi-Ventricular Pacing From The 12-Lead ECG
Shen Luo*, Paul Johnston and Peter Macfarlane
Introduction: An increasing number of patients are now treated with cardiacpacemakers
(170,000 in 2004 and 418,000 in 2006) and implantablecardioverter-defibrillators (114,000 in
2006) in the USA per AHA reports. Bothtreatments could incorporate cardiac resynchronization
therapy, i.e.bi-ventricular (BiV) pacing, which has led to a requirement for moresophisticated
reporting of pacemaker ECGs. This study develops QRS morphologyrules and assesses the
performance in reporting BiV pacing from 12-leadprintouts after a paced beat is
identified.Methods: Paced ECGs were collected simultaneously from two hospitals in
twoformats: 12 leads at 500sps and at 32,000sps. Ventricular-paced ECGs from 140patients
(68±12 years, 71% males) were used. The BiV and right-ventricular(RV) pacer pulses were
annotated based on the 32,000-sps data plotted on anexpanded scale. 12-lead paced ECGs
recorded at 500sps were evaluated with apassband up to 150Hz. Paced QRS durations and
axes were measured. QRSmorphology in lead I and V1 was noted.Results: From a training set
of 37 ECGs (11 BiV and 26 RV) from hospital 1, wefound that a monophasic negative or
biphasic lead I (RS complex) was the bestcriterion for detecting BiV pacing Se: 100%; Sp:
92%. (Note that the RV pacedECGs were used to assess specificity of detecting BiV pacing).
We then appliedthese rules to evaluate the accuracies for BiV pacing using a test database
of103 paced ECGs (39 BiV and 64 RV pacemakers) collected from the two hospitals. Se and Sp
for detecting BiV pacing was 87% and 91% respectively. In passing,it should be noted that
the reverse is true for RV pacing. Conclusions: The criterion for detection of BiV pacing using
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only the QRSmorphology of lead I is straightforward to use and acceptable for manual
ECGreporting.

S94: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
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Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Distinguishing Between Supply Ischaemic and Non-Supply Ischaemic ST Events using a
Relevance Vector Machine
Christina Busisiwe Vilakazi*, Gari D Clifford and Lionel Tarassenko
ST segment changes provide a sensitive marker in the diagnosis of myocardialischaemia in
ECG recordings. It is also known that changes in the ST segmentcan result from a wide
variety of other causes such as changes in heart rate,conduction pattern, position of the
subject, and noise in the ECG. Thecharacteristics of the various ST events are different for
each phenomenon. Demand (heart rate-related) and ischaemic events are considered
transient STsegment events and are characterized by length and extremum deviation.
Incontrast, body position changes and conduction changes events are characterizedby a
sudden shift in the ST level and by the time at which they occur.Heart-rate related, body
position and conduction change ST events can begrouped together as a non-supply ischaemic
(NSI) or artefactual ST changes. Ischaemic ST events and NSI ST events manifest themselves
as very similar STchanges. This suggests that it is better to rely on a comprehensive set of
ECGparameters to distinguish between ischaemic and NSI ST events. We investigatedheart
rate, ST level, ST slope, duration of ST episodes, absolute deviation ofST segment, upward and
downward slopes of QRS segment, and duration of the QRScomplex. A Relevance Vector
Machine (RVM), using these as input features, wasthen trained to classify detected events as
ischaemic or NSI ST events. Thetrained RVM was applied to annotated ST-related episodes all
from the recordscontained in the Long-Term ST Database taken from PhysioNet, which
contains1130 ischaemic events and 234 NSI events. The dataset was divided into trainingand
testing subsets. The training dataset comprises 100 ischaemic events and100 NSI events
while the testing dataset comprises 132 and 1026, respectively.The RVM achieved a sensitivity
and specificity of 84.3% and 79.5%, respectivelyon the testing dataset.

S94: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
S94
Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Fragmentation in Body Surface Potential Mapping Recordings from Patients with Brugada
Syndrome
Adolfo Fonseca-Guzman, Andreu M Climent, Jose Millet, Paola Berne, Josep Brugada, Rafael
Ramos, Ramon Brugada and Maria S Guillem*
Fragmentation of QRS complexes in Brugada syndrome (BrS) patients has beenlinked to a
worse prognosis and higher risk. In this study we aim atdetermining the spatial location of
fragmented ECG signals in BrS and controlsin order to elucidate its potential role in the
diagnosis of BrS and theidentification of patients at higher risk.We obtained 67-lead Body
Surface Potential Mapping recordings of 38 BrS (6symptomatic, 32 asymptomatic), 28 RBBB
patients and 16 controls. Fragmentationof QRS complexes and P waves was automatically
quantified by measuring thenumber of spikes constituting each wave and the percentage of
notched waves,defined as waves with consecutive spikes with the same polarity.Mean number
of spikes within the QRS complex of RBBB patients and controls was3.13±0.64 and 2.99±0.45
respectively, which was found to be significantlyhigher than the mean number of spikes for
symptomatic (2.54±0.49) andasymptomatic BrS patients (2.49±0.44). RBBB patients and
controls alsopresented a higher percentage of notched QRS complexes than BrS
patients.However, notched QRS complexes of controls were mostly located
posteriorly.Symptomatic BrS patients presented 34±23% notched QRS in anterior leads
vs.21±17% in asymptomatic BrS, 28±21% in controls and 42±27% in RBBB. Mean number
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of spikes within the P wave of RBBB patients and controls was2.06±0.65 and 2.22±0.66
respectively, which was found to be similar forasymptomatic BrS patients (2.15±0.49) and
lower than for symptomatic BrS(2.95±1.08). Percentage of fragmented P waves in
symptomatic BrS patients wasalso higher than that of asymptomatic BrS, RBBB and controls,
with 63±22%,44±18%, 38±23% and 46±23% respectively.Fragmentation of QRS complexes
appeared in the anterior torso of symptomaticBrS patients with a higher incidence than in
asymptomatic individuals. P wavesof symptomatic BrS patients were more fragmented than in
other groups.

S94: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
08:00
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Chairs: Peter Macfarlane and Jocelyne Fayn

Contrasting Investigation Between Magnetocardiography and Electrocardiogram for the Early
Diagnosis of Coronary Artery Disease in Patients Presenting with Acute Chest Pain
Le-jian Lin, Fa-kuan Tang*, Ning Hua and Hong Lu
Background: Accurate identification of patients with acute coronary syndrome(ACS) is often
difficult especially when an electrocardiogram (ECG) does notshow typical changes of ST
segment. The aim of the present study was thereforeto investigate the sentivisity of
magnetocardiography (MCG) andelectrocardiogram for the early diagnosis of coronary artery
disease in patientpresenting with acute chest pain. Methods and Results: 287 patients with
thesuspected ACS with (144 patients) and without(143 patients) ST segmentelevation were
selected, The MCG recordings were obtained using a MCG system ina magnetically shielded
room, the ECG data were recorded by a ECG system.Ventricular repolarisation measurements
including QRS-, R-, T-wave, and ST-Tperiod from MCGs were evaluated to determine the
clinical relevance of thesemeasurements compared with ECGs. All patients underwent
coronary angiogramexaminations and patients with coronary artery narrowing = 70% in at
least1-vessel were defined as CAD group. Result: The presence of significant CAD
wasidentified with a sensitivity of 81.4% and a specificity of 86.5% on MCG,compared to
45.3% and 84.7% on ECG.. In the group of patients without typicalST segment elevation on
ECG, MCG had a sensitivity of 71.5% and a specificityof 83.3%. Conclusion: MCG was
acceptably sensitive and specific in identifyingpatients with ACS even in the absence of
specific findings on ECG. Thus, MCGhas potential clinical application for detection of ACS and
should be furtherinvestigated.

SA1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA1
Chairs: Ling Xia and Paul Kligfield

Calcium Alternans Produced by Increased Sarcoplasmatic Reticulum Refractoriness
Inmaculada R Cantalapiedra*, Carlos Lugo, Angelina Peñaranda, Blas Echebarria
Cardiac arrhythmias are often associated with irregularities in intracelularcalcium dynamics. A
prominent example is the presence of calcium alternans, abeat-to-beat alternation in the level
of cytosol calcium concentration. Themechanism responsible for this irregular rhythm is not
well understood. Apossible explanation has been given in terms of fluctuations in the
Ca2+content of the Sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), in cases where theSar-co/Endoplasmic
Reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA) is too slow to refillcompletely the SR before the next
excitation. Coupled with a steep SR calciumload - calcium release relationship, this has been
shown to give rise tosus-tained alternans. However, alternans has also been observed in
experimentsin which the SR content remains constant in successive beats. Thus, it has
beenhypothesized that other mechanisms, related with calcium release restitution,must
underlie the changes in cytosolic calcium dynamics. We will show in this presentation that
calcium alternans is possible in thesecircumstances if the recovery from inactivation of the
Ryanodine Receptors(RyR) malfunctions and becomes too slow. We then analyze the
arrhythmogenicimplications of our results, by performing simulations of action
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potentialpropagation in tissue, using a model for an atrial myocyte with modifiedcalcium
dynamics. We describe in detail how the presence of alternans couldaffect the stimulus
propagation in inhomogeneous tissue in which cells withdifferent calcium dynamics are
present. Depending on the size and spatialdistribution they could produce reexcitation or local
conduction block intissue due to the different action potential duration. We analyze
differentdistributions, and the minimum size able to produce reexcitation.

SA1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA1
Chairs: Ling Xia and Paul Kligfield

Functional Roles of the L-type Calcium Channel on Cardiac Pacemaking – Insights from
Bifurcation Analysis
Jihong Liu and Henggui Zhang*
Bifurcation analysis is a useful tool to analyze the functional roles of anionic channel current
in generating action potentials in cardiac cell models.It has assisted in understanding of the
ionic mechanisms underlying the genesisof pro-arrythmogenic events and in evaluation of the
functional impacts ofvaried parameters (i.e., ion channel conductances) on modulating
thecharacteristics of auto-rhythmic actions potentials (APs) of cardiac pacemaker,such as the
cycle length (CL), the maximal diastolic potential (MDP) and theovershoot (OS) of APs.The
objective of this study was to use bifurcation analysis to study thefunctional roles of the
maximal channel conductance of the L-type calciumchannel coded by isoforms of Cav1.2 and
Cav1.3 in a novel mathematical model ofmurine sinoatrial node (SAN) cells developed recently.
A continuous variationin the maximal channel conductance of ICaL (gCaL) was carried out to
reveal theemergence and annihilation of pacemaking APs, changes in their CL, MDP and
OS.Parameter value range of the channel conductance essential for generatingand/or
annihilating pacemaking APs were identified. In bifurcation analysis, gCaL was varied in a
range of 0 ~ 2 µS. It was shownthat the bifurcation branch began at gCaL =0.02 µS, and
terminates at 1.44µS. A gradual increase in gCaL led to a dramatic increase in the pacing
rates,but a gradual decrease in the amplitude of AP due to an elevated MDP thatprohibited n
fully activation of the channel. At gCaL >1.44 µS, the modelreached a quiescent state,
indicating the system transferring from a limitcycle state to a steady state. In conclusion, this
study demonstrates that the L-type calcium channel currentcontributes to cardiac pacemaking
APs, especially during their diastolic andup-stroke depolarization phases.

SA1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Chairs: Ling Xia and Paul Kligfield

Vulnerability to Re-entry Arising from LPC-induced Alternations of Cardiac Sodium Current
Kinetics: A Simulation Study
Yongfeng Yuan, Kuanquan Wang*, Sanjay Kharche and Henggui Zhang
Introduction: Accumulation of Lysophosphatidylcholine (LPC) during myocardialischemia (MI)
causes the remodelling of sodium channel currents (INa: INaT &INaL). However, the pro-
arrhythmic effect of the remodelled INa has not beenelucidated yet. The aim of this study was
to use biophysically detailedcomputer models to investigate the functional effects of the LPC-
inducedchanges of INa on ventricular excitation wave conduction.Methods and Results:
Computational models of INa were developed forapplications to experimental data describing
the actions of LPC on Na+ channelkinetics, such findings were then incorporated into
biophysically detailedcellular and tissue computer model to exploit and characterize the
actions ofthe LPC-induced changes in the sodium channels on arrhythmic substrate.
Thesimulations showed that the remodelled INa prolonged ventricular actionpotential
duration and effective refractory period, thereby prolongingelectrocardiographic QT interval. It
increased the transmural heterogeneity ofrepolarisation and the temporal vulnerability of
tissue to initiate re-entry.It also reduced the excitability of ventricular tissue, resulted in
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decreasedconduction velocity and reduced wavelength (WL) of excitation
waves.Consequentially the critical minimal substrate size which is required tomaintain re-
entrant excitation was reduced. Conclusion: Collectively these simulation data demonstrate
the increasedsusceptibility of ventricular tissue to arrhythmogenesis and provide
insightstoward the pro-arrhythmic effect of regulated INa by LPC in patients withischemic
conditions.

SA1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA1
Chairs: Ling Xia and Paul Kligfield

Interactive Simulation of the Activation Sequence: replacing effect by cause
Peter M van Dam*, Thom F Oostendorp and Adriaan van Oosterom
Electrocardiographic wave forms during the QRS interval reflect the acti-vationsequence of
the heart. This can be clearly demonstrated in ECGSIM, aninteractive software package aimed
to support ECG education and re-search. Inthis package, the timing of local depolarization
may be changed interactively,either locally or globally and the resulting QRS changes are
displayedinstantaneously.The activation sequence itself depends on the distribution of the
sites ofinitiation of the activity, the initiation stemming from bundle branches andPurkinje
system, as well as on the tissue properties setting the propagationvelocity of the activation
process.In a recent paper (van Dam et al. MBEC 2009), we have shown that high-lyrealistic
activation sequences can be generated by defining a limited num-bersof initiation (focus-like)
sites in a numerical model of the propagation in themyocardium. The anisotropic velocity of
the propagating wave front was assumedto be uniform throughout the myocardium, with the
transmural velocity set atone third of the velocity parallel to the ventricular surface.Inspired
by the high quality of these simulations, we have explored theusefulness of interactively
changing the intrinsic, anisotropic, propagationvelocity values at selectable regions (non-
uniform distribution of intrinsicpropagation velocity). Combined with specified sites of
initiation, suchchanges (the cause) produce, in a direct, natural manner, changes in theacti-
vation pattern (the effect). The velocities that are currently consideredfor implementation in
ECGSIM are their spatial distribution at the endocardium,epicardium propagation velocity as
well as the transmural distribution.When simulating local ischemia, next the effects already
incorporated inECGSIM: increased resting potential and shortened action potential
duration,the effect of the accompanying reduced propagation velocity may now be
studied.Other applications are the study of effects of activation delays as occurringin left
ventricular hypertrophy and Brugada syndrome.

SA2: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA2
Chairs: Dingchang Zheng and Eduardo Gil

Estimation of the Respiratory Rate from Photoplethysmography by Cross Time-frequency
Analysis
Michele Orini, Maria Dolores Pelaez-Coca, Raquel Bailón and Eduardo Gil*
In this paper, a methodology to indirectly estimate the respiratory rate,Fresp(t), from the
photoplethysmography (PPG) signal is presented. Thepossibility to reliably estimate Fresp
from the PPG signal is particularlyappealing since PPG is simple, comfortable and cheap. The
underlying hypothesis of this methodology is that respiration provokessimultaneous changes
in the pulse interval, amplitude and width of the PPGsignal. These respiratory related changes
are combined together by cross time-frequency(TF) analysis, performed by smoothed pseudo
Wigner-Ville distribution, in orderto obtain an estimation of Fresp(t), EST-Fresp(t). The
algorithm is design to yield estimates only for those intervals in whichthe estimation is
robust. The methodology is composed of the following steps:•From the PPG signal, the series
containing the pulse interval, the amplitudeand the width of the PPG pulses are
extracted.•The pulse interval variability (PIV), the pulse amplitude variability (PAV)and the
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pulse width variability (PWV) are estimated.•The 3 cross TF spectra, S_xy(t,f), with
(x,y)\in{PIV,PAV,PWV} are estimated.•The 3 TF coherence functions, Gamma_xy(t,f), are
estimated. •The TF regions Omega_xy, where Gamma_xy(t,f) is significant are localized
bystatistical testing.•The instantaneous frequencies IF_xy(t), namely IF_PIV-PAV(t), IF_PIV-
PWV(t)and IF_PAV-PWV(t), are estimated as the maximum of |Sxy(t,f)| in TF regions,which
are included in Omega_xy, determined based on specific features ofGamma_xy(t,f).• IF_xy(t)
are combined to give EST-Fresp(t). This methodology is used to estimate spontaneous
respiratory rate in 17 younghealthy subject undergoing a tilt table test.In this study
population Fresp(t) presents high inter–subject variability(0.08–0.33 Hz).EST-Fresp(t) where
characterized by a median error equal to, on average,0.2 mHz, and by an interquartile range
equal to, on average, 8 mHz. On average, the estimation was not possible in 7.8% of the 13
minutes of thetest.

SA2: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA2
Chairs: Dingchang Zheng and Eduardo Gil

Accurate Measurement of Systolic Blood Pressure by Photoplethysmography
Shaul Akiva, Ori Gleisner, Yehonatan Mordechai, Eran Shalom and Meir Nitzan*
Sphygmomanometry, the reference standard for non-invasive blood pressuremeters, is based
on the auscultation of Korotkoff sounds during the deflationof a pressure-cuff wrapped around
the arm. In the current study, anothernon-invasive technique for systolic blood pressure (SBP)
measurement, based onthe detection of photoplethysmographic (PPG) pulses during pressure-
cuffdeflation, was compared to sphygmomanometry. The PPG pulses disappear forcuff-
pressure above SBP value and reappear when the cuff-pressure decreasesbelow SBP value.
For the simultaneous SBP measurement in both techniques we used an armpressure-cuff,
which was deflated slowly after being inflated to above SBPvalue. A PPG probe was attached
to the finger distal to the cuff and the PPGsignal was stored for offline analysis. The SBP value
was determined as thecuff-pressure for which the PPG pulses reappeared during the cuff
deflation. Asecond PPG sensor was attached to the second hand for selecting the timeregions
when the PPG pulses in the finger distal to the cuff were expected. SBPwas also measured by
sphygmomanometry for comparison with the PPG-based method. 48 examinations were
performed on 16 healthy subjects. In 24 of them thedifference between the two methods was
lower than 3 mmHg. In 16 examinationsthe SBP value measured by PPG was higher than that
measured by sphygmomanometryby more than 3 mmHg. In 8 examinations the
sphygmomanometry SBP was higher bymore than 3 mmHg. The presence of either the PPG
pulses or the Korotkoff sounds indicates openartery during systole and cuff-pressure lower
than SBP value. In the 16examinations formerly mentioned the PPG pulses were detected but
Korotkoffsounds were not detected, despite the open artery during systole. In
theseexaminations the PPG-based technique was more reliable than sphygmomanometry.In 8
examinations sphygmomanometry was more accurate than the PPG-basedtechnique.

SA2: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Detection of Heart Rate Turbulence in Photoplethysmographic Signals
Eduardo Gil*, Leif Sörnmo and Pablo Laguna
In this study, alterations in the cardiovascular system caused by ventricularpremature beats
(VPBs) are investigated by analyzing the photoplethysmographic(PPG) signal.A simple
algorithm for PPG-based detection of VPBs is devised and evaluated,and then employed for
the analysis of heart rate turbulence (HRT), herelabelled “pulse rate turbulence” (PRT). The
pulse transit time is alsostudied as it constitutes the main difference between HRT and PRT.
The datasets included a total of 3872 VPBs and 13169 normal beats. The results showedthat
VPBs can be detected from the PPG signal with a sensitivity of 92.8%, aspecificity of 99.8%
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and an accuracy of 99.3%, using six features and a simplelinear classifier. The shape of PRT
was found to resemble that of HRT, thelatter type of turbulence resulting from ECG-based
analysis, suggesting thatPRT analysis can be used as a replacement for HRT analysis when the
ECG is notavailable.

SA3: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
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Chairs: Yu Chen and Pablo Laguna

Time Course and Spatial Distribution of T Wave Alternans Induced by Artery Occlusion in Pigs
Juan Pablo Martínez*, Alba Martín-Yebra, Violeta Monasterio, Marina Demidova, Pyotr
Platonov and Pablo Laguna
T-wave alternans (TWA) has been linked to increased vulnerability of themyocardium to
ventricular fibrillation in different clinical conditions,including myocardial ischemia and
infarction. TWA induced by acute ischemia hasbeen characterized in patients during balloon
occlusion in PTCA [Martínez etal. 2006, IEEE TBME 56(4) pp. 701-711], which constitutes a
good model for thefirst minutes of acute ischemia.Our aim in this work is to study and
characterize TWA in longer occlusionsusing an animal model of myocardial
ischemia/infarction. Infarction wasinduced in 29 pigs by a 40-minute-long balloon inflation on
the left anteriordescending (LAD) coronary artery. The occlusion recording, as well as
aprevious baseline recording were analyzed using the Laplacian Likelihood Methodtogether
with Periodic Component Analysis, providing multilead TWA detectionand amplitude
estimation. Significant TWA was found in 27 out of the 29 records (93.1%), while only
2baseline records presented TWA (6.9%). When observing the individualtime-course of TWA
amplitude, the most common pattern is one with two peaks,the first attaining the maximum
at 5 to 7 minutes of occlusion, and the secondaround 15-20 minutes from the beginning of
occlusion. When averaging TWAamplitude in all occlusions, TWA increased up to a first
maximum of 32 uV at 5min, then reduced and increased again to achieve the absolute
maximum at 12minutes of occlusion (90 uV). After 24 min of occlusion, TWA returned back
tothe level of the first 2 min.Analysis of the TWA amplitude distribution in the 12 standard
leads revealedthat maximum TWA appears in leads V3 and V4, those facing the
anteriorventricular wall. This is consonance with results obtained in humans duringPTCA in
LAD. In conclusion, we have studied the prevalence, time course and spatialdistribution of
TWA during the first 40 min of infarction induced by LAD arteryocclusion. The results of spatial
analysis were coherent with the regionalnature of TWA, while a typical two-peaked temporal
pattern has been identified,whose relation with the propensity to arrhythmias should be
further studied.

SA3: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA3
Chairs: Yu Chen and Pablo Laguna

A Cardiod Based Technique to Identify Premature Ventricular Contractions on Mobile
Platforms
Vu Mai and Ibrahim Khalil*
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a major health problem affecting many people.Premature
Ventricular Contraction (PVC), which can occur in healthy people ofany age, might lead to
more severe CVDs and is linked to mortality whenassociated with myocardial infarction. There
has been voluminous research thatfocuses on PVC detection to provide immediate treatment
for patients. However,some pre-processing techniques such as wavelet filtering may cause
delay byextracting features on frequency domain rather than time domain. Furthermore,many
classifiers are only suitable for powerful processing systems. Significantdifferences in PVC and
normal beat morphologies in large ECG datasets mightalso reduce the accuracy rates of those
proposed methods.In this paper, we provide a faster and more efficient patient-
specifictechnique to detect PVC using cardioids, which are two dimensional loopsobtained
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from QRS complexes of normal and PVC heart beats. Pre-processing timeis reduced
significantly since cardioids can be drawn directly from raw QRScomplexes. Each cardioid loop
possesses features such as x-y coordinates ofcentroid, upper, lower, left and right extreme
points that can be combined toform 10-point feature sets to differentiate a normal and PVC
QRS complex. UsingMultilayer Perceptron neural network as classifier, we perform
experiments over20 subjects of the MIT/BIH arrhythmia database and obtain an average
detectionaccuracy of 99.78%, average sensitivity of 97.25%, and average positivepredictive
value of 98.69%. Due to a reduced feature set of only 10 data pointsand a reasonably high
accuracy rate, we show that the proposed cardioidtechnique can be applied in real-time
wireless telecardiology applicationsrunning on mobile platforms.

SA3: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
10:00
SA3
Chairs: Yu Chen and Pablo Laguna

Identification of Repolarization-Alternans Time Occurrence Improves Discrimination of
Abnormal Cases
Laura Burattini* and Roberto Burattini
Repolarization alternans (RA) is a promising noninvasive index for riskstratification. Although
RA is characterized by its amplitude and the instantof its occurrence along the JT segment,
the amplitude in the only parametergenerally used to discriminate abnormal (RA+) cases.
Assessment of the role ofRA localization is the aim of the present study. ECG recordings from
201coronary-artery-disease (CAD) patients and 167 control-healthy (CH) subjectsfrom the
THEW database were analyzed by means of our heart-rate adaptive matchfilter (AMF) method.
RA was parameterized in terms of amplitude (RAA; µV) anddelay (RAD; ms), defined as the
difference between the T-wave apex instant andthe RA instant. Therefore, positive and
negative RAD values indicate an RAoccurring before and after the T-wave apex, respectively.
RA parametersdistributions over the CH population were used to define an RA normality
regiondelimited by three thresholds, one for the non-negative RAA (THR_RAA; equal tothe
99.5th percentile), and two for RAD (THR_RADmin and THR_RADmax; equal tothe 0.5th and
99.5th percentiles, respectively). Compared to our CH subjects,our CAD patients showed
higher mean RAA (CAD: 19±9 µV, CH: 17±5 µV; P<0.05)and comparable mean RAD (CAD: -
33±37 ms, CH: -27±23 ms; P>0.05), thoughcharacterized by higher variability. The RA
normality region, delimited byTHR_RAA=35 µV, THR_RADmin=-82 ms, and THR_RADmax=28
ms, allowed identificationof 36 (17.9%) RA+ CAD patients, of whom 11 (5.5%) were
characterized byabnormally high RAA, 22 (11.0%) by abnormally low RAD (4 having
simultaneouslyabnormally high RAA), and 7 (3.5%) by abnormally high RAD. Only 3 CH
subjects(1.8%) were found to be at the verge of abnormal conditions. Our resultsdemonstrate
that our RAD parameter plays a relevant role in discriminating RA+cases occurring early
(RADTHR_RADmax) in therepolarization segment.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
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Using Fuzzy Measure Entropy to Improve the Stability of Traditional Entropy Measures
Chengyu Liu* and Lina Zhao
Traditional entropy measures, such as Approximate Entropy (ApEn) and SampleEntropy
(SampEn), are widely used for analyzing heart rate variability (HRV)signals in clinical
cardiovascular disease studies. The popularity of themstems from their capability in providing
quantitative information about thecomplexity of both short- and long-term signals that are
often corrupted withnoise. Nevertheless, traditional entropy measures have a poor
statisticalstability due to the 0-1 judgment of Heaviside function. The objective of thisstudy is
to introduce a new entropy measure – Fuzzy Measure Entropy(FuzzyMEn) in order to improve
the stability of traditional entropy measuresthrough introducing the concept of fuzzy sets
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theory. By drawing on Chen etal’s research in fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn), FuzzyMEn uses the
membership degreeof fuzzy function instead of the 0-1 judgment of Heaviside function as
used inthe ApEn and SampEn. Simultaneity, FuzzyMEn utilizes the fuzzy local and fuzzyglobal
measure entropy to reflect the whole complexity implied in HRV signalsand improves the
limitation of FuzzyEn, which only focus on the localcomplexity. Detailed comparisons of ApEn,
SampEn, FuzzyEn and FuzzyMEn weregiven in this study. The simulation results showed that
FuzzyMEn and FuzzyEnhad better algorithm consistency than ApEn and SampEn. And
FuzzyMEn had abetter sensitivity than FuzzyEn. To verify the validity of FuzzyMEn forclinical
application, a total of 120 subjects (two groups: heart failure group,22 females and 38 males,
median age 62.4±12.6, and healthy control group, 33females and 27 males, median age
51.5±16.9) were enrolled. The results showedthat FuzzyMEn exhibited best performance for
distinguishing two groups.Therefore, FuzzyMEn is an appropriate method to evaluate the
complexity of HRVsignals. It would be of interest to apply this method to the study of
otherclinical physiological signals.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
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Analysis of the Effects of Short-term Smoking Cessation by Cardiopulmonary Exercise Test and
Heart Rate Recovery
Jaesung Cho*, Yoonbae Oh, Dohyun Kim, Jongshill Lee, Sun I Kim, Inyoung Kim and
Youngjoon Chee
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to compare smoking quitters withnon-smokers in
relation to VO2 and VCO2 trend and the pattern of thepost-exercise heart rate
recovery.Method: A group of 20 adults(26±3 yrs) was comprised of smoking
quitters(N=10)and non-smokers(N=10). All of the participants filled out
questionnairesincluding the smoking history and medical history. The two groups had
exercisetest on a treadmill with same exercise protocol which has stepwise increasingexercise
intensity. The ECG and respiration data were acquired and analyzed onthe computer. ECG,
VO2, VCO2, VE and PAEE (physical activity) were measuredcontinuously during the exercise
and for 6 min after the exercise. TheExperiment group of smoking quitters was tested two
days and a day beforequitting (D-2, D-1) according to pre-arranged test protocol. For the
fairness,the number of times and schedule of testing were identically applied to controlgroup.
These tests were conducted for 1-2months. We checked the short-termeffect of smoking
cessation by analyzing the acquired data on experiment andcontrol group.Result: As the result
of the testing, we found out that there was nosignificant difference of pattern and its gradient
of the heart rate recoveryof the non-smokers. But there was significant difference between
before andafter smoking cessation of the smoking quitters. We could conclude thatquitting
smoke makes heart rate recovery faster. However, there are nosignificant differences on VO2,
VCO2, VE, PAEE between two groups. Conclusion: According to the results of the smoking
quitters, HRR(Heart raterecovery) of the post-smoking cessation is faster than pre-smoking
cessation.However, if the smoking cessation became longer, the gradient of smokingquitters’
heart rate recovery could be similar to the non-smokers’.Furthermore, it is worth studying
about the smokers for the other side ofcontrol group.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
PB1

Telemedicine assisted Secondary Prevention with Individual Forecasting based on ECG
Monitoring
Nandor Balogh*, Sandor Khoor, Katalin Fugedi, Mate Khoor, Ildiko Simon, Gusztav Florian and
Pal Kern
The aim of our study was to apply complex methods (correlation dimension (CD ornamed D2)
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and Classification and Regression Trees (CART) analysis) for theindividual forecasting of
ventricular tachycardia (VT) and death intelemedicine setting during the cardiac rehabilitation
of postinfarctionpatients. Eighty-eight postinfarction patients were monitored monthly with
ourmobile, 24 hour, one-channel ECG equipment with a store-and-forward technique.In case
of lowering the CD under the cut-off value, an immediate medical visitwas performed. In the
same patient group, the predictive accuracy oftime-frequency HRV variables for ventricular
tachycardia (VT), wavelet (W)decomposition parameters from level 2 (W2) to level 256
(W256)) obtained fromnocturnal ECG monitoring were analyzed. The Daubechies-4 W
transform was used.For each record, the W coefficients were calculated on sets of 512
RRintervals, giving eight separate levels of analysis named W2, W4, W8, W16, W32,W64,
W128 and W256. The variability power, level by level, was calculated asthe sum of squares of
the coefficients. Using ROC curves analysis, the bestvariable was W32 (W 0.799, p<0.0001),
followed by W16 (W 0.722, p<0.0001). TheCART methodology generated a decision tree for
VT prediction including alllevels of W coefficients, from W2 to W256 with a sensitivity
reaching 84.5% anda specificity of 91.9%. During the 5 years follow-up 88 patients
(age:67,4±9.4, M/F: 48/40, ejection fraction >0.35) with Telemedicine Management(TM+),
and 94 age-matched postinfarction control group (age: 65,1±8.3 M/F:50/44, ejection fraction
>0.35) without Telemedicine Management (TM-), werestudied. 9 deaths in the TM+, and 21 in
the TM- group were observed (p<0.01).The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative
predictive accuracy of theCD values was 66.4, 79.5, 64.1, 83.7%. The CD cut-off value of 1.9
showedsignificant difference (< 0,001) by the Kaplan-Meier survival curves.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
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Assessment of Cardiac Autonomic State Based on RR and QT Interval Series and Symbolic
Analysis
Jing Zhang* and Yi Peng
This project is aimed to explore the possibility in assessing cardiac autonomicstate according
to the consistency of heart rate variability (HRV) and QTvariability (QTV) indexes in normal
subjects. Fantasia Database was used totest the age and sex differences, and Normal Sinus
Rhythm Database to test thecircadian rhythm difference. From each long term RR interval
(RRI) series(lasting 2 h) selected from the records in the two databases, 2 000 epochs of100
beats short term RRI series were selected and the corresponding QT interval(QTI) series were
selected as well. For each short term RRI and QTI series, thesymbolic dynamic indexes (0V%
and 2UV%) were calculated to get the pairedindexes. Then, the probability density function
for them was calculated and themutual information was estimated based on the function.
Differences in age, sexand circadian rhythm were analyzed .using paired t test. 0V% of RRI
seriesincreased significantly with age, while 2UV% decreased significantly with age.For RRI
and QTI series respectively, 0V% was weaker in daytime than nighttime,2UV% stronger in
daytime than nighttime; There were no sex differences in theabove cases. While the mutual
information of paired HRV and QTV indexes had nosignificant difference according to age, sex
and circadian rhythm. Instead ofconcerning only one kind of time interval series, the measure
of characterizingthe consistency of QTV and HRV is expected to reduce the influence
ofindividual difference of the normal and highlight the influence of certainpathological states,
providing more potential to find clinical application.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
11:00
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Effect of Window Lengths on the Analysis of Cardiorespiratory Synchronization
Lin-Sen Pon*, Chih-Hsiang Tsou, Jong-Chih Chien, Jun-Jih Liang and Tsair Kao
The cardiac and respiratory rhythms interact weakly with each other and mayexhibit a
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synchronous behavior in the human body. The mutually coupledrelationship is investigated by
analyzing the biological electrocardiogram(ECG) and respiration signals. In general, the
relationship between these twotypes of signals is non-stationary, irregular and somewhat
chaotic.Consequently, it is hard to use the widely applied Fourier transform or anyother
stationary processes to analyze the data. Respiration and cardiac rhythmalike are periodical in
themselves. Signals of these two physiological systemsexhibit similar patterns and the change
in individual rhythm may affect on oneanother. Instead of processing the whole set of data,
only certain well-definedevents are selected for processing. Comparing the phase variations of
theselected signatures between the two signals periods of cardiorespiratorysynchronization
can be identified. The contiguous ‘R’ peaks of heartbeatare picked out and the phase
difference of two adjacent peaks is set to 2p.The starting points of respiratory signal are used
as the zero-phase points andthe phases within two continuous signals are linearly interpolated
in the rangeof 2p. This derived phase information is related to the instantaneous
radianfrequency for each one. By inspecting the existence of R peaks and differentrespiratory
cycles, the cardiorespiratory synchrogram is presented. Gammaevaluation method (? n,m) is
used to quantify the strength ofcardiorespiratory synchronization. This method processes a
selected windowlength of data and calculates the degree of interaction. The analysis of
thesynchronization between cardiac and respiratory rhythms is presented and theeffects of
using different window lengths on ? n,m are discussed. Experimentalresults and the
corresponding cardiorespiratory synchrogram are presented todemonstrate the
cardiorespiratory synchronization.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Time Course of the Occurrences of Acute Cardiovascular Events in the Italian City of Brindisi
Rita Balocchi*, Alberto Macerata, Emilio Antonio Luca Gianicolo, Cristina Mangia, Marco
Cervino and Clara Carpeggiani
Ecological and analytical studies on mortality and morbidity in Brindisi, asouthern Italian city
at high risk of environment crisis, reported significantexcesses concerning all and specific
causes of death. Focusing on cardiacpathology, we investigated the time course of the daily
occurrences of acutecardiovascular events (OCE) leading to unscheduled hospitalization of
subjectsresident in Brindisi, during years 2001-2008.Methods. OCE series was analyzed by
Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA). DFA is a tool of analysis suitable to quantify the
correlation properties of aprocess by computing a scaling exponent alpha, 0<=1.5. To destroy
thetemporal structure of the data, DFA was repeated over a set of thousandrealizations of
randomly shuffled OCE; the 95th percentile of the distributionof their alpha exponents
(alpha95) was computed for evaluating the hypothesisof detecting a random behavior of
OCE.Results. DFA of OCE showed two scaling regions with a crossover at n~30days, with
alpha1=0.52 and alpha2=0.74, below and above n respectively. Theshuffling produced a
unique scaling with alpha95=0.54. These results indicatelack of short-term correlation and
presence of long-term positive correlationamong original data, and uncorrelation of the
surrogates. Conclusions. Four aspects can be pointed out: 1) Randomness could be whatone
expects: no link exists among events, they occur randomly; 2) OCE is not acompletely random
series; 3) What about positive correlation? As reported in arecent case crossover study in
which the association between OCE and airpollution in Brindisi was analyzed, air pollutants
concentrations can play arole: increase/decrease of OCE following persistent high/low levels
of airpollution; 4) The two OCE scaling regions can be the effect of different timecourses
related to subjects gender and age: hence the necessity of an analysisby separate categories.
All the above hypotheses are currently underinvestigation.
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A Mathematical Model For Artificial Generating Of HRV Based On Integral Pulse Frequency
Modulation With Chaotic Threshold
Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo*, Naser Safdarian, Gholamreza Attarodi and Yousef Jafarnia
Dabanloo
Developing a mathematical model for the artificial generation of heart ratevariability (HRV)
signal has been widely investigated by many research-ers. HRVsignal is a useful tool for the
evaluation of cardiovascular system andautonomy nerves. In this paper we present a
developed Integral Pulse FrequencyModulation (IPFM) model for generating such artificial
HRV sig-nals. The heartrate (HR), which is the inverse of the RR-interval, directly affects the
bloodpressure. The autonomic nerve system (ANS) is responsible for short-termregulation of
the blood pressure. The ANS uses two subsystems, the sympatheticand parasympathetic
systems. The HR may be increased by sympathetic activity ordecreased by parasympathetic
activity. The balance between the effects of thesympathetic and parasympathetic systems is
referred to as the sympathovagalbalance and is believed to be reflected in the beat-to-beat
changes of thecardiac cycle.We can use spectral analysis of HRV to investigate the effects of
sympa-theticand parasympathetic activities on HR. We see three main bands of VLF, LF andHF.
In this research we have tried to artificially produce normal HRV and forseveral diseases
related to autonomic control of HR with a pre-defined powerspectrum density. We use Chaotic
threshold rather than fix or random thresholdfor the IPFM block. In our model, power
spectrum of HRV is very close to realHRV signals, and we could achieve more conformity
between a mathematical modeland real conditions by applying of Chaotic series based on
various Chaotic mapson threshold level of IPFM model. We show comparison of these different
chaoticmaps in the output signals. The results were closely correlated with the realdata which
confirm the effective-ness of the proposed model. This Model can beused in new generation of
artificial HRV signal in pacemakers.

PB1: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Time-Frequency Analysis of Heart Rate Variability in Neonatal Piglets Exposed to Hypoxia
Shiying Dong*, Mostefa Mesbah, Barbara E Lingwood, John M O’ Toole and Boualem Boashash
A large inter-individual variation has been observed in the cardiovascularresponse to hypoxia
in newborns. To determine whether the autonomic nervoussystem (ANS) plays any role in this
variation, heart rate variability (HRV)analysis was used to assess the ANS response to hypoxia
in ventilated newbornpiglets. Due to the nonstationary nature of HRV signals and the
inaccuracy ofthe widely used pre-defined neonatal HRV frequency bands, we utilizedtime-
frequency distribution (TFD) to analyze piglet HRV. The most importantinformation in the TFD
of the HRV is contained in the instantaneous frequency(IF) and instantaneous power (IP) of
the time-frequency components. Weestimated the IF and IP by an image processing
technique comprisingthresholding and component linking.In the six newborn piglets exposed
to hypoxia, the low frequency (LF) componentof HRV was located between 0.03-0.04 Hz and
showed no significant differencefrom that before hypoxia (p=0.0951). The power of the LF
component, reflectingsympathetic activity under hypoxic condition, increased during the first
5minutes of hypoxia and then dropped to baseline levels rapidly. There was noassociation
between LF power and heart rate responses to hypoxia among theanimals. These results
suggest that the sympathetic nervous system contributesto the initial cardiovascular response
to hypoxia but is unable to sustain thiscontribution. This is potentially attributed to the
immaturity of the neuralpathway.
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Heartbeat Dynamics from a Microcanonical Multifractal Approach
Oriol Pont*, Michel Haissaguerre, Hussein Yahia, Nicolas Derval and Meleze Hocini
Heartbeat dynamics is a complex system. To characterize it properly, advancednonlinear
signal-processing methods are needed. In this context, recentdevelopments on reconstructible
signals and multiscale information content haveled to the Microcanonical Multifractal
Formalism (MMF). The MMF providessignal-analysis techniques particularly suited to heartbeat
dynamics. Inparticular, electrocardiogram signals and electric potential in theendocardium
allows detecting slow-changing transitions. Detecting regimetransition could be used for early
warning and treatment of cardiacarrhythmias.Heart rhythm is formed through complex
synchronization processes betweenpacemaker cells and consequently displays chaotic rate
fluctuations. Thesefluctuations are tiny compared to average interbeat intervals, so the
sinusrhythm appear as mainly periodic, but fluctuations around this main periodfollow
structured complex dynamics. Moreover, the characterization of thesefluctuations is of vital
importance in detecting signs of transition to anarrhythmia, despite appearing regular.The
human heart has a complex structure and a complex electrical activity.Cardiac action potential
is led by polarization of pacemaker cells. These cellsare not homogeneous, but mainly
concentrate on nodes (sinoatrial andatrioventricular), and the Purkinje fibers that innervate
the whole ventricularmyocardium. The action of pacemaker cells controlling systoles and
diastoles inan organized manner to ensure the optimal pumping.Early studies of interbeat
fluctuations found them to have a multifractalscale-invariant structure, which is the result of a
complex synchronizationprocess in the hierarchical network of pacemaker cells. The resulting
signalreflects the network topology generating it, and that is why the MMF becomesespecially
suitable for the analysis of this dynamic structure. In particular,a analysis based on the
singularity exponents and the optimal wavelet allows adirect access to the geometric
characteristics of the multiscale behavior. Thismethodology is known to give more accurate
estimation of the tails of thesingularity spectrum and is generally more robust on empirical
data. Havingaccurate estimates is of paramount importance to anticipate as much as
possiblewhen the heartbeat starts to drift from the healthy behavior.
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Effect of Tracheal Intubation on the Morphology of Photoplethysmographic Pulse
Xuan Wang*, Xinzhong Chen, Shuming Ye, Ying Feng, Lingxiao Hou, Chao Huang and Hang
Chen
Photoplethysmogram (PPG) of pulse wave has been proposed for analge-siamonitoring
recently with most attentions paid to its magnitude and littleattention to its morphology.
Therefore, effect of nociceptive stimuli on themorphology of PPG was studied using a
morphological parameter named area ratio(AR). Fifty patients, ASA I or II, scheduled for
laparoscopy surgery undergeneral anaesthesia were enrolled. They were anaesthetized using
pro-pofol andremifentanil, and their PPG signals were recorded. Tracheal intuba-tion wasused
as nociceptive stimuli. Off-line analysis showed that the mor-phology ofPPG was influenced by
the intubation. The AR increased during intubation andreturned to the initial level. Its
distributions before intubation(0.687±0.153) and during intubation 0.862±0.125)were very
highlysignifi-cantly different (P<0.001) according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test.The results
indicated that the morphology of PPG could be influenced by stimuliand also had potential for
analgesia monitoring as the magnitude of PPG.
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Deriving Respiration from the Pulse Photoplethysmographic Signal
Jesús Lázaro, Eduardo Gil*, Raquel Bailón and Pablo Laguna
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A method for respiratory signal estimation from the pulse photoplethysmographic(PPG) signal
is presented. The method is based on combination of threeparameters present in this signal:
pulse rate variability, pulse amplitudevariability and pulse width variability.Evaluation is
performed over a database containing electrocardiographic (ECG),PPG and respiratory signals
simultaneously recorded in 17 subjects during atilt table test, obtaining a respiratory rate
estimation error of 0.33±8.39%(1.45±16.44 mHz). These results are comparable or
outperform those obtainedfrom other methods which involve the ECG, so it is possible to have
reliablerespiration estimates from just the PPG.

PB3: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Quantitative Assessment for Confluent Plaque Area Related to Diagnostic IVUS-VH Images
Klaudia Czopek* and Jacek Jakala
Virtual histology modality is a commercially available radiofrequency (RF)signal-based tissue
composition analysis tool. It uses in-depth analysis of thebackscattered RF-signal in order to
provide a detailed description of theatheromatous plaque composition. The amount of one
type of tissue (NecroticCore) which is confluent (merging together so as to form a
homogeneous mass) isan important marker in diagnosis of various medical conditions.
SometimesNecrotic Core is scattered through whole plaque, but the Confluent NecroticCore
that borders the Lumen is medically relevant (TCFA, CaTCFA). Measurementof plaque area and
span are the most important in assessment how dangerousplaque could be.The goal of
custom-developed complementary software was to maximize theautomation of these
measurements, giving the analyst only the relevantinformation and presenting the final
results. Computer software Macro-Plaquehas been developed to provide quantitative
assessment of confluent plaque areaand other parameters related to diagnostic IVUS/IVUS-
VH images. Macro-Plaque isspecifically designed to be used within the ImageJ working
environment due toits intuitive graphical interface and functions useful in image analysis. For
the purpose of Macro Plaque validation a phantom image has been used. Thedesign concept of
this image phantom was for it to closely resemble the imagesMacro Plaque has been designed
to analyze. Fifty measurements were carried outin order to perform statistical analysis.
Results can lead to a conclusion thatfor this specific resolution of the images, best
measurement results areobtained for regions of interest larger than about 1 mm2, yielding a
percentageerror of less than 1%. The key factor determining the difference betweenmeasured
values and image phantom dimensions is the image resolution, thereforeit is suggested to
increase the resolution of exported images that are intendedfor Macro Plaque analysis in
order to provide better precision.

PB3: Wednesday, 21 September, 2011
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Effects of Voltage-Sensitive Dye di-4-ANEPPS on Isolated Rat Heart Electrogram
Katerina Fialova*, Jana Kolarova, Ivo Provaznik and Marie Novakova
Although the classical suction microelectrodes are still considered goldenstandard for
recording of monophasic action potentials, there are various newmethods enabling to record
electrical changes from small area on the heartsurface. One of them is recording of cardiac
electrical activity usingvoltage-sensitive dyes (VSDs) by optical method. VSDs exhibit
largefluorescence and/or absorption changes that vary with changes of the
membranepotential. Staining of the heart with the dye should not result inpharmacological or
toxic effects to the preparation. Data about response of theheart to staining with VSD are
scarce. In order to determine this response inclassical biomodel in basic cardiology, we
followed arrythmia-precedingparameters in isolated rat heart electrogram during staining with
VSDdi-4-ANEPPS and washout periods.Three Wistar rats were included in this study. Each
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experiment consisted ofheart isolation, control perfusion, staining and washout. The isolated
heartswere perfused according to Langendorff at constant pressure (80mmHg) withKrebs-
Henseleit solution (37°C, 1.25mM Ca2+). During the experiment,electrogram by touch-less
method was recorded. Off-line analysis comprisedassessment of RR interval, QT interval and
QTc interval. All parameters werenormalized to the end of control. The type and incidence of
arrhythmias wereevaluated and the hearts were assigned Lambeth score (expressing severity
ofarrhythmias).Perfusion with di-4-ANEPPS caused specific changes of electrograms in
allexamined hearts. AV-blockades and single ventricular extrasystoles wereobserved during
staining and disappeared during washout. Two hearts reachedscore 1 during staining.
Normalized RR interval lengthened at the beginning ofstaining, then gradually decreased and
restored during washout. QT and QTcinterval slightly prolonged during staining and a recovery
was observed inwashout.We conclude that VSD triggered certain electrophysiological changes
in ratisolated hearts and that these changes were insignificant and
mostlyreversible.Supported by GACR 102/07/1473 and MSM 0021622402.
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Feasibility Assessment of Atrial Septal Defect by 3D Echocardiographic Vritual Endoscopy
Haihong Xue*, Kun Sun, Jianguo Yu, and Binjin Chen
Congenital heart disease is the most common cause of death in infants.Conventional two-
dimensional echocardiography (2DE) is a safe and nonin-vasivediagnostic tool providing
spatial cardiac information. However, 2DE images onlyprovide two-dimensional plane
information. The cardiologists make analysis anddiagnosis from multiple 2DE images requires
a mental 3D reconstruction.Three-dimensional echocardiography may provide reliable
information thantwo-dimensional methods and improve comprehension of anatomic
relationship,especially in the case of complex congenital heart dis-eases. However, it's apuzzle
how to establish an optimal method for 3D echocardiography onreconstruction of inner heart
structure by which quickly presentation ofvarious heart malformations and defining complex
spatial relationships.Employing virtual endoscopy to capture realistic views of the cardiac
anatomy,VE is expected to solve this difficult problem. This paper introduces a
novelvisualization method which we call “three-dimensional echocardiographicintracardiac
endoscopic simulation system (3DE IESS)” using 3Dechocardiography images. The purpose of
the study was attempted to evaluate thefeasibility and accuracy of the 3D echocardiographic
virtual endoscopy inAtrial Septal Defect (ASD). In this study an improved fuzzy C-means
clusteringalgorithm brFCM was adopted to accelerate the speed of the FCM algorithm, aswell
as the equivalent calculation results of the traditional method. 3DEmeasurements for ASD
were performed in 10 of porcine heart models and 16patients. All data compared with
independently measured data. The results showthat all heart models are reconstructed
successfully and the imagevisualization are satisfied. Good correlations were obtained
between areameasured by VE and actual area. The maximum and minimum diameter
measured by VEwere also correlated well measured data.(r>0.95, P<0.01)In conclusion,3DE
IESS is a new technique in the field of mea-surement of ASD in congenitalheart disease.
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Calculation of the Translesional Pressure Gradients on Coronary Stenosis by Combining Three-
dimensional Coronary Angiography Parameters with Frame Count Data
Zsolt Koszegi*, Balázs Tar, Sándor Ember, Péter Lugosi, Zoltán Béres, János Sánta, Mariann
Sváb, Sándor Bakk and Péter Polgár
Background: Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is the ratio of the intracoronarypressure distally to
the stenosis divided by the proximal pressure duringvasodilatation. It has great clinical
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importance in cases of intermediatecoronary artery stenosis. Aim: Determining the
tranlesional pressure gradients, based on the datacalculated from the 3D coronary
angiography and the frame count method usingclassic fluid dynamic equations and to compare
them with the measured values.Methods: FFR measurements were performed on 15 coronary
segments of 10 patientsby PressureWire™ Certus and RadiAnalyser equipment. 3D
reconstructions of thesame segments were performed by the IC30 software of the Axiom Artis
(Siemens)X-ray machine, and the cross-sectional area stenosis (AS) (%), the length ofthe
lesion (L) (mm), the minimal lumen area (MLA) (mm2), the plaque volume (PV)(%) and the
distal reference area (dRefA) (mm2) were determined. The flowvelocity (mm/s) was assessed
by the frame count on the coronary angiographyafter administration of 6 ml contrast material
(Scanlux) with 3ml/s rate byACIST™ Injection System. Vessel length was determined on the
3Dreconstruction.Pressure gradients (Hgmm) were calculated on the basis of the fluid
dynamicequations: dP= Q(Rp+QRt), where Rp= 0,75 x L / MLA2 and Rt= 3,76x (1/MLA -
1/dRef A)2, Q(volumetric flow)(ml/s) = flow velocity x dRefA.Results: Regression analysis
demonstrated significant relationship between thecalculated and measured resting
distal/proximal pressure ratio (r=0.66;p=0.007). Tight correlation was found between the
calculated and measured FFR(assuming twofold volumetric flow during vasodilatation)
(r=0.88; p<0.001).Among the 3D parameters only the AS and the PV showed significant
correlationwith the FFR (r=0.62 and 0.71; p=0.013 and 0.003, respectively).Conclusions: The
calculation of pressure gradients by fluid dynamic equationsusing 3D coronary angiography
and frame count data can predict the functionalflow consequence of a stenosis.
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Segmentation of Nuclear Medicine tri-dimensional images using Anscombe transformation
Edward Flórez Pacheco* and Sergio Furuie
Nuclear Medicine images, in general, present poor signal to noise ratio, mostlydue to low
counts and Poisson noise. The success of segmentation may beimproved if relevant
information of the input image is enhanced. Our aim wasto verify segmentation improvement
due to adequate filters. Basically, allimages were submitted to Anscombe Transform, filtered
using Lee filter andinverse Anscombe Transform, then were segmented using Fuzzy Connected
methodand finally compared to expected results. This study simulated real imagesobtained in
Nuclear Medicine, as the volume of the left ventricle of the heart(128x128x128 voxels), thus
Poisson quantic noise was incorporated in thesimulation.The analysis used the following
parameters: True Positive (TP) rate and FalsePositive (FP) rate, and Maximum Distance
(MaxDist) to the expected contour. Forthe assessment we used 30 tri-dimensional images
with different dimensions(volume, wall thickness) and different instances of Poisson noise,
divided inthree groups: Group I – 10 tri-dimensional images of adult males, Group II– 10 tri-
dimensional images of adult females and Group III – 10tri-dimensional images of children.
Figure 2 shows, qualitatively, theimprovements on a slice of one of the analyzed
volumes.Table 1 shows a consolidated of the results obtained from the validation of theimage
processing, highlighting the usefulness of Anscombe/Lee filter, andshowing the superiority of
the segmentation values due to the proposed process.Further investigations will involve real
tri-dimensional images.
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Automatic Right Ventricle Segmentation from Magnetic Resonance Images using Shape-
Specific Statistical Model
Mohammed S ElBaz*, Ahmed S Fahmy and Nael F Osman
Right ventricle (RV) role in cardiac evaluation has been underestimated forlong years as
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opposed to Left Ventricle (LV). Recently, many studies havedemonstrated the prognostic value
of the RV function in cardiovascular diseasessuch as heart failure, RV myocardial infarction,
congenital heart disease andpulmonary hypertension. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) can
provide clearimages of the RV at any required cross-section that allow quantitativeassessment
of the RV morphology, volume and function. Nevertheless, thisrequires manual delineation of
the RV borders throughout the cardiac cycle,which is a tedious and time consuming process.
Most of the automaticsegmentation techniques have been devoted to LV or LV in conjunction
with RV,but not RV in particular, resulting in lower performance of RV segmentationresults
compared to LV. However, the RV border segmentation is a challengingtask because of the
coarse trabeculations that cross the RV cavity which aredifficult to outline because of their
complex shape (especially in patientswith Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM)). To handle
these RV complex shapechallenges, we propose a method for automatic RV segmentation that
is based onthe RV shape-specific variations. First, a point distribution model (PDM) of
57points is built to represent the different RV shapes from a short-axis cine MRIdataset of 18
subjects (7 Normal and 11 with HCM). Then, the principalcomponent analysis is used, within
the Active shape model (ASM) framework, tocapture the most important modes of shape
variations in the training dataset.Finally, an iterative ASM searching procedure is used to
locate the instance inthe test images that best matches the PDM. The method is applied to
theaforementioned dataset and the comparison with manual segmentation using 5-foldcross-
validation showed that our results outperforms previous RV segmentationresults yielding 99%
accuracy, 98% sensitivity and 92% specificity.
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Z-score Transformation of T-wave Morphology Values to a Standardized Scale
Claus Graff, Jimmi Nielsen, Jørgen K Kanters, Egon Toft, Johannes Jan Struijk and Samuel Emil
Schmidt*
Drugs that prolong the QTc interval to clinically relevant magnitudes arelikely to be
proarrhythmic if they also produce relevant changes in themorphology of repolarization
waveforms. Concurrent analyses of QTc and theT-wave Morphology Combination Score (MCS)
have already shown how this approachcan improve characterization of repolarization effects
for a number of drugs. In this study we develop a transformation of MCS values to
standardized T-waveMorphology scores (TWM) which have the important advantage of being
directlycomparable to QTc. We then examined the relative merits of assessing changes inTWM
values in addition to QTcF for 37 schizophrenia subjects exposed tosertindole, a drug which is
not considered acceptably safe as a broad treatmentof schizophrenia. We used 10.491 baseline
and placebo ECG recordings from fourphase 1 studies of 171 healthy subjects to convert QTcF
and MCS measurements totheir respective z-score equivalents by subtraction of the mean
(mn) andsubsequent division by the standard deviation (sd) of the data. Theback-
transformation from z-scores to QTcF was then applied to the z-scores forMCS to get TWM
values with the same mean and standard deviation as the QTcFdata. The full transformation of
MCS is thus given as: TWM =[MCS-MCS(mn)]QTcF(sd)/MCS(sd)+QTcF(mn).Sertindole had a
more pronounced effect on TWM compared to QTcF: 31 vs. 19 msrespectively, p<0.05. No
patient had a QTcF > 500 ms at baseline or duringsertindole exposure. In contrast, 4 subjects
had TWM values above 500 aftersotalol administration. Five patients experienced TWM
changes above 60, whereasno QTcF changes of this magnitude were observed.Provided that
the TWM measure of T-wave morphology has general validity for theidentification of harmful
drugs, this biomarker might be useful by itself, orin combination with QTc in estimating drug-
related proarrhythmic potential.
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A Unified Low Computational QRS Detection-Delineation Algorithm Designed for
Implementation on PDA and Mobile Phones
Ali Golmirzaei*, Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad, Hossein Naseri, Ali Ghaffari, Mohammad
Aghaee, Amir Hosseini Sabzevari and Mohammad Mahdi Daevaeiha
Due to existence of measurement noise, holter systems with different samplingfrequencies,
uncalibrated data, motion artifacts, appearance of arrhythmia andbaseline wander, accuracy of
the ECG signal event detection-delineationalgorithm is reduced significantly. On the other
hand if the computationalburden of a QRS detection-delineation algorithm is high, the method
will not beappropriate for some devices such as personal digital assistant (PDA) andmobile
phones. This paper presents a noise robust algorithm to detect anddelineate QRS complexes
of holter ECG signal with affordable computationalcost. To this end, after application of
appropriate preprocessing stages, byusing the average of slopes of lines drawn from a
reference point in the midlocation of a sliding window to other points in the window, thetime-
differentiation of signal was fulfilled. Numerous tests pointed out thatthe maximum values of
the absolute signal derivative indicate presence of QRScomplexes. Therefore, the location of
maximum-slope samples can be called as Rlocation. Afterwards, an interval was selected
surrounding the R locations withenough duration for including certainly probable S and Q
events. Next, a windowwas slid in this interval and the standard deviation (std) of signal in
thiswindow was calculated. A sequential ascending-descending behavior of the stdtrend in
this window is an indicative of existence of Q and S locations. Thepresented algorithm was
applied to 500,000 holter ECG beats (acquired andrecorded by the medset Cardiolight holter
system-sampling frequency 1000 Hz),and the following merits and capabilities were
concluded: having the advantageof running on mobile phones (processing speed about 2000
samples/second for 123MHz processor of an ordinary mobile phone), Se=99.26%,
P+=99.87%, robustnessagainst ambulation noise, capability of working with different
samplingfrequencies and high efficiency for working with uncalibrated data.
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Determination of Optimal Electrode Positions of a Wearable ECG Monitoring System for
Detection of Myocardial Ischemia: A Simulation Study
Axel Loewe, Walther H W Schulze, Yuan Jiang*, Mathias Wilhelms and Olaf Dössel
Myocardial ischemia is one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality. Itis of high
importance to detect ischemic events in its early stage to allow foran optimum patient care.
High numbers of electrodes constrain the mobility ofthe patient. However, a certain number is
needed to detect myocardial ischemiareliably. We propose an ECG monitoring system with a
minimal number ofelectrodes.Optimal electrode positions are determined by means of
computer simulationusing a cellular automaton. We modeled the spatially heterogeneous
effects ofmyocardial ischemia 10 min after its onset by altering 4
electrophysiologicalparameters: action potential amplitude and duration, conduction velocity
aswell as resting membrane voltage. These parameters were extracted frommonodomain
simulations using ten Tusscher’s cell model with modificationsconsidering the biochemical
impact of acute myocardial ischemia. Both,transmural heterogeneity and the transition from
the central ischemic zone tohealthy tissue (border zone) were considered in the simulations
and modeled asindependent variables in the automaton. ST segments obtained by an FEM-
basedforward calculation showed good agreement with monodomain simulations.
Theinvestigation was performed on three patient models. The optimization resultssuggest the
monitoring system to include 3 electrodes for the detection ofmyocardial ischemia based on
ST segment deviation from the physiological case.Even though optimum electrode positions
show inter-individual scattering, onecommon configuration shows the highest sensitivity with
respect to detection ofischemia using 765 synthetic signals. The signals used to validate
electrodepositions comprise ischemic regions with different transmural extents in all 17AHA
segments. We show which ischemic ECGs can be detected given a realisticSNR, false positive
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rate and maximum response time of the system.
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Performance Challenges in Current Multi-lead Electrocardiogram QRS Detection Systems
Maxim Dashouk, Zhe Zhang, Carolyn Lall and Yu Chen*
Modern QRS detectors in patient monitoring system must provide accurate resultseven
interfering noise is being present. This task is also complicated byheterogeneous and non-
uniform nature of patient population. Certain beatmorphologies demand significant increase in
complexity of the beat detectionalgorithms. At the same time, it is important to take system-
wide approach tothe beat detection problem and include artifact rejection and
baselinecorrection challenges. Here we argue the importance of such approach to be ableto
successfully handle non-trivial input data. We also explain how thisapproach can improve the
QRS detection performance in commercial patientmonitoring systems. The performance
benchmarks are presented by being tested onproprietary and public ECG databases.
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A Novel Multi-lead Method for Clustering Ventricular Ectopic Heartbeats
Constanza Lehmann* and Antoun Khawaja
An ectopic heartbeat initiated by the ventricles is considered as prematureventricular
contraction (PVC) beat. For any individual, unifocal PVCs aretypically monomorphic, whereas
multifocal PVCs have polymorph contour. Theectopic rate especially of multimorphic PVCs is
significantly associated withsudden death and many other main arrhythmic events. In order to
group PVCs upontheir morphology a robust clustering method has been developed.In this
work, the already existing approach of combining Principal ComponentAnalysis (PCA) and Self
Organizing Maps (SOM) for patient specific beatclustering is used and optimized to deal with a
variable number of leads and toattenuate artifacts:Using the discrete Wavelet Transform for
every detected and isolated PVCcertain approximation coefficients are selected. Afterwards a
PCA is performedon these coefficients separately for every lead. The weight vectors of
arepresentative number of principal components are the input of a SOM. Choosingthe size of
the SOM to 7x7 enables to distinguish among 49 classes; hand inhand with HES® HOLTER.
The output of the SOM, a reduced representation of thedata, is the input for agglomerative
hierarchical clustering usingcentroid-distance. The presence of an “elbow” in the intra
clusterdissimilarity function relative to the number of clusters indicates a sharpchange in
homogeneity of the merged clusters. In the case of several elbows, the corresponding cluster
numbers are candidatesfor optimal clustering. Using a “resolution index” most promising
clustergroups (up to six) are organized in an ascending order according to theircluster
number. The algorithm is tested on manually annotated multi-lead records using threeleads.
The performance is evaluated visually, since no reference data for PVCclustering is available.
All major classes are successfully identified using aresolution index of only three.
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Automobile Driver Recognition Under Different Physiological Conditions using
Electrocardiogram
Khairul Sidek* and Ibrahim Khalil
This paper presents a person identification mechanism for automobile driversunder different
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physiological states which are rest, highway and cityconditions. A total of 17 subjects were
used in this study from the StressRecognition in Automobile Drivers public ECG database
(DRIVEDB) available inPhysioNet. Discrete Wavelet Transform was applied to reveal useful
and hiddeninformation in the ECG signal which are not readily available in the timedomain
representation. Features are extracted based on set of coefficientsproduced due to the
wavelet decomposition process. This feature sets were thenused in Radial Basis Function
(RBF) for classification purposes to show thevalidity of using ECG to differentiate among
individuals. Our experimentationresults suggest that person identification is possible by
obtaining 97%classification accuracy which indicates the robustness of ECG
biometricimplemented under different physiological conditions.
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ECG amplitude Modulation in the Very-Low-Frequency Band in Patients with Angina Pectoris
Alejandro Alcaine Otin, Raquel Bailón Luesma, Daniel Romero Pérez, Esther Pueyo Paules and
Pablo Laguna* Lasaosa
Some patients admitted for prolonged elective Percutaneous CoronaryIntervention (PCI) with
stable angina pectoris (STAFF III dataset) presents incontrol recordings before PCI, a very low
frequency modulation in QRS amplitudemeasured through upward (IUS) and downward (IDS)
QRS slopes, of uncertainorigin.QRS slopes has been used for quantifying depolarization
isquemia-inducedchanges on the electrocardiogram (ECG). They have been shown to be a
robustsurrogate of amplitude variations on the QRS complex. The modulation frequencylies
between 0.01Hz and 0.07Hz, here denoted as modulation band (MB) which is akind of
modification of the usually studied VLF band,and in most cases itcoincides with very low or
low frequency components in heart rate variability(HRV). The slopes of the QRS complex were
computed from a lead derived fromtheVectocardiogram (VCG) by projecting it onto the
dominant direction (meanelectrical axis). Area of the power spectra in the MB and in the
typical High Frequency (HF) bandwas measured. Results are: power in MB (PMB) and in HF
band (PHF) for IDS weresignificantly higher than in IUS (p < 0.05); in addition, PHF/PMB
ratio was notstatistically different between IUS and IDS. This suggests that this
modulationshould have additional origin than respiratory modulations, since respirationshould
affect equally IUS than IDS. This additional mechanism could come fromdifferential autonomic
nervous system (ANS) effects on the upstroke and earlyrepolarization phase of cardiac action
potentials, responsible of the upslopeand downslope QRS complex, respectively.For those
recordings where the same modulation was found in HRV and slopesseries, the ratio PHF/PMB
in both HR and slopes, was computed. This ratio ismuch larger in slopes (a factor 27)
evidencing that whatever the origin the MBcontribution is, it is much lower, in relative terms,
at the slopes than atHRV. This is probably given by the fact that HRV at MB is affected by
otherfactors. The origin of the observed oscillations is unclear and could berelated to
parasympathetic stimulation in the MB and reflected on slope throughrespiration.
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Biometric Identification of Individuals Based on ECG. Which Conditions?
Fabienne Porée*, Antoine Gallix and Guy Carrault
Biometric systems have for objective to perform identification, or verificationof identity, of
individuals. They rely on the hypothesis that exist moresimilarities between two recordings of
a same individual than from twodifferent individuals. In the context of verification, an identity
is firstannounced by the subject, his signal is compared to signals owning to him andthe
decision consists is accepting or rejecting the proclaimed identity. In thecontext of
identification, the signal is compared to a database, and the higherscore provides the identity
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of the subject. Human ECG has been recentlyproposed as an additional tool for biometric
applications. However, most of theexisting studies are set in supine rest and only consider the
QRS morphology,most of the time after feature extraction of the ECG. As recently proposed
byother authors, we prefer to perform pattern recognition by comparing ECGshapes. This
paper is focused on identification and can be viewed as acontinuation of a previous paper,
presented in CIC2009 and devoted toverification. Experiments were conducted on a database
containing 95 12-leadsECG, from 11 normal subjects, recorded in three different
experimentalconditions (supine rest, standing, exercise), and repeated up to four times,over
16 months. We calculate the correlation coefficient between a shape comingfrom an unknown
individual and all the shapes of the database. We evaluate alsothe influence of the recording
conditions, the shape length (from QRS toQ-PQRS-T) and the number of leads (from 1 to 12).
Several experiments wereperformed. Best results (97% of good identification) are obtained
using thewhole database with an optimal shape length of 300ms and 12 leads. In
moredifficult contexts (only one lead, non optimal shape length, not all therecording
conditions in the database) performances remain above 80%.
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Vectorcardiographic Changes during Exercise Test - Correlates to Lactate and Anaerobic
Threshold
Jukka A Lipponen*, Valerie Gladwell, Hannu Kinnunen, Pasi A Karjalainen and Mika P
Tarvainen
Recently it have been found that low blood glucose concentration, i.e.hypoglycemia, affects
repolarization of the heart and can be seen invectorcardiography (VECG) as decrease in T-
wave amplitude and reduction in thespatial angle between QRS complex and T wave vector
loops. Motivated by thesefindings, the aim of this study was to investigate the correlations
betweenblood lactate concentration, different VECG parameters, ventilatory parametersand
heart rate during exercise and recovery periods. More specifically, wewanted to identify
correlations between VECG parameters and commonly usedexercise intensity parameters
including the use of invasive collection oflactate concentration.Six (25-37 years old) non
athlete, healthy, male subjects participated in thestudy. All subjects performed two different
bicycle ergospirometric tests,protocols P1 and P2. The basic idea of using two different
protocols was toattain different lactate levels with different heart rate profiles, and thusget
more general results than using only ramp test.During exercise VECG parameters area not as
informative as heart rate andspirometer parameters. However, during recovery period changes
in T-wavevertical angle (theta-T) were similar to those in lactate concentration.Correlations
between lactate and RR interval were r = -0.72 (P1, p<0.001) and r= -0.53 (P2, p<0.001),
whereas between lactate and theta-T they were r = -0.54(P1, p<0.001) and r = -0.71 (P2,
p<0.001). Although there were goodcorrelations between lactate and theta-T it was surprising
that correlationbetween theta-T and RR interval was as low as r = 0.24 (P1) and r = 0.15
(P2).This indicates that theta-T is not dependent on RR interval-time. Correlationbetween
theta-T and markers of intensity suggest that the use ofvectorcardiography may be an
promising and interesting non-invasive tool forrecovery monitoring after exercise.
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Magnetohydrodynamic distortions of the ECG in different MR scanner configurations
Johannes Krug*, Georg Rose
The usage of MRI as an image modality in cardiac diagnostics, e.g. stresstests, as well as
during minimal invasive interventions like myocardialbiopsies or electrophysiological ablations
has several advantages compared toX-Ray technology. A diagnostic ECG in the MRI is
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necessary to ensure thepatient's safety during these procedures. The blood flow in the strong
magneticfield of an MR scanner results (due to the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) effect) ina
voltage which superimposes the ECG signal. This superposition mainly occursin the ST-
segment and the T-wave of the ECG. Hence, an analysis of theST-segment and the prediction
of acute ischemia are not possible. This workinvestigates the influence of different MR scanner
types regarding their fieldstrength (1T, 1.5T and 3T) as well as the orientation of the magnetic
field(horizontal and vertical) on the MHD effect. Gradient and high frequencymagnetic fields
have not been considered. Since the MHD effect results in adifferent signal on each of the ECG
leads, a 12 channel holter ECG (CardioMemCM3000, GETEMED) is used to get maximum
information. The experimental measurements show that the MHD effect increases
withincreasing field strength due to the increasing Lorentz force. A verticaloriented static
magnetic field (as in the Philips 1T HFO Panorama scanner)leads to a higher MHD effect than
the horizontal field. The reason is that mostparts of the aorta are in a perpendicular direction
to the magnetic field inthe vertical case.Using these information, a smart placement of the
ECG electrodes combined withadditional signal processing methods allows the reduction of the
MHD effect inthe ECG signal. We are focusing on methods that do not require time
consuming,preoperative preparations like the placement of 12 ECG electrodes or thetraining of
digital filters.
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A New Tool for the Heart Disease Prognosis in the Community
Rene Gonzalez-Fernandez*, Reynaldo Perez-Santos, Marisabel Lopez-Fernandez, Iris
Fernandez-Godoy, Jorge Luis Espinosa-Portieles, Livan Badias-Ibarra, Ariel Fernandez-
Cabanas, Gemma Rodriguez-Benitez and Yarisley Pena-Llerena
The aim of this paper is to discuss the main characteristics of a systemcreated to study, in a
community, the evolution of people suffering cardiacdiseases or people prone to suffer cardiac
disease. The system has two maincomponents: a portable device for rest ECG acquisition,
henceforth Recorder,and Windows-compatible software, called Analyzer, to storage and study
thesignals acquired by the recorders. This software will be used by the doctortreating the
group of people studied. The Register acquires the twelve leads ofthe standard
electrocardiogram (ECG) simultaneously. Also, these signals andthe heart rate are displayed
on the device screen. When the operator requests,the Recorder measures the amplitude and
duration of all ECG waves and otherrelevant events. The patient data, the ECG and
measurements are stored on theRecorder; this information is then transmitted, via USB, to the
computerrunning the Analyzer. The received cases are stored in a SQL database; thetrend of a
group of parameters associated with heart disease is computed foreach patient. The studied
parameters are: spatial dispersion of QT interval,the Selvester´s Score for people who suffered
heart attacks, the Sokolow´sindex for people with ventricular dilatation or hypertrophy and
the amplitude Rwave progression in chest leads. In an emergency situation, the ECG can
betransmitted in real time to a Telecardiology system developed by the authors, agroup of
experts analyze the cases received and replied about how to treat thepatient. Five Recorder´s
prototypes have been made and evaluated according tothe standard IEC 60601-2-51
successfully. The CSE database was used to test theECG’s processing algorithms. The average
error in the measurements of the QTinterval was 7,62 milliseconds; the errors in
measurements of the ECG waves metthe tolerances of the IEC 60601-2-51 standard.
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Comparison Between Man and Machine in the Case of ACS and AMI Detection in a Chest Pain
Cohort
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Roger Abächerli, Remo Leber, Ivaylo Christov*, Raphael Twerenbold, Philip Haaf, Tobias
Reichlin and Christian Müller
Introduction:Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is a major cause of death and disability. Arapid
and reliable diagnosis is a major clinical need. We wanted to know if manor machine is better
at detecting acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and acutemyocardial infarction (AMI) by
hypothesising that there is no statisticallysignificant difference between man and machine,
both blinded to clinicalinformation after the patient’s initial presentation at the
emergencydepartment.Methods:All patients underwent a clinical assessment included clinical
history-taking,a physical examination, 12-lead ECG, continuous monitoring, pulse
oximetry,standard blood measurement, chest radiography; the 799 patients presented
chestpain and angina pectoris at the emergency department. The myocardial enzymeswere
measured at presentation and in the following. Gold standard of AMI/ACSwas defined by two
independent cardiologists who reviewed all available medicalrecords including follow-up. For
algorithm improvements and scientificperformance measurements, a test set with the first
399 patients of theprospective study were selected.Results:Out of 799 patients, 266 patients
had an acute coronary syndrome thereof 129patients were diagnosed with AMI. In the case of
AMI, we found an optimaldetection level of ST-segment elevation of 100?V with an age
dependency forprecordial leads. The sensitivity was 9% (p<0.001) with 98% specificity.
Bylowering this threshold and adding features such as limitation of ST/T,restrictions on R
and/or S-range, ST-depression and single-lead criteria, thesensitivity can be improved while
keeping a high level of specificity. Thesensitivity was 22% (p<0.001) resp. 53% with
specificity of 99% resp. 83%. Incase of ACS, the sensitivity was 37% (p<0.001) with
specificity of 86% usingACC/ESC guidelines and 41% resp. 86% for the
algorithm.Conclusions:Using automatic detection of AMI, the algorithm can be designed to
match man orto be more specific. In the second case, the sensitivity is statisticallysignificantly
lower (p<0.001) but with a statistically significant higherspecificity (p<0.001) compared to
men. If the algorithm’s performance isadapted to man’s lower specificity, we did not find a
statisticallysignificant difference between the detection performance of man’s andmachine’s.
We could not reject the hypothesis of identical performance in thecase of ACS detection,
either.
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A Radial Basis Function Neural Network for the Detection of Abnormal Intra-QRS Potentials
Chun-Cheng Lin and Weichih Hu*
Abnormal intra-QRS potentials (AIQP) in the signal-averaged electrocardiogramare an
important noninvasive index for the diagnosis of the risk of ventriculararrhythmias. However
the detection of the low-amplitude, broad-band andtransient AIQP is not an easy work
because of the extremely low signal-to-noiseratio. This study tries to develop a nonlinear
neural network using radialbasis functions (RBF) to approximate the smoothed normal QRS
complex and thento estimate the AIQP using the approximation error, and further to quantify
theestimation error of the AIQP. The neuron number of the RBF neural network wasset as
equal to the dimension of the input QRS complex in the input layer tohave enough neurons to
approximate the smoothed normal QRS wave. Differentspread parameters of the Gaussian
kernel function in the hidden layer wereadopted to evaluate the approximation accuracy of
the RBF neural network. The study was consisted a group of normal subjects and a group of
AIQP. Thenormal group included 42 normal Taiwanese. The AIQP group data was
constructedfrom adding a white noise with a root-mean-square value of 5 micro V into
theadjusted QRS complexes of the normal subjects for simulating the presence ofthe broad-
band and random AIQP, and then had the same root-mean-square valuesof the QRS
complexes in the normal group after adjustment. The resultsillustrated that the mean root-
mean-square values of the estimated AIQP in theAIQP group were 2.5 micro V, 3.5 micro V,
2.9 micro V and 2.3 micro V largerthan those in the normal group using the spread parameters
of 5, 10, 15 and 20,respectively. Hence the maximum accuracy of the proposed RBF neural
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network forthe estimation of AIQP can reach 70% (3.5 micro V compared to the ideal valueof
5 micro V) using the broad-band and random white noise to simulate the AIQP.
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Implementation of the Genetic Algorithm and Particle Swarm to Optimize the Results of
Neural Classifiers for ECG Beat Recognition
Mohammad Reza Homaeinezhad*, Ehsan Tavakkoli, Abbas Atyabi, Ali Ghaffari and Reza
Rahmani
Signal processing and data mining tools have been developed to enhance thecomputational
capabilities so as to help clinicians in diagnosis and treatment.The presence of cardiac
abnormalities is generally reflected in the shape ofelectrocardiogram (ECG) waveform and
heart rate. The paper addresses a new QRScomplex geometrical feature extraction technique
as well as its application foroptimal hybrid ECG rhythm type classification. Toward this
objective, afterdetection and delineation of major events of the ECG signal via an
appropriatealgorithm, each QRS region and also its corresponding discrete wavelettransform
(DWT) were supposed as virtual images and each of them was dividedinto eight polar sectors.
Then, the curve length of each excerpted segment wascalculated and was used as the element
of the feature space. To propose a newclassification strategy with adequate robustness
against noise, artifacts andarrhythmic outliers, a fusion structure consisting of four Multi
LayerPerceptron-Back Propagation (MLP-BP) neural networks with different topologieswere
designed and implemented. Afterwards, using particle swarm optimization(PSO) and genetic
algorithm (GA), the obtained predicted labels of theconstitutive neural networks were
combined optimally to achieve higheroperating characteristics. To show merits of the new
hybrid algorithm, it wasapplied to 8 number of arrhythmias (Normal, LBBB, RBBB, PVC, APB,
VE, PB, VF)belonging to 48 number of the MIT-BIH arrhythmia database and the average
valueof accuracy Acc=97.61% was achieved. To evaluate performance quality of the
newproposed hybrid learning machine, the obtained results were compared withsimilar peer-
reviewed studies in this area.
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Real-time Detection of Abnormal Beats in Electrocardiogram by Artificial Neural Networks
Hung-Wen Chiu* and Tsung-Chieh Lee
Cardiovascular diseases have been the main health problems in this modernsociety. Many
homecare devices and services have been developed based onElectrocardiogram (ECG)
recording and transmission. Generally in such frameworkthe interpretation of ECG is off-line
and manually performed by health careprofessionals. Such interpretation is expected to lead
to medical diagnosis andsupport further treatment decision making. However sometimes it is
morenecessary to alarm or record an abnormal cardiovascular event in time than toprovide
such precise interpretation. Therefore we developed a method to detectabnormal beat in ECG
based on artificial neural network (ANN) to providereal-time cardiovascular homecare in this
study. Traditionally Holter ECGanalysis for classifying normal or abnormal beat is based on
template method.Such methods need time to create templates for different patterns of
heartbeats and hence is not satisfied to real-time application. ANN can be trainedby correctly
annotated data to construct a model for classification. In thisstudy we used the annotated
arrhythmia data from Physionet to train an ANN forclassification of heartbeats. The input
features of ANN are the 200ms ECGsignals around R-wave. The preprocessing of ECG includes
R-wave locating,detrending, rectification and normalization of ECG signals. This ANN model
wastested by other data not for training for performance evaluation in asimulation
environment. The results reveal that this model can perform 85% highsensitivity for abnormal
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beat alarm but 32% low specificity which may causemore false alarms. However this study
could be a reference for development ofreal-time cardiovascular homecare services.
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ECG Wavelet Analysis for the Detection of Gene Mutations in Patients with Brugada Syndrome
Velislav Batchvarov, Giovanni Bortolan*, Ivaylo Christov, Rachel Bastiaenen, Hariharan Raju,
Abdulrahman Naseef and Elijah R Behr
Background: We applied time-frequency analysis using wavelet transform (WT) toECGs
acquired during positive diagnostic ajmaline test for Brugada syndrome(BS) in order to
compare patients with and without identified gene mutations. Methods: Digital
electrocardiograms (ECG) were acquired during positiveajmaline test in 26 patients: in
particular 13(6 men, age 46±16 years) withadditional leads V1 to V3 from 3rd intercostal
space (ics) (V13, V23, V33,group A) and 13 patients (7 men, age 37±19 years) with leads V1
and V2 from3rd and 2nd ics (V13, V23, V12, V22, group B). During genetic testing,mutations
for BS were identified in 4 patients in group A and 7 in group Bwhereas 9 patients in group A
and 6 in group B had no mutations. Continuous WTwas applied to the QRS complex and the
ST-T wave (J-point – end of T wave) onleads V1, V2, V3, V13, V23 and V33(group A) and leads
V1, V2, V13, V23, V12 andV22 using biorthogonal wavelets, considering 256 scales.Results: In
group A, there was significantly higher energy within the QRS atscales corresponding to
frequencies above 27 Hz in patients with mutations bothat baseline (p=0.013 to p=0.040) and
during maximum drug effect (p=0.012 top=0.025). In group B, patients with mutations had
higher QRS energy at 6.1 to26 Hz at baseline (p=0.007 to p=0.045) and at 7.9 to 26 Hz and
1.7 to 3.4 Hzduring drug effect (p=0.003 to p=0.045). Within the ST-T wave, there was
higherenergy at lower frequencies during baseline (p=0.018 to 0.045) and maximum
drugeffect (p=0.009 to p=0.046).Conclusion: In patients with BS, WT of the QRS and ST-T
wave seem to correlatewith the presence of gene mutations. Superior results are achieved
when WT isapplied to a set of leads including V1 and V2 from the 2nd to 4th i.c. space.
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Real-time System for High-Resolution ECG Diagnosis Based on 3D Late Potentials Fractal
Dimension Estimation
Omar Escalona, Marianela Mendoza, Guillermo Villegas and Cesar Navarro*
High-resolution electrocardiography (HRECG) is an advanced technique thatenables detection
of low amplitude signals in the ventricular depolarizationactivity, such as the so called 'late
potentials' (LP). The presence of LP iswidely accepted to have prognostic significance in
patients after acutemyocardial infarction, and in more recent studies, as a risk indicator
inpatients with Brugada syndrome. The signal averaged ECG (SAECG) has been thepreferred
denoising technique. However, implementation of SAECG can be a highlydemanding real-time
process if reliable QRS alignment is required under noisycircumstances. To enable reliable
real-time SAECG in a portable compact HRECGsystem, we have embedded the SFP alignment
technique in the microcontroller ofthe orthogonal leads ECG acquisition front stage. Also, a
highly noise-immuneLP quantification parameter, LPd , was implemented. LPd estimates the
fractaldimension of the LP attractor within the 40 microvolts 3D space. This portableand
robust HRECG system is intended for screening/monitoring subjects/patientsat cardiac risk in
the out-of-hospital environment. A LabVIEW application communicates with a specially built
orthogonal leadsECG acquisition module, via the USB port of a laptop. System performance of
thehardware, real-time SFP firmware and LabVIEW application for processing theSAECG, was
tested under added noise of controlled level (50Hz and EMGsimul).LPd computation
verification, was assessed by coherent synthetic LP (modeled;LPd ˜1.3) signal injection at the
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body surface, followed by signalcharacterization of the recovered synthetic LP output by the
overall systemprocess, in several healthy volunteers. The SFP technique was tested by adding
different noise levels of 50Hz andsimulated EMG (EMGsimul) to a noiseless modeled ECG of
known spectrum in thereference channel. Analysis of spectral degradation due to the SFP
averaging of600 beats, indicated a negligible beat alignment jitter standard deviationunder
the worst noise levels (320µVrms): +/-0.82 ms, for 50Hz, and +/-0.68 msfor EMGsimul. In
the computed LPd verification method, the mean value of LPdin five healthy volunteers was of
1.24 +/-0.043 SD, and after injecting thesynthetic LP signal on the same healthy subjects,
LPd was 1.34 +/-0.023,yielding a satisfactory LPd reproducibility performance of the LPd
parameterdiagnostic algorithm.
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Cardiac Syndrome X Electrocardiographic Profile using High-Resolution Signal-Averaged VCG
Mikhail Matveev, Vessela Krasteva, Svetlin Tsonev, Maria Milanova, Rada Prokopova and
Ivaylo Christov*
Cardiac syndrome X (CSX) is a clinical condition characterized by angina,positive stress test
and negative coronary angiography. Due to the typicalischemic changes in ECG during stress
test, myocardial ischemia has beensuggested to play a role. The aim of this study is to obtain
CSX patterns ofthe vectorcardiographic (VCG) loop in the horizontal (H), frontal (F) and
rightsagittal (RS) planes of the Frank corrected orthogonal leads (X,Y,Z) and toassess their
similarity with the reference VCG loops of normal subjects. Apossible significant difference
might indicate further comparisons between VCGloops of CSX and ischemic heart disease
(IHD).This study used Frank X,Y,Z leads of 56 high-resolution ECG recordings at restin
patients with CSX. The mean duration of the records was 11.8+/-4.8 minutes.Synchronous
averaging of the normal atrioventricular complexes in each recordwas applied for calculation
of averaged P-QRS-T waveforms for X,Y,Z, andconstruction of the averaged spatial VCG loop.
The VCG loops of all CSXrecordings were synchronously superimposed to obtain a pattern of
the spatialVCG loop, typical for CSX. The patterns of its three projections in H, F, RS-planes
were used for calculation of the maximal QRS and T vectors (magnitudes,angles) and instant
vectors (angles). The reference VCG data were adopted froma published study of 100 normal
subjects. The presented figure and table contain basic results found for CSX aftersynthesis of
the VCG patterns and identification of the angles of the maximalQRS and T vectors in H, F and
RS planes. These results suggest that CSXelectrocardiographic profile could be considered as a
variant of normalprofile, without the typical VCG changes in IHD.
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ECG Waveform data Extraction from Paper ECG Recordings by K-means Method
Guojie Shi*, Gang Zheng and Min Dai
Huge amount of ECG paper recordings were produced every day sinceelectrocardiograph was
invented. Though modern ECG machine with digital-out hasbeen applied for years, paper
recordings are still chosen by medicalorganizations because of inexpensive price, especially in
China from 1990s tillnow. Unfortunately, the recording paper is heat-sensitive paper, it is
easilybe broken and the line of ECG waveform is fading with time. Cause of clini-caldiagnosis
characteristic and the fast development of HIS (Health Infor-mationSystem), history ECG
paper recordings are becoming more precious. These ECGdata were necessarily to be
extracted and keep the valuable ECG information asdigital type for clinical information
sharing, online diagnosing and ECGdatabase establishing. A method based on K-means was
proposed to extract ECGdata from paper recordings with the help of optical scanner. The
requiredpre-processing procedure contains image binarization, edge detection, andcolor-
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image rotation. After that, color regions of paper ECG were clustered byK-means, the ECG
waveform and the background grid were separated well, thedigital ECG data were acquired
from ECG paper recordings correctly.105patients’ ECG paper recordings were adopted in the
experiment. The data wereobtained from different level of medical services organization. The
date ofthese recordings is ranging from 1990s to present. And the recordings are indifferent
damage level, the paper are in different background color and made bydifferent
manufacturers.The result shows that ECG waveform can be extracted precisely and smoothly.
Theprecision rate of RR interval, QRS interval, QT interval, ST slope, and Ramplitude from ECG
data which are digitalized by the ap-proach in the papercould reach 99%. This was done by
the comparison with the corresponding resultof original ECG paper recordings. And the
digitalized ECG data meet therequirement of clinical diagnosis.
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An Implementation of Real-time and Parallel Processing ECG Features an Extraction Algorithm
in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA)
Weichih Hu*, Chun-Cheng Lin and Liang-Yu Shyu
For a homecare electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring device, it is important toextract the
features of the signal in real-time. The objective of this abstractis to report a successfully
development of a parallel processing, real-time ECGfeatures extraction algorithm that could
be implemented using Fieldprogrammable Gate Array (FPGA) device. The implemented System
on Chip (SOC)using FPGA that could be used to acquire digital ECG data from anAnalog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC), to display ECG and extracted information ona VGA type LCD device, to
store the acquired ECG and the extracted informationinto a flash memory chip and to
communicate to a PC computer using an USBdevice. The hardware implementing algorithm
was developed in Verilog HardwareDescription Language (HDL). It will be analyzing the
component of the ECGsignals and extracted 12 features of ECG information in real time within
twoheart beats. The system will be using these features primarily to identify theabnormal
rhythm of heart beat. The prototype system has been tested inreal-time. The performance of
algorithm was tested and validated using theMIT-BIH Arrhythmia annotated database against
the result from MATLAB. Thisoverall average R-peak timing detection difference against the
annotated data(250Hz) to the algorithm data was 0.25±0.44 sampling point and
is0.001±0.0018 seconds. For timing of Q-peak detection difference, it was-2.05±1.76
sampling points. And, the system has been tested to acquire ECGsignals and the features
extracted from five volunteers in real-time and online.
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Detection of QRS complex in ECG signal using Multiresolution Wavelet and Thresholding
Method
Soroor Behbahani* and Nader Jafarnia Dabanloo
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is a diagnostic tool that measures and records theelectrical
activity of the heart in exquisite detail. Interpretation of thesedetails allows diagnosis of a
wide range of heart conditions.Automatic extraction of time plane features is important for
cardiac diseasediagnosis. This paper presents a multi-resolution wavelet transform
basedsystem for detection and evaluation of QRS complex. In first step of this paperwe use
the selective confident method to find the QRS complex, at next step weuse a threshold
method to find the QRS complex and finally we apply thecomposition of first step algorithm
and thresholding method which shows robustability of finding QRS compared to other
methods. The performance of the systemis validated using original 12 lead ECG recording
collected from the PhysionetPTB diagnostic database. Achieved overall accuracy of R and QRS
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detection for only scale withoutthreshold is 84.48%, the composition of without threshold
93.23%, only withthreshold 90%, and with threshold 98.2%.
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Decreased Complex Correlation Measure of Poincaré Plot in Patients with Depression
Herbert Jelinek, Ahsan Habib Khandoker, D Quintana, Mohammad Hasan Imam* and Kemp AH
Heart rate variability (HRV) is reduced in patients with Major DepressiveDisorder (MDD) and is
also a robust marker of future cardiac mortality.Previous work of ours has shown that
nonlinear HRV measures may be moresensitive for identifying people with MDD in comparison
to other HRV measures.In this study we examined the sensitivity of a new nonlinear
parameter, theComplex Correlation Measure (CCM) in patients with depression relative to
age-and sex-matched controls. The Complex Correlation Measure (CCM) measures
thevariability in the temporal structure of Poincaré plot, which can characterizeor distinguish
plots with similar shapes. It measures the point-to-pointvariation of the signal rather than the
gross description (SD1 and SD2) of thePoincaré plot. It is computed in a windowed manner,
which embeds the temporalinformation of the signal. A moving window of three consecutive
points from thePoincaré plot was considered and the temporal variation of the points
wasmeasured. CCM is more sensitive than SD1 and SD2 to changes of
parasympatheticactivity. SD1. SD2 and CCM were derived from two-minute
electrocardiogramrecordings under eyes open and eyes closed conditions. CCM is sensitive to
therate of change of the temporal structure of the time-series signal. CCM valueswere found
to be 0.36±0.1 in control and 0.29±0.1 in depressed patientsindicating a decrease in the
temporal variability associated with a decrease inparasympathetic function (Cohen’s d = .7,
p=0.0008). CCM also demonstrated alarger effect size or greater sensitivity than SD1 (Cohen’s
d = .5, p=0.0005) and SD2 (Cohen’s d = 0.2, p = 0.015). These results highlight
thatdepressed patients display a dampening of oscillations between parasympatheticand
sympathetic input indicative of reduced functionality and increased risk ofsudden cardiac
death. CCM is a more sensitive nonlinear measure of HRV, whichprovides additional
information to SD1 and SD2 of the Poincaré plotdistribution.
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QRS Complex Analysis using Wavelet Transform and Two Layered Self-Organizing Map
Mutsuo Kaneko*, Fumiaki Iseri, Takafumi Gotho,Hidehiro Ohki and Naomichi Sueda
Purpose: Many kinds of methods have been developed to classify QRS complex inHolter
electrocardiogram. However, the accuracy of these methods is not fullysatisfied the clinical
needs. In this paper, we developed automatedclassification methods using a wavelet
transform and two-layeredself-organizing map (SOM) to improve the accuracy and evaluated.
Methods: A discrete wavelet coefficient is used for feature extraction of aheart beat. SOM is
used for learning and clustering of signal features. First,each beat is divided in eight sections
and the discrete wavelet coefficients oflevel 1-5 are calculated using a Haar mother wavelet
for each section. Bylearning these wavelet coefficients in the first SOM, each section is
mapped ina two-dimensional lattice depending on the characteristics. Second, QRScomplexes
are reconstructed as a line of the map position in the first SOM andclassified by the second
SOM. We evaluated our method using MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database of 16 cases (32,032beats)
and compared with the accuracy of a standard cross correlationcoefficient method. Five kinds
of beat cords of normal, VPC, right bundlebranch block, left bundle branch block and WPW are
used for the comparison. Wedefined the error rate Er by the following equation for a
qualitative resultcomparison, Er=Eb/Tb where Eb is the number of the classification error
beatsand Tb is the total number of beats. Results: The classification error rate in the case of
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the correlationcoefficient method is 0.82% and proposed method is 0.39%. We confirmed
that theaccuracy of in our method for the QRS complex analysis is significantlyimproved.
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ECG Baseline Wander Elimination Based on Morphology Algorithm With Non-flat Structure
Element
Yuan Gu*, Gang Zheng and Min Dai
Baseline wander exists in ECG signal collection procedure because of the interference of
respiration. It is a kind of noise, and the diagnosis ofcardio diseases may be interfered,
especially for the automatic diagnosis. Most previous studies have done to eliminate baseline
wander, however, thatwill make the morph change of ECG waveform. The change will affect
clinical diagnosis of heart disease, such as the measurement of ST-T segment changing, and
the amplitude of P waveform. That will not meet requirement of doctor’sdiagnosis. To solve
this problem, a morphology algorithm based on non-flatstructure element was proposed in the
paper. This is different withpreviousstudy work on employing of flat structure. In the paper, a
non-flat structureelement was designed according to the shape, amplitude, and period of
ECGsignal. The designing was for a more accurate approximating to the ECGwaveforms.
Moreover, such structure element was modified by the feedbackvalue of filtered waveforms.
And this could elevate its robust. The proposed algorithm was tested with the data from 8
files of MIT/BIH arrhythmiadatabase. Eight different shapes of ST-T segment were summed up
from that, andthe shapes are covering most of the cardiac conditions. In the experiments,
ECGsignals were processed with different baseline elimination algorithms. Andthe distortions
of P waveform, QRS wave group, and the ST-T segments of ECGsignal were observed and
computed. After compared with several classicalbaseline elimination algorithms, the signal to
noise ratio of proposedalgorithm is the best of all other strategies, and the ratio of
deformation isthe lowest of all. The results supported that the proposed algorithm couldboth
reduce the baseline wander, and limit the change of ECG waveform tomeet the requirement of
clinical diagnosis.
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Detection of Power-Line Interferences in ECG signal using Frequency-Domain Analysis
Constanza Lehmann*, Antoun Khawaja and Juergen Reinstaedtler
ECG signals can be seriously distorted by power-line interference (PLI),the electromagnetic
interference of power-line cables. This contaminationcan lead to imprecise measurements of
the ECG wave durations andamplitudes. Therefore, the accuracy of the ECG analysis can be
significantlyreduced.The aim of this study was to develop and test a PLI detection
algorithm,including the automatic recognition of the correct frequency and evaluatingtheir
level of inference. This enables an appropriate filtering wheneverneeded.In the presence of
PLI the power spectral density (PSD) will consist of atrue ECG part and a part caused by PLI.
The latter has the shape of narrowpeaks in the PSD at certain frequencies corresponding to
the basis frequency,50 Hz and 60 Hz, and/or its harmonics. The PSD is computed using
Welch’smethod with an appropriate window size compromising on variancereduction of the
PSD estimation and frequency resolution. The part of thePSD relating to an estimate of the
underlying ECG is removed to single outthe PLI components. Afterwards, a robust peak
detection algorithm is appliedto the residual PSD in order to identify all possible basis
frequencies andtheir harmonics.To explore the capabilities of this method, first pure
sinusoidalinterferences were imposed to real, recorded ECG signals. Placed at the
basisfrequencies those interferences could be detected if they had amplitudes ofaround 10 µV.
However, when located at the harmonics the interferencescould be detected even with 5-
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6µV.Finally, the performance of the detection algorithm was validated withmore than 12000
ECG signals of 10 second length and numerous samplingrates recorded in different countries.
Some of them featured PLI and someof them did not. The detection results are very promising
with a total falsepositive rate of 0.1%.
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Do the ECG Intervals Depend on the Heart Rate, on the Body Habitus or on the Amplitude?
Insights from a Large Study Group
Roger Abächerli, Ivaylo Christov*, Richard Kobza, Franz Frey, Johann-Jakob Schmid and Paul
Erne
IntroductionIt is known that among other parameters the QT interval isheart-rate-dependent.
Moreover, it can be hypothesized that the electrical axesare influenced by the body habitus.
We wanted to know if these effects can befound in young males of a certain age category or
whether there is anotherimportant correlation. MethodsA database of 41’806 young Swiss
(age 19.3+-1.1) who underwent compulsoryconscription for the Swiss Army was compiled.
Along with other medical data, anECG was taken. All abnormal ECGs reviewed by two
independent cardiologists wereexcluded. All ECGs for which no automatic measurement was
possible or bodyhabitus not available or the conscript was a female were excluded, too.
ECGsubgroups were reviewed and global measurement parameters manually adoptedwhere
needed. We produced 2D contour plots, calculated correlation coefficientand regression
lines.ResultsMinimal value, mean+-standard deviation, and maximal value for weight,
heightand BMI were 40, 73+-12, 187 kg; 118, 178+-7, 207cm and 13, 23+-4, 58 kg/m^2.The
linear relationship between BMI and Paxis, QRSaxis and Taxis was -1*BMI+71(R^2=0.03), -
2*BMI+108 (R^2=0.07) and -1.5*BMI+76 (R^2=0.13). The linearrelationship between RR
(351, 859+-162, 1751 ms) and PP, PQ, QRS and QTinterval was 0*RR+110 (R^2=0.02),
0*RR+146 (R^2<0.01), 0*RR+89 (R^2=0.02) and0.1*RR+248 (R^2=0.65). The correlation
was larger than R^2=0.1 for more thanhalf of the interval-amplitude
relationships.ConclusionsAlthough no relevant correlation was found between RR and PQ, QRS
and PP, acorrelation was detected between QT/RR (known) as well as foramplitude-duration
couples. The measurement error corresponding to thedifference between the maximal and
minimal value is 14 ms, 2 ms, 11 ms and 188ms for the PP, PQ, QRS and QT interval focusing
on heart rate dependency. Theregressed Paxis values range from 57° down to 8° for minimal
and maximal BMI,83° down to -2° for the QRS axis and from 55° to -16° for the T axis.
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Embedded platform for automation of Medical Devices
Alejandro Mendoza Garcia*, Mario Huizar, Benedikt Baumgartner, Ulrich Schreiber and Alois
Knoll
This paper describes the hardware and software components of an embeddedplatform that
may be used for the automation of medical devices. The platformis capable of capturing data
from different sensors using multiple interfacessuch as analog signals, USB, CAN and RS-232.
This captured data may berecorded, visualized and sent through network for remote
analysis.The system is composed of a main unit based on an ARM microcontroller
runningLinux and a supervisor unit implemented in a low-power microcontroller runningFree
RTOS. This unit continuously checks the status of the main unit and givesan alarm signal in
case of failure. A library was developed in C++ to providedifferent components that can be
used for specific control applications.For the creation of the user interfaces Embedded QT was
used. A fuzzy controlmechanism was implemented to make decisions upon the acquired data
and controlexternal devices. The rules of the fuzzy controller may be easily updated andthe
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system may be reprogrammed remotely. As an application example the embedded platform
was used to automate a portableextra-corporeal support system (ECSS). Signals such as
pressure and ?ow areacquired through an ADC board that is attached to the main unit.
AdditionallySpO2 is acquired through a serial port. A target pressure, flowand SpO2 are set by
the operator. The fuzzy controller is able to control theseparameters by changing the
centrifugal pump speed, the fraction of inspiredoxygen and the gas volume.
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TEMEO – a Novel Mobile Heart Rhythm Telemonitoring System
Hristo Mateev, Iana Simova, Tzvetana Katova, Nikolay Dimitrov and Ivaylo Christov*
Background: ECG telemonitoring is a relatively new advancement of medicaltechnology which
enables the control of the health status despite the spatialseparation of patient and physician.
There is great research progress indetection, wireless transfer and automatic analysis of ECG
signals, butclinical experience with working telemonitoring systems is very limited.Methods:
We evaluated 60 patients, applying simultaneously standard HolterECG and TEMEO
telemonitoring system. We then compared the data derived from the2 types of monitoring
systems as well as TEMEO derived ECGs with standard ECGs. Results: Patient compliance
during the monitoring period was excellent. Onthe basis of Intraclass correlation coefficient
analysis we evaluated the levelof agreement between Holter ECG derived and TEMEO derived
parameters and foundhigh and statistically significant correlation coefficients for the
followingparameters: average heart rate (HR) (correlation coefficient 0.93, p <
0.001),maximal HR (0.43, p = 0.017) and minimal HR (0.94, p < 0.001), % of time
intachycardia (0.72, p < 0.001) and single supraventricular ectopic beats (SVEB)(0.61, p =
0.003). Ventricular ectopic beats (VEB), couplets of SVEB and totalnumber of analyzed
complexes were recorded as significantly different by thetwo monitoring systems. We found a
very high coincidence rate of 99.3% whenTEMEO derived ECGs were compared with standard
ECGs. Conclusion: TEMEO telemonitoring system is reliable and convenient for thepatient, easy
to use and friendly. TEMEO derived ECGs have a very highcoincidence rate with standard ECGs.
TEMEO patient monitoring provides resultsthat are similar to those derived from a standard
Holter ECG.
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Clinical Validation of an Automated Technique for MRI-Based Quantification of Myocardial
Perfusion
Giacomo Tarroni*, Cristiana Corsi, Patrick F Antkowiak, Federico Veronesi, Christopher M
Kramer, Frederick H Epstein, Claudio Lamberti, Amit R Patel and Victor Mor-Avi
Although cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) is an attractive alternative forquantitative
evaluation of myocardial perfusion, it relies on frame-by-framemanual tracing of myocardial
regions of interest (ROIs). To overcome thistedious and potentially inaccurate methodology
we recently developed anautomated technique using noise-based level-set methods and non-
rigidregistration for endocardial and epicardial border detection as a basis forautomated
definition of myocardial ROIs (fig., left). The goal of the presentwork was to validate this
technique against conventional manual analysis. Tothis effect, we studied 27 patients
undergoing contrast-enhanced CMR imaging(1.5T) at rest and during adenosine stress.
Throughout eachcontrast-enhancement sequence, myocardial ROIs were defined both using
ourautomated technique and by manual tracing. Contrast enhancement time-curveswere
constructed (fig., middle and right) and used to calculate a number ofperfusion indices (such
as peak-to-peak amplitude and slope of the upslopeportion of the curves). Our results were
compared with manual analysis usingquantitative coronary angiography as a reference for
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significant disease(stenosis >50%). Automated analysis of one sequence required <1 min.
Measuredsegmental pixel intensities in each frame correlated highly with manualanalysis
(r=0.95, y=0.95x+5 at rest; r=0.95, y=0.95x+2 at stress). Bland-Altmananalysis showed
small biases (1.3 at rest; 0.0 at stress) and narrow limits ofagreement (±13 at rest; ±14 at
stress). The derived perfusion indices alsocorrelated highly with (r up to 0.94) and showed the
same diagnostic accuracyas manual analysis (AUC up to 0.72 vs. 0.73). Despite the extreme
dynamicnature of contrast enhanced image sequences and respiratory motion, ourautomated
technique allows fast detection of myocardial ROIs and quantificationof stress-induced
perfusion abnormalities, and was shown to be as accurate asmanual analysis.
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Effect of Talking on Mean Arterial Blood Pressure: Agreement Between Manual Auscultatory
and Automatic Oscillometric Techniques
Dingchang Zheng*, Roberto Giovannini and Alan Murray
It is recommended that talking must be avoided during blood pressure (BP)measurement.
However, there is little quantitative clinical data available onthe comparison of the effect of
talking on both manual and automatictechniques. This study aimed to provide these data.
Twenty healthy subjects (15 male and 5 female; age from 27 to 64 years) werestudied.
Manual auscultatory systolic and diastolic blood pressures (SBP andDBP) were obtained by a
trained observer. For each subject, three repeat BPmeasurement sessions were performed,
with two BP measurements in each. One wasmeasured under resting condition and the other
under talking condition. Duringthe measurement the oscillometric cuff pressure was also
recorded digitallyduring deflation. Manual mean arterial pressure (MAP) was estimated from
manualDBP plus one third the pressure change from DBP to SBP. Automated MAP
wasdetermined from the cuff pressure at the peak of the 6th order polynomial modelenvelope
fitted to the sequence of oscillometric pulse amplitudes. The averageMAP from the three
repeat sessions was used as the reference value for thatsubject. The effect of talking on both
manual and automated MAPs was quantifiedand compared. Talking increased both manual and
automated MAPs significantly by 5.4 mmHg(mean±SD: 89.6±6.6 vs 94.9±6.9 mmHg) and 5.2
mmHg (86.6±7.7 vs 91.8±8.1mmHg) respectively in comparison with those from the resting
condition (bothP<0.001). The increases of manual and automated MAPs were not
significantlydifferent (P=0.8), and they were moderately correlated with a regression slopeof
0.87 and R square value of 0.4. In conclusion, by analysing the recorded oscillometric pulse
waveform, anincrease in manual auscultatory MAP with talking has been confirmed with ashift
of the peak of the oscillimetric pulse waveform envelope to higherpressures. This provides
scientific support for measurement protocols askingsubjects not to talk during the
measurement.
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Increased Repolarization Heterogeneity is Associated with Increased Mortality in Hemodialysis
Patients
JP Couderc*, D Gray, J Xia and W Zareba
Background: End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) is a costly and disabling conditionthat is
associated with a high mortality rate (~160 per 1000 patients/year).Today, there are
approximately half a million people in the US with ESRD onhemodialysis. Cardiac disease is
implicated in as many as 44% of these deaths.Amongst those, cardiac arrhythmias represent
61% of all cardiac deaths. Wetested the hypothesis that ECG parameters measuring
ventricular repolarizationwere associated with cardiac death when monitored during or after
hemodialysissession (HS). Method: We enrolled ESRD patients with high risk for fatal
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eventsover a period of 1 year. Twelve-lead Holter ECGs were recorded for 48 hoursstarting 30
minutes before the onset of the HS. The ECG measurements includeVPCs frequency, QTc, T-
wave complexity, QRS-T angle amongst others. We usedlinear mixed effect models with
autoregressive covariance structure toinvestigate the differences in ECG trends during and
after the HS betweengroups. Results: Forty two ESRD patients were enrolled and survived
the13-month follow-up period (age: 63±12 yrs, EF: 59±15%, 25 females) while 8enrolled
patients did not (age: 60±12 yrs, EF: 58±22%, 5 females). Nodifferences in dialysis methods
and patients’ electrolytes were found but theduration of the HS was shorter in non survivors
(203±24 vs. 240±29 min.,p=0.023). Frequency of ventricular ectopic beats was significantly
higherduring the second hours of the dialysis in patients who did not survive (26±20vs. 3±14
VPCs/hour, p=0.02); no statistical differences were found for otherparameters during the HS.
During the 48 hours following the HS, thenon-survivor group had lower heart rate (RR
intervals: 855±91 vs. 775±134msec., p=0.01), increased T-wave complexity (0.29±0.15 vs.
0.23±0.17,p=0.05). Conclusions: More frequent dialysis-induced ventricular ectopy,
lowerheart rate and increased T-wave complexity indicate increased risk of mortalityin ESRD
patients.
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Mapping the Transmural Scar and Activation for Patients with Ventricular Arrhythmia
Linwei Wang*, Fady Dawoud, Ken CL Wong, Heye Zhang, Huafeng Liu, John Sapp, Milan
Horacek and Pengcheng Shi
Introduction: Myocardial scar is the common substrate for malignant arrhythmiaand cardiac
arrest. As myocardial scar is often complex with shapes varyingwith the depth of the
myocardium, radiofrequency ablation is still subject tolimited success because of the
inadequate assessment of scar substrates thatcurrently relies on electrophysiologic (EP) map
acquired on endocardial andoccasionally epicardial surfaces. Alternatively, the noninvasive and
transmuraldelayed contrast-enhanced scar imaging does not necessarily correlate
anatomicscar with the electrically altered scar substrate. Method: We present a validation
study of a noninvasive EP imaging method thatcombines body-surface potential mapping
(BSP) data and image-derived anatomicdata to compute EP and scar details not only on heart
surfaces but alsotransmurally along the depth of the myocardium. A generic,
macroscopicphenomenological model of transmembrane potential (TMP) dynamics was
combinedwith probabilistic estimation theory to produce a Bayesian maximum a
posterioriestimation of subject-specific TMP dynamics corresponding to the given BSPdata.
Scar masses were then delineated from the abnormal EP pattern incomparison to the generic
pattern.Results: Experiments were performed on BSP and CT scans of four patientsreferred for
ablation associated with myocardial infarction. Scar imaging andthe AHA 17-segment based
scar quantification were validated with sinus-rhythmsubstrate voltage maps acquired by
CARTO electroanatomic mapping systems,showing accurate results on heart surfaces and
transmural scar distributionunavailable in CARTO maps. Estimated activation maps of ICD-
pacing werevalidated with the CARTO activation maps, giving an accuracy of
normalizedmutual information = 0.82±0.11. This study showed that, thepresented
computational EP imaging method is able to provide substrate andactivation map on heart
surfaces consistent with state-of-the-art EP mappingtechniques, and to offer additional
information along the transmural dimensionthat is current untapped in surface mapping
techniques.
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